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FOREWORD 

“Samvid” is giving this fruit of his askesis of knowledge 

(*im*w) to the world of questing aspirants (^tra^i:). The 

work chosen for (study) and McMH (Exposition in the 

form of translation) is Atreya’s condensation (in the words 

of the original) of Yogavasistha called by him 

The style of the Samskrit Original is an alchemic fusion of 

the precision and clarity of the enlightened Intellect, the 

vividness of the luminous Imagination, the ecstasy of the 

emotional, sensuous and even nervous-physical being - all 

sharing the spiritually concrete Insightful, Inner Mystical 

Vision of the Absolute, which is the main-spring setting in 

motion the entire work. Samvid does not attempt the 

impossible task of shaping the least-fitted earthy English 

language to embody the magical Divine qualities of Samskrit 

but has wisely contented himself with providing the mini¬ 
mum necessary help to the reader to go to the original. In a 

work of this kind, the minimum is also the maximum. To 

give more would lead to a devastating distraction from the 

original. To give less would deprive him of the needed help. 

This stupendous task can be achieved only by a Tapasya of 

Humility, in Humility and by Humility. Humility is endless. 

But Humility is so natural to Samvid that he successfully 

makes his English efface itself, the original being left finally 

free to radiate the aroma of its innate Breath of the Spirit. 

This vision of Vasistha is propounded in the form of a 

Dialogue between the Master C35) and Disciple (fai«0 . The 

disciple is no less a person than tm, the Avatar among 

Avatars, the unique Incarnation capable of complete identi¬ 

fication with the human personality to the extent of even a 

total unconsciousness of the Divinity. The Divine becomes 

all Human so that the Human becomes all Divine, the 

perfect Bridge (&3) between the Finite and the Infinite, 

Time and the Timeless. Rama begins his life as the repre¬ 

sentative Man, sharing the bewildering preoccupation of the 

Finite with the Finite, the shortlived excitements of Sensa- 
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lions. Feelings, Emotions, Thoughts and Images - all driven 

by Chameleon Desire and oriented to the Phantasmagoria 

of objects in this world. The consciousness of man seems to 

be fated to be the victim of the Turbulent ocean of Universal 

Life-energy with its whirlpools, eddies and typhoons with 

rare periods of a deceptive calm, a vain cyclic movement 

in Ignorance leading to a state of , the profound 

Sorrow which finds no escape or way out of the sorrows of 

existence and so deprives the will of its meaningful motiva¬ 

tion for action and even continuation of life. The rationalis¬ 

ing mind with its unique power of analysing and measuring 

the Finite and its movements, the so-called Reason and 

Scientific Temper (the modern consciousness and malady of 

the century) - is simply of no avail in the task of facing the 

impermanence of life in this world. Rama’s consciousness 

therefore leaves aside this Reason. His is willing to 

abdicate its suzerain status in favour of another Faculty, 

which will not allow Analysis, Ratiocination or Conceptua¬ 

lising of any kind to intrude or distract in its work. He stands 

firm (3faBfw) on the Rock of Inner Contemplation, the^hs or 

Faculty of Awareness, which seeks the complete Illu¬ 

mination. He does not allow the Sense-mind to cloud 

his but is ever-wakeful (strafr) and watchful of the 

movements of the Samsaric ocean which is threatening all 

the time with its seemingly endless and various Temptations 
to impose its slumber of Unconsciousness and Oblivion of 

anything other than Itself (^ ^ arqr *TR). Even 
when one is above this temptation, the illusive Maya of the 

Universe presents before the seeker many illusory lights, 

gurus who are really Blind but who have the delusion or 

perversion - (often a mixture of both) - of the true wisdom, 

to accept whose guidance is to have the fate of the Blind 

leading the blind (37^te 4Nhhf*t:). These dazzling persona¬ 

lities who dazzle in order to impress - (and ‘man wants to 
be dazzled in order to be impressed’) do not and cannot 

have the true ’tost (wisdom) because of the basic insincerity 

in their constitution but consider themselves pandits - CtfeiT 
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M-qHMi:). Knowledge in any field, even in the realm of the 

Finite, is possible and easy only by contact with a real Great 

Knower (=R) and not a deluded Idiot (3*=R). The seeker of 

something other than the Finite has to seek only the in 

that other Dimension. If his knowledge is to be complete 

he has to take refuge in the company of — a 

community of the Greats (MM The Infinite has 

infinite aspects and it is very rarely indeed that one comes 

across a Guru who has the key to unlock all the Mansions in 

the Empyrean. Hence the Upanishadic call, warning and 

injunction — “'sRisso, 'STTUcT MM <=kiR>i«})£RT”. 

Rama is extremely fortunate in being ushered by the 

Elders - his own father and sages like — to the 

spiritual presence of qfas, the (Family preceptor) of 

the family of the Raghus C-t>£q*i:). So the Teacher in this^#T 

is no less a person than^fttB, the^R among the^Ri:, the Guru 

among the Gurus, the Guru who not only embodies in 

Himself the power of complete illumination but also 

provides in and through this dialogue the presences of the 

entire inner mystic court of the Gurus ). Nay, He 

introduces his disciple to the most towering of all 

times and ages, who survives all the ages and cycles of Time 

C^iifn) in a divine deathless, physical body, the body of a 

Divine Crow — Vasistha, in all 

humility gives the great teaching often in the very words of 

this Sovereign Lord of Gurus (TpRTO) whose triple body 

and the causal, the subtle and even the 

outermost fleshly sheath, is the Divine the 

luminous Bliss of the summit of consciousness concentrated 

and concretised in a sensuous, tangible form. The Word is 

made Flesh, and the words of the utterance of this supreme 

Adept makes the Bath of the Lord possible to the aspirant 

by the touch the directing, enlightening glance (^t- 

and the alchemic transforming radiation which makes 

the sadhaka one with the Siddha; the human, one with the 

Divine (%^8ST). It is in this most occult, secret sense that the 

Yogavasistha is a Siddha Sastra, not only given by the 
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Greatest of All Siddhas with a divine compassion and love 

but also, in the most primary sense of radiating the Atmos¬ 
phere which makes the Transformation of Consciousness 

irresistible, inevitable and immediate. The is not satis¬ 

fied with soaring from the realm of Matter (Earth) to the 

highest altitudes of the Spirit (Heaven) but he connects the 

Nadir with the Zenith, so that all Heaven gets spilled on 

Earth and a new Heaven is on Earth. His aim is to build a 

Heaven on Earth. A New Heaven and a New Earth; and this 

is the Siddhi or the Goal of the Path. 4p|c|iftng has brought in 

a single focus all the great Siddhas and , the two 
and a host of others - 

Lippis being the Head of this Hierarchy, the Most 

Effulgent Star in the Spiritual Firmament. Together they 

form the Most Puissant A Secret Star-Order, 

working silently, obscurely but with the certainty of ultimate 

victory, for the establishment of the Kingdom of God, 

^tfocKH-^ on Earth. The TtT£R for the earth of the collective 

consciousness of this generates for the individual 

sadhaka of this world an atmosphere in which a total Ascent 

and an Integral Descent become incredibly easy while at the 

same time it makes the fall or lowering of consciousness 

almost impossible. The usual inevitable downward gravita¬ 

tion and externalising of consciousness and ) is 
rendered inoperent thereby making inwardness and height¬ 

ening of consciousness (3^3 and 35^3) natural, swift and 

safe. gives Rama the privilege of doing his sadhana in 

this Beneficent, Loving, the real the associa¬ 
tion with those who are established in the consciousness of 

TTT which isfeRf and (the Divine Ground of Luminous 
Delight of Self-existence). The Love of thefts desires Love 

in the sadhaka and the Love of the Infinite is born in him. 

The Deep calls to the deep, and Rama glimpses the 
Luminous Infinite. A radical reversal of consciousness is the 

inevitable result. Looking with an endearing and 

total absorption towards the Noumenon behind the Pheno¬ 

menon, the Infinite behind the Finite, the vast consciousness 
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of Being supporting all Becoming, the sttri, begins. 

The drooping eyelids focussing only on the finite or the 

small (3q^q) are raised, and Vision gets focused ) 

on the Great Ether with its Many-splendoured Myriads of 

Effulgence 0>£TT). i ^ ^ crappqn Here is 

another Ocean of the Spirit, with endless sheet of waters of 

Light and Joy and unsounded depths of Silence and 

Ananda. The soul with mounting aspiration in Rama desires 

to plunge and dive to the depths, the entire gamut of this 

New, Vast Ocean, the *j*n. He will not rest content till he 

explores all the regions and becomes one with its Infinity. 

This insatiable quest makes him ask Question after Question 

to the Guru, seeking for revelations of Aspect after Aspect 

of the Infinite. The answers of the Guru are from his own 

of strc°T, concentrated explorations and scalings of Every 

Level of the Vast. Every Answer not only answers the 

Questioner but also whets his appetite and points to new 

depths and heights. So, in this single work, we have 

all the Yogas and all the Paths, and all the Goals powerfully 

vibrating in the Great Utterance. The Sadhana spoken of 

here is called (cran (f^YT^T, -ckui) — the diving 

movement of the consciousness of the whole being, inten¬ 

sively and extensively, in the YP35, the ocean of 

massed, concentrated Light. This is not the movement in the 

layers of memory - of concepts, of ideas, images and 

feelings - so characteristic of the academic circles which are 

totally disconnected with Fact or Truth. On the other hand, 

this fa-cti't is a triune movement of — I, sraFf, listening in 

Stillness to the word of the Guru - all the energies which go 

into ideation or feeling expectantly attuned to and soaked in 

the Peace - II, *FR, dwelling in the vibration and suffusing 

the members of one’s Being with the Radiation of the Spirit, 

and finally - llLftf^TRH, stationing oneself with stability in 

the Atman. One takes delight in this process and 

widely, wisely moves around, inside, everywhere (3tra*FrTR[ 

in the strr^. So ttr becomes 3-itcMr<rR, As 

the is pouring in words, the experiences of communing 
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with the Atman ), <i-m , the , absorbs and 

dwells and stabilizes in himself the beneficent gifts of the 

Teacher. 
What a Cornucopia of blessings does give, and tpt 

assimilate in breath-taking rapidity of rapture! The experi¬ 

ence of this individual Self, a Wave as one with the waters of 

the Vast, Transcendent Ocean -37? dSJifw. Even the demark¬ 

ing of the single wave is in the water and by the particles of 

water, What everybody addresses everybody 

else as You in the three genders of masculine, feminine, and 

neuter is the Great. Neutral Parent-Consciousness, 

The essential nature of this Vast Consciousness is a Lumi¬ 

nous Light of Pure Awareness — All names and 
forms, qm, are only the etchings in, formations of the 

Vast, which is, which shines, and loves - 3qfer, qr^r, 1^**. All 

is Brahman and nothing else whatsoever is; 
HHlfeT P=b3H. One only, without any other second is the 

Omnipresent Reality — i<cb*H<=iiI&ol''i It is Existence, It 

is an Effulgence, f^; It is Bliss, 3TRP^; It is the fusion in all 

possible permutations of these Three: Effulgent Existence, 

Existent Effulgence, Existent Delight, 

Delight of Self-existence, 37FP^ER£ra; Luminous Bliss, 

Blissful, Blessed Light, 3tH<3cRT. Being, Light-Delight 

Tlfoel<lH-<; Being, Delight-Light, and so on. Being, 
Light, f%TcT, and Delight, - each is the frontal 

manifestation of every other in all these realisations. In 

reality, they are not three or triple but triune — one only, 
5R»t, sttjT, ; and so on. Another kind and 

different set of realisations open before the seeker when all 

these three are seen and experienced as an Eternal, Auspici¬ 

ous, Beneficent, Silence or Peace, • 

•VIl'TTfo’HHKHI II 

or simply 

3jf ^IlFrT: ! VllPfi: ! ! 
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Behind and Beyond these positive Affirmative States is 

the Mysterious All-Negating Non-Being, Void, 

arasr Beyond still, is the Supreme Static Sub¬ 

stratum which supports this Void, Nirvana. 

A Blending of even these apparently opposite and 

mutually contradictory realisations is possible — The 

Being-Non-Being. The crowning consummation is the 

“■tiqtar’ the state which embraces Being, Non-Being 

and Becoming, Knowledge and Ignorance, f^rar and 

Such is the Logic of the Infinite, the Cohesive Power of 

the which not only holds the opposites in peaceful co¬ 

existence, but fuses them in a Masterly, Lordly Conscious¬ 

ness, which the astounded, baffled intellect can only 

look upon as an illogical Magic. The natural, inevitable 

result of the impact of this^t, on the mind with its 

inseparable, bosom companion, ego (atWfFR) is a total ann¬ 

ihilation, of both, itself and its ^5, and a mutation of 

both in the Brahmic-Consciousness. wnfh, The Flame of 

Awareness consumes in its Flames both, and from the 

Ashes, a new consciousness is created which is called a 

consciousness divinised by Divine Substance, The 

Sadhaka becomes a^rta5*^ and the body becomes a^RtSFRd, 

a Playground of the WR (self-empire) and ttrfr (world- 

empire) of and , the Two who are One, the 

Supreme Ishwara-Ishwari, Sorrow (f^K) is 

drowned in (Peace) and (Bliss). TR becomes 

^RFF^TTO. ^ andfTRT are united in thef^i^m, the Ether of 

the Supreme Light. The threefold is complete. 

Only two Powers can bring about this consummation in 

the^nsR - the grace embodied in and the 

Aspiration with its readiness to receive and assimilate - the 

embodied in TR. These two vibrations make the extre¬ 

mely difficult, Razor-Edge Path of#^RRR, a Sun-lit path of 

easy, rapid, rapturous Movement. 
A trey a’s abridgment of the original Yogavasistha, gives a 

taste of the tr of the original, because of the condensation in 

the words of the original. But this taste is a far-cry, a pale 
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substitute for the white-heat of radiance of the original. The 

saplings transplanted from the original work (to use his own 

words in his English Preface), to give a logically coherent 

intellectual treatise for the academicians, are all the time 

crying for rehabilitation out of the pruned, trimmed Garden 

into their natural habitation of the Wild Forests. It is 

precisely in the episodes, so studiously omitted in the body 

of the condensation, that the twofold Atmosphere of the 

and dlM'fsj is built. The episodes are not distractions 

from the Teaching but indispensable aids for the realisation 

of the Teaching. The Teaching itself is not the doling out of 

concepts or thoughts. It is the transmission of a Spiritual 

energy for uplifting the consciousness of the Sadhaka. 

Learning is not thinking with the mind but absorbing with 

the whole being of the transcendent experiences. This is not 

Business, where one learns the ‘Tricks of the trade’ from 

someone and practises them independently and masters with 

assiduous, painstaking practice. The 3W spoken of in the 

text is not the repetition or exercise of Thought-energy but 

repeated, consistent exposure to the Other dimensions 

shown by the Guru who is rightly called The Dialogue 

of the Guru and the Sishya is not a mere talk where only the 

mind contacts only the other mind. It is wisely called the^rlcn 

of the Guru who is the '‘Pidi'-i »ni<*pi)di. Teaching is an Art, 

not a Science - the subjective consciousness of the Creative 

Artist, Tje, and the subjective consciousness of the 
are communing with the Objective Consciousness of the 

Composition which is the Teaching. The original 4bi<*iRi8 is a 

Lyrical Rhapsody of Epic proportions. It is a perfect blend¬ 

ing of the Romantic and the Classical sensibilities, perhaps 

one of the greatest achievements in world literature. The 

greater marvel is that these sensibilities are fused with 

the sense of the Spiritually Concrete - a Spiritual Realism. 
Atreya sensitively says in his preface that the presence of the 

Sage, the agrenft, is felt in the work. The repetitions in the 
work not only serve the purpose of reinforcement of the 

Message in the consciousness of the Listener [ the (bee) 
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has to sting the^te (worm) repeatedly to transform it.into Its 

shape and substance], but serve as Mantric Chant - a 

confluence of sounds which somehow catch the star-like 

splendour of the Infinite Ether. A silent contemplation of 

this vast universe, the Composition of the Supreme Ishwara, 

would reveal that His Nature is verily such, exactly such, a 

blending of these three great elements - Romanticism, 

Classicism, and Spiritual Realism. No wonder, the composi¬ 

tion of the partakes of the very nature of the 

which it seeks to expound. The , the the God- 

embrace, the God-touch is given. 

All can be done if the God-touch is there; 

All will be done for the God-touch is here. 
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TRANSLATOR’S PREFACE 

This compilation in Sanskrit originally formed an appendix 

to the thesis, “The Philosophy of Vasistha as presented in 

Yogavasistha”, submitted to the Benares Hindu University 

in 1928 by B.L. Atreya for the degree of Doctor of Letters. 

The author has written several books on the philosophy of 

Yogavasistha and other subjects connected with this magni¬ 

ficent work which Swami Rama Tirtha considered as “The 

most wonderful book ever written under the sun which 

nobody on earth can read without realising God-Conscious¬ 

ness.” In Vedantic traditions, Yogavasistha is regarded as 

the ultimate book expounding the Truth from the siddha- 

vastha, or the state of a Yogin who has realised the Absolute 

Reality by personal experience. 

This compilation, consisting of nearly 2500 verses, was 

first published in 1936 by the Government Press, Allahabad 

as the 64th volume in the series “Sarasvatl Bhavana Texts” 

and has not been reprinted thereafter. In the words of the 

author, “it is meant for those who may wish to make 

themselves acquainted with the philosophy of Yogavasistha 

in its original, sweet and beautiful language, the charm of 

which eludes translation, but have not the time and inten¬ 

tion or patience to go through the voluminous work of 

‘thirty-two thousand stanzas’.” The author has stated that no 
aspect of the philosophy or the practice recommended for 

experiencing the Reality and no important verse expounding 

the same have been omitted in this compilation. A perusal 

of this work and comparison with the original work of 27,687 

verses will substantiate the claim of the author. 
Another special feature of this compilation is the exhaus¬ 

tive and learned introduction in five chapters written by the 

author. It gives everything that should be known about the 

original work and its philosophy, before one studies this 

analytical presentation of the entire philosophy of Yoga¬ 

vasistha and the Way to the realisation of the Absolute. 
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Therefore, the translator would like to add only a few 

remarks about the translation. 
The diction of Yogavasistha is powerful, poetic and ins¬ 

pired. It is rich in simile and metaphor. The words gush out 

of the fullness of the author’s personal experience of the 

Absolute. Reality. The language is deep, recondite in many 

places and, at times, breaks the bounds.of traditional usage. 

This is what is to be expected in a work which combines 

soulful poetry, transcendental philosophy, spiritual expe¬ 

rience, and the exposition of the inexpressible Truth. 

It is a challenging job to translate such an exalted work 

into a language which lacks the proper words to convey 

exactly the sense and spirit of Vcdantic and Yogic termino¬ 

logy. But, fortunately, the 20th century has produced many 

literary and spiritual giants who have built up a suitable 

terminology for expressing Vedantic and Yogic concepts in 

English, though the shades of meaning attached to such 

terms may not exactly and fully convey the connotations of 
the corresponding Sanskrit words. But, the context in which 

such words are used invariably help in bringing out the exact 

sense. 
The translator has liberally made use of the excellent 

Sanskrit commentary on the Yogavasistha by Ananda- 

bodhendrasarasvatl, for deciphering many complex verses, 

especially those dealing with esoteric and recondite subjects. 

But, the overpowering urge of the translator throughout Was 

the faithful rendering of the sense and spirit of the original, 
simultaneously giving the reader a taste of the power and 

beauty of the original. The translator is aware that his 

obsession with exactitude in translation has led to complex 

constructions in several places and perhaps, some transgres¬ 

sion of the normally accepted usage of the language. The 

translator hopes that the readers will pardon this apparent 
shortcoming, since the advantages of the translator’s ap¬ 

proach outweigh those of the usual paraphrases which are 

presented as translations. The analytical headings of the 

several parts, chapters, sections and subsections will more 
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than explain the contents. 

The translator invites the readers to verify for themselves, 

by a study of the original work, the conviction of the author 

expressed in the following verses: “When this (scripture) is 

heard, meditated upon and understood, there is nothing 

whatever, such as austerity, meditation or repetition of 

sacred words, that is of use to a man here, for the attainment 

of liberation. (11-18-35) There is no other scripture that 

removes the ignorance of those with intellects refined a 

little, as this scripture does when listened to. (H-13-14) 

Having heard these holy means of liberation, producing the 

benefit of direct experience (of the Self), even a child goes 

to the state of the knower of That (Self). What need one say 

of a person like you? (VI b-215-6) It is the destroyer of all 

misery and a great comforter of the heart. (II-10-9) It ends 

(both) pleasure and pain and is the one cause of Supreme 

Bliss. (II-10-7) The intellect of one displaying nobility, who 

hears this (scripture) daily, attains to enlightenment even 

beyond perception (or ordinary knowledge). There is no 

doubt (about this). (III-8-13) 

Samvid 
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INTRODUCTION 

Chapter I 

The Place of Yogavasistha in the Philosophical 
Literature of India 

Sri Vasisthadarsanam (the Philosophy of Vasistha) is an 

attempt to place before the modern world, in a systematic 

form, the philosophical doctrines embodied in an ancient 

work Yogavasistha. Yogavasistha, also known as the 

Maharamayana, the Arsaramayana, Jnanavasistha, Vasis- 

tharamayana or simply as Vasistha, is a voluminous Sanskrit 

work which is widely read, in the original as well as in 

vernacular translations, by the seekers of self-knowledge 

throughout India. It is the Bible of those who seek for Peace 

and Liberation, as the Ramayana of Tulsi Das and the 

Bhagavata are for the devotees and the Bhagavadgita for 

men of action. Thousands of men and women from the 

lowest to the highest grade of culture find solace in the study 

of this wonderful work, which contains many stories in 

which even children may find pleasure, and philosophical 

speculations which the brightest intellect may find difficult 

to comprehend. In grandeur it may be compared to the great 

Himalayas which, being situated on the earth, are within the 

reach of all, yet whose lofty peaks baffle the attempts of 

even the most earnest expedition. Men of all tastes, literary, 

religious or philosophical, find interest in it. It is really one 

of the wonders that the mind of India has produced in its 

literature, and surely the best companion for one who is 

anxious to realise Cosmic Consciousness and to live on the 

heights of spiritual Peace, where the best and the noblest 

men of India have always aspired to stay. All who have had 

the fortune of studying Yogavasistha share this view, and 

others who will study it earnestly will not differ much. 
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SvamI Rama Tirtha, one of the greatest saints of modern 

India and a great Vedantist, said in one of his American 

lectures, “One of the greatest books, and the most wonder¬ 

ful according to me ever written under the sun, is Yoga¬ 
vasistha which nobody on earth can read without realising 

God-Consciousness” (“In the Woods of God-realisation”, 

Delhi edition, Vol. Ill, p. 295). Dr. Bhagwan Das, an 
erudite scholar of Indian thought, writes in the Prefatory 

Note to his “Mystic Experiences”: “The Yogavasistha, a 
Sanskrit work in thirty-two thousand slokas, or sixty-four 

thousand lines, is highly honoured among Indian Vedantins 

for its philosophy and its hints on practical mysticism, as also 

for literary beauty and poetry. The saying about it, among 
the Vedantins, is that it is a work of the Siddhavastha, i.e., 

for the philosopher-yogi, who, having mastered the theory, 

is passing on to the practice of it, while the other well-known 

works, even the Gita, the Upanisads and the Brahmasutras, 
are works of the Sadhanavastha, i.e., for those who are yet 

trying to master the theory.” Lala Baijnath, in his Introduc¬ 
tion to the Hindi translation of Yogavasistha, writes: “On 

the Vedanta philosophy, there has not, up to this time, been 

written any other work, so big, and expounding the doc¬ 
trines with so many stories, illustrations and arguments, as 

Yogavasistha. All will agree when it is said that, by the study 

of this work alone, even the most passionate and worldly- 
minded will become dispassionate and will gradually realise 
peace within.” (Yogavasistha Bha$atika, Vol. II Bhumi a, 
p. 7). He further says, “It is the crest-jewel of all the works 
on the Vedanta, and no aspirant of liberation can afford to 

neglect it.” (Ibid., Vol. I, Bhumika p. 4). 
The author of Yogavasistha himself was quite confident of 

the uniqueness, greatness, effectiveness and beauty of his 
own composition, and has given expression to his opinion in 
several places in the work. Here are some of his statements: 
“It is a composition of thirty-two thousand verses containing 
beautiful similes and metaphors. (II. 17.6) It is written in a 
very intelligible style, ornamented with literary beauties. 
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and full of illustrations in support of the doctrines expoun¬ 

ded. (11.18.33) Having studied, understood and realised its 
philosophy, one does not stand in need of any other 
performance for liberation. (11.18.35) Having learnt the 
method of liberation expounded in this work, even a child 
comes to realise the Self. (VIb. 215.6) It brings all suf¬ 

ferings to an end, and gives a unique consolation to the 
heart. (II. 10.9) It leads one to the state of highest bliss which 
is beyond pleasure and pain. (II. 10.7) He who studies it 

daily comes to realise God-consciousness. (III.8.13) And he 
becomes liberated even while living this life. (III.8.15) With 

the help of this work one crosses over the ocean of misery. 

(1.2.14) It is really a store of wisdom, and contains all that is 
best anywhere. (III.8.12)” 

The greatness", authoritativeness and value of Yogava¬ 

sistha are also evinced from the influence it has had in the 
history of Indian thought. A comparative study of Yoga¬ 

vasistha with Vakyapadlya and Vairagyasataka of Bhartr- 
hari, with the Mandukyakarikas of Gaudapada, with 
Vivekacudamani, Aparoksanubhuti, Satasloki etc. of 

Sahkaracarya, and with Manasollasa of Suresvaracarya will 

clearly reveal the influence which Yogavasistha has exer¬ 
cised over these illustrious thinkers of the Advaita school of 

thought. About ten centuries ago, in the first half of the 9th 

century A.D., the huge work was summarised into a Laghu 

Yogavasistha by Gauda Abhinanda of Kashmir. Since then, 

it has become very popular and has inspired many writers on 

Yoga and Vedanta. Vidyaranya (Madhavacarya), a well- 
known writer of the first half of the fourteenth century, must 

have considered Yogavasistha as a book of great authority, 
for he quotes it very often in his famous and widely read 

work, PancadasI, and his Jivanmuktiviveka is chiefly based 
on it, containing no less than 253 slokas of it in support of its 

own thesis. Yogavasistha has also been quoted in many 

other works, some of which are Bhaktisagara of Narayana 

Bhatta (Vide Winternitz: Geschichte der indischen Littera- 

tur, Vol. Ill. p. 443 note), in Hathayoga-pradTpika (IV. 15, 
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22, 23, 56 and 61), Ramagita (Samadhi, 17, 23, 31,32, etc.), 

Vedantasiddhantamuktavali and Vijnanamrta etc. 

A careful study of the Minor Upanishads will reveal that a 
number of them are wholly or pariially composed of slokas 

selected verbatim from Yogavasistha. (Vide our Paper - 

“Yogavasistha and some of the Minor Upanishads” pub¬ 

lished in the Princess of Wales Sarasvati Bhavana Studies, 

1933.) All the six chapters of the Maha Upanisad, except the 

first, which is a small introductory chapter in prose, which 

contains no less than 535 slokas, all the five chapters of the 

Annapurna Upanisad (337 slokas) but the introductory 

portion (17 slokas), the whole of the Aksi Upanisad, the 
main portion of the Muktika Upanisad, the fourth chapter 

of the Varaha Upanisad, 50 slokas of the Sannyasa 
Upanisad, 18 slokas of the Sandilya Upanisad, 10 slokas of 

the Yajnavalkya Upanisad, 3 slokas of the YogakundalT 

Upanisad and one sloka of the Paihgala Upanisad, are taken 
verbatim from Yoga-vasistha. The section on Samadhi in the 

Jabaladarsana Upanisad, the whole of the Tejobindu 

Upanisad, stanzas 1 to 11 of the fourth section of the 
Yogasikha Upanisad, 1 to 9 of the Tripuratapinl Upanisad 

and 12 to 16 of the second part of the SaubhagyalaksmI 
Upanisad, when compared with Yogavasistha, clearly reveal 

its influence, if not direct borrowing from it, as in the case of 

the former group of Upani§ads. 
All these facts clearly indicate that Yogavasistha is one of 

the most important works of Indian Philosophy and that, in 

the history of Indian thought, it has stood on equal footing 
with the Upanisads and the Bhagavadglta for the last one 

thousand years at least. 
Yet it is very strange that this important work has been 

ygj-y much neglected by oriental scholars. There is, for 
example, not a single paragraph on the philosophy of 
Yogavasistha in the two admirable volumes of Prof. 
Radhakrishnan’s Indian Philosophy. Prof. Das Gupta has 

not even mentioned the name Yogavasistha in his first 
volume of ‘‘A History of Indian Philosophy”, where he 
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devotes a long chapter to the philosophy of Gaudapada and 

Sankara whose works were written much later than Yoga¬ 
vasistha. The learned author, it is gratifying, has however, 
although not at the right place in the “History of Indian 
Philosophy”, devoted a chapter to the philosophy of Yoga¬ 
vasistha in his Vol. II. There is no mention of the name of 
Yogavasistha in the otherwise very excellent Bibliography of 
Indian Philosophy prepared by Prof. Vasudeva Abhyankara 

Shastri and appended to the Sarvadarsanasangraha edited 
by him and published in the Bombay Government Oriental 

(Hindu) Series. There was hardly any work in any language 

dealing with the philosophy of Yogavasistha in a systematic, 
exhaustive and clear manner, from which a modern reader 

could have an exact idea of it, before the three small works 

of the present writer-”Yogavasistha and its Philosophy”, 
“Yogavasistha and Modern Thought” and “Vasisthadarsa- 
nam” appeared recently. 

It is due to this paucity of literature on Yogavasistha that 
there prevails a great deal of ignorance and also of mis¬ 

understanding about the nature of the work. Dr. Winternitz, 

Dr. Farquhar and Prof. Radhakrishnan (Vide “Geschichte 
der indischen Litteratur” Vol. III. p. 443; “An Outline of 

Religious Literature of India,” p. 228; and “Indian Phi¬ 

losophy” Vol. II. p. 452, footnote) have all regarded 

Yogavasistha as a “religious (sectarian) work,” as differen¬ 

tiated from philosophical. This view will be exploded after a 

careful study of the work. It is a purely philosophical work, 
written in a popular but literary style. It is in no way inferior 
to many works which are usually accepted as philosophical 
by the students of Indian Thought. 
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Chapter II 

The Probable Date of Composition of Yoga vasistha 

The tradition about Yogavasistha is that it was composed 

by Valmlki, the reputed author of the Ramayana. But, there 
are obvious difficulties in accepting this view about the 

current Yogavasistha. There is a close resemblance between 

the philosophy of this work and that of the Madhyamika and 

Yogacara schools of Buddhism. There is also a mention of 

the names of “Vijnanavada”, “Sunyavada” and “Madhya¬ 

mika” etc. in the work. (V. 87.18-20; III.5.6) This cannot be 

explained away as a mere interpolation, as the philosophy of 
the work would not remain what it is without the admixture 

of idealism and nihilism of the later Buddhism in it. The 
present work, Yogavasistha, could not therefore have been 

composed earlier than the close of the fifth century A.D. 
This conjecture is strengthened by the presence of the idea 
of a “Cloud-messenger” in VI. b. 119.2-5, of Yogavasistha, 

where the famous lyric of Kalidasa is beautifully summarised 

in three stanzas which contain some of the expressions of 

Kalidasa. The first chapter of the current Yogavasistha also 

indicates that this work is the outcome of many recensions of 

an earlier work of Valmlki, which may be the nucleus of it, 

but which is very difficult to identify now. From the 
Anusasana Parva of the Mahabharata, indeed, it appears 

that there did exist some work containing the views of 
Vasistha which he had learnt from Brahma. (Compare MB, 

Anu, VI. 5-9 with YV, II. 10) 
The few modern scholars who have written anything 

about the date of Yogavasistha, have placed it at a very late 
date. Dr. J.N. Farquhar thinks that it was composed in the 
13th or the 14th century (Religious Literature of India, p. 

228); Prof. Shiva Prasad Bhattacharya thinks that it was 
composed in the 10th to 12th centuries. (The Proceedings of 
the Madras Oriental Conference, p. 554.) Such a view 

cannot be accepted for the following reasons: - 
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1. By the time of Vidyaranya (early 14th century) the 

work had become an authority. He quotes it at many places 

in PancadasI and his Jivanmukti-Viveka is mainly based on 
it. Prof. Bhattacharya seems to be ignorant of this fact, for 
he says. "No writer or scholiast on Indian Philosophy earlier 
than Vijhanabhiksu seems to use it as an authority. (The 
Proceedings of the Madras Oriental Conference, p. 549.) 

2. By the middle of the 9th century, the huge work, 
Yogavasistha, consisting of about 32000 stanzas, was sum¬ 

marised into a Laghu Yogavasistha or Yogavasisthasara of 
some 6000 stanzas by Gauda Abhinanda of Kashmir. This 

fact is accepted by Dr. Keith (Catalogue, Bodlein Library, 

MS 840) and by Dr. Winternitz (Geschichte der indischen 
Litteratur, Vol. III. 444). Manuscripts of this work are 

found in all important libraries. It was published by the 
Nirnayasagar Press, Bombay, in 1887. Prof. Bhattacharya 

was not aware of this fact even, when he wrote, "The Laghu 
Yogavasistha or Moksopayasara which presupposes the 
bigger work... is a work in 92 verses by a Bengali writer... 
named Abhinanda... who is thus to be distinguished from 

the famous Gauda Abhinanda of Kashmir.” (The Proceed¬ 

ings of the Madras Oriental Conference, p. 553 footnote.) 
Dr. Winternitz has argued: “There is an abbreviated 

edition, Yogavasisthasara of Gauda Abhinanda who lived in 

the middle of the 9th century. The Yogavasistha must be 

older. As Sankara does not mention the work, it is probably 

written by one of his contemporaries.” (Tr. G.I.L.Vol. III. 
p. 444) There seems to be no strength in this argument, and 

this view fails to see how it could be possible for such a huge 
work to have been composed, become famous, studied and 
summarised within a few decades, in the age of manuscript 

publication and slow communication, between the times of 

Sankara (820 A.D.) and Gaudapada (“About the middle of 

the 9th century” - Konow: Karpuramanjari, HOS, Vol. IV, 

p. 197). 
Prof. Bhattacharya has argued: “The reference to the 

school of Vedanta philosophy as the ‘Vedantins’ or 
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‘Vedantavadins’ would take us to the time of the great 

Sahkaracarya” (The Proceedings, p. 552). The word 

‘Vedanta’ is very old. It occurs in the Mundaka (III.2.6) and 
the Svetasvatara (IV.22) Upanisads. There is sufficient 

indication in the Mandukyakarikas (11.31) of Gaudapada 

that there did exist even long before Sankara, thinkers who 

expounded the philosophy of the Vedanta. There is no 

reason why they should not have been called ‘Vedantins’ or 

‘Vedantavadins’.” 

On the other hand, there are some grounds to hold that 

Yogavasistha is prior to Sankara: 1. It is a work on Advaita 

philosophy, yet the technical terms of Sankara, that have 

been used by all the post-Sankara writers on the Advaita 

philosophy, are quite unknown to the author of Yoga¬ 

vasistha. (Vide our Yogavasistha and its Philosophy, p. 12.) 

2. There is too much of admixture of Buddhist ideas in the 

thought of this work to be tolerated by a post-Sankara 

Vedantist. 3. The philosophy of Yogavasistha is in a nebu¬ 

lous form; it lacks in the fixed and clear-cut concepts of 

Sankara and his followers. 4. The author of Yogavasistha 

does not defend his philosophical position by arguments or 

by quoting the scriptures, nor does he criticise others, but 

the tendency of Sankara and his followers was quite opposed 

to this. 5. From the time of Gaudapada and Sankara, the 

Sruti has been regarded as the supreme and unquestionable 

source of the doctrines of Vedanta, but we do not find, this 

tendency or tenet in Yogavasistha. For Vasistha, Intuition is 
the ultimate source of all knowledge (III. 42.15; III. 19.16), 

and he would accept the “reasonable” statement of even a 
child and would reject the “unreasonable” statement of 
even the Creator (Brahma). (II. 18.3) 6. A careful and 

comparative study of the poetical works of Sankara, namely, 
VivekacOdamani, Aparoksanubhuti , and SataSloki etc., 

with Yogavasistha, clearly reveals that Sankara was not only 

influenced by Yogavasistha, but imbibed its philosophy 
thoroughly and composed many verses which are almost 
identical with the slokas of Yogavasistha. We have been 
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able to collect more than a hundred such slokas. (Vide our 

“Yogavasistha and Its Philosophy,” p. 12-13.) Of the two, 
Yogavasistha cannot be regarded as the borrower, as the 

technical terms of Sankara are conspicuous by their absence 
in it. 

A study of the Karikas of Gaudapada clearly reveals that 

the Advaita philosophy that existed before the advent of 
Sankara was more akin to the philosophy of Yogavasistha 

than to that of Sankara and his followers. There is much that 
is common between the thought of Yogavasistha and of the 

Karikas. (Vide our paper “Gaudapada and Vasistha” in the 

“Proceedings” of the Indian Philosophical Congress, Bom¬ 

bay.) Now, of the two, we regard Yogavasistha as the earlier 

for the following reasons: 1. Gaudapada refers to an earlier 
school of thinkers whom he calls “Vedantesu vicaksanah” 

(11.31), “tattvavidah” (11.34), “buddhah” (IV.88) and 

“nayakah” (IV.98). The views referred to them are striking¬ 

ly similar to those of Yogavasistha. 2. The Karikas are not 
an independent treatise on the Advaita philosophy. They 

are a sort of commentary on the Mandukya Upanisad in 

accordance with a particular school of thought. On the other 

hand, Yogavasistha gives us a philosophy which Vasistha is 

said to have directly learnt from the Creator and verified in 

his own experience. (II. 10) 3. The Karikas represent a later 

phase of the Advaita school of thought, when it had become 

critical, hostile and polemical towards other schools of 

thought, whereas Yogavasistha represents the earlier phase, 
when it existed in harmony with its sister philosophies, 

looking at them from a higher point of view of harmony and 

synthesis. (VI b. 38.4; III.96.49-53; VI b. 130.2; V.87.18-20) 

In this respect Yogavasistha is nearer to the Upanisads and 

the Bhagavadglta than the Karikas and the works of Sankara 

and his followers are. With reference to this spirit of the 

work. Prof. Bhattacharya has remarked, “The nature of the 

ideal and the temperament could not be thought in Buddhist 

India before the day of the Pala kings of Bengal.” (The 

Proceedings of the Madras Oriental Conference, p. 551). A 
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study of Bana’s Harsa-Carita, however, will convince the 

reader that, in the first half of the .7th century, such a 

mentality was an actuality in the Madhyadesa (now known 

as the United Provinces). We have simply to recall what 

Harsa saw at the hermitage of Divakara Mitra, where the 

followers of all faiths were living in mutual love and regard. 

We have no need of going to the reign of the Pala kings of 

Bengal. 
There is also a positive evidence to the effect that a 

philosophy like that of Yogavasistha did exist in India before 

the time of Sankara and Gaudapada. It is evident from two 

verses (III.47 and VI.4) of Bhavabhuti’s Uttararamacarita 
and from the works of Bhartrhari - Vakyapadiya and 

Vairagyasataka. The term “vivarta” used by Bhavabhuti is 

found neither in the Upanisads nor in the Bhagavadglta. 

Gaudapada has not used it. Bhavabhuti could not have 
learnt it from Sankara who came after him. It is a term used 

in Yogavasistha and in Vakyapadiya of Bhartrhari. The 

similes used by Bhavabhuti in connection with the idea of 

“vivarta” are profusely used in Yogavasistha. There seems 

to be no reason why Yogavasistha could not have existed 

before Bhavabhuti. 
The belief is very much strengthened by a comparative 

study of Yogavasistha with Vakyapadiya and Vairagya¬ 

sataka of Bhartrhari. There are some verses common to 
them (Vide our ‘Yogavasistha and Its Philosophy , p. 16 

foot-note). The main reason why we hold that Yogavasistha 
is prior to Bhartrhari is that the doctrine of Sabda- 

Brahma” which is the main theme of Bhartrhari’s Vakya¬ 
padiya is unknown to Yogavasistha. It is a doctrine which 

should have been mentioned in Yogavasistha at many 
plsccs had its author been acquainted with it. ^^hartrhari is 

believed by modern writers to have died in 650 A.D. 
Yogavasistha must have existed before him. It has already 
been said that it must have been composed after the time of 

Kalidasa- Hence we may place it after Kalidasa and before 
Bhartrhari, i.e., somewhere in the 6th century A.D. 
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This view of ours has been accepted by some of the 
greatest Orientalists. Dr. Keith writes in a letter, “It seems 

clear that you have proved it before Sankara’s date, and 
there seems to be a good case for placing it before 

Bhartrhari.” Dr. Winternitz writes, “The arguments for 
your date of Yogavasistha are certainly deserving of most 
earnest consideration and I shall have to return to them for 

the English version of Vol. Ill of my History of Indian 

Literature.” Dr. Schroder writes, “I am inclined to congra¬ 

tulate you on your having proved that Yogavasistha is 

earlier than Sankara and possibly even Gaudapada.” Dr. 
Stschertratsky writes, “Prof. Atreya has brought the prob¬ 

lem very near to its final solution.” 

Chapter III 

A Brief Outline of the Philosophy of Yogavasistha 

The author of Yogavasistha presents to us the doctrines 

that Ramacandra, the hero of the Ramayana, is supposed to 

have been taught by his preceptor Vasistha. Ramacandra, 

while still a boy, begins to reflect on the nature of things and 
finds them unsatisfactory, irrational, transitory and illusory. 

As a consequence, he is overpowered by pessimism. Rama’s 

father having been informed of his son’s mental condition, 

calls him in the presence of Vasistha before whom Rama¬ 
candra gives vent to his thoughts and feelings thus:— 

What use is there of our living here when we are all born 

to die? Life is momentary and fastly passes away. It is a doll 

in the hands of death. Our mind is so restless that it never 

finds lasting repose in anything. Our desires are insatiate 

and always jump from one object to another. The body is an 

abode of disease and suffering. Childhood is beset with want 

of strength and wisdom. Youth, in itself evanescent, makes 

our minds polluted. In youth we become slaves to the beauty 

of women, which appears charming only for a shortwhile. 
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but soon turns out destructive of health and happiness. 

There is none whom old age does not overcome. Our 

existence is a mere mockery. Our enjoyments are the source 

of our own pain, and our desires and ambitions allure us to 

our ruin. Our own senses are our enemy. The splendour of 

all objects is ephemeral. Thus there is nothing in life in 

which a sensible man can find solace. I, therefore, want to 

know if there is any state of existence attainable, which is 

above the sufferings and sorrows of life. 
Having heard all this, Vasistha began by telling Rama- 

candra that true and lasting happiness which every man 

seeks for does not reside in the things of the earth. Objects 

of our enjoyment appear to be pleasant only when we have a 

desire for them. But there is a real pleasure, joy or happi¬ 
ness which is felt when there is no desire for any object in 

our mind; it is the abiding bliss belonging to the very nature 
of our Self, for which we have to go nowhere outside. It is on 
account of the ignorance of the Self and consequently of the 

false knowledge of the world that we suffer from all sorts of 

pain. But, there is a way out of this wrong vision, and it 
consists in the right investigation into the nature of the Self 

and the world. 
Before one starts to acquire anything, one must be 

convinced of the fact that the sole determining factor in an? 

achievement is one’s own exertion. Those who vainly 

depend upon fate for getting the desired objects and so 

neglect self-effort, are their own enemy. They depend upon 
a thing which neither exists nor does anything. For fate is a 

nonentity. Our fate is nothing but the inevitable conse¬ 
quence of our own already accomplished efforts. Actions 

performed by us in the former life determine our destiny in 

the next. So, the so called fate can be easily overcome by our 
present efforts. For, of the two influences, the present is 
nsturally superior to the past, because the past has already 
been determined, but the present is still under our control. 

There are four preliminary requirements which a man 
desirous of knowing the Self should have in order that he 
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may easily succeed in his efforts, namely. Contentment, 

Peace of Mind, Association with the Wise and Rational 
Investigation. Of these, the last is the most important. For, 

by no other way, does one directly come to the knowledge of 
the truth than through one’s own thinking and experience. 
In fact, there is no other means of knowing the Self than our 

own intuition, without which we can have no conception of 
it. 

The fact of knowledge, according to Vasistha, presupos- 
ses that behind the variety and plurality of objects perceived 

in the world, there is an all-embracing Unity. All relations 

presuppose some identity behind the related things. And 

knowledge, specially, can have as its object only that which 
is homogeneous with it in nature. Consequently, all objects 

along with the perceiving subjects, are modifications of an 
all-inclusive Consciousness, Brahman. 

The objective world is a manifestation of mind. It is a 

system of ideas, a display of mentation. Everything is a 
creature of mind as the dream-objects are. It is evident from 

the fact that the yogis do not experience anything at all when 

they bring their mind to rest. Time is a relation of succession 

of one idea after another. It is also a product of mind’s 

imagination, and is relative to the flow of ideas. Space is also 

a relation of co-existence of ideas, and so, is relative to the 

activity of the mind. The stability, fixity and regular order of 

the world are also, like those of the dream-world, due to the 

imaginal activity of the mind. 
On this view, there is little or no difference between the 

real (waking) world and the world of dream, with regard to 

the quality of their contents. Both are alike in nature, and as 

long as each lasts, it gives us the same sense of reality and 

stability as the other. 
Every individual knows and perceives what is within his 

own mind. No mind perceives aught but its own ideas. So 

the world-appearance has arisen in every mind individually; 

and every mind has the power to manufacture and change its 

own world. But Vasistha is not a mere subjective idealist. 
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He admits the plurality of minds and also a common world 

of experience, which in its original form is an ideal construc¬ 

tion in the Cosmic Mind which he calls Brahma. Both these 
views are reconciled by him thus: The ideas manufactured in 
the mind of Brahma are the common objects of experience 

to us all, although in our own minds they enter as our own 
ideas. And every mind, being the manifestation of the same 

Cosmic Mind, is capable of representing within itself other 

individual Minds also as ideas within itself. The common 

ideas of us all give us the appearance of a common world. 
There is another very interesting aspect of Vasistha’s 

idealism, namely, that there are worlds within worlds ad 

infinitum. Whatever is thought of by the mind, be it cosmic 

or individual, becomes, in its own turn, a centre of imagi¬ 
native activity, i.e., a mind, the creator of its own objective 
world. In every universe, thus, are contained millions of 
other worlds, and this process goes on ad infinitum. 

All the objective worlds are not, however, of the same 

nature and contents. Some of them are probably entirely 

similar, some partially similar, and others are quite different 
from one another. But, every world-evolution is followed by 
an involution. The evoluton of an objective world within a 

mind proceeds in the same way as in a dream. The dynamic 

force behind the manifestation of all objects in the world is 
Desire. Imagination actuated by a desire assumes the forms 
of objects of enjoyment, on the one hand, and of the sense- 
organs and the body on the other. Involution of a world- 
experience sets in when the desire to enjoy objects ceases to 

operate. 
This standpoint of idealism saves us from many false 

conceptions regarding our life. Death is one of them. In 
death there is nothing really to be afraid of. Even if death 
could bring about the total dissolution of a person, it would 
be a desirable consummation, for, in that case, death would 
mean the cessation of all sorrows and sufferings. But, in 
reality, such a total extinction of the personality does not 
occur. Souls bound to their desires are led from one body to 
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another in endless succession, and death is only a change of 
experience. A body being dead, the vital airs (pranas) leave 
it and float in the atmospheric air, with the seeds of desires 
that have yet to fructify within them. Then, having re¬ 
covered from the state of insensibility produced by death, 
after some time, the minds of the dead begin to experience 

various kinds of other worlds in accordance with their 
respective desires, beliefs and merits. Having enjoyed the 
bliss of heaven or the torments of hell, deserved by them, 
they are again attracted to this world on account of their 

previous karmas and unfulfilled desires. It is only those 
persons who have realised their identity with the Absolute 
Reality and have become liberated in their life that, having 
given up their physical body, do not undergo any further 
experience of the world, because, all their desires having 
been given up, they have no desires to fructify. After the 
death of their physical bodies, they attain the state of 
Nirvana, which means the total extinction of separated 

individual existence. They merge in Brahman, the Absolute 

Reality, which is the Self of us all. Death thus does not mean 
the total extinction of everything within us. It is only the 
dissolution of the physical body that is brought about by 
death. Death is a change in our world-experience due to our 

desires, it is also possible, according to Vasi§tha, for us to 

conquer death to a great extent. Death does not easily 

approach those who keep themselves above sorrows, cares 
and anxieties; who are not slaves to their changing moods 
and passions. Those who are pure in heart and character can 

live as long as they like. 
As minds, we have got a tremendous power at our 

command. Whatever the mind thinks of and believes inten¬ 
sely comes to happen. The mind is the seed of the world and 
the nave of the wheel of life. Creation and dissolution are 

the rising and setting of its activities. Every individual mind 

is the master of its destiny and the maker of its body and 
circumstances. There is no other agency but our own mind 
that gives us our desired objects. The Mind creates the body 

5 
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from its own imagination, and can change the form of the 

body by its own intense and repeated imagination. It can 

cure all the physical ailments of the body by its harmonious 
and healthy thoughts, because all physical disorders have 

their origin in mental disorder, according to Vasi§?ha. It is in 

the power of everyone to continue well and young as long as 

one wills to do so. For, whatever the mind determines to 

experience, no other agency can withstand. Bondage and 

freedom are also the states of mind and are determined by 

it. Bondage or suffering is due to our wrong belief that we 

are finite beings. Freedom from ignorance and wrong beliefs 
and the conviction of our being one with the Absolute 

Reality constitute Liberation. The Kingdom of Heaven and 
the Home of Happiness are within us. The moment we attain 

the peace of mind, the entire universe is changed for us. 
It is one and the same mind that assumes various forms 

and is called by various names on account of its different 

functions. It is called buddhi (intellect), when it knows 
something definitely; aharikara (ego), when it assumes for 
itself a distinct individual existence; citta, when it displays 

fickleness; karma (activity), when it is moved towards a 

desired end; kalpana (imagination), when it thinks of some 

desired object; vasana (desire), when it longs for some 
object; indriyas (sense-organs), when it reveals external 
objects to the Self; and prakrti (matter), because it creates 
objects out of itself. In fact, everything that we know is, 

according to Vasi§tha, a form of mind. 
We have already noted that there are innumerable minds. 

They all have their origin in the Cosmic Mind. The latter has 
its origin in the Absolute Consciousness. From the Absolute 
Reality, which is like a calm ocean, the Brahma (Cosmic 
Mind) springs up like a wave. The rise of the Cosmic Mind 
in the Absolute Consciousness is not due to any external 
agency, is not determined by any previous karmas, and is 
not due to any purpose to be achieved. The Creative activity 
which manifests itself in the Cosmic Mind is inherent in the 
Absolute Reality. It works quite spontaneously. Before the 
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rise of the Cosmic Mind, the law of karma does not operate, 
according to Vasistha. Every creation is a new creation. The 
law of karma, however, begins to bind an individual the very 
moment he begins to live a life of separation and distinction 
from the Reality as a Whole. But, however an individual 
may think himself to be separate from the Absolute, he is in 
reality ever identical with It, for he is a manifestation of Its 
Creative Power. 

The Absolute and Its Creative Power, again, are not two 
realities. The Creative Power of the Absolute is ever identi¬ 

cal with the Absolute. When the Power is active, it may 
falsely assume a separate reality for itself, but when it turns 

back to its Source, it merges therein and becomes undif¬ 
ferentiated. In that case, the creation comes to an end. 

It is very difficult to say anything about the essential 

nature of the Absolute. It is above all our concepts and 
categories which hold good in our experience. We cannot, 

for example, say whether the Absolute Reality is one or 

many; self or not-self; spirit or matter; conscious or uncon¬ 

scious. All that can be said about the Absolute, by those 
who have not yet directly realised It, is that It is the all- 

embracing and all-powerful Reality which manifests Itself in 

all things. It is the subtlest of the subtle and the grossest of 

the gross. It is that from which all things arise, that in which 

all things exist, and that to which all things return. It is the 
ultimate Self of us all. 

The test of reality is eternal persistence. That which has a 

beginning or an end cannot be said to be real. Nothing in the 
world is absolutely real according to this test of reality, for 
everything comes into existence and goes out of it. The 
Absolute alone is real. The world is only an appearance, a 

phenomenon. It is real only relatively to the individual who 

experiences it and for the time when it is being experienced. 

It is like a dream or a mirage. 

In itself, the Absolute Reality is above all changes, 

divisions, differentiations and relations. All these things are 
relative and fall within the Absolute. But, the Absolute in 
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Itself is free from them. It is distinctionless, homogeneous 
Reality, which is Consciousness and Bliss through and 

through. For the Absolute as such, there is no creation, no 

destruction; no bondage or freedom; no change; no evolu¬ 

tion or involution. All these things are relatively real, but 

quite unreal from the point of view of the Absolute. 
To realise the Absolute standpoint is the ideal for those 

who want to be free from the miseries of life and death. The 

only method of realising the Absolute standpoint is to know 

the Truth and to live accordingly. This experience does not 

dawn upon any one through merely the grace of any god or 

teacher No god or teacher can confer liberation on one who 

is not disciplined through his own right thinking No renun¬ 
ciation of any kind of actions is required for the purpose. 

Knowledge is the only requisite for liberation 
But knowledge should not remain a mere belief; it should 

become a living experience. This can be done through 
constant practice (abhyasa ) in Yoga. Yoga in Yogavasistha 

means the method of freeing oneself from the misery of life 

and death. It consists in Brahmabhavana - imagining oneselt 

to be identical with the Absolute, Manolaya - merging the 

mind in the Absolute and Prananirodha - stopping the 

activity of the vital airs. Any one of them or all these 
methods may be practised by the aspirant to realise the 
Absolute point of view and consequently to free oneselt 

from the sufferings of individuality and finitude. 
The completion of this Yoga of Self-realisation requires 

prolonged effort on the part of the aspirant. Several stages- 
seven according to Yogavasistha - may be marked on the 
progressive path of the realisation of the Absolute Expe¬ 

rience by an individual. The first of them is Subheccha - the 
dawn of the desire to be liberated; the second is Vicarana - 
investigation into the nature of reality; the third is Tanu- 
manas? - purification (lit. thinness) of the mind; the fourth 
is Sattvapatti - realisation of the pure Being (of the Self 
within); the fifth is Anasakti - rising above attachment to 
objects; the sixth is Padarthabhavana - realisation of the 
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unreality or non-existence of the objects in the Absolute; 
and the seventh is the Turya (the fourth state of Experience) 

— realisation of the Absolute Experience which is so unique 
that It cannot be given the name of waking, dream or sleep. 
Having realised this experience, one becomes liberated. 

The person who has become liberated and is yet living in 
this world is called a Jlvanmukta. He or she (for, women too 

according to Yogavasistha can be liberated) is the happiest 
person on the earth. The jlvanmukta is neither delighted in 

prosperity nor dejected in distress. Outwardly discharging 

all the duties of life, he is free within. He is free from the 
bonds of caste and creed, and is polite and friendly to all 
alike. He is busy with the affairs of life, but is free from 
desires. He has nothing to attain, nor has he anything to give 
up. He enjoys solitude even in the midst of worldly activi¬ 

ties, and is always above the turmoils of life. 

Such is in brief the philosophy of Vasistha taught to Rama 
in Yogavasistha. Our Vasisthadarsanam is a detailed and 

systematic presentation of it in the language of the author 

himself. 

Chapter IV 

The Stories of Yogavasistha 

The way in which the author of Yogavasistha tries to 

impress his doctrines on the mind of his readers is first to 
enunciate them with appropriate similes and metaphors, and 
then to relate a story by way of illustration. There are no less 
than 55 such illustrative stories in the work. Some of these 

stories are mere epic similes or small allegories, while others 

are really interesting stories. The main dialogue of Vasistha 

and Rama itself is presented in the form of an illustrative 

story in the present scheme of the work. With regard to 

many of the stories, it is very difficult to say whether there is 
any historical truth in them. It is very likely that most of 
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them are the creation of the author’s own imagination. Here 

we propose to have a bird’s eye-view of all the stories of 

Yogavasi$tha in the order in which they occur in the work. 

The Story of the Vairagya-Prakarana 

1. The story of the recensions of Yogavasi$tha:- 

There was a Brahmana Sutik$na by name. There arose a 

doubt in his mind as to whether performance of one’s duties 

or pursuit of knowledge was the way to liberation. To solve 

this problem, he approached Agasti. The latter, having 

answered his question, told him the following story: Once 
Agnivesya saw his son sitting idle with a doubt in his mind as 

to whether action or its renunciation led one to mok§a. In 
order to show him the right path, he told his son the 

following story. Once a fairy, named Suruci, while sitting on 

one of the peaks of the Himalayas, happened to see a 

messenger of Indra passing along that way. She asked him 

where he was coming from. In reply, the messenger told her 

that he was coming from the hermitage of the sage Valmiki, 

where he had escorted, by the order of his master Indra, a 

king, Ari$tanemi who was desirous of knowing the way of 

attaining liberation. The sage Valmiki, the messenger conti¬ 

nued, recited to the king an old composition of his own, in 
which he had recorded the teachings of Vasi$tha to his 

pupil, prince Ramacandra of Ayodhya, and which was, 
immediately after its composition, recited by him to 
Bharadvaja. The messenger repeated to the fairy all that the 

sage had taught to the king. 

The Stories of the Mumuksu-Prakarana 

2. The story of Suka, the son of Vyasa:- 

This story is told to illustrate the character of a true 

aspirant. 
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Once Suka, the son of the great Vyasa, becomes desirous 
of knowing the Truth and approaches his father. The latter 

asks him to see the king Janaka. He accordingly goes to the 
city of Janaka and gives notice of his arrival at the gate of the 

palace. The king gets the information, but, wishing to test 
the mentality of his guest, does not receive him until the 

seventh day. Suka does not at all mind the apparent 

disregard and remains standing at the gate with a balanced 
mind. On the eighth day, the king welcomes Suka very 

warmly and lodges him in his own harem which is full of 

captivating damsels. They attend upon the guest by the 

order of the king and feed him on very tasteful and sumptu¬ 

ous meals. In the midst of all these circumstances, however, 
the young sage remains unmoved at heart, and does not at 

all fall a prey to the temptation and attachment of worldly 
pleasures but persists in his intense desire to know the 
Truth, which the king, having sufficiently tested his fitness, 

gladly teaches him. 

3. The story of Brahma’s teaching to Vasistha:- 

When Brahma had created the world, he forethought that 

there would be pain and suffering in it as a result of 

ignorance. He, therefore, wanted to create some remedy for 

the evil that would arise out of the ignorance of the 

creatures. He meditated, and by his creative imagination 
brought forth Vasistha, whom he taught the Science of 

Peace and deputed to India to teach it to the fit and needy. 

The Stories of the Utpatti-Prakarana 

4. The story of Akasaja:- 

This story illustrates that Brahma is beyond the clutches 

of death. 
There was a Brahmana named Akasaja. The Lord of 

death often wished to destroy him, but proved unsuccessful 
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in his attempts. The reason was that he could find no karmas 
that bound the Brahmana. It is due to such karmas alone 
that one falls a prey to death. 

5. The story of LTla:- 

It is one of the most interesting stories of the work. It is 
told to illustrate the ultimate ideality of the universe, the 
nature of death and after-death experience, relativity of 
time and space, existence of worlds within worlds, the power 
of desire and thought, and equality of man and woman in 
acquiring supernatural powers. 

Lila is the wife of a king, Padma. She is very intensely 
devoted to her husband. Being anxious to keep her husband 
alive for ever, she enquires of the priests of her court 
whether there is any method by which her husband can be 
made immortal, and learns from them that it is impossible. 
She then propitiates Sarasvati (the goddess of learning) and 
gets a boon through her that, if her husband would ever die, 
his soul should never go out of her own room. The goddess 
was very much pleased with her devotion, and promised to 
manifest herself whenever and wherever she would require 
her. In the course of time Padma dies. Lila is left in intense 
mourning. A voice from the void, however, assures her that 
the soul of the king is within the room where he died, and 
advises her to preserve the corpse until the departed soul 
vivifies it again after some time. Lila is very much surprised 
and remembers the goddess who, according to her promise, 
instantaneously appears before her. Lila implores the 
goddess to show her the present experiences of the deceased 
king in his new world. For the purpose of enabling her to see 
the other worlds, the goddess teaches Lila the existence of 
various planes, penetrating one another and existing quite 
unperceived by the inhabitants of other planes. She teaches 
her also the method of seeing and visiting the various worlds 
interpenetrating our world, and takes her to the present 
world of her husband’s experience, where he is seen as a 
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young king of sixteen years ruling over a mighty kingdom. 
Lila becomes wonder-struck. But Sarasvatl makes her more 

so by telling her the story of her and her husband’s previous 
existence thus: In a small hut in another world, there lived a 
Brahmana named Vasistha, with his wife Arundhatl, who 
got also a similar boon to keep the soul of her husband 

confined within her hut after his death. One day, after 

having witnessed a pompous procession of a king and 
wishing to be born a king, the poor Brahmana died. His 
wife, being unable to bear the pangs of separation from her 

husband, burnt herself with the body of her husband. 

Saraswati told Lila that all this had happened only a week 

ago, and that the Brahmana pair was born as the king 
Padma and his wife Lila in the world where he died after 
having lived a long life, leaving Lila alone. Lila does not 

believe this story. The goddess, to convince Lila of the fact, 
takes her to that world and makes her verify the fact from a 
son of the deceased pair. Through meditation, now Lila 

remembers all her previous births since her origin from the 

Creator. Both Lila and Sarasvatl now return to the present 

world of the king who is now called Viduratha, and find him 

in his 70th year. His present wife is also called Lila. (Let us 

call her Lila II). They manifest themselves before the king in 

his private apartment and mysteriously remind him of his 

previous existence as Padma. He entertains a desire to be 

Padma‘again. Lila II propitiates Sarasvatl to confer a boon 
upon her to be her husband’s wife in his next life also. After 
some time there arises a war in which the king Viduratha is 

killed. His soul, which was present throughout in the room 
where the corpse of Padma was lying, now re-enters the 

dead body and lo! it rises again as the king Padma, and finds 

standing before him his two wives, namely, Lila I and Lila 

II, with whom he lives happily for a long time again in the 

world where he died some time ago. 
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6. The story of Karkatl:- 

This story illustrates that there is fear or danger in this 

world only for the ignorant, but the wise who can solve the 

riddle of the universe and knows the true nature of the 

Reality behind it, is free from all dangers. 
There was a huge and gluttonous cannibal-woman named 

Karkati in a northern valley of the Himalayas. She found 
much difficulty in appeasing her hunger on account of her 

abnormal size. She, therefore, underwent penances and 
through the boon of Brahma got herself reduced to the size 

of a needle (pin). Thereafter she was called Visucika (suci = 
needle). After some time she repents of her action, for with 

this minute size she could enjoy only a little drop of the 
blood of her prey. Through another course of penance she 
got her former size back, but on the condition that she 
should prey upon the ignorant alone. In order that she may 

be able to distinguish between the wise and the ignorant, to 

kill the latter and to spare the former, she formed a set of 
questions which she put to all whom she came across. Once 
a Kirata (some forest tribe) king of the vicinity happened to 

be seen by her in a forest. The cannibal-woman put the 

questions to him and, to her surprise, he replied all of them 

quite satisfactorily, as he was a wise man. She let him alone. 
As advised by the king, she gives up her huge and ugly form 
and assumes a charming and handsome appearance. The 
king now allows her to stay in his own palace. There, she 
was fed on the bodies of the criminals and outlaws of the 

state and lived quite peacefully. 

y The story of the sons of Indu.- 

This story illustrates the creative power of thought. 
Near the Kailasa mountain there lived a Brahmana, 

named Indu. On his death, his ten sons met together to 
think out the best way to commemorate the death of their 
beloved father. They decided that every one of them should 
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become a creator of a world by exercising the creative power 
of his thought. All of them sat in meditation, and through 
the force of their imagination and affirmation, they actually 
evolved into ten creators of ten world-systems. 

8. The story of Indra and Ahalya:- 

This story illustrates how pleasure and pain depend on the 
determination and attitude of the mind, and to what extent 

the body becomes anaesthetic to all external tortures if the 

mind is strongly attached to and fixed on something else. It 
also illustrates that the determination of the mind is proof 
against all external coercion. 

In the province of Magadha there lived a king named 
Indradyumna. He had an exceedingly beautiful wife, 
Ahalya. She fell in love with a man, Indra who was young 
and very handsome. He lived in the same town and loved 

her very much in return. As soon as the king came to know 

of their love, he began to dissuade her. But she was mad 
after her lover Indra, and preferred to undergo all sorts of 
tortures to abandoning her love. The king, then, punished 

them both in the severest ways possible. But the mutually 

loving pair remained unmindful of all the pains that their 

bodies had to undergo, for their minds were so deeply set on 

each other that they did not feel bodily pain at all. The king 
ultimately banished them from his country and they conti¬ 
nued to live together not in that life only, but also in many 

others that followed. 

9. The story of Mind:- 

It is an allegory showing the self-torturing nature of the 

mind. 
The mind is represented in this story by a mad man having 

a thousand hands and eyes, and beating himself in frenzy 
with a thousand lashes. He wanders in a dense forest 

without any aim or goal. 
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10. The story of the three unborn children:- 

This story is told to illustrate the absolute unreality of the 

world. 
A mother once told the following story to her child. In a 

city which never existed, there lived three princes, two of 

whom were never born and the third never entered the 

womb of any mother. They once went out and took their 

bath in three rivers, two of which were already dried up and 

the third never had any water at all. There they stayed in 

three houses, two of which never existed and the third was 

not yet built. Then they invited three guests, two of whom 
had no mouth and the third no stomach. The story goes on 

in this way. 

11. The story of a Magician:- 

This story is told to illustrate the theory that events which 

took several years to occur in a particular time-space order, 

can be identically represented in any mind’s experience 

within a few moments. It illustrates ideality and relativity of 

all things, time and space. 
In the Uttara-Pandava country, there lived a king named 

Lavana. Once a magician came to his court and got permis¬ 
sion from him to show his wonderful powers. He began by 
waving his bunch of peacock feathers before the king, and in 
a moment the king was hypnotised. Within a few moments 
of his hypnosis, the king experienced the following long 

series of events: A very fine horse is sent to him as a present 
by some feudatory chief. He rides the horse which goes out 
of control and runs with him to a very distant forest. The 
king, feeling very much troubled by him, wishes to get rid of 
him, and so he catches hold of a branch of a tree under 

which the horse happened to pass. The horse runs away, 
leaving the king alone wandering in the forest. While he is 
feeling very hungry and extremely thirsty, a candala girl is 
seen by him carrying some food for her father who was 
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working in a field nearby. The king requests her to give him 
a portion of it. She feeds him only on his promise of 
becoming her husband, and takes him to her father with 
whose consent she marries him. The king lives like a candala 
in the candala family and brotherhood, eating and enjoying 

all sorts of filthy things. He brings forth a number of 
children and lives up to a pretty long age. Once, unfortu¬ 

nately, there occurs a terrible famine in the country, and in 
spite of his best efforts, he is unable to maintain his big 

family, and so he commits suicide by throwing himself into 
fire. Immediately he wakes up from his hypnotic trance and 

finds himself in his original state as king Lavana. He is very 
much surprised, and wishing to know whether there was any 

reality behind his trance-experience, he starts to visit the 
place in the Vindhya hills which was the scene of his 
experiences as a candala. To his great surprise, he could 
identify all the items of his vision with the actual facts which 
occurred in this place. He found not only the familiar places 

and objects, but also his old parents-in-law, whose ugly and 
black daughter he was compelled to marry, in the hypnotic 

trance, under the necessity of appeasing his hunger. 

The Stories of the Sthiti-Prakarana 

12. The story of Sukracarya:- 

This story is told to illustrate the marvellous effect of 

desire, or even wish, on the life of an individual and to show 
how a mere passing wish brings about a new birth in which it 

is realised. 
Once the great sage Bhrgu and his son Sukracarya were 

undergoing penances in a valley of the Mandra mountain. 

While engaged in meditation, Sukra happens to catch the 

sight of a celestial damsel, and at once a wish creeps into his 
mind to enjoy her company. His subtle body forthwith 

leaves the physical and reaches the city of gods, where he 
finds his beloved and wins her love. There he lives for a 
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number of years in the pleasant company of his beloved 

until, the force of his previous good actions being exhausted, 
he falls down on the earth through rain and becomes a grain 

of paddy. A Brahmana eats the grain and it is born as a son 

to him. As a Brahmana boy, he becomes fond of a deer, and 

consequently, becomes a deer in his next life. In this 
manner, he transmigrates in several bodies, one after 

another, until he is born as the son of a tapasvi (penancer) 

and takes to performance of penances on the banks of the 

Ganges. In the mean time, the original physical body of 

Sukra, left by him long ago, begins to decay. His father 
noticing it, becomes angry with the god of death, who, on 

being wrongly accused, manifests himself and explains the 
whole matter to him. Then both, Bhrgu and the god of 
death, approach the boy performing penances and ask him 
to meditate on the history of his past lives. The boy, doing 

so, comes to remember his Sukra-form, and goes back to it 

with his mental body. The body of the boy collapses and that 

of 3ukra revives. 

13. The story of Dama, Vyala and Kata:- 

The story illustrates that the will to live is the cause of all 

failures and sufferings in life, and the absence of it is that of 

success and achievements. 
There was a wealthy and wise demon-king of the Patala 

world named Sambara. He waged a furious war upon the 
gods and gave them a severe defeat. The chief reason of his 
success was that he could create, through his magical 
powers, three great warriors, Dama, Vyala and Kata. They 
fought most selflessly without the least desire to preserve 
themselves and so could not be defeated by the gods whom 

they drove out of heaven. The gods approached Brahma, 
who comes to know the cause of the success of the demon 
through his meditation- He advised the gods to fight with the 
demon-warriors in such a manner as to be able to create in 

their mind a desire of self-preservation and victory. The 
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gods succeeded in doing so, because the demon-warriors 
were ignorant of the true nature of the Self, and so, killed 
them in a battle. 

14. The story of Bhlma, Bhasa and Drdha:- 

This story is in continuation with the above story and 
illustrates the same thing with the additional point that a 
desire for self-preservation cannot be created in one who 

knows the true nature of the Self. 
Sambara, the above-mentioned demon-king, seeing his 

great warriors thus killed in the battle by the gods, now 
creates another triad of Bhlma, Bhasa and Drdha, in whom 
it was impossible for the gods to create the feeling of ego, as 
they were created by him with the knowledge of the real 
nature of the Self from their birth. They defeated the gods in 

spite of the best efforts of the latter. 

15. The story of Dasura:- 

This story illustrates that peace cannot be achieved by 

undergoing penances or performing sacrifices enjoined by 

the Vedas. Such things can, at the most, purify our intellect 

if they are performed thoughtfully and with unselfish 
motives. Knowledge of the Self dawns only through rational 

thinking and meditation. 
In the province of Magadha, there lived a Muni named 

Dasura. He was ignorant of the nature of the Self. When his 
father Saraloma dies, he weeps bitterly. Gods of the forest 
console and advise him to attain peace of mind. Seeking for 

peace, he takes to the performance of penances, but in vain. 
He performs very difficult sacrifices, but does not attain 

peace. He then takes to meditation and thinking and, at last, 

comes to know the real nature of the Self, and finds peace 

within. Through his boon a son is born to a forester-woman. 
Dasura teaches the science of Peace to this boy when he 

grows up. Vasistha, while he was passing that way one day. 
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enjoyed one of the lectures of Dasura to his pupil. 

16. The story of Kaca:- 

It is not a story in the proper sense of the term, but a 

soliloquy on the immanence of God. 
Kaca was the son of Brhaspati. He once sat in Samadhi. 

Waking up from his samadhi state, he sang a very beautiful 

song on the immanence of Brahman in everything of the 

universe. 

The Stories of the Upasama-Prakarana 

17. The story of Janaka:- 

This story illustrates how an accidental suggestion some¬ 

times awakens the dormant discriminative tendencies of the 

previous life of an individual. 
One day, the king of the Videha country, whose name was 

Janaka, was sitting in his garden. There, he happened to 
hear some very inspiring songs sung by some celestial beings 

passing along that way. These songs produced a very deep 
impression on his mind and set him to meditate on the 
illusory nature of the world and on the real nature of the 
Self. He discovers that the main cause of all suffering was 
the ignorant mind. He realises the true nature of the Self 
and is freed from ego. Even then, he continues to rule over 

his kingdom wisely and well. 

18. The story of Pupya and Pavana:- 

This story is told to illustrate that it is absurd and futile to 
be sorrowful when some beloved person is separated from 
us, seeing that we have had countless relations in the long 

history of our past lives. 
On the Mahendra mountain in the Jambu Dvlpa, there 

lived a sage named DIrghatapas. He had two sons, Punya 
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and Pavana. The former had acquired the knowledge of the 
Truth, while the latter was only on the path, when their 
beloved father died. Pavana weeps bitterly at the death of 
his father. Punya reveals to him the absurdity of his action, 
on the ground that he has had numberless fathers in his past 

lives. He reminds him of the countless lives he has lived as a 
deer, a lion, a monkey, a prince, a crow, an elephant, an ass, 
a bird, and a puppy etc. 

19. The story of Bali:- 

This story is told to illustrate how the state of nirvikalpa- 
samadhi can be realised through meditation on the truth that 
every thing is a mode of Consciousness. 

Bali was the son of the famous Virocana of Patala. He 
begins to reflect that life, as it is generally lived, is a 
monotonous drudgery. We repeat the same course of 

actions and always remain unsatisfied. He recollects that his 
father, who was famous for his wisdom, used to say that 
there is a very wonderful state of existence called liberation 
in which man finds undecaying peace. He now wishes to 

know more about it, and approaches his preceptor Sukra- 

carya. The latter teaches him that he should realise that 

everything is Consciousness. Bali meditates on this truth and 
realises it in his nirvikalpa-samadhi. He becomes a liberated 

man and continues to rule over his kingdom wisely. 

20. The story of Prahlada:- 

This story illustrates that even the great gods like Visnu 

cannot cause a man to realise the Self without his own 
thinking and meditation. Grace of a god or teacher cannot 

confer the knowledge of the Self on any person. 
Once Visnu defeated the demons and killed their lord 

Hiranyakasipu. This impressed Prahlada, the son of the 

killed demon, very much. He begins to worship the victo¬ 

rious Visnu. The latter was very much pleased with his 
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devotion and appeared before him when he was very eager 
to see him. On his being asked to choose a boon, Prahlada 

expresses a desire to realise the true nature of the Self. 

Visnu tells him that he would be able to realise it only 
through his own thinking and meditation, for no god or 

teacher can confer the knowledge of the Self on any person. 

Prahlada follows his advice and attains a state of thoughtless 

samadhi. On account of his negligence of the work of the 

state, anarchy prevails in his kingdom. Seeing this, Vi$nu 
comes down, and, awakening Prahlada from the state of 

thoughtless samadhi, advises him to rule over his kingdom 

as an ideal and wise ruler. Prahlada does the same. 

21. The story of Gadhi:- 

It is a very interesting story told to illustrate the creative 
power of Maya and the possibility of identical representa¬ 

tion of the real historical series of events within an individual 
mind as a world of imagination occurring within a few 

moments of the real world. 
There was a brahmana named Gadhi. He had a keen 

desire to know the nature of Maya and worshipped Visnu to 
get his desire fulfilled. Visnu granted a boon to him that he 
would soon realise the nature of Maya. After a few days, 
while he was bathing in a river, he dipped his head into 
water, and lo! he saw the following vision:- He is ill at home 
and dies. He experiences his death. He is reborn of an ugly 
and dark-skinned candala woman. He grows up and marries 
a candala girl, and begets several children. Once, while 
passing through a country called Kira, he happens to be 
taken up by an elephant which was let loose by the people of 
the country to elect a king in place of one who had recently 
died, and is installed as a king in spite of himself. He rules 
over the country for a number of years, until he is dis¬ 
covered to be a candala by birth by his high caste subjects, 

who enter into fire by way of performing a prayascitta for 
having been ruled over by a low caste king. He feels very 
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sorry at the sight of this horrible scene, and himself also 
jumps into the fire. The intense pain of being burnt wakes 
him up from his vision which he was having while he was in 
water for a moment as Gadhi. All this happened within a 
few seconds of his dip. After a few months of this occur¬ 
rence, he happens to meet a traveller who relates to him, 
during the course of his account of his travels in distant 
lands, all that Gadhi experienced within the few seconds of 

his vision. The coincidence of the two - the real events 
related by the traveller and the dream-world of the moment 
of the dip — being too wonderful to be believed, Gadhi starts 
on a journey to verify it. To his greater surprise, he finds 
that all that he saw in his vision did actually happen in the 
real and historical world. Such is the wonderful power of 

Maya. 

22. The story of Uddalaka:- 

This story is told to illustrate how the mind can be 
controlled and the true nature of the Self realised through 
meditation and practice of the control of the vital airs 

(pranas). 
There was a Muni, named Uddalaka. He made up his 

mind to have the experience of samadhi. Finding the mind 
to be a great impediment in his way, he addresses it and tries 
to discover the nature of the Self. Then, through the control 

of the vital airs (pranas), he realises the state of samadhi. 

23. The story of Suraghu:- 

This story is told to illustrate how equanimity of vision can 
be attained even in the midst of worldly duties. 

Once there was a king of Kiratas near the Kailasa 
mountain. The muni Mandavya once visited his kingdom, 
and being requested by him, taught him how one can attain 
the state of equanimity even in the midst of worldly duties 

and that the Self is the reality which persists even when 
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every object can be thought away. The muni having gone 

away, Suraghu set to realise his teachings in experience and 

succeeded. Some time after his realisation of the Self, he is 

visited by a Persian king, Parnada, whom he taught the 

method of enjoying the state of samadhi even while one is 

engaged in one’s worldly duties. 

24. The story of Bhasa and Vilasa:- 

Through this story, the author teaches that one cannot be 

well and at peace unless the mind is brought under control 

and the Self is realised. 
On the Sahya mountain in the north, there lived a great 

Rshi, Atri with his pious and devoted wife Anasuya. They 

had two sons, Bhasa and Vilasa. After the death of their 

parents, they went away in different directions to undergo 

penances. After some time, they happen to meet with each 
other. When Vilasa enquires the welfare of his brother, the 

latter replies that welfare cannot be possibly attained unless 

one has realised the real Self and brought his mind under 

control. 

25. The story of VTtahavya:- 

This story is an illustration of Self-realisation and attain¬ 
ment of the best state of existence through one’s own 

efforts. 
VTtahavya was a muni in the Vindhya hills. He performed 

various actions prescribed by the Sastras, but could not 
attain peace. He now makes up his mind to realise the state 
of nirvikalpa-samadhi. He addresses his mind, chastises it 

for its fickleness, controls it and the senses and finally attains 
the state of samadhi in which he stays for a very long time. 
In the mean time his body was covered with earth, so that, 
when he wakes up from his samadhi state, he finds it unable 
to move. He does not mind it, but creates another world 
through his imagination and lives therein as a liberated man. 
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Once again, he remembers his body being covered by earth 
and makes up his mind to uncover it. He enters the orb of 
the sun and comes back therefrom with a ray of the sun 

which removes the earth and relieves the body of it. In this 
body he lives for a long time as a free man. Once he makes 

up his mind to realise the disembodied state of liberation, 
and entering a cave, withdraws himself from the body, 

senses and mind etc. He then realises the highest stage of 

existence, which is thoughtless, immutable and eternal Bliss. 

The Stories of the First Half of the Nirvana-prakarana 

26. he story of Kaka (crow) Bhusunda:- 

This story is told to illustrate the possibility of infinitely 
long and healthy life through the mastery of the vital airs 

(pranas) and the Kundalinl. 

Once Vasistha himself, while sitting in the assembly of 
gods in the heaven, happens to hear about Kaka-Bhusuqda 

who is said to be enjoying the longest life, becomes inquisi¬ 

tive to see him, and proceeds to the Kailasa mountain, 

where he is said to live in the form of a crow on the Kalpa- 

tree. Kaka-Bhusunda welcomes him, and being questioned, 

describes to him the story of his birth and long life, the way 
how he survives death, the universal destruction, the 
wonderful experiences of his life, and how one can live a 

long and healthy life. He told Vasi§tha that he had seen 
eight births of Vasistha, a hundred of Visnu, a thousand of 

Buddha, eleven of Rama and ten of Krsna. In his life-time, 
the Mahabharata has been composed eleven times and the 

Ramayana twelve times. He gives a discourse on the science 

of the vital airs and the Kundalinl Power. 

27. The story of Deva-puja (Worship of God):- 

This story is told to illustrate that the only and the best 

worship is that of the Self within. There is no necessity of 

any external show in that worship. 
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Once Vasistha himself goes to the Kailasa mountain and 

displays his devotion to Lord Siva who becomes pleased 

with him and appears before him with his consort Parvatl. 

Being asked “What is the best worship?”, the God tells him 

that Self-worship is the best worship and that the knowledge 

of the Self is the best way of worshipping It. 

28. The story of a Bilva-fruit:- 

The Absolute Consciousness is here compared with a 

Bilva-fruit to show that the entire universe exists within 

Consciousness. 

29. The story of a piece of stone:- 

In this story. Brahman (the Absolute) is compared to a 

huge block of stone to show that as a piece of stone contains 

within it all the statues that can possibly be made of it, so, in 

Brahman, all the forms of the world exist potentially. 

30. The story of Arjuna:- 

In this story, it is told that, at a particular period of time, 
when the earth would abound in evil-doers, Vishnu would 
come down, to kill them, in the form of Krsna and Arjuna. 
Arjuna would hesitate to kill his enemy in the battle-field of 
the Mahabharata war and Krsna would teach him the right 
attitude towards life, having acquired which, he would do 

his duty without attachment. 

31. The story of 3ata-Rudra:- 

This story is told to illustrate the power of thought, desire 
and imagination on one’s transmigration from one life to 

another, and to illustrate the doctrine of worlds existing 

within worlds. 
There was a mendicant. Once he entertained a thought in 
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his mind to be a house-holder and consequently he becomes 
one in his dream. The dream-personality, again, on account 
of its wish, further dreams itself to be a brahmana. This 

process of dreaming within dreams goes on, changing the 

man into a hundred forms, one within the dream of another, 
until he becomes a Rudra. As a Rudra, he acquires omni¬ 
science and comes to be aware of all the hundred forms thus 

created by imagination and living in their own peculiar and 

different worlds. He wakes all the dreaming personalities up 

and the imagined forms begin to live as distinct and separate 
entities. Such is the creative power of thought! 

32. The story of a Vetala:- 

This story is told to illustrate that there is no danger 
anywhere for a knower of the Brahman. 

There lived a Vetala in the Vindhya hills. At nights he 
used to come out to prey. Once he happened to meet the 
king of the vicinity, who was well up in the knowledge of the 

Brahman. He put several questions to the king, which the 
latter answered to his satisfaction. The Vetala could not 

harm him in any way as he knew the Brahman. 

33. The story of Bhagiratha:- 

This story is given to illustrate this peculiar trait in the 
character of a liberated person that although he does not 
stand in need of worldly actions, he performs them for the 
good of others. 

There lived a great king named Bhaglratha who brought 

the Ganges down to the earth. Once he begins to think of 
the unreality of the worldly possessions, goes to his spiritual 

teacher, Tritula, and acquires the knowledge of the Self. 
Having returned, he gives the whole of his kingdom and 

property away in charity and goes to a lonely place to 

meditate. Here he realises the Self and lives in blissful 

peace. Once he happened to pass through the country over 
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which he formerly ruled. The ruling king there had died and 

the people had to choose another. Having recognised Bhagl- 

ratha, they entreated him to be their king. Bhagiratha 

accepted their offer for the sake of their good and ruled over 

the kingdom justly and wisely. 

34. The story of Ciidala:- 

It is one of the most interesting and instructive stories of 

the whole work. It illustrates that a woman is not to be shut 
out from the temple of wisdom; she has an equal right to 
self-knowledge, and if she makes an effort, she can realise 

the Truth even earlier than man. Having realised the Self 

herself, she can help her husband on his path. This story also 
illustrates that real and genuine renunciation which is 

essential for Self-realisation is not the external renunciation 
of possessions and duties, but of the internal desire or 

craving for them. A busy ruler of a kingdom, as the queen 

Cudala was, yet above the turmoils of life and at peace 

within, she is an ideal example of a truly liberated person. 
Once there lived a king named 3ikhidhvaja at Malwa. He 

married Cudala, a princess of the Saurastra country. Having 
lived a happy life of youthful enjoyments, both of the pair 
become dissatisfied with the pleasures of life and set them¬ 

selves to seek for the knowledge of the Self. Cudala being 
more enthusiastic and discriminative, suceeds in having a 

true view of life; consequently a unique kind of lustre 
brightens her face. Her husband being unable to realise the 
Self cannot understand the reason of her joy. She tries to 
help him, but he takes her advice lightly even in spite of her 
showing him her supernatural powers, and so he fails to 
achieve peace within himself. He takes to the performance 
of religious ceremonies which do not help him. He then 
renounces his kingdom and everything that he possessed, 

and goes to a forest in spite of his wife’s entreaties not to do 
so. Then he puts himself to severe austerities and conse¬ 
quently, becomes languished. Cudala, in the meantime, rules 
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over the kingdom of her husband well and wisely. One day 
she takes compassion on him and visits him secretly. She 
again intends to teach him the right way of Self-realisation, 

but thinking that he would not care to listen to her, she, by 
her yogic power, transforms herself into a young heavenly 

brahmana with Kumbha as his name. The king, being very 
much impressed by the personality of Kumbha, accepts him 

as his teacher and learns from him the secret of Self- 

realisation which consists not in the external renunciation of 

things and duties, but in the internal renunciation of hanker¬ 
ing after them, which is the root of all evil. The queen does 
not even then forget to fulfil her royal duties, to which she 
goes back now and then. The king, having got the true vision 
of the Self, experiences the samadhi state and becomes 

liberated from the pairs of opposite feelings. The queen, in 
the form of Kumbha, tests him in many ways. One day, 
Kumbha tells the king that he has been cursed by Durvasas 

to be a woman at nights, and expresses his unhappiness due 
to the occurrence. The king tells him not to mind it at all, 

for, he says, what cannot be cured must be cheerfully 

endured. The nocturnal personality of Kumbha, Madanika, 

now tells the king that as it is quite natural for a young 
woman to have a husband, she must now marry; and 

proposes to marry the king himself. The king sees no loss or 
gain in it and, therefore, to be of some service to her, 
marries her. Both pass their nights in conjugal happiness.'In 

order to test whether the king has acquired any sort of at¬ 
tachment in his heart, which alone is the real bondage in life, 
she creates, by her yogic powers, a lover, and throws herself 
into his arms with the most amorous attitude in the absence of 

the royal sage, and continues in that position until he comes 

and sees the pair. The sight does not move him; he remains 

unperturbed and unaffected. He keeps his balance of mind 

and comes out successful in his test. In such other various 

ways she trains her husband in the art of living above life’s 

turmoil, and, in the end, brings him back to rule over the 

renounced kingdom like a perfectly free and wise man. 
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35. The story of a Kirata:- 

The story is told to emphasise the value of effort, even 
though it be for small things; because often we happen to 

find out precious things through efforts which were origi¬ 
nally directed to ordinary ones. 

There was a miserly Kirata. Once a cowrie shell fell down 

from his hands. He being a miser, began to search for it 

vigorously and continued his search for three days. Acciden¬ 
tally he found a philosopher’s stone. 

36. The story of a Cintamani:- 

This story is told to illustrate that one should not disregard 
the valuable things which one has got and wander in search 
of others or of similar ones elsewhere. 

A man was in search of a philosopher’s stone. He 
happened to find it accidentally. But he thought that the 

philosopher’s stone was too valuable a thing to be found so 
easily and that he was too unfortunate to find it so soon. He 

therefore threw it away, thinking it to be a piece of glass. 

Throwing it away, he proceeded further and reached a forest 

where, in spite of his repeated efforts, he finds nothing but 

pieces of glass. 

37. The story of an elephant:- 

The story is told to illustrate the lesson that one should 
never lose an opportunity to vanquish one’s enemy, which, 

in the case of an aspirant for Self-realisation is his own 
individuality, for otherwise it would be soon out of control. 

There was a tamed elephant. Once he got an opportunity 

to be free from the control of his master. It was a time when 
he could win his freedom for ever by defeating the efforts of 
his controllers. But he did not utilise this opportunity. 
Consequently, he was again bound and put under control. 

k 
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38. The story of Kaca:- 

This story is told to show that the true renunciation of all 

things consists in the renunciation of the ego. 
Kaca, the son of Brhaspati, goes to his father for advice in 

Self-realisation. The father tells him to renounce everything 

in order to find peace. The son, having literally given up 
everything, goes to a forest. Yet he does not find peace. 

Again he is advised to give up everything. Kaca does not 

again understand his father’s advice, and tries to give up 
even the little that was in his possession, but in vain. 
Brhaspati visits his son again after three years and finds him 
without peace. He explains to Kaca that renouncing every¬ 
thing does not mean throwing away everything. It means the 

renunciation of or withdrawal from the mind which is the 
finitising ego. This can easily be done by affirmation of one’s 

Divinity. 

39. The story of a Mithya-Purusa (Unreal Man):- 

The story is told to illustrate the futility of the efforts of 

the ego to limit the Self within finite objects which are 

perishable. 
There was a mithya-puru§a (unreal man) who wanted to 

encase space. For this purpose he makes a jar, but after 
some time the jar is broken, leaving the man bewailing the 
loss of the space that was enclosed in the jar. Then he digs a 
well, constructs a tank, builds a four-storeyed house. But all 
these things come to destruction, one after another. The 
man, bewailing the futility of his efforts to preserve space in 

a finite form, dies at last. 

40. The story of Bhrnglsa:- 

The story is related to teach Rama to be a great re- 

nouncer, a great man of action and a great enjoyer. 
Once Bhrnglsa went to the Mahameru mountain to see 
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Lord Siva. Having bowed down to him, he asked for advice. 

The Lord advised him to be a great renouncer, a great doer 

and a great enjoyer and explained to him the meaning of 

these terms. 

41. The story of Iksvaku:- 

This story contains the philosophy which Manu is said to 

have taught Iksvaku. 
There was a great king Iksvaku, an ancestor of Rama- 

candra. Once he begins to think of the unreality of worldly 

possessions and becomes inquisitive to know the Truth. He 

goes to Manu in Brahmaloka and learns from him the facts 

about the origin, stay and decay of the world, the cause of 
bondage and freedom, the stages of Self-realisation, the 

nature of the ego and Maya, and the characteristics of 

liberated living persons. 

42. The story of a Hunter and a Sage:- 

This story is related to describe the nature of the Turlya 

state (Undifferenced Consciousness), that is, the state of 

Consciousness free from the experience of waking, dream 

and deep sleep. 
A hunter pursued a deer which outran him and passed 

beyond the ken of his vision. On his way he happened to see 

a sage sitting in meditation. Having been asked as to which 
direction the deer went, the sage replied that he, being 
above all the states of relative experience, did not care to 
know anything, and therefore, did not know which way the 

deer went. 
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The Stories of the Second Half of the 
N irvana-Prakarana 

43. The story of a Vidyadhara:- 

This story is related to illustrate that the study of the 

spiritual literature can fructify only in those who have 
control over their senses. 

Vasistha once asked the Crow-sage Bhusunda whether he 

knew any individual who could not attain Self-knowledge in 

spite of having lived long. Bhusunda told him that there was 
a Vidyadhara who could not realise the Self in spite of his 

having lived for four kalpas. Having acquired a little 
discrimination, the Vidyadhara came to Bhusunda and told 

him that his senses and passions were his stumbling blocks. 
The latter taught him the method of controlling them, and 

consequently the Vidyadhara realised the Self. 

44. The story of Indra:- 

This story illustrates the possibility and existence of a 

whole world within an atom. 

Once Indra, the king of gods, is defeated by the demons. 

To save his life, he shortens his size and enters a ray of the 
Sun. There he imagines a world and rules over it. After his 
death, his descendents rule there. One of his distant descen- 

dents realises Cosmic Consciousness and comes to know of 
the fact that he was living within the world which existed 
within an atom of cosmic space. 

45. The story of Mahki:- 

This story illustrates the possibility of Self-realisation 

through the teachings of another person, provided that the 

mind is already prepared to imbibe them. 
Once Vasistha, when coming to officiate as a priest in the 

sacrifice- which was to be performed by Aja, meets a 
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brahmana named Marik! on the way. The traveller begins to 

talk on the evils of the world. Vasistha teaches him the 

science of the Self. Hearing him, the brahmana becomes 

liberated, because he was already ripe for it. 

46. The story of the Mind compared to a Deer:- 

In this story, the mind is represented by a wandering deer. 

The deer is running here and there in a barren land, finding 

no rest until he finds the shade of a tree. The shade in the 

case of the mind is samadhi. 

47. The story of a Block of Stone:- 

It is also one of the most interesting stories. It illustrates 

the possibility of a whole world, with all its cosmic gods and 

other beings, to be imagined within a point in space. 
Once Vasistha himself wanted to meditate in a solitary 

place. Finding disturbances everywhere, even in the ethe¬ 
real plane, he retires to the Sunya plane. There he imagines 

a hut in which he sits in samadhi. In that state, he expe¬ 
riences and wanders through innumerable worlds, one 
within the other. Waking up from the samadhi state, he 
happens to hear a sweet and melodious song and, through 
his akasa-dharana (meditation on the ether), he finds out 
the source of the enchanting song to be a beautiful woman, 
who, when requested, tells him that, in a corner of the world 
imagined by him, there is a mountain. Within a point on a 
stone of that mountain, she and her husband are living. 
They both stand in need of Self-knowledge for which she 

requests Vasistha. The latter becomes curious and accom¬ 
panies her and actually finds her husband there. The 
Brahmana, her husband, having attained Self-knowledge 

sits in Nirvikalpa-samadhi, and thereby the world of his sarh- 
kalpa (imagination) collapses. This fact is seen by Vasi§tha 
through meditation. Returning therefrom, Vasistha comes 
back to his own hut, but finds that his own body, which was 
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left in his hut is entered by the soul of a siddha. Vasistha 
having withdrawn the force of his own samkalpa which 
created the hut, the hut collapses along with the body within 
it, and the siddha consequently falls down to the earth. 
Vasistha explains the matter to him, and both go to the 
siddhaloka and live there. 

48. The story of Vipascit:- 

This story is also one of the most interesting ones. It 
illustrates the creative power of thought and the effect of 
desire on one’s transmigratory career. 

There lived a king named Vipascit at Tatamiti in Jambu- 
dvlpa. Once he is attacked by enemies from all directions. 
Wishing to multiply his body to cope with all the four 
invaders, he performs a sacrifice in which he offers his own 
flesh to the flames of the sacrificial fire, and becomes four 

Vipascits. They put the enemies to flight, and then set out 
for world-conquest in all directions. They go far and wide, 
and live in different countries, die there, and experience 

different series of transmigrations. One of them is said to be 
present in the body of a deer in the zoological museum of 

king Dasaratha, the father of Rama, at the time of 

Vasistha’s discourse to Rama. Hearing this, Rama becomes 
very curious and wishes the deer to be brought in the 
assembly. To prove the truth of the story, Vasi§tha, by his 
thought-power, brings him to a human form, and names him 

Bhasa. Bhasa now describes his experiences in the assembly. 

49. The story of the Vatadhana princes:- 

This story illustrates the endlessness of the world. 

There was a country named Vatadhana. One of its kings 
had three sons. They desired to see the end of the universe 

and started on tour. No less than 17 lacs of years have 
passed, yet they are still wandering, as there is no end to the 
universe. 
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50. The story of a corpse:- 

This story illustrates the fact that every individual is a 

Cosmic Deity (Logos) of his own Universe. 
Once there was a hunter. He teased a sage who cursed 

him to become a mosquito. Having lived as a mosquito, he 
becomes a deer, and then a hunter again. Being advised to 

give up his wrong doings and to acquire Self-knowledge, he 

undergoes penance, approaches the sage and requests him 

to explain how the internal imagination can take the form of 
an external world. The sage relates to him his own expe¬ 

rience thus: Once he saw a man sleeping. Moved by 
curiosity, he entered the sleeping man’s dream-world 

through his power of dharana. Forgetting his own original 
form, he lived there for 100 years until he was reminded of it 

by another sage. Coming out, he found that it was only a 
moment’s work. The hunter does not understand the truth 

of this story. He again undergoes penances, and gets a boon 

for having a body as big as a Brahmanda (Cosmos). Left by 

his soul, it falls upon another Brahmanda (Cosmos), and is 
observed by Vipascit, the hero of the story No. 48. Then he 

becomes a king, Sindhu, the enemy of Viduratha of the 

story of Lila (No. 5), and ultimately realises Nirvana 

through the teachings of his own ministers. 

51. The story of a Block of Stone:- 

In this story a detailed comparison of the Brahman with a 
large piece of stone is attempted. As a piece of stone has 
within itself, in potential form, all the statues that can 
possibly be made out of it, so is the Brahman the source and 

the stay of all the objects of this universe. 

52. The story of the Brahmaiida:- 

In this story, Vasistha relates what he heard from Brahma 

about the origin of the universe. 
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53. The story of the Sons of Indu:- 

It is a repetition of the story No.7, related in the Utpatti- 
Prakarana. 

54. The story of a Tapasa:- 

This story illustrates the possibility of the multiplication of 
worlds by the power of thought and desire, and co-ordina¬ 
tion of the various conflicting desires of different people 
with regard to the same object or person. 

In a country there are eight brothers. Every one of them 
wishes to be an emperor of all the seven continents, and to 
realise that ambition undergoes severe penances. All of 
them get boons to the effect that their desires would be 
fulfilled at the same time (simultaneously). Their wives, in 
their own turn, get boons that the souls of their husbands 
will not go out of their rooms after their death. All this 
comes to the notice of a traveller, Kundadanta, who is at a 
loss to understand how these mutually conflicting desires 
could be fulfilled at the same time. He is advised to go to 
Ayodhya to understand the mystery. There he relates the story 
of his observation to Ramacandra who brings Kundadanta to 
the assembly and gets his doubts removed by Vasistha. 

55. The story of a Woodcutter:- 

This story, which is the last in the work, illustrates that, 
though the teacher and the Scriptures are not the direct 
cause of Self-realisation, yet, they, if constantly resorted to, 
sometimes bring a man to the realisation of the Self. 

There was a very poor woodcutter. He used to go to a 
forest in search of wood everyday, and supported his family 
on what he could get by selling the wood thus collected. As a 
result of his constant efforts in search for wood in the forest, 
he, one day, happened to find a desire-fulfilling gem (philo¬ 
sopher’s stone). The gem made him rich and happy. 
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Chapter V 

The Method of Yogavasistha and 
Need for Proper Abridgement. 

The main reason why Yogavasistha has not been recog¬ 

nised as a philosophical work is perhaps the manner in which 

it is written and the method which the author employs to 
impress his doctrines. One does not find in this work the 

terseness of Gaudapada, the hair-splitting quibbles of the 

neo-Naiyayikas, the authority-obsession of Sankara, and the 

stereotyped terminology of the later Sankarites. We do not 

even find any influence of Dignaga or Vatsyayana on the 
author of Yogavasistha, as he does not attempt to put his 
doctrines in an inferential form. He merely states in simple 
and unequivocal manner what he has to say, and makes it 

clear by way of countless similes, analogies and illustrations 

and impresses the truth of what he believes through stories. 

He hates obscurity, brevity and vagueness. He knows that it 

is very difficult to make others realise that of which one has 
the direct intuition, and that it can be made intelligible only 

through illustrations and analogies. He avoids the method of 

abstract disquisition and dry argumentation pursued per¬ 

haps by some of his predecessors like Nagarjuna, which 

hopelessly failed to attract the notice of the people at large. 
He goes back to the method of the Upanisads, the Maha- 
bharata and the Jatakas, which carried the truths advocated 

in them to the very heart of their readers. He also felt that 
works written in a sweet and literary style were more read 
and appreciated by the laity than books written in the cold 
philosophical style, and probably thought that the kavya 
(literary) style might well be utilised for philosophy to make 
it popular and effective. This is what he might have thought 
while writing this work, as at one place he says: “All that is 
expressed in sweet and graceful words and with easily 
comprehensible arguments, similes and illustrations, goes 

directly to the heart of the hearer, and expands there, just as 
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a little drop of oil expands on the surface of water; whereas 

all that is said without suitable illustrations and arguments 
intelligible to the hearer, in confused and obscure language, 
does not enter the heart of the hearer, and is a mere waste of 
words, like the butter poured on the burnt ashes of oblation. 

It is only through appropriate illustrations that subtle, yet 

worthy of being known, themes can be made popular in the 
world, as it has been done so in all the famous works.” 
(HI.84.45-47) 

Moved by such considerations and by the desire of making 

his philosophy popular, he yoked the literary art of story¬ 

telling to his philosophy which contained all that was best in 

Indian thought at the time he lived. How far he has 
succeeded in his effort, only those who are gifted with the 
double-fold genius in philosophy and literature can judge. 
We may only point out that the work has been a success in so 
far as it has ever since been enjoying popularity in all circles 
of people, even though many of its readers do not under¬ 

stand its entire philosophy. The reader of this work always 

feels that he is in the living presence of a saintly personality, 
who is speaking from direct experience in simple and 

beautiful language. He is his own authority, and does not 

bore the reader with quotation after quotation from the 

Upanisads and other authoritative texts or their commen¬ 
taries, as is done by the later writers on the Advaita 

philosophy. He has imbibed all that was best in the Indian 
philosophy that existed before him — Hindu, Buddhist and 
Jaina — and speaks from his own standpoint, very often in 
words, which might be mistaken as from other books and 

authors which he thoroughly imbibed and made his own. It 
is in this way that many expressions of the Upanisads and 
the Bhagavadglta and some Buddhist works can be identi¬ 
fied in Yogavasi§tha. 

A few examples of the catholicity, reconciliatory tendency 

and harmonising spirit of the author may not be out of place 
here:- 

(i) “From our standpoint”, says Vasistha, “there is no 
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difference in ‘Vyavaharartha-Vada’ (Realism) and ‘Vijnana- 

vada’ (Idealism)”. (VI b. 38.4) 
(ii) Having pointed out how he differs in his opinion on 

the nature of mind from the points of view of other schools 
of thought, he adds, “All these various doctrines arising at 
different times and in different countries, however, lead to 
the same Supreme Truth, like the'many different paths 
leading travellers from different places to the same city. It is 
ignorance of the Absolute Truth and the misunderstanding 
of the different doctrines that cause their followers to 
quarrel with one another in bitter animosity. They consider 
their own particular dogmas to be the best, as every traveller 
may think, although quite wrongly, his own path to be the 
only and the best path.” (III. 96. 51-53) 

(iii) Not only does the author of Yogavasistha regard 
other systems of philosophy and methods of realisation with 
respect, but also thinks that it is advisable for every man to 
stick to his own method of spiritual realisation, provided he 
meets with success and makes progress through it. He says, 
“The method by which a man makes progress is the best for 
him. He should not change it for another, which may not 
look right to him, nor pleases him, nor is useful to him.” (VI 
b. 130.2) 

(iv) With regard to the Absolute Reality, the author of 
Yogavasistha says that it is the same “That is called 3unya 
by the Sunya-vadins, Brahma by the Brahma-vadins, Purusa 
by the Samkhya philosophers, Isvara by the followers of 
Yoga, Siva by the $aivas,.Time by those who hold time to be 
the'only reality. Self of the self by those who think it to be 
so. Non-self by the philosophers who do not believe in the 
reality of the Self, Madhyama by the Madhyamikas, and the 
All by those who have a vision of equality all around.” (V. 

67.18-20) 
In his attempt to be very clear, impressive and catholic, 

the author of Yogavasistha has, however, committed the 
fault of too much repetition and sacrifice of a systematic 
arrangement of the contents of his work. The main division 

A 
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of the work into the six prakaranas or parts — Vairagya 

(Dissatisfaction), Mumuksuvyavahara (the Conduct of the 
Aspirant), Utpatti (Creation), Sthiti (Continuation of the 
World), Upasama (Attainment of Peace), and Nirvana (the 
Cessation of Finite Existence) - even has not been kept fully 
in view. Everything is treated of in every prakarana, and 

also in many of the chapters of the prakaranas. No scientific 
or logical classification has been kept in view with regard to 
the topics dealt with. This defect of the work is very much 

felt by the modern reader who wants everything properly 

classified, and exhaustively but tersely treated in its own 
place. Many, rather almost all, topics are repeatedly talked 

of in many places. The whole work has an appearance of a 
vast forest in which every possible tree, creeper or flower is 
present, but one knows not where it is present. The work is 
very rich in material, but the philosophical riches that are 
buried in it cannot be readily used. The prakarapas and the 
sargas are no guide to the contents. 

It is from this consideration and to save the time and 
energy of the present-day reader who does not want to 
remain ignorant of the philosophy of Yogavasistha, yet at 
the same time has no leisure to go through an unsystematic 

but important work of no less than 27687 (traditionally, 

32000) stanzas that we have ventured to compile our 

Vasistha-darsanam (the present work), in which we have 

collected extracts from the voluminous work, which ex¬ 
pound almost all the aspects and points of the philosophy 

taught in the work, and classified them so as to present in a 
thoroughly systematic form the tenets of the philosophy. 

The whole matter is taken from Yogavasi§tha without any 
addition of even a single line, but the form in which it has 

been arranged and the headings under which it has been 

classified are, of course, in accordance with the matter of the 

text. Our work in connection with it has been like that of a 

gardener, who does not create the plants of his garden, but 

only transplants them in their proper places in it. The value 
of this garden of the philosophy of Vasistha lies mainly in 
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the fact that it is the only and the first garden of its own kind, 
the contents of which are directly gathered from a huge 

forest in which one knows not where what has grown. The 
main thing that the reader will, however, miss in our 
Vasistha-darsanam is the stories of Yogavasistha, which we 

have deliberately excluded from our collection to win for 
Vasistha (or the author of Yogavasistha) a worthy place in 

the world of philosophy, where the naked truth is more 

valued than the garb in which and the accompaniments with 

which it may appear. For the sake of those readers who 
would like to acquaint themselves with the stories of the 
work, we have summarised all the stories of Yogavasistha in 

chapter IV of this Introduction. 
There have been, in the long history of the existence of 

Yogavasistha, many attempts made to summarise the huge 

work into smaller ones, the nature of some of which may be 

noted here:- 
The first of such efforts known to the students of Yoga¬ 

vasistha is the already mentioned Laghu-Yogavasistha of 
Gauda Abhinanda of Kashmir, who lived in the first half of 

the 9th Century A.D. He selected 4829 slokas (traditionally, 

6000) from the original work in the serial order of it, and in 
the same six prakarapas gave a connected account of some 
of the doctrines and stories of the original work. The effort 
proved a great success in popularising Yogavasistha. But 
this summary also, like the original work, lacks in a philo¬ 
sophically important system of arrangement. It also leaves 
out some very important topics of the original work. 
Moreover, it stops at the end of the first half of the last 
prakarana (Nirvana) and does not contain a summary of the 
other half of it. (The latter half of the last prakarana may not 
have existed at that time and may have been added by other 
writers later on, or the summarizer might have left his work 

unfinished.) 
Another attempt, and a better one from the philosophical 

and systematic point of view, was made by an unknown 
author who compiled Yogavasi$thasara. (Vide, Aufrecht: 
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Oxford Catalogue, MS. No. 563.) He has collected about 

225 slokas from Yogavasistha and classified them under the 
following heads:- I. Dispassion; II. Unreality of the World; 
III. Character of the Living Liberated Man; IV. Annihila¬ 
tion of Mind; V. Annihilation of Desire; VI. Meditation on 
the Self; VII. Worship of the Self; VIII. Description of the 
Self and IX. Liberation in Life. It is a good attempt, but 
embodies only a fraction of the philosophy of Yogavasi§tha. 

It also, as it is evident, lacks in a sound system of classi¬ 

fication. 
Other attempts to present the philosophy of Yogavasistha 

by way of summary, hardly known as such to any scholar, 
are the Mahopani§ad and the Annapurnopanisad (Vide our 
Paper, “Yogavasistha and some of the Minor Upanisads” in 
the Princess of Wales Saraswati Bhawana Studies, Benares, 
1933), each of which presents many aspects of the philo¬ 
sophy of Yogavasistha in 535 and 337 slokas respectively. It 

is a pity that they do not anywhere mention that their slokas 
are culled from Yogavasistha, which, however, is a fact. 
Both these selections are defective in so far as they lack in a 
good scientific order of arrangement of the material they 
have selected. They do not, even both combined together, 

present the entire philosophy of Yogavasistha. 
In the same manner, the author of the Muktikopani§ad 

has collected a number of stanzas from Yogavasistha, 
bearing on desire and its renunciation in the second chapter 
of the Upanisad; and the author of the Varahopani§ad has 
collected in its fourth chapter some slokas on the “Seven 
Stages of Yoga” and “the conduct of the Liberated Living 
Man.” Again, some slokas on “the Stages of Yoga” have 
been picked up from Yogavasistha and made into a separate 
Upanisad which goes by the name of Ak§i-upanisad. (Ibid.) 

All these collections of some of the views of Vasi§tha are 
unsatisfactory in so far as they are only partial statements of 

the philosophy of Yogavasistha. 
Our Vasistha-darSanam is, as said above, the first attempt 

of its kind to present the entire philosophy of Vasistha in a 
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systematic form, inspired by the zeal of introducing a so far 
neglected, but important system of thought to the modern 

scholars of Indian Thought. 



Auspicious Introductory Prayer 

W: ^raffoi ^rfTf% SlRmiPrl feRTTft ^ I 

rT^ ^T*T: 11^11 (*-*-*) 

1. Salutation to Him of the nature of Truth (or Existence) 

from Whom ail beings become manifest, in Whom they exist 
and in Whom alone they attain extinction. 

*!FT rf«TT ?JgT I 

cFrrf rR^ TO: IRI1 ( 

2. Salutation to Him of the nature of Pure Intelligence from 

Whom arise the knower, knowledge and the known, the 

seer, sight and the visible universe, and the doer, the cause 

and the action. 

P£<Prl ■Hlchtl I 

■Hcfai ^ TO: ll^ll ( W3) 

3. Salutation to Him of the nature of the Bliss of Brahman 
(or the Ultimate Reality) from Whom spring forth sprays of 
Bliss and Who is .the life of all, in the heaven and on the 

earth. 



IP3|5J^T: 

The Entrance to the Work 

I. Trzvyfc# 
The Mode of Expression of the Work. 

f*RT 

mRci) fclUlR 

otin4>Ki cjiRfui cref yigp^twi ( 

4. Dear One! That which is communicated through a langu¬ 
age whose words and sense are sweet and proper, through 

the expedient of similes which are heart-stirring, spreads 

like oil on water, diffusing all around the heart of the hearer, 

warding off doubt. 

^issir awfaajfrd IcfftpftufaufH, i 

Sttfpf 'Mlfrt ^fcMI^I^frl 

5. The sentence that has given up simile, containing words 
that are not pleasing, difficult to be approached, agitated (or 
confused), separated from its place and with swallowed (or 
concealed) words, does not go to the heart of the hearer, but 
arrives at destruction like clarified butter being offered as 

oblation into ash. 

oBToqr rTR> (^£-33) 

6. This scripture, adorned by rhetoric, is indeed easily 
understood. It is inspired, full of poetic sentiments, pleasing 
and explained through illustrations. 
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II. 
The Excellence of the Work. 

7. When this (scripture) is heard, meditated upon and 
understood, there is nothing whatever, such as austerity, 

meditation, or repetition of sacred words, that is of use to a 

man here, for the attainment of liberation. 

3pT VII'Hfrd 1 

-qfagifqr? rTOT ^ feSR IRII (?-*V?*) 

8. There is no other scripture that removes the ignorance of 
those with intellects refined a little, as this scripture does, 
when listened to. 

qinio<«(ict)u4 fl'jjjjKq «n(n ^»T «f»4SII ll^ll 

9. Having heard these holy means of liberation, producing 

the benefit of direct experience (of the Self), even a child 

goes to the state of the knower of That (Self). What need 
one say of a person like you? 

*icfc|:T3raircra>t vumqjuri Urt: i (^-*o-<?) 

^EJ0^:T3TSrqcF? ^M^ebcfcKUiqjmi (V^o-vs) 

10. It is the destroyer of all misery (and) a great comforter 

of the heart. It ends (both) pleasure and pain and is the one 

cause of Supreme Bliss. 

xt & yjupnfycd dwtcrrawRf*): i 

sftetHIlfM XR * -$wt: umi 

11. The intellect of one displaying nobility who hears this 
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(scripture) daily, attains to enlightenment even beyond 
perception (or ordinary knowledge). There is no doubt 

(about this). 

4)cHJcW<cWRH1<J 11 ^11 

12. As there is freedom from disease quite spontaneously 

when a good medicine is drunk, so, the state of liberation 

while living is indeed experienced when this (scripture) is 

heard. 

MHMMRj|urynfoHi man 

13. When this is heard, a man will cross over all delusion as 
(one crosses over) to the further bank of an ocean by a 

bridge possessing great excellence. 

cftlchkUIJHHI'ttaKUgdl'],, I 

44ijdRwi(d «hki<i ii4ii 

14. This mankind will cross over this peril of worldly 

existence speedily by this work, as (one crosses over) the 

ocean quickly by a boat. 

4iR&iRri ci^isr q^giRd I 

15. What is here (in this work), that is elsewhere. What is 
not here, that is nowhere. The wise consider this as the 

repository of all scriptures of Higher Knowledge. 

III. vfyg*mw<xic;cbtuii£&n 

Introduction to the Story of the Conversation between 

Vasistha and Rama. 

SHgUJI: chOyc«¥KJI<$>tji|M«: I 

(*-*-*) 
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16. A certain Brahmana, Sutlksna, with his mind dragged 

by doubt, having gone to the hermitage of Agasti, asked the 
sage with respect. 

chltui c*T 1 

ehKUlHL IRH ( *“V^) 

17. “Having ascertained whether action is the cause of 

liberation, or knowledge the means of liberation, or else 

both, tell (me) the one means.” 

I 

chl^U||ts!4: T|*r 11311 (^-*-<0 

UtIM'IIM TJ? 3rfrT IIXII ( W*°) 

Agasti said: 
18,19. In this matter I (shall) tell you an ancient history. In 

former times, there was a certain Brahmana called Karuna, 
son of Agnivesya, who had studied the Vedas and had 

completely mastered the Vedas and the Vedangas (the 

auxiliary portions of the Vedas). Having learnt scriptural 

knowledge from the preceptor, he came back to his house. 

dWMcha»Ti«lfr 44VKIM) ij% I 

3tPn^y4l ^ ch4facifrfann ( 

3TT? TTcTg^t Tpi: ^ imil ( W*3) 

20. Then he stayed in the house silently without performing 
any work (or religious rites) and irresolute. Then, Agni¬ 
vesya, the father, having observed his son destitute of 

religious rites, told these words to his son for his benefit. 

3<fi|c);Ri 4qi«l I 

atcfctfPreri: farfsg;i (W^3) 

?pj| ipr cEguftcfii ii^ii (WSO 
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AgniveSya said: 

21. Tell me how you will obtain fulfilment, attached to 

inaction. Son! For that purpose, listen to a story entirely 

with your heart. 

cfeifotjfen stcekHiui i (s-S-W 
?TT IIV9II (*-*-9*) 

22. A certain woman called Suruci, excellent among a class 

of celestial damsels, saw a messenger of Indra (the celestial 

king) travelling in the sky. 

tfijetw *mmnn i (s-s-?*) 

^cf^rT fJcT 3IHIU!rt <<FTT II4II 

23. Suruci, the best among celestial damsels and extremely 

fortunate, said to him: “Blessed messenger of the Gods! 

Where do you come from?” 

<*<*551 3915 I 

3Tftaj*li TF^ ^TFT ^ 11^11 (W93) 

^reMl^>?ifddT44M Pi44 mwwhhuhihoii (^-*-'*'*0 

The celestial messenger said: 
24,25. Lovely lady! You have questioned well. I shall tell 
you exactly. The saintly king Ari$tanemi having given away 

his kingdom to his son, went out to the holy hermitage of 
Valmiki who had known the Truth (or the Ultimate 

Reality). 

<M)dra I 

*J3Tf*r <133 ) 

The King said: 

26. Lord! Tell me freely (without impediments) that which I 
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wish to inquire. How do 1 set myself free from the suffering 
arising from the pain of worldly bondage? Tell me that. 

8J^7cfT ( WS3) 

Valmiki said: 
27. Best of Kings! I shall narrate the conversation between 

Vasistha and Rama, the auspicious story of the means to 
liberation, having known its essential nature. Wise One! Let 

it be heard. 

TJjfTT STSTR I 

fyimmiRM fsrfldiq ^rgTSTTq ^^1^11^3 II (*-^“<0 

28. Destroyer of enemies! In former times, at first, I gave 

this to Bharadvaja, the humble disciple. 



3T2T ^HlfMchUl ’JIR TRT: II 

Chapter - 1 

The Qualification for (the Attainment of) Knowledge 

The Characteristic of a Qualified Person. 

3T? falJZRT; wrfufd *IWlRd I 

?T: #sf|q^9T#sflRBIT&n^ 11*11 ($-9-?) 

29. He is entitled to (study) this scripture, who has the firm 

belief, “I am bound; let me be liberated”, who is not much 

ignorant, and not wise either. 

II. wfachTfiijuisifaqi^i'U iwfiwitjyuhn 

The Description of the Dejection of Rama for Expounding 

the Qualities of One Entitled to (Study this Scripture). 

1. TmyriiMi uu^fii'inuf'in 
The description of the behaviour of Rama by the servants 

of Rama. 

4HMi«rw4mwi4> i 

chflfd qr ctt n*n (*-*o-*o) 

30. He does his daily duties through our effort and entreaty; 
with a gloomy face; or he does not do them. 

g*NT: 

snfgfertsfq ft ^ngt^m^iyrnasiT: it* ii (*-$<>-**) 

31. The prince is dispirited in (duties) like bath, worship of 
god, giving gifts and eating. He does not eat food until 

satisfaction (is obtained), even if requested. 

ii^ii (*-*o-**) 
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32. He also does not amuse himself with playful sports in 
the courtyard, with swings operated by the passionate 
women from the harem, as the cataka bird (plays) with the 
shower of rain. 

HI-K'Uld <T MldPeW4 imi (VS<>-*3) 

33. King! The row of golden bracelets and armlets, set with 

bud-like rubies, does not gladden him, as the heaven (does not 
gladden) one whose concern is the fall (therefrom). 

c4dlck44|J^£ ^cj^idfctUKctH imn 

34. He becomes extremely dejected at the sights of sporting 
maidens, at the winds blowing through the flowers and at 

homes girdled by creepers. 

Wg rd-H^rft 'ET I 

^ ^ct MRRstelft ll^ll 

35. Whichever object is proper, sweet, lovely and fascinat¬ 

ing, even by that he is wearied, as it were, with eyes full of 

tears. 

Ebfam 3*3^rf3RI: I 

'frifcIMIfty gnftFft: MfUd^ld IIV9II (^-^o-^^) 

36. He finds fault with beautiful women at dancing pastimes 
(saying): “Why do these shining women of the city give 

pain?” 

sfrsR "STR fHIWWHH. > 

37. He does not rejoice in blameless food, couch, vehicle, 

sport, bathing or seat like one of drunken behaviour. 
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f% HW fe> few fe> fe»fe%^: I 

fleMdWfSfc^ckdl <jtuHi|eh)ic((d8r» II<*ll (*-*o-*£) 

38. He remains alone in silence saying: “Of what avail is 

prosperity, adversity, house or intentions? Everything is 

only unreal.” 

^ fegf?r ii^oii 

39. He does not appear among merriments and does not 

sink into enjoyments. He does not perform his duties and 

resorts only to silence. 

fecilc*lc*ebc|c^4r I 

rt ^rfef -cptfr cHd» wr nqqn 

40. Women with dishevelled and creeper-like curly locks of 

hair, with their eyes moving around in amorous sport, do 
not delight him as female deer (do not delight) a forest-tree. 

fifties cffrj fefe^5 ’ef I 

7fe*rr*n<wfeg feshld 11*^11 

41. He attains satisfaction in solitary and remote places, 
banks of rivers, groves and forests as if sold away among 
animals. 

rRIT 1 

uRdl^dfifui 9£T TTb^lId duRddH. in^u 

42. King! By that aversion from taking clothes, drinks and 
food, he follows the ascetic obeying the law of a wandering 
mendicant. 

Vj^dttdl dutchI 

«bM)o»de»*JI«TTO MRfdafd imi 
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43. He remains alone with a vacant mind, firmly rooted in 
the lotus-pose (of yoga), placing the surface of his cheek on 
the palm of his left hand. 

1% gzrrafa ii^mi (s-S°-^) 

44. We do not know what he goes to, what he does, what he 

desires, what he thinks of, what he arrives at and how and 
what he pursues. 

fcUH'l xcrfw ?R<-d ^ jgq: n^ll (^-^o-^vs) 

45. He becomes emaciated and pale day by day and be¬ 
comes detached every day as a tree (is transformed) at the 
end of autumn. 

tjq: | 

^ (enfia^ln ^uDhi^ U^V9II 

46. Even if questioned again and again by servants, princes 

and mothers, he remains silent and desireless, stating that 

there is nothing whatever (to be told). 

3tWld*4M&D^ xn XR: ifTSJT: I 

47. He advises the worthy and friendly people nearby, thus: 
“May you not fasten your mind to enjoyments which are 
pleasant only at the current moment.” 

II^^H (^-^o-^V9> 

48. “Do you long for wealth which is the sole abode of 
calamities?” - Thus discriminating, he gives away every¬ 
thing to one who asks for it. 
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cpf: cFITcytlan^T <lfd<d f| ’STcTTf IRo|| 

49. Powerful One with eyes resembling lotus petals! We do 

not know what we should do to him of such a mind. You 

alone are our refuge in this matter. 

2. ITzmfufm UHHfi.UHrll 

The worthlessness of worldly existence described by 

Rama. 

(i) ^ftstT*n&: it The absence of happiness. 

«I?T ^3 ^*T UUKU'dfd: I 

c^lchl ftrEfrr ^ 11*11 (*-*?-^S>) 

50. Alas! What indeed is this happiness, which is (in the 

form of) this succession of worldly life? Mankind is born for 

dying and dies for being born again. 

3Tf^RT: <H^4TcR#fgcfT: I 

3TFRJT 3I3T 11*11 (*-**-<0 

51. All these objects which are fields of riches (or power), 
along with the actions of the aggregate of created things, are 
only unstable. They are possessors of calamities and are evil. 

3TTO^: ^raf: ^t*si <|:<9ll*4 cfecioo**. 1 

M<U||^ct vRi »I311 ( 

52. All riches are misfortunes. Pleasure is only for (reaping) 
pain. Life is only for (experiencing) death. Alas! What an 

illusory sport! 

(ii) *t)fp-2Mt n The blindness of delusion 

34ft^ct cPT fd<£>KI '‘I'SSpgJn | 

Tfig®n«TOT ^ ^tufir ^ ihfii (v^-^O 
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53. Alas! We, of bewildered intellects, are drawn only by 
falsehood as perplexed deer (are drawn) by the (appearance 
of) water in a mirage at a distance in a forest. 

-T ^ri%T5ET festOcu '5^ ‘■HRydl: I 

n Tjjsi ■hcJ mimmi 3rfa IIMI (^-^^-^^) 

54. We have not been sold away by someone, (but) exist as 

if we have been sold (as slaves). Alas! We are all fools, 
though knowing the jugglery. 

■qtgrcHfeicn sng^traRT: n^n 

55. What indeed are the unfortunate enjoyments in these 
manifestations (or worlds)? Surely, by delusion alone, we 

remain in vain with firmly rooted imaginations. 

(Hi) it Censure of wealth. 

^ sft: (jtsiKi *rncF§*gi^Hr H ctefo i 

*J<<TT fcMIVM €1% Tjffi (dMc^dl *TSTT IIVSII (*-*V*°) 

56. Revered One! Wealth is not for joy. It indeed grows to 
bring sorrow. Preserved, it causes destruction, as a poison¬ 
ous creeper (causes) death. 

*hUmi kiTt<ffd cF^«f5RT«zn ^ i 

■odi^>ictc^di?ifd«jTi^i n^n 

57. Wealth which is pleasing attracts the imagination of the 

mind. It is to be accomplished with trouble and is transient. 
It is like a creeper bearing flowers rising from a chasm, 
whose body is encircled by the limbs of a row of snakes. 
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(iv) n Censure of life. 

rT^cf> <ldAd)Md!>8gqfr ll^ll 

58. (Life is) slender like the cloud in autumn. It is like a 

lamp without oil. It is rolling like a wave and is observed 

only as gone. 

R«l<ddl rT^TT 

^rnfrT Hlf^t rfSIT ^uidRfd*^ 

xRuwMw*ii4jRd 11*o|| (*-*-#-*3) 

59. It is ever avoided by that stability shining with happiness 

and is highly worthless. There is nothing in the world so 
destitute of merit as this life which is the repository of death. 

airc^d cki&h n**n (*-**-*5) 

60. Day by day, slowly, surely and continuously, laying 

aside lassitude, it is completely destroyed by time, as an old 
den by a rat. 

(v) R*rixii&<rUH n The fickleness of the mind. 

#rTSJW!>d( Fd-dlldddd^if I 

«jfd =rgnfw ^F5r w* *rar n**n (*-*v*°) 

61. The mind, expert in its collection of sorrowful thoughts, 
does not fasten its hold on one place because of its fickle 

condition, as a lion in a cage. 

#?T: ^TrffrT <*>1^ f^T: WlRl^d I 

fsirfd ^nfd stm: 11*311 

62. The mind descends on actions (or things) like a bird on 
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its prey. It becomes indifferent in a moment like a child to a 
toy. 

(vi) n The burning due to desire. 

<jwnfr3nTOT rim wsn i 

*ror iirsn (vs's-s*) 

63. Venerable One! I am burnt by the flame called desire in 

such manner that I do not suspect (or believe the possibility 
of) mitigation even by nectar. 

^mragjgiciwr i n^mi (s-S'a-S'9) 

64. Desire is crooked and pleasing to touch like a black 
serpent, which bites even if touched a little, bespeaking the 
calamity of poison. 

KigRi A«*wi gwii II(^-^'8-?^) 

65. Desire, the fickle monkey, sets foot on (places) which 

are not fit to be mounted upon, endeavours to obtain the 
fruit though satiated and does not remain in one place for a 
long time. 

66. Of all the ills of wordly life, it is desire alone that gives 
long-lasting grief. That (desire) brings very great difficulty 

even to one staying in the inner apartments of a palace. 

(vii) %$wi{umh n Unpleasantness of the body. 

'flqfRnFirpi** 
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67. The house that is the body which is the abode of all 

diseases, a place for wrinkles and old age and troublesome 
with the malady of all mental agonies, is not agreeable to 

me. 

?jf? cfccj ef>V*TO <W|dl ll*<?ll 

68. Sage! Tell me what exactly is the beauty of this body, 

constituted of blood and flesh in and out, which has only 
destruction as its characteristic. 

69. Shame upon those, mad with the spirituous liquor of 

delusion, who have fixed their hope on their bodies and 

their stay in the world! 

(viii) VRom&nztm: n The defects of childhood. 

dlVlfdrUlMd^Uill Jjchdl I 

ijg|TT oftgstn gncfr srakfo ir^ii (V*?) 

70. Incapacity, calamities, thirst, dumbness, perplexed (or 
dull) intellect, covetousness, restlessness and dejection — all 
these exist in childhood. 

(ix) dhn^hrr: n The defects of youth. 

^ IR?II (*-?<>-<£) 

71. I do not like youth whose appearance is bright (only) for 
a moment, which is (impermanent) like the trembling and 
deep thunder of the clouds and the lustre of lightning and is 

inauspicious. 
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A Tteft IR^II (^-^O-^^) 

72. I do not like youth which is pleasing only at the current 

moment, destitute of the quality of goodness inside and 

resembling the union with a prostitute. 

^JPpfcTOfq fcUdluir tncRrfcr H 1 

TTfrT: eh<&HdllHd rKl^ufl 11^*11 

73. Even though the intellect is very clear, broad and pure, 
it becomes turbid in youth as a river in the rainy season. 

(x) wVjw ii Dislike for women. 

f^RTT: (d>(Md?Tt«R^||^mi 

74. What possibly is the beauty of a woman who is a puppet 
doll of flesh endowed with muscles, bones and joints in the 

string-tossed bodily cage? 

*wic3torq tpt ^srr ir^ii 

75. See if it is pleasing after separating the skin, flesh, 

blood, tears, eyes etc. Why are you deluded in vain? 

ehrH?> f^PTT: I 

^lebehKUlH^IR^U 

76. In the case of a woman, what happens is only the 
appearance of charm at first sight. I think, even that does 

not exist here. Sage! It has only delusion as its cause. 

ww arftr 4U«i: i 

H 4i^uih i \-rc \ i (R-^R-R? 
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77. Even at a great distance, women are indeed the agree¬ 

able and intense fuel for the burning fires of hell. They are 

insipid, though charming. 

chi'rii fyNcidi 119^11 

78. Having limbs beautiful as the filaments of a flower, 

intent on destroying men, a lovely woman gives the insensi¬ 

bility of madness like a poisonous creeper. 

TPtJT ^ 3<3-|U||l||c4Mfrc| 1 

t£*TT TPFvf fSVT^VT 3R3FT M^o|| 

79. A woman with lovely eyes is a bondage to men, like a 

stable to horses, a chain to elephants and an incantation to 

serpents. 

(xi) n The inspidity of enjoyments. 

3UMMm:>K*4U)'£ 

80. Venerable One! I do not take delight in enjoyments 

which are pleasing only at the current moment, difficult to 

be crossed and fickle like the wings of a black bee, on 

account of the fear of death, disease and old age. I am calm. 

With perseverance, I shall reach the supreme state. 

(xii) *RF3*r*n 11 Disgust for old age. 

4t«MKg ddte&Hl | 

mqicrWiMKiiiai 113311 (3-99-9^) 

81. The cat that is old age, eats the rat that is youth. Then, 
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raised up, it attains to great delight, greedy tor the flesh of 
the body. 

^ farn: sridgT %sfcchld> I 

% vdtMluUi^n r^r^rii ^ 113311 

82. Sage! Those who have entered into a mountain-cave, 
unconquered in battle by enemies, are overcome quickly by 

the worn-out demoness of old age. 

^RT dlVIdld ^ dltd-b II^XII 

83. Old age destroys the body as missile-like snow 

(destroys) the lotus, a storm, the autumnal cloud and a 
river, the tree on the bank. 

3RT dflttjmfddl »HNi fl&lUlKdld II^MI 

84. What indeed is the use of that grasping with difficulty of 

a bad existence, whereby, even one who has arrived at old 

age lives? Venerable One! Old age, unconquered on the 
earth, despises all the desires of living beings. 

(xiii) ii Complete sovereignty of time. 

dd4d1g I 

TTCIrt d*>HI<«lld iildiUfdyfHd 113*11 

85. There is nothing here, bom in the same world, which 
this Time, the devourer of all, does not eat up, like the 

submarine fire, the rising ocean. 

1% fSTOT 1d> ^ TT3^T fd> I 

1a$: 4>tdM^>d difi*: Id^ld 11**11 (*-*£-3*) 
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86. Of what avail is wealth, of what use is kingdom and of 
what avail are body and things sought for? Even within a 
certain number of days, time destroys everything. 

cywiiTi: 

87. The god of death, of cruel behaviour, reducing to 

infirmity the body which is not old, swallows the mass of 
living beings continually, as a serpent (swallows) the air. 

(xiv) WHHgfyii H The bad state of worldly existence. 

di*>ud diEicUc* lerq; n^sii 

88. Life is extremely transient, death is absolutely cruel, 
youth is very fickle and childhood is taken away by igno¬ 

rance. 

%lddgl<l4|lfcj'*J|ig‘ ljJ|<jfuj|chl: H'tfoll (*-9VS<>) 

89. The world is stained by deceit, kinsmen are fetters of 
worldly life, enjoyments are great diseases of the world and 
desires are mirages. 

lull'd ^ I 

m^ci tr^fr ir**n (*-^v**) 

90. Only the sense-organs are the enemies. Truth is reduced 
to falsehood. The self hurts only by itself. The mind is an 
enemy only by the mind. 

d*tdd*addl *IIH fdrW^dl I 

3T^ld^fddl ^TTdT ’ErraTrft HlfaM*drl 

91. A real thing is understood as unreality. The mind is 
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given to egotism. All beings are pierced by want (or death). 
The limit of existence is not reached. 

3TFWNifiiHl i 

effort dcnfq ^frnirqRT ir*3ll ( 

92. All states of being are coming and going away. Imagina¬ 
tion binds one to worldly existence. The succession of living 

beings is entirely and continually led away somewhere. 

in? I 

fayiUnf qiHTOgft inr*u 

93. All men, entrapped by the snare of bad desires on 
account of delusion, are verily withered antelopes in the 
bushes of evil within the forest of life. 

yTfh^i 3TO!^ 

ir*mi 

94. When childhood, longing for arranged pastimes, is 

gone, when the mind that is the deer is worn out in the caves 
that are women, and when the body attains to infirmity, 

mankind is much afflicted. 

^ra^rnf^rit vi^w<lF*t4T i 

95. When the black bee that is life, leaving at a distance the 
lotus-plant that is the body, affected by snow that is old age, 
is gone in a moment, the pond that is the worldly existence 

of a person is dried up (or becomes empty). 

dg'ffe ir*V9|| 
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96. The river of desire, grown by the entire and infinite 
things seized by its very strong current, flows in this world, 

capable of scraping the root of the good tree of satisfaction 

situated on the bank. 

?IK4l¥ld I 

MR'iJM'd: §IM^Pd Tt iboVMI^dPd 11*411 

(^V3-V9) 

97. These animals (or monkeys) that are the minds, which 

move about the forest consisting of creepers that are desires, 

cast their time hovering over a hundred branches on the trees 

that are objects of desire. They do not obtain the fruit 

(desired for). 

TJ5TC9- ^RIS' 8FT ^«zn MdxrUIrl cTTd TOPRWf I 

^FtcT g d^ttToRTtcCrSJir# 4Jdlid<UJI 

(?-?V9-1{^) 

98. Venerable One! Children, wife and wealth, everything 

is considered by the mind like the elixir of life. But, that 

does not help afterwards at the end of life when the most 

pleasing is only stupefying as poison. 

TprrfRr zrer d**uii MdiPd i 

rTsN dftefcl: d^Pd #dliU|glf*T: imoll 

(^-^VS-^^) 

99. As the worn-out leaves of trees are destroyed quickly, 
having come into existence, so also, people bereft of their 
discrimination depart in a certain number of days, having 

arrived at life. 

(xv) ii Seeing defects everywhere. 

<4>Kdl T 

chltdl f^Tt I 
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*»Hdl: 3T3n ^ 

ebiwi: Ig^n i *ttot im^n (s-^s-3*) 

100. Which are the sights in which defects do not exist? 

Which are the directions where there is no burning of 
sorrow? Who are the people in whom there is no transitori¬ 

ness? Which are the actions in which there is indeed no 
illusion? 

(xvi) 3tRnurii ii Instability. 

101. Sage! Whatever is seen of this inanimate or living 
world, all that is inconstant like the union in a dream. 

3Tf=rei «nFc*i 'snftr ^srRFSRn: i 

102. Childhood, youth, the body and the accumulations of 

wealth are transient. They go from one state to another state 

continuously like waves. 

dlrll-d<fM6f7fvi<ai^C>> ^mld I 

?ri%q^Ttrm^riyn imxn 

103. Life in the world is fickle like the flame of a lamp in the 
wind. The splendour of objects in the three worlds is 
(transient) like the flash df lightning. 

^r>i<yPerfectPw 

104. Man was quite different before (his birth). But, 

brought into existence here (in this world), he becomes 

different within days. Revered One! There is nothing 

whatever that is permanent and uniform always. 
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AftciHaOwdt '5RT I 

gfTTSS^T <=**<1^ im^ll (^-^<S-?VS) 

105. There is no uniformity even in the body, where there is 

childhood (followed by) the splendour of youth in quite a 

short time and then old age. What is the hope in external 

things? 

^UIMMfRdlAfd $|U|l)fri RwiRdiH. I 

^TTfr •McfftHvl'j.cl'llH: IMaVSII (^-34-96) 

106. The mind, like an actor, attains to happiness for a 
moment, dejection for a moment and a state of placidity for 
a moment, in everything. 

^rT&i i^rRasrpq Rrfsr: t 

^ tftesrf^ieincfas: imdii 

107. From here (or this object) to another (or a different 

object) — thus making things (again and again), this Creator 
does not reach fatigue, as a child in sports. 

(xvii) n The unbearableness of the 
sorrow of worldly existence. 

st>chT4li|R{HULlM TFThg yicRfrzre ^ I 

^-HHoi4c4£lh<Wr M«a^h (^-9»?-^V9) 

108. Sage! I am able to endure bruising by the edge of a 
saw, (but) not the distress due to objects of desire, arising 
from the affairs of worldly life. 

3. nuofstm: 
The questions of Rama. 

^Tcrsnrq; I 

1% TTTgft fgrarfr imi -*t>) 
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109. Sage! Hence, what is that place of permanence, not 
wretched, not troublesome, without limitation, and free 
from delusion, where sorrow does not exist? 

c<i^doti ^ qrrmqw&a iru (s-3°-^°) 

110. What may that be which is the proper virtue? What 

may that be which is the proper result? How indeed should 
one remain in this absurd worldly life? 

VlfUMl^Mdl^lUMWIUVIdchlRun II3II (*-^0-^*) 

111. By which purifying Mantra (or sacred word) does this 

disease of cholera that is the evil course of worldly life, 
causing innumerable troubles, come to an end effortlessly? 

112. How do I often (or intensely) find within, that coolness 
which is the sprout of the tree of bliss (and) like the full 
moon to the eyes? 

55 *Tf?T: ^»T ^»T ^F>: I 

^Mfddwcn iimi (*-**-*) 

113. What is the means or what is the way, what is the 
consideration and who is the refuge? By what will this forest 

of life which is the result of misfortune, cease to exist? 

1WR Tier Iqclt *Rt I 

^ to cBHimHifd traf *jsn n^n ( 

114. How does a person, though acting only within the 

multitude constituting the world, suffer no bondage as water 
on a lotus leaf? 
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«F«j ^^dl^dlAfd *i^dl f^TT I 

3T?T 1% IIV9II 

115. How indeed does this insipid and wretched worldly life 

afflicted by dense defects attain to sweetness, without 

stupidity? 

3!KtaK'4ff?Rl <£yi<£gfdHlfyMl I 

4Ad otld^otj 4T<HKdddMd^ 11^|| 

116. With whom possibly should one, who has perceived 

the course of worldly life and has destroyed the seen and 
unseen (worlds of enjoyment that bind him), deal in the 

paths of the forest of transmigratory existence? 
r.Hl 

<*frmj*TT fd^dd: I 

vfr|fi-HKiuFddiRufq n^n 

117. In what way the intense diseases of desire and hatred, 

multitudes of enjoyments and riches do not trouble a man 

wandering in the sea of worldly existence? 

!i,ii|d^Uddl ijddn <|:T3r dldlfrl ^ ddT | 

3T8IdT cdd^KW cTT ^Idd^ddlHjI^oll ( 

118. Or, tell me that excellent art of action, by which 
expedient, sorrow does not come to me engaged in action. 

,yjl‘ fay1 Intensity of the desire to know (the Truth). 
\ V/i/.'j ^ ^ 

3T?TdT dl^Vfl Ajjdddf^ d£ld faiUrl I 

^fdrT tm dT d^jf^lMHIUfq 11*11 ( 

^cPT rTT fd4fll(-HM^JtlMIH. I 

-HtT: 1RII (*-1**-^) 

oiumi wm^hivmiR«*>h.n^u 
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119-121. Sage! If, however, there is no such means, or, 
nobody tells me clearly what is even available, and if I do 

not obtain myself that unsurpassed peace, then, I, who have 
abandoned all desire and become egoless, shall not eat, nor 
drink water, nor wear clothing; nor shall I engage myself in 
bathing, giving alms, eating and the like. 

^ ^ fdBifa ^ar i 

^ ^ imi (<-**-**) 

122. I shall not occupy myself with duties in prosperity and 
periods of misfortune. Sage! I shall not desire anything 
except death. 

c^rarMU 

123. I do not belong to this (body); neither this nor another 
belongs to me. I shall be extinguished like a lamp without 

oil. Abandoning everything, I shall give up this body. 

III. 
The Means for the Cessation of Sorrow. 

1. mmrm tt& g:jsrm mwmi 
The cause of sorrow is only attachment to worldly life. 

cffog i 

sifrKUi «j>ti ^ 

T^feH^rirT, MMcfc 41 fa Rd MM Alfa, 34?T%4T- 

L|RMfddy>dNl'MIM|U| ^ fac^flc+^fa, 3f^T, dlVIdfa 

91dqfa gwiT MlvJilcKilld, 4444141 

*T5T 3ntRlrfrr ll^ll 

124. Attachment to worldly life, which is exceedingly 
dangerous, bites like a snake, cuts like a sword< pierces like 

a spear, binds like a rope, burns like fire, blinds like night, 

makes men, who have fallen into it unsuspectingly, helpless 

like a stone, takes away the understanding, destroys stability 
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and throws down into the dark well of delusion. Desire 

makes one worn out. There is no distress which a worldly 

person does not suffer. 

^ dfodti Htchnnt- 

ddc**»<l(d ll'RII 

125. This disease (or cholera) of sensual pleasures is indeed 
endless. If it is not cured, then it always produces various 
things having as a consequence the fruit of a multitude of 
cities of hell. 

TTR VmufdNI^yifd^chl ||^|| 

126. Rama! The disease (or cholera) that is caused by the 
entrance of the poison of worldly existence is unbearable. 

3<7K<4)Miiui 5:<aiPi ^<siPi ^ I mi I (WV??) 

127. It is stupidity alone that stands on the top of all 
calamities. This course of worldly existence flows (or is 
carried on) by the inattention (or mistake) of the ignorant. 
To an ignorant person, there are intense sorrows as well as 
great delights. 

^ ^ VH«lfd I 

CTTKtlft yfe ll^ll (Vt-V?**) 

128. This bad distress of an ignorant person never ceases 
when he has attained to the idea of the Self (or the Spirit) in 
the wicked body which is not the Self (or the Spirit). 

T4^r<l4ld: 3><i«4lf4dl IIV9II (WV^) 
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129. For one who has his eyes on worthless (or unreal) 
things and who is wallowing in every step, poison is pro¬ 
duced (even) from the (nectar-like) moon, as fragrance from 
the flower. 

2. awj)* § 

Only knowledge is the means for the cessation of sorrow. 

3T*T 11 ^ 11 

130. This poisonous tree of worldly existence is the one 
abode of misfortunes. It infatuates the ignorant for ever. Let 
one destroy stupidity with diligence. 

1 ^ ll'RII (^-^-^ ) 

131. Mental agonies do not burn (or afflict) a wise man who 

has understood what is to be known and has the right vision, 

as flames of fire do not burn a forest wetted by rain. 

URRTfS&l 

Tf^TfsTO: PlAt»U| TSJgg 11^|| (VSV3^) 

132. Rama! Men of lofty intellect have crossed over, in a 
moment, the ocean of worldly existence which is difficult to 
be crossed, merely by the raft which is the application of 
knowledge. 

vfldcndidm^lln i 
Urt 'H^irri *nfrT ^rrg5 tmi (^-^-3<0 

133. Raghava! By which (expedient) do the pains of the 

pairs of opposite conditions such as cold wind and heat 

become bearable among sages without the application of 
knowledge? 
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ftelW HIM ^ I 

imu (9-*°-^) 

134. That supreme happiness called Nirvana, by which a 

person is not born again nor dies, is obtained only from 

knowledge. 

^TORlrfrot jTTTfrcT If? I 
?rdt ^pt <r«n srafffifcrr: n^n (?-*o-^) 

135. Only knowledge is the means of a living being in 
crossing over transmigratory existence. Austerity, charity 

and a place of pilgrimage are declared as non-means. 

fddRui vrtHHI «ft: I 

Hdf-UM: ^5T <4I<£<*»I: ll^ll 

136. The intellect of this man, who has found out the Truth 

(or Reality) by reflection (or investigation), puts down all 

mental agonies, as placid water (brings down) grains of 

sand. 

aidV^iAci % fodft *w«nRi 

137. Surely, it is to be understood that the destruction of all 
misery happens when investigation is made. 

ftomwem qRM<wi 
fJdl'jd feHkNcftui vndc6l-H:cf><uln fdHl<*lf4>£dk4fM4 

5nR[fi3^tnc5lcRl^ ll^ll (^-19-^) 

138. The entire world is perceived with amusement as 

jugglery by a person endowed with reflection, free from 

fever and possessed of a cool mind, having abandoned all 
this cage of mental agony like the worn-out skin 

(abandoned) by a snake. 
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3. 3#lr*«?»l'#«)<=f 
Only Self-knowledge is the-means to tranquillity. 

3TIR*!R g I 

rfrf% ^TRl^raTRI^r UK«JMc|«ftfcMI<UI3l| 

139. (The Wise) understand Self-knowledge (alone) as 

knowledge. On the contrary, those other knowings are 
(only) false knowledge on account of non-perception of the 

real truth (or the essence). 

eFTtg I 

^r^f^9trf%qf«nT^T irii (x-vs-^) 

140. Let one rule over the world or enter the cloud or 

water. A living being does not obtain repose except through 

the perception of the Self. 

3tl<Ulck£lch^ zjr: ch<fetjt ^filxgRn I 

ll^ll (VVJ>Vtf^) 

141. Effort ought to be taken in inquiring into the Self by 
one desiring his welfare. The cutting of the head of all 

sorrow takes place by beholding the Self. 

trnrr^TT 3*3** wafa: 1 
IdMl^VlVIbdlleld Rf^Rlchl IIXII <^-V3-^V9) 

142. Rama! If the Supreme Self is known, the succession of 
sorrows arrives at destruction as cholera (comes to an end) 

on the cessation of the influence of poison. 

H<du4lM¥IMiq ^ (W**) 

143. Oh men! The Self that is not comprehended is for your 
attainment of sorrow; but, when perceived, it is for your 
endless happiness and tranquillity. 
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IV. 
The Descent of the Knowledge of Reality. 

^xjcrt flgiun trr^fg^T i 
M4MI4II4H lira: ll^ll 

144. This was related in a former age by Brahma, the great 

spiritual teacher. This causes the destruction of all sorrow 

and is of great consolation to the mind. 

Hi«tl irii ?-^o-xo> 

145. Virtuous One! Go to the country of Bharata (India) 

which is situated within the continent of Jambu on the 

surface of the earth, with the object of (bestowing) favour 

on mankind. 
(Note: these are the words of Brahma to Vasistha) 

ctsr Rt>44ichiugM<u*'vi4i gsr ngrftrai i 

fovt|W»m^ch*lrPI *frM¥llfo»*H 11311 (9-So-'#*) 

146. Son! There, those intent on the section of spiritual 
discipline in the form of religious rites ought to be taught 
through the course of rituals by you, possessed of great 
intelligence and endowed with the (knowledge of the) 
methods. 

wm «4gUII?1l £|T4lRui: 1 

3q^?qrnRgRn Brat imi 

147. Noble One! In like manner, those with minds free from 
worldly attachment, who are supremely wise and discerning, 
ought to be taught by you through knowledge which is the 
giver of*happiness. 

?f?t (nan I 

trag IrtHTfiT nmi (^-so-^) 
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148. Raghava! Thus directed by him, my father, the lotus- 
born, I remain here as long as there is the race of living 

beings. 

4cJ^cW M'U'JlHMI | 

149. I shall tell you that very knowledge which was commu¬ 
nicated earlier by the lotus-born Lord at the beginning of 

creation for the solace of mankind. 

V. 
The Glory of Human Effort 

1. xfhztm mfammd 
Everything is obtained through human effort. 

31^eh mIw *rf?T: I 

^ ll^ll (VV^) 

150. Giving up the singular human effort here (in this 
world), no other means whatever is adequate (or suitable) 
for attaining to the end of all misery. 

^-<lR«il^ld ^ i 

uRw^i+x^MlUil H|d|d: IRII 

151. Only on the attainment of reward by much action 
through human effort here, there arises in the heart, cool 
delight like that of the moon; not from another (cause). 

1 ddRd *Hkchl¥) ^JWFPfgtTFRnT I 

^ ll^ll (VS3-<S) 

152. There is nothing in the treasury of the world which is 
not obtained by people through mere human effort pursuing 

auspicious deeds. 
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^F|?15I^ | 

*K^Pmi mI^ui ^ ?nzrfr nxii 

153. Intelligent One! There is nothing whatever in this 

triple world which verily is not obtained by fearless human 

effort. 

Hi I 

4TWl«t>SI^4dlHlofU| ift-bHldmctlUR* I mi | 

154. Rama! Quite everything is indeed always obtained in 
this world by everyone through well-applied human effort. 

srrefafr ct^sS i 

3ldV^ TT dMI<Hlf?T 4feevfftrckf't 11 ^11 

155. He, who longs for whichever object and strives for its 

sake, surely obtains that object in course of time, if he does 
not retreat from it half-way. 

dlRdd: IIV9II (^-Vs-V9) 

156. Brhaspati is indeed the preceptor of the demigods on 
account of human effort and Sukra has ascended to the 
preceptorship of the ruler of the Rak$asas (or demons) by 
human effort. 

fort I ^cGfT: ^1 fa el I ^JcHfavMf: 1 

<fa«eiifa fdUJJHl ^ ^ ^c?eT: II <£.11 (?-V9-^ ) 

157. It was by manly effort that the demons were conquer¬ 

ed, the worlds were arranged and the activities of mankind 
were established here by Vi§nu; not out of chance. 

V^iRjSJ^^srraf y-bulxtur: i 

ql^uleT ^Tc^T ^TTeTT ^^erUdlH, IISH (^-V^\9) 
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158. Other excellent men too, afflicted with the agony of 

dejection and poverty, have gone to a state equal to the lord 

of the demigods only through manly effort. 

qfcthn 1 

i ns on 

159. People of good intelligence easily pass over endless 

difficulties by manly effort; but not by this idleness. 

■qt !Tt 

160. Whoever strives in whichever manner, so does he 
obtain various results. But, no result is obtained here by 

anyone who remains quiet. 

3TT^ct t I 

3TRRT55rtrn ^ ii^^ii 

161. One’s friend is oneself alone. One’s enemy is oneself 
alone. If the self is not protected by oneself, then, there is no 

other means. 

ftcf: I 

4<k<4£ldH ^ *Rt f| ^ \n*\\ 

162. In the destruction of all innate dispositions, the pre¬ 
eminence of man (by way of human effort) is complete. The 
mind indeed gives the fruit of the mind without impediment. 

wchfrci nftar nv*n 

163. Therefore, let a man engage here with manly effort his 
own mind in the holy path, through his own mind alone. 
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2. 
Censure of dependence on another. 

-Heh^cl | 

^ iistdi (?-v^) 

164. “One would go to heaven or hell impelled by God.” 

He (who thinks so) is ever dependent on another. He is only 

an animal. There is no doubt (about this). 

chfSFMi I 

«. *T: llsRTr 11^5,11 (9-V^S) 

165. That meanest person who is established in the harmful 
and bad idea: “some one impels me thus,” abandoning what 
is observed, is fit to be given up far away. 

^ ^ ^ 3H^TT ^ ^ Mfu^dl: I 

ifoch lefjfilci ^ H^\S|| (^-d-^V9) 

166. Say whether fate is indeed awaited in this world by 

those who are brave, who are victorious, who are wise and 
who are skilful. 

rt Rqnggftrrgr^T Iwn ^«imwuii; i 

% cftfXfS HIVI^VIId-lfcfe'4: (Idll (R-VS-^) 

167. Those enemies of their own selves, who remain depen¬ 
dent on fate abandoning proper effort, destroy virtue, 
wealth and enjoyment (which constitute three of the four 

ends of human life). 

3i<zT$iwt « 

168. Those of bad understanding who regard what is direct¬ 
ly seen, experienced, heard or done as received through 

fate, are destroyed. 
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3. 

Refutation of Fate. 

^ IRoll (^-V*<£) 

169. There is nothing called fate. 

Hren* ir^ii 

170. Fate does not exist. 

^cWUKkll IR^Il (^-O^S) 

171. Fate is ever unreal. 

^ ^ fBFfec^* %oR% cheM^D IR3II (*~V3) 

172. Fate does nothing. Only imagination is such. 

^ ?5t% ^ TleRli («wi I 

y»w4suPdw*m^i pR«fe»»tuir*ii 

173. Except the state of a corpse, motionlessness is not seen 

in this world. The acquisition of results arises out of 
movement (or action). Therefore, fate is nonsensical. 

Mcfcfc'Wd ^dr trerere) mn: \ 

yi?TRt| q^rTqqff W: IR<dl (3-4-S^) 

174. Fate has been fashioned by fools. Those having that as 

the highest object are destroyed. But the wise have arrived 

at the position of excellence by means of manly effort. 

Icraisummy 1 (v^a) 
i ^ mmafa: ir^ii (^-<:-sa) 

175. Among those with slender (or weak) intellects, fate is 
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only a consolation in their sorrow. This is a comforting 

word. Really, there is no fate. 

4. ctcfyiatjiuf: 

The meaning of the word "Fate”. 

Unger ibc*¥uRvn i 
cbfeilrl ll?V9U 

176. The attainment of fortunate or unfortunate things of a 
result accomplished by fruitful human effort here (in this 

world), is described by the word “fate” 

Ml-bMlmdl ftdjfotjlPttMd I 

SIlEdRaimPiai IR<SII (?-<*-<*) 

177. The attainment, whether desired or not, of objects 

wished for or not, constantly happening through human 

effort, is described by the word “fate”. 

'WTTcft <dd¥4l3cll*2f: I 

^dVIa^H cBttri* 11 "R R11 (9-VO 

178. That result, for which only human effort is the means 
and which will surely take place in the future, is described by 

the word “fate” among this multitude of men. 

3UtrTT fd>U| c*T ^dftrfcT ^JcTT ll^o|| 

179. That is considered as fate which is the acquisition of 
the fruits of human effort here (in this world) under the 
influence of place and time, obtained after a long time or 

quickly. 

f^dfafd Cr-r-c) 
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180. On the rising of the good or bad results of accomplish¬ 

ed human effort, the statement that “this was established (or 
decreed) thus’’ is said to be fate. 

^ I 

rfep cJTSZR* (W**) 

181. Whichever firm action was performed formerly with 
intense force, that alone is described here by the word fate, 

occasionally. 

PKMI %cH|i4dl: ^TFTrTT: II33II 

182. On obtaining the results of one’s own actions, those 
statements such as “this is so circumstanced”, have attained 
fame by the name “fate”. 

3TTrTt 11^*11 (^-£-3) 

183. Under those very circumstances, the firm belief that 

there is fate, is assumed by the foolish on account of wrong 

perception, just as a snake (is assumed) in a rope. 

C^cj qrro ^ 1 

MRtfH «B«Z^ IIVO I (^-V3<0 

184. There is nothing called fate which has a form other 
than one’s own former action. That former human effort is 
indeed described by the word “fate”. 

^TSJT *t«n 3RTFT: ^1^^ <TOT 1 

Ml»MAe<lPd ^ (^-VR) 

185. As much as there is effort, so would there be result 
quickly. Thus, there is only human effort. That alone could 

be “fate”. 
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5. 
The power of human effort. 

186. Fate can be overcome here as a child by a very strong 
man. 

^ §sifeci ^6MivylT q-umn. i 

TOcrfeisr Tt Vft ^Rifri 113411 

187. Two human efforts (one already made constituting our 
fate and the other now being made) fight with one another 
like two rams. Under those circumstances, whichever is 

strong, that alone wins in a moment. 

3*^5* SUcktnT dWl^rHleH^»4c4|^ VJcf Il3<?|| 

188. As the bad deed of yesterday attains to goodness by a 
good deed today, so, through that very effort, (conquering) 

former action, become one of virtuous deeds. 

URcR $Prl UrarRt59RR qwm I 

«4<*i iixoii 

189. (Human effort) of this world destroys (the effect of) 
former action and former action that of today, forcibly. 
Under those circumstances, human action without trembling 

is always the winner. 

3rer$ll<4|fc*ril I 

^ 4i*W<st yi<raa ir*qii 

190. Among the two, explicitly, there can be strength only 
to the action of today, wherefore, fate can be conquered by 

efforts, as a child by a youth. 
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JllcfcH 11X^11 (W<*) 

191. Resorting to superior human effort, crushing the teeth 
by the teeth (i.e. by determined effort), let one conquer the 
inauspicious former action that has been excited (which is 

called fate), by auspicious (or virtuous) ones. 

illefcW: TTF M'jRROfd «ft: I 

*to5T^8|lw{lehl<lf 3I^T^I<fy^n ^ TfT (W*o) 

192. “That former act of mine urges me”— such an idea 
should be forcibly subjugated. It is not greater than what is 
immediate. 

rtrarllensra^T qfrlrioq I 

193. Until the former bad action (considered as fate) is 
extinguished by itself, so long, good human effort should be 

attempted with diligence. 

^T: SffqVRt-S^Td'A^: | 

^Kl*ril55t $1*1: ir*mi ( W*?) 

194. Without doubt, a former fault is extinguished by the 
current good qualities. In this matter, the destruction of 
yesterday’s disease by today’s good effect (of medication) is 
an example. 

6. 
Good human effort. 

ynfetH i 

dsilTsjitejmtafq inqwfe yuHNdT 

195. Human effort is considered twofold, one contrary to 
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scripture (or sacred precept) and the other governed by 

scripture. There, the one contrary to scripture is productive 

of harm and the other, governed by scripture, results in true 

spiritual knowledge. 

196. Therefore, let one cross over the ocean of worldly 
existence resorting to human effort, having brought his 

intellect to a state of purity through good scriptures and 

good associations. 

7. anwrfczi 
Censure of idleness. 

I «JU£«4£MHchl <^T I 

irs^n (9-^-3°) 

197. If there is no idleness, which is a misfortune, in this 

world, who would not be very rich or very learned? Because 
of idleness, this earth with the ocean as its boundary, is full 

of animals in human form and poor people. 

VI. 
The Qualities of an Aspirer after Liberation. 

Tpregerynr Hsr* i 

(v*-*o*-*°) 

■STTfnT ^VTFh | 

fsr^: IRII 

( */*-*<>*-«) 

198,199. When the mind has become tranquil and has given 
up the desire for enjoyment and when the burning of 
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attachment of the entire group of senses (to worldly objects) 
has been accomplished, the pure words of the preceptor rest 
in the mind (of the disciple) as drops of water coloured by 
saffron (settle) on a pure white cloth. 

aiHHwm i 

200. Friend! When the impurities in the form of latent 
desires are purified, what the preceptor says enters within 
(the heart of the disciple) like an arrow into the stalk of a 
lotus. 

wiilN: Tnpfg' fcwidssi i 
TIjT T?cl ^OTIHjrSII 

201. Contentment, company of the good (or the virtuous), 
reflection (or investigation of the Truth) and tranquillity - 
only these are the means of men in crossing over the ocean 
of worldly existence. 

202. Even any one of them is the ground for the birth of all 
these here (in this life). Therefore, for the complete attain¬ 
ment of all of them, let one resort to one of them with 
diligence. 

1. 7I*T: 
Tranquillity. 

ymynfofi jdKi i 
trpr wAd sr41<td 11^11 

203. In a good person possessed of tranquillity and friendli¬ 
ness towards all beings, the supreme real nature (of the 
human soul) clears up by itself. 
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f? rTT*T I 

?!*T: TIT^f: WTt *yipHfHcmuiH, IRII (?-*V<^) 

204. Supreme good is obtained through tranquillity. 

Tranquillity is indeed the highest state. It is auspicious. It is 

repose. It is warding off delusion. 

tpt: i 

Mtoirui TT ?TT^T ^f?T cFSZRt 11^11 

205. He is declared as tranquil who is equal towards all 

beings and does not desire or avoid what is to happen in the 
future, having conquered his senses with effort. 

Pki^h. ■ 
yirer imi 

206. He is declared as tranquil whose mind is clear (or 

unperplexed) like the orb of the moon, in death, festivities 

and war. 

3P3cTw^prm -erm ^spt 3riw i 

^fg: *IF?T I mil 

207. He is declared as tranquil, whose affectionate (or 
happy) look, lovely (or sweet) with flowing nectar, extends 
towards all beings. 

3l«IIM^l cH<rUl^tf, I 

'T 1* ?TPvT '$$1 Zf&cdl imil (^-* 

208. He is declared as tranquil for whom there is no thought 
of “I” in the worthless (body and the like) even in endless 
calamities and during long periods of universal destruction. 

ftc£d: ^ 11van (^-^^-e,) 
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209. The mind which has given up all desires and is en¬ 
dowed with a pleasant attitude, meets with happiness every¬ 
where, as if resting on the orb of the moon. 

^rqf^cTct: II^II (V33-W) 

210. The riches situated inside the three worlds, which are 
(just) images of sovereignty and affluence (but not really 

so), are not as productive of happiness as the riches of 

tranquillity. 

fa VIM I TStff^T VOTel: | 

^ c|T VWVllfc'HHJiSH (9-*V**> 

211. Neither ghosts nor evil spirits, nor demons nor ene¬ 
mies, nor even tigers or snakes are hostile towards one 

endowed with tranquillity. 

2. H-rila: 

Contentment. 

c|cMfMc41<9f ?TR SlfaRrmfrl II^11 (?-* 

212. In a mind which is uncontrolled subject to desires and 
which is destitute of contentment, knowledge is not re¬ 

flected, like the face in a faded mirror. 

tMHHMldgfcl IRII 

213. Great powers (or prosperity), attaining servanthood, 
wait upon one whose mind is rich with contentment, as 

servants (wait upon) a king. 

3tSII«dc4loJ^l^v>q fiyikl -HTHcfi *I?T: I 

3^g^R3t^ zi: ll^ll (?-*V^) 
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214. He is called contented here (in this world), who has 

gone to the state of equanimity in what has been obtained, 
having abandoned the desire for what has not been ob¬ 
tained, and who has not seen dejection or its opposite. 

3. 
Company of the good. 

^r^ferd-wd: in>u 

215. In this world, associations with good (or wise) people 
are illuminators of the virtuous path. They take away the 
darkness of the heart and constitute the lustre of the sun of 

knowledge. 

*=TTrT: vOdfad^ll I 

tTFST1% cTrfrfiT: IRII (9-*V*o) 

216. What is the use of charities, holy places, austerities and 
religious sacrifices to him who has bathed by the cool, white 
(holy waters of the) Ganga (in the form of) association with 

the virtuous? 

fererefr 1% wcrefNfei^3i%; ii^ii 

217. Sinless One! If there are good (or virtuous) people free 
from passion, whose doubts have been destroyed and whose 
knot (of ignorance) has dropped (or loosened), what is the 

use of cherishing religious austerity and holy places? 

4. faun: 
Reflection (or Investigation). 

*TT*Trt I ( ) 

Wr* dTdlfeWlP^HI^Pl 11*11 
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218. Without reflection (or investigation) the Truth is not 
properly understood even a little. The Truth is known by 
investigation. By (knowing) the Truth there is repose in the 
Self. 

cFSPTO 3m: UUKUsU dMHId: I 

«*ll&Hd MTWyiT HWK ll^ll 

219. “Who am I? How was this evil called worldly existence 

obtained?” Reflecting thus through logic is declared as 
investigation. 

ffcT II 

Thus ends the first chapter. 

L 



3TST dTcl^f H SSZTFI: 

Chapter — 2 

The Knowledge of the True Principle 

I. uwuifawuin 
The Definition of the Mode of Proof. 

1. urnuin 

Only direct perception is the mode of proof in knowing 
the Self. 

LKufdU'imfud i 

3RZT^ ^rt: ^JOJ 11 ^ 11 (*-*<*-*«i) 

220. The abode of all proof-entities is only the proof of 
direct perception here (in this world), as the ocean is (the 

abode) of the waters. Therefore, hear that. 

wiuimsi srergr i ( 

f«Hi 11?n 

221. In this matter, hear my testimony. It is indeed direct 

perception; not another. Without direct experience, the 

nature of the Self is not apprehended. 

Tm ditddd-tiRwi i 

222. Rama! The Self does not exist by inference nor by the 
words of a trustworthy person and the like. At all times and 
in every way, it is present (or perceptible) and is everything, 
from direct experience. 

fgRTT I rail (VV*S<»0 

223. The Supreme Lord is not seen through scriptures, nor 
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through the spiritual preceptor. The Self is seen only by 

itself through its own intellect abiding in Pure Being. 

c<u4rl IIMI ( 

224. That (Absolute Reality) is directly experienced by the 
liberated one, who knows it (by intuition) and is abiding in 
that position. It is merely described by others only through 

scriptures handed down traditionally. 

2. 
The use of examples. 

<T <|BFtT IUII (?-^^o) 

225. The wise consider that as an example (or illustration), 

by which there is instruction regarding an object which has 
not been directly perceived, by means of a known object 
here and which produces the fruit of help in apprehension. 

^gT#T IsRT TPT I 

*rarr I^ht tt=t) ij| iru (^-^-'U) 

226. Rama! An unknown (or new) object is not understood 
without an example (or illustration) as a collection of 
utensils in a house (is not perceived) without a lamp, at 
night. 

^PtT: ii^ii 

227. In the teaching relating to Brahman (or the Ultimate 
Reality), whatever example is indicated to you here, only 
the similarity of a portion within that, is assumed. 
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3T^t^7Rrfs^4t«IF» sfrRcTT f^f^TTf^TT IHfll (^-*<£.-^>0 

228. The similarity of the subject of comparison (or that 

which is compared) with one part out of the standard of 

comparison (or that with which anything is compared) is fit 

to be accepted by the wise and the non-contentious, for 

comprehension. 

dHHR ^TgTT I mil (9~*<£-^) 

229. Indeed, the standard of comparison brings about the 

understanding of the subject of comparison on account of 
the significance of a part (of the standard of comparison) as 
a lamp does by the light (which is only a part) of the thing. 

11. 
The Theory of Imagination. 

1. gyzwzr «*r)*H*ivc3 33^773 

Consciousness is the nature of visible objects since they 

are known (or perceived). 

ni-tidi 11311 (v^-***-**) 

230. The object which is known by consciousness is de¬ 

clared only as consciousness. Consciousness does not know 
the unconscious because of the difference in nature. There¬ 
fore there is no otherness. 

4tyMIMrll I 

WT^FT rGF&k ^Tf^T Rhf4Jd4'£u<<*i IRI1 

231. In the seer, the seeing and the seen, the essence is 
mere consciousness severally. Therefore, difference from it 
does not exist even a little, as a flower of the sky (does not 

exist). 
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fMIdlil: WHIdl^ A<*>dtaftft I 

3I'4\-UI^'Mc|^h ^ej^eb^lqSW: II3H 

232. A thing of one kind arrives at oneness with a thing of 
the same kind. Therefore, there is mutual cognition and 

there can be the certainty of oneness. 

d«Sgy<IHdld*l*l: ^tJRTT imi (W3^-S) 

233. If the seer and the seen were not one in that of the 
nature of consciousness, then, a man, seeing a sugar-cane, 

would not be knowing the taste of that object like a stone. 

234. When this knowledge in the form of the seer, the 

seeing and the seen is only consciousness, then, under those 

circumstances, the experiencing of everyone remains 

accomplished. 

Rl-iliJdJhydl ^dlAld s^Fd^chdlHJ 

1%RfT ll^ll (V9~36-*») 

235. When the seen, on account of its consisting of con¬ 
sciousness, attains to oneness with the consciousness of the 
seer, then, this (visible object) here is perceived only by the 
consciousness which has the seen (or visible object) as the 

body; not otherwise. 

ddMi>4«l(4 H'jufn I 

^di^ld^dfd dwm irsn (VH^#) 

236. The object perceived, on account of its consisting of 
consciousness, sinks into consciousness as water into water. 
Experience arises because of that; not otherwise, as between 

two pieces of wood. 
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^R» d^fM S^T H^H 

237. As a piece of wood does not perceive a (different) 

piece of wood on account of the absence of oneness of 

species, so, the seer also would not know the seen (or the 
visible object), which is senseless (or devoid of conscious¬ 

ness) all around. 

444&talU«rilfrc| ll^ll 

238. If there is no characteristic of consciousness in wood, 
stone and the like, then, there would always be their non¬ 

perception as that of non-existent things. 

fc<H|di^uu fertqjpi ll^otl (V9-^V^) 

239. As a vessel consisting of clay is indeed not perceived 
devoid of the clay, the visible object, on account of its 

nature consisting of consciousness, is not perceived devoid 

of consciousness. 

240. Every visible object contained in the world here is 
spread as mfere consciousness, as wind is mere motion and 

the ocean is mere water. 

2. 
Identity on account of relationship. 

^ ^tuMdld fetnrnm i 

241. Perpetual (or close) relationship does not arise among 
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unequal things. Without mutual relationship, there is no 

experience reciprocally. 

^ farfigirii 

242. Know that relationship as identity . That does not exist 

between two unequals. 

^4T<fgtai ^55: I 

crfas TTTHll^ll 

243. In that relationship (between the seer, the seeing and 
the seen) the form (or nature) of the seer between the visible 
objects and the sight (or seeing) is indeed this Supreme 
Reality, destitute of (the differentiation of) the seer, the 

seeing and the seen. 

3. prefer Gnm 
The conscious nature of everything. 

TTciFi cR5 ^PTcFTct «4lR<4l»^ly: 1 

<i^cr sftf^r: ^ctiRct cORtRr: 11311 (v*-*°V***) 

244. The entire universe is one substance, (namely), mere 
consciousness, as the ocean is (only) water. That alone 
throbs through the (different) intellects, as mere water 

through waves. 

RidUii niRtf «-^chi 1 

4Hld<^-536ft eb<rM^c4 IRII (V^oo-^vs) 

245. In the Supreme (Reality), there is no second entity of 
the nature of name, form and activity but the One Exis¬ 
tence. (The appearance of multiplicity) is like the image 
other than water (conceived) in the ocean with various 

(kinds of) waves. 
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RpH «*««£* q, I 

rfgTT feTHT 113II ( V9-*'*£-'») 

246. Objects do not exist somewhat or somewhere outside 

or within (the Reality). The One Supreme Consciousness 
remains as it wills, with the forms of the world. 

4. 
The aggregate of objects is of the nature of Thought (or 

Imagination). 

ehcM4mi9lfi|^H. IWI (W^o.«) 

247. All this here, is mere thought. 

Mddl<£<) IRII 

248. The Universe just does not exist without thinking. 

^nRd tl^ll ('tf-'*-**) 

249. This entire world exists and throbs much in the mind. 

mh!MH^Pnrfuiurrsr^rf^Jiixii 

250. This triple world is only the formation of the thinking 
of the mind. 

WR ^f?T fJUcTlf 1 ('*-XV9-'tf<') 

Rti’MM'd: fj^faud: II mi 

251. This unfolding of the mind is regarded as worldly 
existence. That great and long dream, which is the world 

present here, has arisen within (the mind). 

i%TCT: Rerf: fWKUFrl ■ ('tf-'tfVs-V?) 
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252. All the continual sights of created things arrive from 
consciousness. There is nothing whatever outside like the 
sky, mountain, ocean, earth or space. 

lldddfed IjdlRd TT5t^fwr^ II 

253. This (world) is only in one’s mind like a bunch of petals 
within a sprout. 

xpcsris WdidlAid stRug-lldl I 

=rf%: ychddi w«n iivsii ( 

254. As fruits and the like attain to expansion outside only 
from the sprout, so, the earth and the like attain to 

manifestation outside, from the mind. 

WT ijUomR fcJdW ^ ch<l«H (V'tfd-m) 

255. Truly, the earth and the like exist in the mind; not 

outside at any time. 

^Mehlil ydPtcJ ^Tt dvtlld ^ H<?U 

256. The mind makes and removes (objects) as a potter an 

earthen water-pot, constituting the sight of the form, mental 
effort, time of definition and action. 

«HMTHldHfuiMldld4ldde('»IMd, M*o|| (V*”*V**) 

257. Consciousness, in the form of imagination, causes all 
the show in consciousness. The world is like the creation, 

falling down and flying up of a dream-city. 

cn?i ^ feraR* Rhfe^ilar: ^tfd i 
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258. The outer world does not exist even a little. Pure 

Intelligence (or Consciousness) manifests as the external 

world. It rises from the heart of Consciousness as an 

excellent tree from a seed. 

259. Rama! This Universe is existing only within Conscious¬ 

ness. Its conception (or cognition) arises by the abundance 

of place, time, activity and objects. 

dV: 3HTT Mcfdl: «Rrft i^T: I 

260. The heaven, the earth, the air, the sky, mountains, 
rivers and places — all shine by imagination. Thus, they are 

like one’s dream. 

*MKM>uDrafr>U|»fl4qn | 

<T«TT R|RmR|*|c|1 m-fRtq 1% ll^'gll 

261. As the majesty of water is seen in (the form of) a 

stream, spray, wave, or foam, so indeed is this manifoldness 
of the mind having various (or wonderful) powers. 

omRiRcmi ^t«jt %*dr qr crm i 
vdm^Mfih411c*^MloinrlRcWl ll^mi (^-^^o-X'S) 

262. As (the statue of) a woman made of gold is not distinct 
from gold, so, the splendour of the activities in waking and 

dream is not distinct from the mind. 

<M<-d: -*3tqpRffq^ 15T <*>xW I (^-X^-^o) 

d^d«s«H4ni*^ci (v'*'*-***) 

263. That city which is the fancy of a dream within, is also 
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the shining (or manifstation) of Consciousness. That here is 
existing really and distinctly by its outer name alone, on 
account of much repeated practice. 

(i) &T: n Space. 

f^<uj4'5i i&it fir farm'd: \ 

<4^TR ddfovUI FJdT 11 ^ 11 

264. Where that atom of consciousness (i.e., individualised 

consciousness) is existing, space has come to evidence. 

When it is existing, then there is time. That is considered as 
activity which is its appearance (or perception). 

W$3TT ■wgc’Mchco-uti ^ I 

265. A long distance (or a large number of miles) is (as 
much as) a cow’s footstep in the mind’s own diversions (such 
as) mental expectation, dream and the grasping of fancies. 

* ii^ii (3-->rtf-^<?) 

266. There is no length in space or time. 

(ii) cRiff: a Time. 

TFT *T|£c*T f? I 

SRSZRl felfd Tfift ll^ll ( VSS°-V?) 

267. Rama! Thought alone is described by the name space 
or time, because, under the influence of that (thought), 
space and time have arrived at existence. 

d^ddTld'MIMH 

268. As this appearance of the creation of the world is just 
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an illusion, so is this manifestation of a moment or an aeori, 

only an illusion. 

TJST dcdxrMl ll^n (3-^o-9o) 

269. If one obtains the perception of the whole of a 
universal cycle of time in a moment, that aeon exists in the 

moment alone. There is no doubt in this matter. 

Cfic^ ■?rf^ frilMcd %% rT?T: I 

fffET rU^l^MlfrMefel 1% 1%!^ I mi 

270. If one experiences momentariness in a universal cycle 

of time, then, even that aeon becomes a moment immediate¬ 
ly. Consciousness is indeed composed of such characteristic. 

<|:RskKi| 1%?IT ^Rad^d ^ I 

SPH: *rafrT imil (3"^°-^) 

271. The night is an aeon to one who is afflicted and it is 

only a moment to one who is delighted. A moment would 

become an aeon in a dream and an aeon (would become) a 

moment. 

TTf5t igreTrerErfl&i I 

c44uTi %jcidcn=n*j*eFTT5zn tutt: tkp^ii^ii (3-^°-t*) 

272. HariScandra experienced one night as twelve years. 
Lavana experienced a hundred years of life through one 

night. 

TT TFTtefffdd 1 

vjflfad df&fWw 1^? ’aKttUI: IIVSII (V*0^**) 

273. That which is one thirtieth of a day of Brahma (the 
Creator-god), is the duration of life of Sage Manu. That 
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which is the duration of life of Brahma, is indeed a day of 
Visnu (the Protector-god). 

TT*T I 

sqrnsr^nuifdTtw ^ RhiPi ^ trw: ii<sii (v*°-3*) 

274. Rama! That which is the duration of life of Vi§nu, is a 

day of £iva. There are neither days nor nights to one whose 
mind is destroyed by meditation. 

275. Likewise, a night became twelve years in Harigcandra. 

One day acts like a year to those separated from their 

mistresses. 

(Hi) sn Matter. 

1%rirT^c«ll4dlAfd "ferT R4Tll4dlft|c| 11 ^ 11 

276. As cognition rises within, so, one experiences (objects) 

instantly. Consciousness attains to the nature of the perceiv¬ 

ed object as the mind (attains to) the nature of a mental 

object. 

277. The form of the world, of whatever kind, rises there (in 
the mind) itself and at that moment. There is no length in 
space or time. There is no diversity born of objects. 

44«4mifedA^Mi citj: l 

*nf?r trcmsfcr: 11311 

278. Hence, the form of these objects is as imagined. What 
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is caused by repeated practice (or imagination) appears. 

Really, there is nothing that is firm. 

*nfrT I 

TJtzrx ht imt 

279. Indeed, only non-existence appears as existence from 

the perception of the earth and the like, as for example, a 
man appears to a boy as a ghost on account of not knowing 

him. 

^ tara ^ l 

^ >juii*inmi (V9V*4) 

280. In a dream, one perceives a city, a vacant land, or an 
excavation. A dream-woman, though non-existent, causes 
the accomplishment of a thing (perceivable by the senses), 

to men. (for example, seminal discharge.) 

is TjsoAtif^Hzn TjsssnR «icrf7r i 

Ifxgfqt meflehUfM H5,ll 

281. The sky understood by earthhood and the like be¬ 
comes earth and the rest in a moment. In fainting, even the 

next world is experienced directly. 

%fri iivsii (v^^o) 

282. A boy regards only the sky as a ghost; the dying one 
(experiences) a forest in the sky; another, (with eye-defect, 
regards) floating specks (or balls of hair) as the sky and yet 
another (looks upon) the sky as a pearl (e.g., the starry 

heaven as pearl-studded). 

sRfT^ftan«H5f3[rsr Htanigr tsT i 

fcHk6cH<j3Tri5 ^ H4H ) 
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283. The frightened, the intoxicated and the half-asleep and 
those going in a boat (or the sea-sick), always see and 
experience ghosts, forests, trees and the like in the sky. 

(iv) n Restraint (or Regularity). 

cfrarafa Pm-auu m>n 

284. Say, of what nature are restraint (or regularity) and 
non-restraint (or irregularity) in dream-consciousness? As 
long as there is perception in a dream, so long, that itself is 
the restraint (or regularity). 

(v) f&trm ii Stability. 

1WRTT I ( 

qyqld %RdT rfm \\\\\ ( 

285. As a person whose mind is merged in a dream sees the 
stability (of the dream), so does one, whose mind is merged 

in the dream-like universe, observe the stability (of the 

universe). 

(vi) ii Body. 

^hRiRi i 

286. (The view of the materialists) that consciousness is (the 
characteristic property of the body) like the power of 
intoxication in spirituous liquour, does not fall true on us. 
For us, the body arises from consciousness like a drearru, but 

not really, (i.e., the physical body is as true as a dream- 
body.) 
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(vii) 3nf«r*AfrichrdH n Materiality. 

3Jlfric||fgc|> I 

anf«n4H?ra»rn^8zn <j$<tf£R*iiciHi^ n^n (v^s-^v*) 

287. This (physical body) is only subtle (being a product of 

thought). The mental body has been accepted (or under¬ 

stood) by people like you with the notion of materiality on 

account of the idea existing from a long time. 

34lfec||f^ct>^g«4 'STR: I 

^gpfg^pcT^ IRII (3-t*V9-S>0 

288. The delusion of the thought-body such as “I am the 
material body” has risen with time like the snake (falsely 

imagined) in the rope. 

vr^ei ^ (3-^-^) 

289. Whatever visible object is perceived by the thought- 
body, the name such as earth is created (or composed) for 

that only; and that is the material (object). 

^ngfrl *rem*ll VlVIVj^d. MX 11 

290. By its real nature (or in reality), a material object of 
the form of earth and the like does not have the character of 
truth by word or meaning, like the “hare’s horn.” 

3<ltriqil^ebA^i e|l|: I 

291. Only a subtle thought-body exists for these beings. 
(Ativahika — the subtle entity constituted solely of the 
aggregate of the thinking process.) Here, the pervasion of 
the material is only an unreal devil. 
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5. 
Absence of difference between the seer and the seen. 

TrO^T: ll^ll (V<T*-^) 

v»dlrtdli>: g»wn ^ I ( VT*-^?) 

M-<KH^-O^MI£)^Ml(dc<iyid: IRII (VT*-^) 

*TOT fedfMdflttUd&ll fezqftTO: I ( VT*“T«) 

efcd«W$^<i5ggd<j: <*H«hlf<c| ll^ll (V?tf-9<0 

ftl^: I (VT*~W 

3TTcFT?TW Ud^l<^t-WI<*>iyilc;4i THU IIX11 (V?*-^) 

writ ^¥«IT I (VT*-^d) 

^i^wud<%u4^ ^rsarr «if35^3rt: i (vr*-^) 
TTcrf s^oJtdRckfl A ^CRT; IIVII (VT*-^) 

292-296. Like waves from the sea on account of its expanse 
being a little agitated; like rays of light from a lamp on 
account of its precincts being vibrated by its own light; like 
sparks from blazing fire produced by the force of its own 
rays; like beams of light resembling heavenly sprouts, from 
the orb of the moon; as various trees have a wealth of 
branches of the same form; as the arrangements of orna¬ 
ments such as bracelets and armlets are from gold; as drops 
of water from a waterfall with a pure and superior lustre; as 
the (particular) spaces in a water-jar, a cooking-pot, a hole 
and the like are of infinite space; as drops of spray, 
whirlpool and wave are of water; as mirage-rivers are from 
the heat of the sun; all the sights of visible objects are not 
distinct from the seer in their nature. 

tRn^ mRh1cihi4h) lofts i 

crater ii^ii (vvi%) 

297. Like the lotus-plant within the lotus-seed, objecthood 
exists in the heart within the mind. The object seen by the 
mind and the seeing are not separated at anytime by 

anybody. 
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6. zggyztwter&n 
The seer is the cause of the seen. 

TTCIT$< <*)<£> | 

3TT^ TT«n <£¥^*4): II ^ II ( ) 

298. As the origin of the lotus-plant lies within the hollow of 
a lotus-seed in the form of a creeper hidden all around, so, 

there is the idea of visible objects in the seer. 

W TFT: fdc^lfc^ I 

3*^*1 II?II (3-?-^3) 

299. As there is taste in objects, as there is oil in sesamum 
seeds and the like, as there is fragrance in flowers, so there is 

the idea of visible objects in the seer. 

*|3T ^ f^RTWftl ^ifeldl I 

mafcfrl rfgTT ll^ll (^-*->rtf ) 

300. As the fragrance of camphor and the like arises 
wheresoever situated, so, the visible world (arises) in the 

interior of the element of consciousness. 

^nst <ier ^arc?: 1 

301. Just as your dream here is (only) imagination and the 
idea of “a kingdom of fancy (or castle in the air)” is 
perceived within the mind only by one’s own direct experi¬ 
ence, so does the field of visible objects exist within the 
mind. 

cMllrl IIMI (3-*-*^) 

302. As the sprout remaining within the seed produces a 
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splendid body (i.e., a beautiful tree) by reason of place and 
time, so indeed does the idea of visible objects produce 
(such objects). 

Absence of difference between waking and dreaming. 

ll^ll 

303. There is no difference between waking and dreaming 
states except stability and instability. The combined (or 

whole) experience of these two is the same always and 

everywhere. 

304. That is described as waking which is endowed with (or 
accompanied by) stable experience. That is declared as 

dreaming which is (of the nature of) unstable experience. 

^3TTOt% gTtJT^g: WIcWM: eFIc^Frft felrT: I 

dvBimcWHdlAfrt (*-*<?-*<>) 

305. That which was seen for a moment in the waking state 
might remain a dream at a different time. Such waking 
attains to the nature of a dream; the dream (also) tends 

towards the waking state. 

imi c€ 

306. Even a dream, at the time of dreaming, tends towards 
the waking state on account of its stability (for the time 
being). Waking remains only as dreaming on account of 
(temporary) instability arising from such perception. 
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WMrii wM^an g ftsirr^ imil ('tf-*^-^) 

307. Even a dream, having as its part the impression of 

waking (such as stability of experience), resembles the 

waking state; but on account of the impression of dreaming 

(resembles) the dream-state (due to instability). It stands 

according to perception. 

anf^pf 1% fetcWin) i 
arei TIsft ll^ll (V?*W) 

308. The dream of the Absolute Consciousness in its 

primary creation is called waking. Today, the dream of 

(individualised) consciousness at night is also called a 

dream. 

^ ^frT Hl^cl f^cTT 

1%: IIV9II 

309. “This is waking; this is dreaming”; thus, there is surely 
no difference in the true substance. Such difference never 

exists between those states which are entirely equal from 

direct experience. 

TJ^T5g5T 'STTJTfrT 54cM'M*d«TI 11411 ( 

310. As there is the conviction due to waking from a dream 
that “this is not so” (i.e., the dreaming state is not true like 
the waking state), so is there the conviction regarding the 
waking state to one who, having died, is awakened in the life 
beyond, (i.e., the waking state would appear false like a 

dream.) 
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311. There is the understanding here of a duration, short or 
long, as dreaming or waking (respectively). On account of 

the similarity of existing experience between the two, they 
are of the same kind. 

sntr rl^ctrhrUIRjJUNilWt: I 

312. “That (object of experience) is outside.” On account 
of the similarity of such and the like characteristics entirely, 

between waking and dreaming, the one, on its part, is not 

superior as between twins. 

3TT3ftfaRTT^t ^epsTRi VMI-MPWd I 

rfgrr uqqn 

313. As there are hundreds of dreams uncontrolled till the 
end of life, so there are hundreds of waking states also in the 

gross ignorance of the unliberated. 

WHI: wW I 

314. As many dreams, arisen and perished, are remember¬ 

ed, so also, hundreds of births too are remembered by the 

enlightened ones and the accomplished sages. 

ajan HltcMpt WR: I 

315. As dreaming is, so is this waking. There is no doubt in 
this matter. An unreal city appears in a dream. At the 

beginning of creation, the unreal world appears. 

8. *i*m: II 
The dream-nature of the world. 

z&n ^51 Transit n*n 
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316. As forms, lights, perceptions, sounds, recitations and 

'words exist only in the sky (or void) in a dream, so are they 

in the ether (or void) in that (waking state). 

1%nro TTct % I 

W8R rlsf 79rWV& f^OcP^ 11911 

317. As the sky (or space) of consciousness alone rises with 

forms, lights and perceptions in your dream, so, in that 

(waking state), that visible object is existing in the form of 

the sky (or empty space). 

11311 ( 

318. That visible object is indeed not absolute till it is our 

object of experience. We (as experiencing individuals) and 

this (visible) world are just clear void. As that (void or 

dream-world) is, so is the entire (world). 

rfSt 3TOT I 

319. What is your notion about the reality of the body, 

places and actions (in a dream)? Just as the body and the 

like are to those (who dream), so is this (world of the waking 

state) to us. 

^ w ^ t=t rt«n nmi (v9-^-;?,0 

320. As the activity on the surface of the earth, road and the 

like in a dream is empty space, so also, at the time of 

waking, I, you, she, that and this are indeed empty space. 
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321. As fight, uproar, going and coming, though unreal, are 
experienced by men in a dream, so are the multitudes of 

worldly lives. 

WW 'Zgl ^TTcRTft ^uj<lf<ch: 1 

SlgT g -H-dWH-W W: 11*911 ( 

322. A person like you with form is the seer of the dream. 
But, the seer of the dream that is creation is only the pure 

sky of Consciousness by itself. 

^TSTT IIdll (W*W*) 

323. The sky of Consciousness, without any material cause 
or requisites, or even without a ground to work upon, 
perceives this uncreated dream-world as (it perceives) the 

created one. 

9. 

The world-dream. 

324. Know this universe to be a long dream endowed with 
ego and the like. At the beginning of creation, the Creator- 
god shines with an experience resembling a dream (which is 

the visible universe). 

dfatlEl d^|chl> ^ TRprrfq n?l> 

325. If these cities and inhabitants are not real in a dream, 
then, they are not real for me even a little, here (in the 
waking state) also, which is of the same form (or nature). 
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dlctaivpimfcci | 

ii3»i (v'#9-?*) 

326. Let this (world) here, which you regard as if it were the 

waking (experience), remain so on its part. Know that as 

just a dream within, not filling up space, time and the like. 

lifS^cT imi 

327. All this shines in this manner, not really, (but) remain¬ 

ing like reality; and pleases only falsely like the union with a 
dream-woman. 

10. after aft# 37fir 

The world-dream in every individual soul. 

•Jdichl^fddl TT*T <H4jfrit3Ugc&: I 

Tlsft ^Z: 11 ^ 11 (X-^V9-^V9) 

328. Rama! Surely, a clear fragment of worldly life is born 

severally in one’s own mind like a number of dreams of men 
in an army at night. [The men of the army may severally see 
the army created by their imagination during their dream at 

night.] 

SlfcffeTH IRII (V^l) 

329. The illusion of the world is produced in every mind 

differently and severally. 

^ fd>na<*fM vdlHlfd H^»l 

330. One does not know anything except from one’s own 

perception (or ideas). 

# sidj^fd Trnfsdr fi? ^ffft 1 

IIXIl (V?-SV*) 
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331. In whom this creation rises, he alone is aware of it 
(i.e., creation exists only for the person who imagines it), as 
an object (of the mind) (is aware of) its own place and a man 
(is aware of) his dream. 

S*tz ^T: imil (V3-33-30) 

332. The individual soul sees the creation within as if 

existing outside, through the openings (or defects) which are 
the seeing of forms and mental efforts, as a mountain (sees) 
a lake (below). [The mountain witnesses its image outside, 
though the origin of this image is the mountain itself.] 

1 

333. So also, creatures, inert or moving, absorbed in the 
experience of their own consciousness, do not know the 
different (experience) of another, as a Brahmapa (does not 

know) the taste of spirituous liquor. 

wnol u-wiuft TFfcprf i 
IIV9II 

334. In every atom, groups of creation spring forth un¬ 
obstructed from the Supreme Consciousness, as atoms of 

dust (start into view) in sun-light. 

amWHcftlllPl ^11411 ('tf-^-S,) 

335. That is the forest named Brahman (or the Supreme 
Spirit) where there are countless thousands of shrubs in the 
form of worlds, stuck one after another, in every atom. 
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11. U'lti) tif&iri zePTH 
The world made by Brahma (the Creator-god) at the 
beginning of creation is existing even today. 

^air ychf^dwyii^iifM ftssfiTT ferfrr: imjii o-Vv-ws) 

336. The state (of the objective world) has remained even 
today as the first god presiding over creation clearly 
manifested it at the beginning of creation, in the manner of 
the dreaming person. 

TTcT %f|RrW4 flref 44 | 

<43*K44d3c|UinEl fifcWcfT: |R|| (W\-^) 

337. Thus, in the universe full of delusion, substances, 
which are (like) rays from consciousness, are staying even 
today just as they existed in the beginnings of creation. 

»4c<Id ll^ll (5/^"*4VVO 

338. Which indeed that primeval god presiding over crea¬ 
tion resolves (or imagines), that alone severally arises 
immediately. This world is his imagination. 

3nRre*T ^*l<^OTfcr4g>R4 fmfcTMHIHI I 

<rar *<151^4 alfeitmarr imi 

339. As this delusion that is the world came into being in the 
primeval creation, so, thenceforth, the predetermined event 
has attained growth in this manner. 

dfW*M«l*4d: ^TOTT *T3f I 

femt arenfa imn 

340. In that creation, whatever, in whichever manner and 
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wherever perceptions (or thoughts) manifested at first, those, 
*n that manner, and there, are remaining invariable even 
today. 

341. As the consciousness by itself manifested, within its 
own self, in the form of snow, fire and the like at the 
beginning of creation, so does it continue even today by its 

own being (or nature). 

cT^T IIV9H (V***-^) 

342. Whatever, heavenly or terrestrial, became manifest 
wherever and in whichever manner at the beginning of 

creation, it is not fit to deviate till today. 

12. 
The identity between the theory of externality of objects 

and the theory of knowledge. 

343. For us, there is only identity between the theory of 
externality of objects and the theory of knowledge on 
account of the nature (of all experience) consisting solely of 
cognition (or apprehension with the mind) and the absence 

of the continuance of non-existence at all times. 

44k«*>W W&d rT^cll^fd ^fcf^T IRM 

344. As the perception of objects arose at the beginning for 

the eightfold city (consisting of the five subtle elements of 
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sound, touch, form, taste and smell, mind, intellect and ego) 
of Brahma, the Creator-god, so does it arise at all times for 

the eightfold city of every individual. 

MOSmThI I 

345. That first movement towards (objects) was indeed the 
image of objects (from the Cosmic Mind). That which was 

reflected from this (mind) is staying even today. 

34*41^3 tfVdPd 1*W: Il>fII 

346. On account of the power of the vivid imagination in 

Cosmic Consciousness and the certainty of the cosmic order 
(of ideas), individuals just perceive mutually from what is 
well reflected in each individual, (i.e., the same cosmic 
order of ideas imagined in the Cosmic Consciousness). 

MUM* *4«^diK|4|U||: imil 

347. Thus, creatures, inert or moving, are absorbed in the 

experience of their own consciousness (or ideas), when all of 

them are mutually intent on their engagements. [Although 
every individual is shut up within his own world of ideas, 
yet, the individuals know each other by mutual representa¬ 

tion in each other’s consciousness]. 

cblchlrtdl^RyfdclQlfbisn -CRt^Tfcr: ll^ll 

348. Sometimes, just the same vivid imagination occurs to 
many (minds) accidentally, like the situation of the bird and 
the nut of the palmyra tree. The course of the mind is indeed 
wonderful. [The nut may fall when the bird alights on the 

tree-top, but the fall may be accidental.] 
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rT«n H HHdl: l 

IIV9II (V*V*0 

349. Thus, many persons indeed see the same dream, like 
the dull minds caused by intoxication by spirituous liquor 
producing the delusion of dreaming. [Many such intoxicated 
people might alike see the space whirling about them.] 

fawn 34mm: I 

UeffiKdHimSlsfcr II4II 

350. This expansion (or world of ideas) of which sort exactly 
arrived in the Cosmic Mind, like that alone is (experienced) 

here in every being even of the size of an atom. 

•Ml^dAct dpidl<^m: chlrdPlch: W: IISII (VR-^°~<0 

351. As moonhood appears out of one’s own imagination 
severally to everyone who thinks of it,* just so, there is the 

enjoyment of a woman by oneself, existing only in fancy. 
[The same idea may be imagined individually by several 

people at the same time.] 

WUHtWO WMHtl ePTH I 

352. You are a person of our dream and we are persons of 
your dream. Thus, all this here (i.e., individuals and objects) 
are mutually existing like a dream (in each other’s mind). 

<rar c^xrfcr ^ *nt fcnAfgld ?fh: iirrm (3-*R-'R°) 

353. As I am a reality for you in the worldly existence which 
is a large dream, so, you are also a reality for me. Every¬ 

thing (happens) in dreams. So is the manner (of cognition). 

k 
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13. 3TRtngnf?rzne: 
The theory of knowledge (or perception of appearance) 

through ideation. 

354. These theories of knowledge (Or perception of appear¬ 
ance) — atmakhyati, asatkhyati, akhyati and anyathakhyati- 
are powers (or various expressions) of atmakhyati which is 

the spectacle (or manifestation) of consciousness. 
[The above theories of perception of all objects, real or 

unreal, are briefly as follows: - 
Akhyativada: All knowledge as such, whether of the real 

or unreal objects, is true. In illusory perceptions, however, 
we confuse between what is actually perceived by the senses 

and what is only remembered. 
asatkhyativada: The whole knowledge is false, there being 

nothing real either in the objective or in the subjective 

experience. 
anyathakhyativada: Owing to the imperfect perception of 

some object, the impressions of the past experience of other 

similar objects are revived as an actual object. 
atmakhyativada: This is the doctrine of the idealists — the 

view that every object, whether it is regarded as relatively 

real or illusory, is an idea of the mind.] 

111. 31^ 
The World. 

1. 3P7Szmrfir 
The appellations of the World. 

^ 11*11 (W93) 

355. The world, you, I and the like, whose nature is unreal, 
are spoken of as “the seen’’ (or visible object). As long as 
this arises, so long there is no liberation. 
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HfrPT: I 

^feMHIHlfd Himfn Wc*»c*^RRT: IRII (W^o) 

356. Nescience (or spiritual ignorance), worldly life, bond¬ 
age, illusion, delusion, the great darkness - thus are appella¬ 

tions fashioned for the visible universe by all teachers. 

2. UgfcVrlWlfU 
Even what is imagined is of the nature of that which 
causes the imagination. (i. e., the contents of the world are 

in themselves centres of imagining other worlds.) 

rT3T 3Tfo IRII 

3|UlcM4KlftdHpH HHIchl<^*tlctHI: IRII 

357, 358. This alone is itself the inherent nature of this 
Supreme Consciousness: Whatever it resolves (or imagines) 
clearly, in that, even those several parts immediately shine 
with the nature consisting of consciousness and with the 
character of manifoldness. Though remaining with the 

inherent character of various forms, they are of the same 

essence by nature. 

359. The quality of mere Consciousness of Brahman, (the 
Ultimate Reality), indeed exists there (in the objects) 
severally in their essence. Where that (Consciousness) of the 
nature of everything exists and shines within in which 

manner, that appears exactly so. 

TTTT Tfait I 

rf'Sftoh %lcri?I ^ERT: I Hit I (*-^-3) 
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360. Whatever visible object, which is (of the nature of) the 

sky of pure Consciousness, exists, that becomes an indi¬ 
vidual soul by iself, as a worm, whatever by name, could be 
born in summer out of filth and perspiration. 

3. w-ff inf imfcmfut 
Within every world, there are other worlds. 

ganjjr tHiiWuiiHifM i 

361. Within every world, there are other worlds too of 
different kinds. Like the basic coverings of a plantain tree, 
there are multitudes of worlds existing within them also. 

siijcjcflvji qt ^ talnq I 

ll^ll (•#-*<?-?) 

362. The origin of the individual soul is the Supreme 
Brahman (or the Ultimate Reality) existing everywhere like 
the sky. Therefore, even within the world inside the indivi¬ 
dual soul, monads (or individual souls) exist variously. 

cjfter |rar srcte* 11311 ('x-vr-?) 

363. Within the individual soul, (several) classes of indivi¬ 
dual souls exist like the covers of a plantain tree and like 
worms in the interior of the earth, on account of their 
permanent nature being only the Supreme Consciousness. 

f^HlRd^uiidTHRd wnyi I 

diiyil imi 

364. The triple world exists within the atom of conscious¬ 
ness (i.e., the individual soul) as a city in a dream. Even 
within that (world), there are atoms of consciousness (or 
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individual souls). Within them also, a world exists severally. 

cT^at ^PltRr f=T3T imu 

365. Where there is the atom of life, whether in the sky, 
within an atom or in a small particle of a material object and 
so on, there, this world experiences its own form (or 
nature). [The world being imagined by consciousness, in 
turn imagines other worlds.] 

3ricT I 

366. In the smallest atom, even within its own covering, 
progressively in the interior, are bom and being born 
(several worlds) like the basic coverings of a plantain tree. 

^ HTO: I 

3ft4*4''Mio4iPi n^Rtrfq iivsii 

367. Even extensive worlds, unseen by one another, and 
mutually not experienced, are born like the dream-illusions 

of the soldiers of an army. [Each soldier may imagine a 
world in his dream and such worlds are not experienced 
reciprocally.] 

368. The ego-nature (or the sense of “I”) exists within the 
world and the world exists within the ego-sense, enclosed 
within one another like the basic coverings of a plaintain 
tree. 

>*hiPh ^jai^cr ^ i 
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369. Very many worlds are surely born even within a small 

atom, like the buds of a plantain tree, abundantly and with 

deep insertion (one within the other). 

T^rc«T*j*s\o^cnTftr H? i 

SSc’WII mMehlMMUfa WT^T *fc|fcT ll^oll 

370. Thus, even those worlds which are extended with great 

scenes (such as islands, oceans and continents) are not even 

mere grain by comparison (with the substratum which is 

Supreme Consciousness). 

??3U¥lchy»HHctft| | 

371. Even in grasping (or imagining) the hundred-thou¬ 
sandth part of an atom or a moment, thousands of worlds 

and aeons appear completely, as if (they are) real. 

iHH|Ujc*,U| 3tf?T I 

:£4|flt<4tc|«4|«^ ||^9M 

372. Even within those (infinitesimal parts of space or time) 
and likewise, within each small atom thereof, it appears 
thus: “Ah! This delusion is endless in this manner.” 

3iunctmict4ttstnFt ffcr i 

3PT: 11*311 

373. Therefore, in every atom in space, countless worlds 
exist. Who indeed is competent to enumerate those multi¬ 

tudes of activities of those worlds? 

4. ti'f'-nicoiPi 
The collections of worlds are not perceived mutually. 

rTSterrWjf^TTfa ^ I 

IcifqenPl *9 II *11 
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3T^t^T <TTpt Herffal ^ I^R^R I 

^Hl^cb<IVnP» sfl^Rld H^ll (V3-*V*3) 

374, 375. Even so, within every (world) many and diverse 
other (worlds) rise, mutually unseen. All of thejn do not at 
all see each other even a little, like inert matter in the same 
heap and like grains dropping down (from a granary). 

<eM<«\Ml(ui ^HHi -jUiTfad | 

^K«Ui»JKlPl VJWlPl ^ M«M<H,U^U (WVl-^) 

376. (These worlds are) like the dream-objects of persons 
sleeping at the same time, greatly active, touched (or 
considered) alongside and non-existent to one another. 

cf fifST: I 

HgKMfM 11X11 

377. Unseen by one another and mutually not experienced, 
even extensive (worlds) are born like the dream-illusions of 

the soldiers of an army. [Each soldier may imagine a world 
in his dream and such worlds are not experienced reci¬ 

procally.] 

«£-C'MHM< TTW zrsn «£p*Md 3TfrT I 

cn Stfd (dvfeH imil ( V^"***) 

378. As the city of fancy is true with reference to that which 
is imagined, whether possessed of body or not, and not a 
little with reference to another, (these worlds are not 

experienced mutually). 

5. wsfer &tm: 
The possibility of everything, everywhere and at all times. 
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379. Since Brahman (or the Ultimate Reality) is existing 

everywhere, when, where and in which manner anything is 
born, there and in that manner, one perceives it immediate¬ 

ly, only by the power (akin to) a dream. 

rT5t cTSTT *nfrT IRII (3-<v?-*3) 

380. On account of the omnipotence (of the Reality) 
everywhere, whatever energy leads to anywhere by reason 

of intense agitation (i.e., intensity of thought), it remains 
there and shines in that manner, [i.e., whatever is intensely 
thought of anywhere, can be experienced there.] 

prefer <HefcvEifui i (v?-**^-**) 

^JcrfcJT Ttcfc? wsan ^ 11^11 ( 

381. In that of the nature of All, everything exists every¬ 
where, in every way and always. So, in the Supreme Reality, 
everything exists everywhere, always and of the nature of 

everything. 

6. 
The variety of the worlds (or world-experiences). 

ghjldTd*tgl*«l> I 

382. Infinite worlds arise and disappear in this great sky that 
is Brahman, the Absolute Reality, like waves of water on 

the ocean. 

W d<£*l i£J|<jtWTF ^TSIT I 

HOT fsPSrfOTT: IRII *0 

383. As waves (appear) on the ocean, as mirage in a desert, 
as flowers on a mango tree, so do the riches of the Universe 
(appear) in the Supreme Reality. 
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dktHHIgVIl: II ( W3V33) 

%f^®r^TOT: %fa?? ^ri%rg^?r«n ii^ii (v?-w-w) 

384. (These worlds) revolve again and again in the 
Creations (or Universes) like waves on water. Some are 
absolutely similar, some with courses half-similar, some a 
little similar and again some at no time (similar). 

Trarferi qRj-uyflHi fa^iehufa^tgrn: ir*n 

385. There are manifold forms and movements for all the 

multitudes of created worlds. 

386. There are created worlds solely of celestial beings, 
those full of only human beings, those just full of groups of 
demons and others covered closely with insects. 

^«J|oy: ll^ll ('tf-*'.9-d) 

387. Sometimes, the worlds are created by 6iva, sometimes 
they are born of Brahma, sometimes also of Vi§nu and 

sometimes they are created by Manu. 

%gnjHjiui*n dbif^^hTf^<ifn^utr4) i 

chifct^>ifc4TiiyM41 wsn nv»n 

388. Some place (among these worlds) was composed of 
earth, some place composed of rocks, some composed of 

gold and some other place composed of copper. 
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389. As masses of mosquitoes afflicted during the rains and 
the like perish, having been produced repeatedly, so do 

these creations of worlds. 

-c| Midi: I 

PrgtHHJlMKflRI TJrTT: tpfqRURI: 11^11 ('tf-'tfva-* d) 

390. Also, it is not known from what time these uninter¬ 

rupted series of creations, wholly engaged in appearing and 

disappearing continually, have arrived. 

3Wll<itdiURHd SR^-tPd < 

R^c^i^ciwd: q4d< i n> o 11 (•*-'*^-^<0 

391. (These creations) which are beginningless, continually 
expand (or spread far and wide) like waves. They indeed 
arose before the previous ones as those earlier than them 

did. 

*3je|T 3tc*taF# I 

tFW^dl ^d^ld-U: ll^ll ) 

392. All classes of beings along with gods, demons and men 

vanish, having been born repeatedly, only in the manner of 

the waves of a river. 

7. •qrfgdwl: zifcr.-ipzTH 
The constant repetition of creation and dissolution. 

vJ)dlmTTsyifec* Hciigo: i 

c^T^zri^T f^T 11*11 

393. Multitudes of living beings will spring up like fresh 
sprouts in the spring season and will go to destruction there 
itself, like sugar-canes in summer. 

Idg-dt'd-N cFT^J d ticil^ I 
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394. Those very multitudes of living beings and others are 
repeatedly born, constantly stay in periods of time and are 
absorbed in the Supreme Spirit. 

hMdfasRn: n^ii 

395. Certain species (of living beings) are of long standing 

at the end of a thousand births. Certain classes are settled in 

a state having some past births. 

chl^>4 > 

W ^ ^TTprT Pirtd dlcHIVId: IPSII 

396. Having risen repeatedly with time and having experi¬ 
enced a succession of bodies, multitudes of living beings by 
themselves disappear in the Abode (that is the Supreme 

Spirit). 

8. 57R*7P# 77zf&QPT: 
The destruction of everything at the end of an aeon. 

7J5t vlnnvltlui | 

^gTT rT«n ^4^4,7 II^II 

397. Son! (At the close of a kalpa - an aeon or cyclic 
universal period), the remaining objective world perishes 
entirely and quickly, as a dream-city (perishes) for one who 

has gone to the state of deep sleep. 

PiEtyltlm HVdPd sjct: i 

HFm ^Ic5: cFRsN 1 IRU 

398. (At that time), the earth, mountains, the ten quarters, 
activity, time and order perish without distinction. Nothing 

whatever is left remaining. 
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11311 ( V9-??3-V9) 

399. All beings perish and even the sky (or space), together 

with the semblance of the whole world, vanishes all round 

on account of the non-existence of one who perceives it. 

s^fclfuJci'^sUgji ^ H* SKWOkhUUIH, I 

HIMliflg 1mi (V3-33V4) 

400. Even the name of even those beginning with Brahma, 
Visnu and Rudra, who are indeed the cause of all causes, 
does not exist here beyond the end of a universal cycle of 
time. 

W=T: chrMI*^ ilPHV^Id I mil (3-*-*°) 

401. This entire world, animate and inanimate, that is seen, 
perishes at the end of a universal cycle of time like a dream 

in deep sleep. 

rTSH Tf^5T -h4<I I 

^STFRt ^T«n ll^ll 

402. (At the end of an aeon), this world is extinguished 
completely everywhere and always, as a dream (is 
extinguished) in the act of waking or as wakefulness (is 

extinguished) in sleep. 

^TSETT VI14 ^ «tcn^J «o*$Pl I 

403. As I do not know where a dream-city that is 
extinguished goes away immediately, so, I do not know 
where the objective world that is extinguished (at the end of 
a universal cycle of time) passes away immediately. 
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9. f?#)cr cnovn-tacr/^/otf,} 

Only the Ultimate Reality is left remaining at the end of 
an Aeon (or universal cycle of time). 

awi<s«mfa*ycw wKcbfa<ici(viwi^ n^n (vs-**) 

404. Then (at the end of a universal cycle of time), a certain 

Existence (or Reality) is left remaining, which is without 
name, unmanifest, still and profound, extended (infinitely) 

and is neither light nor darkness. 

I ( VW) 

£R>Mlfa TR IRII (VV^S) 

405. There exists only Brahman (or the Ultimate Reality), 
calm, undecaying, infinite in nature, void, eternally risen, 

subtle, without limitation (or attribute) and staying as the 
Supreme Spirit. 

10. 3P7gc*7/rrctufcni 
The description of the birth of the world. 

^ TT5T dlc^chM ^jU| ll^ll (VSVS) 

406. What is asleep appears as a dream. Brahman (the 
Absolute Reality) alone appears as creation. That state is of 
the nature of all. There, hear first the manner (of creation). 

irm (vsv*) 

407. In that Self (or Absolute Reality), the Consciousness, 
of its own accord, goes as it were to the state of objectivity to 
a certain degree, not seizing its real nature and preceded by 
the touch of ego. 
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3||eOIVIKH| ^cJRM-ITTl^r ^SFTH.41^11 ( 

408. This awakening of consciousness, subtler and clearer 

than the sky, exists in everything, somewhat conceiving 

forms (or features) by the grasping of future names and 

objects. 

?RT: Tn XR*n ^TtTT 1 

fesnirairwn Rhfajresmdqi wm imi ( 

409. Then, that Supreme Existence (or Reality), possessed 

of mind and on the point of perceiving, becomes fit for the 

appellation of consciousness, by its attainability somewhat 

in that manner. 

410. When it abandons its supreme position having assumed 
grasping (or thinking), there occurs afterwards, the firm 
experience of future becomings bearing the name of indi¬ 

vidual soul (or individualised consciousness) and the like. 

rt^T HIP-IMIH 11S, 11 (^-?9~<i) 

411. Absolute Existence, with mere thought as its sub¬ 
stance, is ready for proceeding (in the course of worldly 
life). Then, it rises up with the nature of objects along with 

(or following) this ideation. 

t-m-t-rUAcjiwi: tafMlctfd ?2^TrTT 1 

yi^if^uicTM th uvaii (^-^^-8) 

412. Immediately after this (ideation), there arises the Void 
constituting the entity of the sky (or space). It is the seed of 
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qualities (or characteristics) like sound and causes the future 
objects and names. 

cfl^T 11^.11 (VS^-So) 

413. After that, there arises the ego along with the entity of 
time. It is the seed (or cause) of the continuance of the 
primary worlds by means of the future objects and names. 

(J^&IKflfclchl ^Rbc^IVnfeM: I 

414. Consciousness whose nature is of such a kind, is the 
seed of the tree of thought. That becomes the spark of ego 
(or the sense of self). From that (space which has manifested 
from thought) arises air due to the characteristic of vibra¬ 

tion. 

dMd) | 

^Rlt trfh^r TSRFJira ll^oll (V*VW) 

415. That much of the ego-consciousness, consequent on 
imagining the subtle element (or principle) of sound in the 
sky, completely becomes the subtle sound-principle, gradu¬ 

ally becoming dense from out of the sky. 

<*ji£Mwit!b*M d<4Wi Yi«^yyufeH: 1 

M^oilcHiMMluiltsU fclchlftlriH. 11**11 (V**-*>0 

416. That (subtle element of sound), which is the essence of 
future names and meanings, is the seed of the tree of the 

multitude of sounds, causing to expand the host of Veda-s 
which are called the authority for words and sentences. 

Yi«4uDfydmYyMRuimf^HiRui: n**n 
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417. The entire wealth of worlds would arise from that 
Supreme Self, spreading the development of the multitude 
of objects brought into existence by the multitude of sounds. 

faVtoRdKI ^TT <*>«zft I 

after n^^ii 

418. That Consciousness with such retinue is described by 

the word “individual soul.” It is the seed of the tree of 

multitudes of forms through the large number of future 

sounds and meanings. 

M’HRttlld ^ rlrf: ll^'tfll 

419. From that will spread forth the fourteen kinds of the 
collection of created beings into the multitude of hollows in 
the belly of the worlds, moving all around the interior. 

arererrdTfo errant 1%T5i^rare«£*3g: i 

ra *ticHuadfd nqmi (s-s^-s^) 

420. That Consciousness alone, which has not acquired a 
name or behaviour, with its nature throbbing with speed, 
becomes the subtle element (or principle) of touch in a 

moment, on account of imagination. 

McM4c*r’%lfe4dK ®tteT WVlYy yilRad: I 

421. (That subtle element of touch) is the seed of the tree in 
the form of a multitude of touch-sensations with spreading 
branches in the form of air (or vital energy). The movement 
of the activities of all beings will arise from that. 
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422. There itself, by the play of consciousness (i.e., ima¬ 
gination arising in ego-consciousness). Light comes into 
being from direct perception. That indeed is the subtle 
element (or principle) of form producing future names and 

objects. 

dWIjSHfasten SWR«lfrl 11*611 (V**-**) 

423. That (subtle element of form) is the seed of the tree of 
light-sensations such as the appearance of the Sun, Fire, and 
the like. From that, worldly life will proceed with difference 

in forms. 

'MlcKiWtidlMct ^ctTOTCT: 1 

424. Contemplating only the state of manifestation of water 
as the body of the subtle element of taste, the tasting of its 
association (by the ego-consciousness) is described as the 

subtle principle of taste. 

d-tHIrW-HK: 54-HRwifd IRoll 

425. That (subtle element of taste), which is the essence of 
the play of future water-manifestaions, is the seed of the tree 
of taste-sensations. On account of that, worldly life will 

advance in mutual tasting. 

SIMV^ld 11**11 (VSVr*) 

426. That (ego-consciousness) of the nature of imagination, 
having future names, ideas and forms, experiences the state 

of the subtle element (or principle) of smell by means of its 

qualities consisting of thought. 
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4V»WI<frRl¥llRaH: I 

«4f&VKIdlH4d4MMHm: II99II 

427. (The subtle element of smell), by its nature consisting 

of future earth-manifestations, is the seed of the tree of 
things with body. From that, constituting the support of all 

(tangible things), worldly life will proceed. 

fern RwiatWMiPi dHiwilui i 

MRuidMFrU^-IU* fqrRTOt II33II (VS^-95) 

428. The subtle elements that are being conceived by 
consciousness, develop with one another continually, of 
their own accord, like (the growth of things) internally in 

water. 

d^dlRi fdfatMlfol fdfctdrllfd I 

^ HefHIVII’dAd f? IRXII 

429. These (subtle elements) are so mixed that they are 
indeed not perceived again as pure and separated, quite up 

to the disappearance of everything. 

*jfafd*lld*\q<fui Ruidlld I 

•ETctfcT d^kfrlPl *rm dftdcbOTFd* IRM1 

430. (All things) existing in the interior of (the subtle 
element of) space, as hosts of banian trees exist within small 
banian seeds, are of the nature of mere consciousness. 

sme* l|Ru*U|Pd VldVIKS ^i»<Pd ^ I 

^uu^rMl^Pd ^ IR^II 

431. (The gross creations) perceive round about the birth¬ 
place and become manifest with a hundred branches. They 
shine within the tiniest atom. In a moment, they meet with 
their end. 
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facfitocl STraPri faWcwffa I 

IsttfocnRr ^ejffui ^tiiRmu^-mcjPh n^van (v^-3°) 

432. All things pierced by consciousness run towards illu¬ 
sory appearance, but remain without modifications (in their 
real nature). They become solidified (or dense) in a 
moment. 

11. 
The three skies (or spaces). 

fcrtHchl?l f%KiicHyinichiyi tjdl'MchH. I 

STHlt F^4<fd>IVI 11*11 (V*'®-*®) 

433. (There are three kinds of space): The space of the 
mind, the space of consciousness and the third, actual space. 
Fair-faced One! Know the space of consciousness as more 
void (or subtler) than the other two. 

TTSZi^l ^ 1 

^<|ehivi dtctJufPl IRII 

434. Know that as the space of consciousness which is just 
the middle state of perception, when reaching another place 
from one place, in a moment. 

3TfgsrcFTO*ziT^j11311 (v^'s-SS) 

435. That (physical space) is of the nature of a vessel (or 
covering) for the space of consciousness. By the contempla¬ 
tion of the space of consciousness alone, even the non¬ 
existing (i.e., that which is not experienced) is seen and 
experienced immediately. 

dR*tfvt<W(h:I fetfdRfa ^ I 

Help**** ^ rTr* ^ I rtf 11 (V*'®“^> 
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436. If you will attain fixity in that (space of consciousness) 
having cast away all thought, then you will undoubtedly 

reach that abode which is of the nature of all and is the true 

state (or principle). 

RMicKiyl fa<i«hiymichiyi ^ i 

437. Know these three - the space of the mind, the space of 

consciousness and actual space, the third — as identical on 

account of their inseparable connection. 

12. Twfa: 
The fixed nature of things. 

438. In the primal creation, the imperishable variety of 
becomings is indeed the destiny (or the determinative law of 

nature). By this, it turns out that it is destined to happen in 

this manner always thereafter. 

439. This position, viz., “This is in this manner,” which is 
destined to happen surely, cannot be violated even by the 

intellects of God Rudra and others. 

^c^ilafci nftefcr i 
3T^r«n ^ f? 113 m 

440. Even one possessed of great knowledge or all-know¬ 

ing, even the Gods Visnu and §iva and indeed any one, is 

not competent to change the fixed law of nature. 
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(d{Jdl I 

stgiuil Pmfa: wff ^gjrs^t«|cl^ ?3Rjmi (VV?-*^) 

441. The fixed law of nature that is creation was perceived, 

like the sky by one unaware (of the world in sleep), by 
Brahma (the Creator-god) abiding in the Self, in the manner 
of the multitude of writings in the interior of a stone. 

RT ^=\5T I 

%|HT I mil (V****^) 

442. As that succession of the manifestation of conscious¬ 
ness sprang up at the beginning of creation, so does it exist 
even today unshaken by another, and that is called the fixed 

law of nature. 

3114^1^4-^iWt: I 

3h<juim<ii'*iW'4 PkimiKwRi: imn ( 

443. It is considered as the fixed law of nature on account of 

its control of the situation, “This is in this manner,” 
extending up to the great Rudra and from the movement of 

a blade of grass up to that of Brahma, the Creator-god. 

13. Fruit: mfn&ten&n 
The accidental nature of the (so called) “fixed law of 

Nature”. 

444. Say, of what nature are restraint (or regularity) and 
non-restraint (or irregularity) in dream-consciousness? As 

long as there is perception in a dream, so long, that itself is 
the restraint (or regularity or fixed law). 

cfiT eFT ^ IRII (^-^o-\9) 

L. 
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445. Thus, say, what is the reality, what possibly is the idea, 

what is the state, what is the fixed law (or regularity) and 

what is the certainty of (anything) taking place relating to 

this false confusion (that is worldly experience)? 

1 
14. 

There is no contradiction between human effort and a < 

fixed law of Nature. 

tiUfrute fnqfan? Pmifachi n^11 

446. Human effort ought not to be abandoned by a wise | 

person resorting to this (conception of a fixed law of 
Nature). The fixed law of Nature is indeed the controller, i 
only in the form of human effort. 

15. Fmfcufc dfefrn 
Even the fixed law of Nature is conquered by human 

effort. 

£ra1?f l^vfl fd ^TT rWT I 

fw^dr^di-chif^syfwPjiidMfu ii^ii 

dvTlfrl 1%TiT ^dfccTd 1 

FWdh pKlfd IRII 

447. 448. The fixed law of which sort this mind wills, that 
(obtains) in that manner. The mind makes certain things 
fixed as well as irregular, (certain things) irregular and, at 
some time or other, exercising control on the fixed law in the 
name of self-interest (becomes independent). Therefore, 
this mind is the director of the (so called) fixed law of 

nature. 

WfrT: I ( 

<yft^afWdT|gn rRgf ^STm 11^11 (VT*"3^) 

449. Whatever and in whichever manner, that individualis- 
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ed consciousness that is born as man resolves with courage 
(or wills intensely) in this world, that (happens) to him in 
that manner; not otherwise. 

IV. *FT: 

The Mind. 
1. 

The nature of the mind. 

44^-c-tH ttgcMMd 1 

rT«n uqn (33) 

450. Know imagination as the mind. It (the mind) is not 
different from imagination as water (is not different) from 
liquidity and as motion (is not different) from wind. 

*151 <l5l dH|4l5^ TTSTT I 

ch<hoM IRII (3-'*-'tf'tf) 

451. Where there is imagination, there and in that manner, 
the mind exists. Mind and imagination are not different at 

any time even a little. 

cthtt i () 

tTTFT 11311 <V*V^o) 

452. That is called the mind which is the conceiving (or 
imagining) of objects. The nature, consisting of imagination, 

of (or assumed by) the Supreme Self is described as the 

mind. 

dH|4l 11X11 (3"^V3) 

453. They regard that as the mind which is the form 
produced by the will-power of the all-powerful infinite 

principle of the Self which is the Supreme Spirit. 
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3tc<T^<c<fO ^TS3TT foftin%*|g|Wun I mil (<*-<V***) 

454. The foremost (Principle of Consciousness), acting in 

conformity to its will, has become the entity with the 

appellation of “grasping (or apprehension),” possessed of 

distinction (such as past or future) and having the characteri¬ 

stic (or observance) of what is fit to be left or taken. 

dcWd tlgrtuift PdlVI: I 

11^11 

455. That (Supreme Spirit) by itself wills quite sponta¬ 
neously, quickly and constantly. On account of that, this 
large wealth of (worldly) jugglery is spread in this manner. 

vr TPT ^ *rg ^ ^ IIV9II 

456. Rama! The impure outward movement of pure con¬ 

sciousness, which is devoid of stain inside, is indeed called 

the mind. It is neither dull nor consisting of consciousness. 

«TFTt f? ^dldl 11411 ( V^V^) 

457. That is declared as the nature of the mind, which is the 
seizing of objects by consciousness. Here, the conscious part 
is the part which is not dull. Dullness here is indeed (its) 
objectivity. 

458. That here is called the mind which is the natural 
functioning, in the form of swinging, of consciousness with a 
faded form, between the dull and not dull perceptions (i.e., 

objectivity and subjectivity). 
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3T5fg ^l^rildVIl^ ll^on (V**-9t) 

459. Know the mind to be dull as well as not dull (i.e., not 

conscious as well as conscious) with an extensive form 
consisting of thought. It is conscious (or not dull) on account 
of its being of the form of the Ultimate Reality and 

unconscious (or dull) on account of its nature consisting of 

visible objects (imagined by it). 

^1? ^dldUWIdll g^faTtSFttf?T I 

IHtll (V**-*0 

460. They consider that as the form of the mind which is the 
firm belief, namely, “(Though) of the nature of knowledge, 

I do not know. I am doing. Hence, I am one perpetually 

grasping (objects).” 

gUTT vlrtfd I 

^IdWjJH RTOt 1lis^ll <VW*) 

461. They consider that as the form of the mind, which 
moving (or unsteady) state of men throbs between existence 
and non-existence, gone to the state of readiness for grasp¬ 

ing (objects). 

TRt f| %4l«Himd WcFTT I 

Tf^s Hdfe^Mldtd ll^ll (V*V*) 

462. Mind is indeed mere thought. Thought is activity 
having the characteristic of vibration (or movement). Every¬ 

one pursues the result in the form of the future (manifesta¬ 

tion) of that (activity). 

^Tfg 1g 11^*11 (V'#-'*<0 

463. There is indeed no form whatever of the mind except 

as visible objects. 
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^gcrr 1%riaf9q?ren i 
mmi (^-^--so) 

464. Consciousness, though without parts, seeing like a part 

its own form with difference through objectivity, wanders 

about as if suffering from confusion. 1 

■$nWrlAcfl*$U| feqT felftt: I 

W f^-dPi^cKu rTFTFHfmfiT^ II(V^V^) I 

I 
465. That (Consciousness) is called the mind by virtue of its | 
existence bereft of certainty and without its eternal and 1 
singular nature. From that, this world is born. I 

l 

%ffcr wsn st^rfur ii^ii <v^-^) 

466. That (mind) has the character of reality in the experi¬ 
ence of visible objects. It is not manifest in the state of being 
(or the real or natural state). As there is the state of a 
bracelet in gold, so is the mind established in the Supreme 
Spirit. 

^ ^rrfcr Tngjr *ft: i 
T1*T *TSIT ll$<SII (^-X-^^) 

467. Neither externally nor even in the interior, does the 
mind exist in the form of reality. Rama! Know this also as 
existing quite everywhere as the sky (or space exists every- ■ 
where). s 

an«i% ii^^m (^-'rf-x^) 
! 

468. The entity consisting of the subtle body is called the 
mind. It assumes the notion of the material on account of 
contihuance in the state for a long time. 
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2. VRfafPUltT?fe: 
The absence of difference between the mind and the 
Supreme Spirit. 

K*-d<isst31 I 

ufedl ^*T ficb^H\-od4^ ii^n 

469. This Consciousness here without any object to be 
known is that eternal Supreme Spirit (or Brahman). This 
Consciousness here, associated with the object to be known 
is called this knowing (or grasping of objects). 

tR: I 

cKeMdl dcKt^JlMfoOdT ^ 11^11 (V*VK*) 

470. That Brahman (or the Supreme Spirit) whose form (or 

nature) has been touched (or seized) a little, is also the firm 
mind. Existing as imagination, this is always present in the 
heart as if it were the Reality. 

*TOT IsR^piT: I 

cT«TTSS<tRfSRTt *dMif¥ld»~H, ll^ll C*-*?-**) 

471. As the difference of gold from the ornaments (made of 
gold) has no distinguishing characteristics, so is (the 
difference) of the Self from consciousness imagining (or 
manifesting) the form (of the world) which is its own part. 

q«n <lMHI ^IdHITTTHHi «T«IT I 

4vi<*»lc«ebrtlMl5l^: 4dl*4lf3«hfgrt: ll'tfll (-*-'*1?-S,0 

472. As there is a difference, among themselves, only in the 
place, time and the parts of lamps brought into existence (or 
lit) by (another) lamp, so (is the difference arising from the 
limiting adjuncts) of consciousness, natural. 

qifTCM 4WW-4W 'q«TT ^ *T fasfo 1 

imn (wswO 
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473. As there is no difference between air and air in motion, 
and between the comparisons with emptiness and the nature 

of the sky, so (there is no difference) between mere con¬ 
sciousness and the sense of “I” (which is the basis of the 

mind). 

3. *thh) wrfui •HimPi sr 
The forms and the names of the Mind. 

ft? i 
•CTTt ll^ll 

474. As an actor thoroughly partakes of (various) forms, 
just so, the mind proceeding to a different action, assumes 
various names. 

fetfrfiTctSRcIVIdl fefddl fy|cf»dlf«TSn: I 

W qR: ch4dVM^Jlfd dm TFT: II9H 

475. As a man attains to various altered names on account 
of different duties, so, the mind attains to (various names) 

on account of its activities. 

f 'MMdMIdMlfecfcl: fchdl: I 

FTftfdd TFT: ll^ll (v^-vO 

476. As a man, performing actions such as bathing, giving 
and taking, attains to the peculiarity of the doer of such acts, 

so, this mind (assumes different characteristics). 

|c||r|9(ehl4ci^lnl 1 

TFT: v»0e<etWHIch44l*tf»T: 11*11 

477. On account of various occupations, there is doership 
with difference in names. The mind (under such circum¬ 
stances) is described by the names, individual consciousness 

(jjva), desire and action. 
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(i) jft: ii Mind. 

Txter eb<ll^cchc^W^cK*i I 

^TRT fi? *R: fWKU limi ( V^V*^) 

478. (The Absolute Consciousness), when it has gone, as it 
were, to a state with a blemish of the nature of imagination 
at some time or other, having the appearance of a manifesta¬ 
tion (or expansion) manifoldly, then indeed it is existing as 

the mind. 

(ii) it Intellect. 

'PrfScCf ■hH^cii i 

easilyl^n^R^Tilrl I (V^-*£4-<0 

479. When it is established in an idea having concluded the 
investigation, then it is called the intellect, which is capable 
of seizing the limited definition (by discrimination and 
determination). It is called intellect here, on account of the 

clear understanding that “this is in this manner.” 

(iii) snggi*: ii Ego. 

3UMUfl MtqdkfrrKjchKg cl|V9|| 

^Trri chcM^lfrl I 

a^nTfinn^T sfraift) iidii (vsv*^) 

480. On account of the idea “I am” existing within, it is 
described as ego. When it provides itself with (a distinct) 
existence through false conception, then, by virtue of the 
sense of self (or ego), it is declared as binding (one) to 
wordly existence. 

(iv) fernu n Thought. 

^ ^ek^HKIlfa dlcVd^dl JtFSJ I 

feanr rGJ TH >1^11 
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481. When it comes to this (object) having left this one, soft 

(or fickle) like a child, totally abandoning investigation (or 
discrimination), then it is called Citta or Thought. 

(v) n Action. 

arrarafd chfft^igdi nqoii (3-SV9S) 

482. Indicating a void (or a want in itself), when that 
(Consciousness), on account of the essential characteristic of 
the doer being only movement, runs towards the result of 

the movement, then it is called Action. 

(vi) 11 Imagination. 

<4>l<fcdlC*U|4)4>d I 

483. When, forsaking its one firm resolve, it considers the 

desired idea (accidentally) in the manner of the crow and the 
palmyra fruit (i.e., like the accidental fall of the fruit when a 

crow alights on the tree), it is imagination here, on that 

account. 

(vii) tyfi: 11 Memory. 

clT I 

IdMrlWHddl *»jfd*>dlgdl II^H ) 

484. Whether seen previously or not, when it just directs its 
desire (towards the object) within, with the conviction that it 

was seen before, then it is called memory. 

(viii) 3W7T 11 Desire or Mental Impression. 

Mdl«fviddldi «»iddH!fi|d!M> • 

c|«dHd(ildbitel dlU^fd II(VSVT*) 
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485. When (consciousness), like (the state) of words, their 
meanings and powers which have been consumed, exists in 
the ether (or the subtle state) with its other activities 
vanished, then it is called desire (or mental impression). [A 
desire or a mental activity continues to remain as a subtle 
mental impression even after it disappears.] 

HUMiJclfiHRMMlllll I 

ctmm TTT Mcflffdl ny*n 

486. That is called desire (or mental impression) which is 
the seizing of an object abandoning prior and subsequent 
considerations, with a firm conception (or recollection). 

(ix) 3rfazn ii Ignorance. 

feWc* fed)ill l 

vdldlglEfrUMI^d tT^tdiDtd 11^11 (V**-**0 

487. The essential nature of the Self is pure (or stainless). A 

second view which is stained is brought into existence only 

without being understood. Then, it is declared as Ignorance 

(Avidya). 

dHiswctvn(rt4) 11^5,11 (v^-^°-*3) 

488. It is called Ignorance by the wise on account of its 
ceasing to exist through knowledge (or realisation of its true 
nature which is Absolute Consciousness). Thus, this Igno¬ 

rance is boundless, endowed with manifold births. 

(x) ii Impurity. 

4$WII'qftRI¥ll4| fetWKdfd I 

fqezjlfechrM'dl^d MRcheUid ll*V9ll 
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489. It becomes manifest for the destruction of the Self. It 

causes one to forget that Abode of Reality by a number of 

false doubts. Therefore, it is determined as impurity. 

(xi) *nm u Illusion. 

^Hrft TTfri ctT UtcW&UI 1 

HRlId 

490. It reduces reality to unreality immediately or pure 

being to a living being instantly. This is an error relating to 
reality and unreality. Because of that, it is described as 

illusion (Maya). 

(xii) n Nature. 

»tlciwi 3ffrfrRrcqft II 

491. It is called Nature (Prakrti) in worldly usage on 
account of the (apparent) reality (prakrtatva) of objects, 

when the entire collection of visible objects is not seen in the 

Supreme Self. 

(xiii) ii Brahma (the Creator-god) and the like. 

TFT 3ufdcu(^<fti ^cKMcllefd: I 

chf^ld: IRoll ( 4.4-^) 

tRfesIItraonfWt: 1 

ffd IStm: TZftfSSg*T: M-dmfd; IR^II 

492, 493. That subtle thought-body caused by the light of 
that (Consciousness) is described as Brahma (the Creator- 
god) by some and thought of as Virat (or the first progeny 
of God) by some. Some one has the appellation of Primeval 
Being, some one is named Narayana, some one is declared 
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as the Lord Siva and some one is described as Prajapati (or 
the Lord of people). 

(xiv) u The principle of life or individual con¬ 
sciousness. 

cEgqfr I 

TPT ^THRt 'FJrT: IR^II (^-V9-Vs) 

494. The individual soul (or individualised consciousness) is 
called Jiva just because it is living and is sentient. Rama! 
Sentience is worldly existence. This individual soul is consi¬ 
dered as an animal (i.e., as bodnd by sense-perceptions.) 

(xv) 3iifd<4i(ft<kci$: n The subtle Thought-body. 

31lfdcUf^ch^eM4l IR^n 

495. This (mental) apprehension has a beginning and an 

end, is without form and without defect. It is described by 

the expression “subtle thought-body” by the wise, [ati- 
vahikadeha implies its capacity to go to distant places 

without difficulty.] 

(xvi) 11 Sense-organ. 

3JRT gjgqi ^ ^ ~gnR^T faqyq rT I 

^P^lRXll (V*W») 

496. It is declared as Indriya (or sense-organ) because it 

pleases Indra (the ruler or the Self) through hearing, touch¬ 
ing, seeing, eating (or tasting), smelling and thinking. 

(xvii) ydychu ii The eight-fold city. 

ytecttRiEi I ( 
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(xviii) n The body or an object. 

^ ^I2^|cH4|| TJZ: ll^mi 

497. It is considered as the eight-fold city on account of the 

collection of matured thoughts. [The five subtle “elements” 
corresponding to the sense-perceptions of sound, touch, 

form, taste and smell together with the mind, the intellect 

and the ego constitute this subtle body designated as the 

eight-fold city]. It becomes the body by thinking of the body 
and the pot (or an object) by thinking of that object. 

(xix) ng ii The difference in view with 

other doctrines. 

Tnrrcrr: *t<*o*£di*i i 
y^><4MyWui|| TTcTT: 'Hlfa'jrKi: IR^II (V**“3*) 

498. These are synonymous terms of the states of Absolute 
Consciousness which has the characteristic of an expanding 
nature, which is pursuing objects and (thus) reduced to a 

state having stain. 

Sllddl TPTT <44*^4 I|-RVS|I (V^V**) 

499. Rama! The notions of the ego, the mind and the 
intellect, which have been described by me, are (only) 
creative formations on account of their identical nature (as 
the inner instruments of perception). 

nR^R-Mdi: i 

3P*mT 11? £|| (3-<?V'*<?) 

500. They are determined in another manner by logicians 
and the like, considered in a different, manner by the 
followers of the Sankhya philosophy and otherwise by 
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the carvaka-s (or the atheistic and materialistic philo¬ 
sophers). 

The assumption of the ego-nature by the individual soul. 

501. That (individualised consciousness) alone becomes the 
ego in due order, on account of dense perception (or 
objectivity), as a spark of fire attains to its brightness on 

account of the abundance of its fuel. 

fcHd<4l II? 11 (V**_V*> 

502. The individual soul takes on the ego on account of the 
thought-portion (or the power of will) that is kindled, as the 
sky (takes on) blueness on account of its own depth. 

3ig«ll4) fi? <£>dl<f>id: I 

dldWn^ ll^ll 

503. The sense of “I” is indeed the one that distinguishes 
space and time and has put on a form by itself under the 
influence of thought, becoming manifest like wind in 
motion. 

5. srfcmr ifcwziZFru 
The assumption of the state of a body by the individual 
soul. 

*wn Er^fd d^uj i 
^hiwivir wActwl dfin<a ii^ii 
3ttffta:chU|hw)fd fa-rl’MI I 

ST|er<renWdl3««ft ll?tl 
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504, 505. Hear then how the subtle space of individual 

consciousness acquires this body. That space of individual 

consciousness spontaneously perceives itself in that 
Supreme Lord (or Supreme Self) by thinking, “I am a 
minute spark of fire”; and what it perceives, that alone does 
it manifest by itself, as if swollen, in the sky (of individual 

consciousness). 

cTfrcT ll^ll 

506. As the moon of one’s fancy, not existing, is only unreal 
with (an apparently) real form, so, (the individual conscious¬ 
ness) imagining only that (manifested form), exists with the 

nature of the seer and the seen. 

T$cJ» Tier fedlfrfa I 

ddWKebdi imi 

507. The one entity alone attains to duality as the percep¬ 
tion of one’s own death in a dream. Then, experiencing the 
nature of a star (from the original atomic spark of fire), it 

takes on, as it were, a little bulkiness. 

adUuni imn (vsv1?^) 

fddldJdJdMI^ ^cnfMd UMildlH. I 

dKd>lcfcKUIcHK STrfa&SlfiW TOI 115,11 

HlciqdHd 1%Td ^cqigfenfirg I 

d^dlgl ddWUd>d^i> II (V*V7*) 

3FcT*rffd 3d%gtsfa ^fSTT IIVSII 

508 to 510. That (individual consciousness) became only its 
own self since it has manifested the object only as imagined 
and because of its omnipresence. Even then, it assumes 
spontaneously the conception “I am that one here” on 
account of thinking, as one (assumes) his travellership in a 
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dream. It thus imagines its star-like form and the body to 
come to pass in future and attains to that state, as the mind 
attains to the nature of the object to be perceived. Then, 
abandoning it externally, it shines within the hollow of the 
star-like form though existing outside, as a mountain 
(reflected) in a mirror. 

-cldfcl 444IH, 11 dll ( 

511. In dream and fancy, consciousness experiences this 
(objective world); the individualised consciousness (ex¬ 
periences this) in the atomic state (of its objectivity). This 
individual consciousness, situated within its own star-like 
form (or the subtle body created by it), perceives itself. 

512. That here which consists of the intellect, the mind and 
the like is of the nature of consciousness, being (and bliss). 
There, the subtle space of individual consiousness, by itself, 
is remaining within the sheath consisting of the star-like 

space (of the subtle body created by it). 

«TI%T Sg SlfKriM Til | 

snfasrcgnfira ^r; n*on (vtv?£) 

513. Then, it spreads again into the sky through two 
openings (in the body created by it) as if to see what will 
take place or what is external with the idea “I see”. 

^TTCTT *rfergrf?t I 

514. That by which it sees will become a pair of eyes by 
name. That by which it touches, that indeed (will become) 
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the skin. That (by) which (it) hears (will become) the ear. 

rffRST *r«JlsKMI T^cr^fflUlfrl 11*^11 

515. That by which it smells (will become) the nose. It sees 

itself in the self; that is its tasting. Afterwards, the tongue 

will appear forth. 

***8 rTSTH^fin 1 

516. That which throbs (will be) its vital air (or breath). Its 
movement (will be) the group of organs of action. It is thus 
manifesting also the collection (or species) of objects, 

perceptions and mental actions. 

517. The individual soul with the subtle thought-body 
stands in space as the space (of individualised conscious¬ 

ness). 

^frT 3fraRT ll^mi (^/S~^-^o) 

518. Mind, intellect, ego and the five subtle elements 
(corresponding to sound-potential, touch-potential, form- 
potential, taste-potential and smell-potential) are called the 
eight-fold city. That body is subtle (capable of going to 
distant places without any difficulty). 

are fggfirflf i 

519 The individual soul perceives (or experiences) the 
knowledge without the possession of the feelings arising out 
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of words and their meanings such as “what am I?” (and 
then), the knowledge in the form of primary principles and 
meanings of words along with objects. 

stott^u^ii (v^w) 

520. Then, that (individual soul), on account of such 
perception (or ego-consciousness), instantly experiences the 

feeling in the form of the meaning of the word “taste” in one 
place, with the name of the object of experience of the 

tongue to be (in future). 

i%5T:?i5^rgff^grn *m: i 

521. (Again, the individual soul), on account of such 

perception (or ego-consciousness), arriving at the state 
intent on the meaning of the word “light”, exists shining in 

one place with the name eye which is about to be. 

femt <rer<gg¥*iiHETi ferer 

522. Then, that (individual soul), on account of such 
perception, experiences the nose arising from the feeling of 
that notion. The state of objecthood and the like exists to 
the extent (the experience) arises remaining in the (concern¬ 

ed) perception. 

TTctSTFJ: H ^ftsrnqT chlcfcdk'SUlci'^: I 

qyqfa W: IRoll 

523. That individual soul of such a kind, by itself experienc¬ 
es slowly (but) accidentally, what it has conceived in the 
nature of a distinct and deep entrance (into a particular 

sense-perception). 
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rRET tcWdUEl W: TRT: I 

4«e|UU«fH fa^fd |R*I1 (^-^9~m) 

524. That individualised consciousness obtains through the 
signification of the ear, the localisation of the sense of sound 
on its deep entrance (into the notion of sound), which has 
been brought into existence though unreal. 

ll^ll (V*'®-*^) 

525. It obtains the localisation of the sense of touch through 
the signification of the word skin (or the organ of touch). It 
obtains the localisation of the sense of taste through the 
quality of the tongue (or the organ of taste). 

Mv-yfd i 

526. It experiences the localisation of the sense of form in 
the form of the signification of the eye. It experiences the 
localisation of the sense of smell through the quality of the 
nose (or the organ of smell). 

UfamfcPgqKgl Tt T=ET tfgqKl MT<H (^-^vs-t^O 

527. Thus, that (individualised consciousness), through 
ideas (consisting of sense-perceptions), experiences in the 
body (created by it) an opening called the sense-organ about 
to be, which is capable of manifesting the entity. 

3Cttcimf';*n«44a ■utidisUcHtu ^ i 

i$4ifd4ifg<*>: iRmi o-^vs-vo 

528. Rama! To the individual soul of such nature and to that 

of today (with the sense-organs fully manifested), there 
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arises the subtle body which is only of the nature of an 
illusion. 

WehcmW 3H<*»KHU4 MUSjWlfd IR^Il (V*V3>0 

529. That of the nature of the subtle body, whose form is 
the space of the thought-body, experiences form and the 
world as lasting, at the end of its imagination. 

6. fstf 
The covering is effected by its own imagination. 

ife»ren; i 

«Rd: ■hhk n*n 

530. The powers such as will (or desire) run after the mind 
for (bringing) harm, as cows (pursue) a mad bull or rivers, 

the ocean. 

lyfrT ¥l£kUl4 MWI^Kdi "Hcrq; I 

ehl¥lchl<Gh(ijRct znfrT ('*-'*:?-^ ) 

531. Thus, the mind, full of (such) powers and reduced to 
the state of dense egotism, attains to bondage by its own 

will, like a silk-worm. 

532. Alas! The mind, carrying off the body, as if by snares, 
through the investigation of its own imaginations, is burnt, 
having arrived at bondage of its own accord in this (body). 

TTTt (c|c)VldlAfd 11X11 

533. The mind, staying in the interior of the flames which 
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are the subtle elements (or sense-potentials of sound, touch, 
form, taste and smell) imagined by itself, attains to the 
greatest helplessness (or dependence) like a lion bound by a 

chain. 

ttdl«4l<¥ll^?IKI¥llfdclVldi TTcTT: I 

pHifediyKii: imu 

534. (The individual souls) are reduced to a state of loss of 
control over (or subjection to) their desires on account of 

the influence of the conditions of their own past mental 
impressions and have their hearts bound to very strange (or 
greatly diversified) circumstances, of their own accord. 

7. 
The investigation of the origin of transmigratory 
existence. 

TTfft fstfig TTOcf II^II («*-<?*-<£) 

535. Rama! Know the body as the seed of the creeper of 
transmigratory existence, with numerous sprouts concealed 
within in the form of intense effort and good fortune and 

misfortune. 

sidl'd I 

cftsnret ldd«ii¥iidvii:iJi*i irii («*-**-*©) 

536. The mind, following (or obedient to) the influence of 
desires, is the seed of this body and it is a casket of gems in 
the form of sorrows and a store of states of existence and 

non-existence. 

fsFfs^rntfn i 

*rsn 11311 

537 Whatever here with extent, belonging to the world, has 
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fallen into objecthood (i.e., has become an object of sense- 
perception), that is the expanded form of the mind, as the 
nature of a pot and the like is that of clay. 

t gfcit ^IriarlRiyjRui: I 

irfc n^n (vs*-**) 

538. There are two seeds of the tree that is the mind, 
bearing creepers that are (mental) dispositions (or func¬ 
tions). One is the movement of prana (or vital air or vital 
energy) and the other is intense contemplation (of a sense- 
object which leaves a strong mental impression or vasana). 

£ cftif TTO Rmw I 

litfcRMS- sfWt limi 

539. Rama! The movement of prana (or vital air or vital 
energy) and desire are the two seeds of the mind. When one 
of the two is diminished, even both of them perish quickly. 

dKHIdyid: ^ ^UHi 11^11 

540. The two are settled like flower and its fragrance and 
sesamum-seed and its oil. The movement of prana (or vital 
air or vital energy) occurs on account of desire and desire 

arises due to the movement of prana. 

M|U|«<|src fgg: IIV9II ( 

541. Restraining (or stopping) prana (or the vital air) is 
regarded as producing the fruit of mental calmness, the 
principal cause of equability, agreeable (or blessed) and the 

sound state of consciousness. 

$4«4kH4l | 

^KR elTCRl TTT SjehlfcHl Hdll ( 
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542. That is called desire (or mental impression) which is 
the seizing of an object abandoning prior and subsequent 
considerations with a firm conception (or recollection). 

543. Rama! What was cherished (or thought of) by one’s 
mind with intense vehemence, that alone does he become 
quickly, devoid of other recollections. 

544. Whatever that person of such nature, brought under 
the control of desires (or mental impressions) perceives, he 
is bewildered in this manner: “This here is that real thing.” 

cTOJ||£<i^^qracRcSi SMglfd clrf < 

<arrt gffg: ^nqqn <«*-**-**) 

545. He forsakes his real nature on account of subjection to 
the force of desires. Then, that person of wrong perception 
sees everything confusedly, as if under the influence of 

intoxication. 

4*34 iti^ 

546. The mind, extremely fickle on account of the desire for 
the particular object of intense and repeated practice, 
becomes the cause of birth, infirmity and death. 

7I3T M l^4J4e\fl| ZTrf I 

fort 11 ^ ^ M (V**-**) 

547. When anything in the form of what is fit to be left or 
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taken is not infused arid it remains having abandoned all, 
then the mind does not rise. 

tfHfer dfdfacycM ¥£><dwft itdktd: I 

yiuiw-dlssi dmdi 11^*11 (<*-**-**) 

548. (The objective world) to be known (or objectivity) is 
described as the seed of these two, viz., desire (or mental 
impression) and the movement of the vital air, because, the 
two spring forth consequently. Desire (or mental impres¬ 
sion) and the movement of the vital air arise only on meeting 
with the objects to be known, in the mind (i.e., when the 

mind tends towards objectivity). 

ip: n^ll <V**-**) 

549. On account of the complete renunciation of objects to 
be known, the movement of the vital air and desire perish 
quickly along with the roots, as a tree (perishes) due to the 

cutting of its roots. 

*ren wmt: i (vs*-*®*) 

550. As manhood (i.e., the false appearance of a man) 
arises from a pillar, so, objecthood arises from conscious¬ 
ness. Pure Consciousness alone is the triple world. There is 
nothing else to be known (as an object of perception) surely. 

VQ fjfddd I 

ite 4iT^id cfhsrdR nVan 

551. When consciousness obtains (or experiences) its own 
body (or form) imagining it intensely, then, that (conscious¬ 
ness) alone becomes the seed of this illusion of births. 

k 
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3JU||«II: TUT 44HIM I 

TffiRiBn^c^rr stra>iy<ifire ^sret: ii^ii (vtt-t<0 

552. Rama! Mere Being is declared as the seed of this 
consciousness. This (worldly existence) rises from mere 
consciousness as rays (arise) from light. 

faylq TTHifti grer&qchHi 1 

T?cBWT +WK4Kd<M< IIT^M 

553. They consider that as the principle of Reality (or 
Existence), which is mere Being, stainless, and endowed 
with an unchanging and sublime nature, having given up 
distinction (or peculiarity). 

WTIWMI^IRbilRl ^TT cFffe: I 

dfl'Hdi ^TTHT TRT T^T Sklift IRo|| (^-<?T-*o<?) 

554. Wisest One! That which is the extremity of mere 
general Existence, has alone become the seed of this worldly 
existence and it arises only from That. 

yquhsiHHWHi ttct ^ 

555. That which is at the extremity of general Existence is 
the primal abode (or principle), without beginning or end 
and abandoned by comprehension. There is no cause for 

That. 

TRI fSufS^T 9 I 

^T ^TfFT ^ IRTM 

556. It is not something; It is also something. It perhaps 
exists; It does not also exist. It is to be seen; It is also not to 
be seen. It exists as “I am”; It also exists as “I am not” 
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8. 
Individual souls are innumerable. 

'jOcUfiSdl *H<=I1 *Ict'i||cH4lR5dI: I 

SglOT: c*,(^dlehKlrri^iVlii^«l cbildVI: II^11 ('*-'* VS) 

557. Thus, there are individual souls, in innumerable 
numbers, which are states of consciousness comprehended 
on account of the imagination of worldly existence, (arising) 
out of the form fashioned from Brahman (or the Ultimate 
Reality), [i.e.. Billions of individual souls spring from the 
Cosmic Mind which arises in Brahman.] 

*JTT ^iirai ^ISgr I 

d<M(d«lPa ^ IR1I ('tf-'SVS) 

558. Countless were born before, are being born even now 
and will be produced in the future also, like sprays of water 

from a waterfall. 

*rtt: I 

^ Pnifediyren: 11911 0*-xv3) 

559. They are reduced to a state of loss of control over (or 
subjection to) their desires on account of the influence of the 
conditions of their own past mental impressions and have 
their hearts bound to very strange (or greatly diversified) 
circumstances, of their own accord. 

3TTTOT 3Tfafcy’l ^ I 

faraN* diRfui imi ('rf-'^V'*) 

560. In every direction, in every place, on land or in water, 
they continuously rise and perish, as bubbles in water. 
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9. wfrimit zfcmlw: 
Seven kinds (or grades) of Ignorance of individual souls. 

561. Seed-waking (or potential waking), waking, intense 
waking, waking dream, dream, dream-waking and deep 

sleep (are the seven kinds of ignorance of individual souls). 

(i) 11 Seed-waking. 

3T«T^ 1%RT: I (V* ) 

figRT ^fnr^5f5fTOrTgg|% ll?Il (V^VS-S*) 

562. That is called the seed-waking state in which waking is 
in seed-form (or is incipient), being the first stainless and 
nameless perception of consciousness, and which is the 
repository of the signification of words and names such as 

mind or individual soul, which are about to be. 

(ii) 'JW't n Waking. 

qrrepq rer 1 
Zf: 3R2RT: ll^ll (3“^^“^) 

563. That firm experience of (the individual soul) born 
newly from the Supreme Spirit, viz., “this is me and this is 
mine”, is the waking state, on account of the absence of 
prior manifestation (of this sense of ego and possession). 

(Hi) 11 Intense waking. 

are *** snihrlflERI: I (9-***‘**) 
xftctT: srere: TT%Mmfcld ImI (VSSV9-*V9) 

564. The wide-ranging experience (or knowledge) risen 
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from other incarnations becoming manifest as, “this is he; 
this is me; that is mine,” is declared as intense waking. 

(iv) wfWcWW; n Waking dream. 

gsirnat iRrtrsi h g'aif* umi (vss's-ScO 

565. That is declared as a waking dream which is a “king¬ 
dom of fancy” (or a “castle in the air”) of the waking state, 
whether developed or not, but identical with that (state) in 

every way. 

3imwRsnm ii^ii (vss's-ss) 

566. (Such a) dream, occupying the state of waking through 
habit, may be of various kinds on account of their difference 
such as: two moons, silver in a pearl-oyster or a mirage. 

(v) WR; ii Dream. 

34<rM«FTc6 M qt UdjfrdlfM I (3-^V9-*<?) 

IIV9U 

567. That is described as a dream which is the conception 
(arising) at the end of sleep about a thing experienced 
during sleep in this manner: “It was thus seen by me for a 
short time, though not true.” [Note: the last quarter of verse 

7 goes with the next one.] 

(vi) ii Dream-waking. 

W$l 5UJM4I Wt MgMIikMd ’IW: 

3T$lfr gT ^ 4c|U<v*lliH4d f? ^ II4II 
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568. In the heart of one staying in the intense waking state, 
(even) a dream, whose full-grown form has not blossomed 
on account of the absence of appearance lasting a long time, 
is risen (or grown) with the nature of the waking state, 
having fallen into the position of intense waking, whether 
the body has broken down or not. That indeed is considered 
as Dream-waking. [Note: Even dreams of past incarnations 
leave their imprint as waking experiences do.] 

(vii) ggfcf; n Deep sleep. 

srer n (3-**^-**) 
4tl^ TTf?f: 11*11 

569. That is declared as the state of deep sleep, possessing 
abundantly (the seeds for) the rousing of future sorrows, 
which is the insensible (or unconscious) state of existence of 
an individual soul, on giving up (the above) six states. 

(TCnTOTORI! <jUk*tgif¥i<4|<‘4|: | 

^ M^MTnptMlfuR: ll*oll (V**^-**) 

570. In that state (of deep sleep), all these objects such as a 
straw, a lump of clay or a stone are existing in the measure 

of an infinitesimal particle. 

10. Htrifam *fter: 
Seven kinds of individual souls. 

% WWHKI: I 

11*11 (VW>“*) 

11*11 (V*-V>-3) 

571. 572. Individual souls are considered to be of seven 
kinds: those whose dreams are others’ waking experiences, 
those whose world of fancy is a waking world for others, 
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those who are waking alone, those who are waking since a 
long time, those who are densely waking, those who are 
waking dreamers and those whose waking experience has 
lost its intensity. 

(i) ii Those whose dreams are others’ waking 
experiences. 

%rar SriMfen 11311 ( 

fefe % H 4lctchl: 

573, 574. In some former age of the universe, in some 
world, somewhere, some individual souls having the chara¬ 
cteristics of living beings remaining asleep with their bodies, 
see a dream. Know that this world (of our waking experi¬ 
ence) is their dream-world. Those individual souls are 
indeed described as svapnajagarah. (Those belonging to 
some other time-space order with worlds of waking experi¬ 

ence within their dreams.) 

<EKtfa<4c4 K^JtcTHT tf: vm: I 

felTO: TfcTT cTOT^umi 

575. That very dream which has arisen spontaneously for 
those asleep somewhere has become an object of perception 
to us. We (who are individuals in our own right) are persons 

of their dream. 

fen ^CT: 'ST ^rror^gqFTTT: I 

T^TSTriReRRTt 1 d^MI: feral: 11*11 (*/W>~<0 

576. That dream of theirs has attained the state of waking 
on account of its long duration. Those individual souls 
remain intent on (or directed to) that (experience) and they 

are the svapnajagarah. 
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(ii) ngrn'Jimi: n Those whose world of fancy is a waking 

world for others. 

?Fc*r e*>f*HlSfSPTfrl I 

'IjTelRt: ^c^raRtRT felrTT: UVSM (V^-^o-W 

MIMtfa&fodl snsq * 

^$eM<*l<aJnNgll II4II (V^-'ao-S'O 

R^<rM T7^ i*m fald^ivid: I 

BSIRafiia^gHt % ll^ll (V^-V>-S^) 

577 to 579. In some former age of the universe, in some 
world, somewhere (i.e., in some other time-space order), 
some individual souls, not exactly sleeping (but) remaining 
absorbed within in a fancy (or imagination) alone, or rolling 
down from the contemplative state following the influence 
of mental fancies, have obtained firmness in (such) fancies 
with their first experiences lost. Such fancy alone assumes 
the nature of waking, on account of its long duration, for 
those whose (mental) actions have vanished there in part. 
They indeed are sankalpajagarah, (those with their world of 
fancy being the waking experience of others). 

*j<*********** g***Ea % i 
ciqfitA fWT: n^oll (V^-V*-*'®) 

580. On the cessation of the fancy, they attain to that or 
another (experience) again. In their body, we here remain 

as persons of fancy. 

(Hi) ii Those who are waking alone. 

jjfeCT: %ereT5TPmf: II^^H (V^-^0"^) 

581. Those individual souls who have descended for the first 
time from Brahman (or the Ultimate Reality) whose nature 
has grown (or evolved with the creative urge), are declared 
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as kevalajagarah, waking alone (or possessed of absolute 
wakefulness). They are unmanifest in previous births. 

(iv) Rh-jhiu: n Those who are waking since a long time. 

oWHUJMNri RUmIMKI: I 

35821*11 sflfemgidl: chi4cf>r<UMiRTJi: 11*311 (V3-<*©-3©) 

582. Those very persons, attaining to another life again are 
described as cirajagarah (those waking since a long time), 
having arrived at maturity and proceeding on the course of 

cause and effect. 

(v) sRsmrer: ii Those who are densely waking. 

<T Tig ^dl^VIM^WIcUdi ridT: I 

wwwtkii sftcFTT isrem TRn: 11*311 (V3-H©-**) 

583. Those very persons, reduced to a dull and inert state 
on account of the influence of bad actions, are spoken of as 
densely waking (ghanajagarah). They have fallen into dense¬ 

ness in (their) wakings. 

(vi) ■niiifiawi: ii Waking dreamers. 

584. But, those who have arrived at wisdom (or enlighten¬ 
ment), having been instructed by scriptural precepts and 
association with the wise, and look upon the waking state 
like a dream, are the waking-dreamers (jagratsvapnah). 

(vii) sflummrr: ii Those whose waking experience has lost 

its intensity. 

4 jj 4siHd44)«IT fcUMbdl: 1 

qfluimnamjdgfr) rggf %afMcbi iim; n*mi (w**®-^) 
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585. And those who have attained perfect enlightenment 
and are reposed in the Supreme Position (of Absolute 
Consciousness) with their waking and other states of exi¬ 
stence waned, have gone to the fourth step (or state of 
experience), (i.e., beyond waking, dream and sleep). 

11. aflanmrr: 
Classes of individual souls. 

(i) sp&emm n Present birth (having the nature of) the 

foremost one. 

586. (This class of individual souls refers to) one who is 
bom in this existence itself with the nature of the foremost 
one. That class called idamprathamata, (present birth 
having the nature of the foremost one), arises from good 

practices (of the past). 

(ii) yuniiaf) n Possessed of considerable merit. 

*TT ’ST | 

<*fdM^w7^fad|ddi iRii C^-^x-x) 

587. That class is declared as one possessed of considerable 
merit (gunaplvari), if it has recourse to good people and is 
attached to good actions and is engaged in various desires of 
the world with the effect that, there is liberation (only) after 
several births (i.e., after they enjoy the fruits of such 

virtuous actions). 

(Hi) tWrdT n Possessed of virtue. 

dIM<;i I (?-^-^) 

sfrajRt w ll^ll 
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588. Rama! That class is called as one possessed of virtue 
(sasattva) by those purified in mind for the reason that it 
causes the inference of what ought to be done or what ought 
not to be done (i.e., what is proper or improper), bestowing 
only corresponding results (i.e., good or bad). [This refers 
to the awakening of moral consciousness which leads to the 
path of liberation.] 

(iv) 3rwTOT*ii ii Possessed of a low disposition. 

am i ( 

fan H<l I (V<**-^) 

589, 590. If it is engaged in various desires of the world, 
very much turbid (or sinful), and concerned in knowledge 
after thousands of births, producing the inference of right¬ 
eousness and unrighteousness bestowing only corresponding 
(good or bad) results, that class is declared for that reason as 
one possesed of a low disposition (adhamasattva) by sages. 

(v) ar&rmTmfl n Extremely ignorant. 

qFforatgrc ^ n^u ( 

591. If it is doubtful of liberation even after endless number 
of births transcending enumeration, then it is declared as 

extremely ignorant (atyantatamasi). 

(vi) TFU'w) n Endowed with activity. 

3H«kH*|HJ| g v>tlfrUdl^VI«l>lf<un I (VS*-**) 

m1<mRi4*ZPTT TJCTt TTO feft’McIHKI I 

rn^Kmf 3 m c^t% iivsn (vr#-<0 
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592. Rama! That class which has its origin not pertaining to 
this day (i.e., which has transmigrated to this existence in 
the present cycle of time) and which is acting as such, the 
birth of the person being mediocre after two or three 
incarnations and having corresponding actions in the world, 
is (considered as) one endowed with activity (rajasl). 

(vii) n Endowed with activity and goodness. 

*TT dHjldHl^ui jftqrzfrrciT II (VT*-S<>) 

3fteKTT 11411 

593. That class (of individual souls) is declared to possess 
activity with goodness (rajasa-sattvikl) through inference 
from the result, viz.,: though not possessed of a protracted 
existence, it is considered by the wise and those striving for 
liberation as indeed fit for liberation merely by its death. 

[This denotes the immediacy of liberation.] 

(viii) n Endowed with great activity. 

itcf ^gfrfqrqTfirft i (?-r*-SS) 

Hrnfyft H ataar iisii (3-^*-^) 

594. If that class (of individual souls) is entitled to liberation 
after a few other births, then, such a one is described as 
“endowed with great activity” (rajasa-rajasi) by those fami¬ 

liar with that. 

(ix) TFsrtmtmft n Active-Ignorant. 

tn<^iK«n 11 ^011 

595 if that class (of individual souls), long desiring (the 
things of the world and consequently) engaged in corres- 
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ponding actions, is entitled to liberation (only) after 
hundreds of births, then it is declared as active (yet) igno¬ 
rant (rajasa-tamasi) by the sages. 

(x) mmFZFrmmvf) u Active and extremely ignorant. 

^hhih, » (vv#-**) 

agERTT dl<£¥IK*m II Wl (VW) 

596. If that class (of individual souls) is engaged in such 
actions as to make its liberation uncertain even after thou¬ 
sands of births, then it is declared as active and extremely 

ignorant (rajasatyantatamasl). 

(xi) rimul n Ignorant. 

-juhh. i (W*-V*> 
i^TRt^rr f| *fadi dm4l *rr 

597. That class (of individual souls) is described as 
“Ignorant” (tamasl) by the great sages, which birth of beings 
from the Creator-god has experienced thousands of lives 

and has its liberation after a long time. 

(xii) rfMWWrdf ii Ignorant and good. 

d*$WI*HU+^(d dl<£¥IKUM¥ll(rt4) \\\^\\ <V?*“**) 

598. If that class of beings is entitled to liberation by (or 
after) that very birth and is endowed with corresponding 
effort, then it is called “ignorant (yet) good” (tamasa-sattva) 
by those familiar with that. [The past incarnations have 

brought them to this level of evolution.] 
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(xiii) TmtmRj) n Ignorant and active. 

ehfdM^HfqrMiPHl i 

d4UMfl«=\0(d dl^jupfft^: IR'tfll 

599. If that class of beings is entitled to liberation after 
several births, then it is described as having the “ignorant 
and active” (tamo-rajasl) nature, (the concerned births) 
grown with such qualities (of ignorance and activity). 

(xiv) rfWHriwul ii Very ignorant. 

tT?T: STfadT IRmi (V^*^) 

rfc^ sfrsifrsgrereipreft iR5ti (?-<?x-?<?) 

600, 601. Possessing thousands of previous births, if it is 
unfit for liberation even after hundreds of births to come, 
then it is called very ignorant (tamasa-tamasl) by those 
familiar with that. Possessing hundreds of thousands of lives 
formerly and also hundreds of thousands of lives in front (or 
in the future), if it is doubtful of liberation, then it is called 
“extremely ignorant” (atyanta-tamasi). 

12. Hcf^ilciHi sUfUUI 
The birth of all living beings from Brahman (or the 
Ultimate Reality). 

TTcrf TicTT: HMI-MiPh glgpift *JyMld*I: I (Vr*R<0 

602. All these classes of beings come from Brahman (or the 
Ultimate Reality) like waves from the sea on account of its 
expanse being a little agitated; — 
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603. Like rays of light from a lamp on account of its 
precincts being vibrated by its own light; - 

M|fccriyd: ll^ll (VT*-^> 

604. Like sparks from blazing fire produced by the force of 
its own rays; like beams of light, resembling heavenly 
sprouts, from the orb of the moon; — 

*TOT ftzfctfSTOcfig'n RliMlwi: I ( 

605. As various trees have a wealth of branches of the same 
form; as the arrangements of ornaments such as bracelets 
and armlets are from gold; - 

arrenyrer ^r«n iimi ( 

606. As drops of water from a waterfall with a pure and 
superior lustre; as the (particular) spaces in a water-jar, a 
cooking pot, a hole and the like are of infinite space; - 

«fah'Wfcfoif<0: crq^rt zren i (v?*-36) 

Ij^^«nid<%u4l *TOT ll^ll 

607. As drops of spray, whirlpool and wave are of water; as 
mirage-rivers are from the heat of the sun; — 

yHdtyARct tafcsn ^srt: i (v?*-3°) 
TJcftfeldl TUT dg|U|) vjOcUiyi^: HV9II ( 

608. As moonlight is from the moon; as its own light 
(emanates) from fire; all the multitudes of living beings have 

sprung up from Brahman (or the Ultimate Reality). 
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13. 3<*lfr1pi444i}: <««mi 

The similarity of birth and dissolution everywhere. 

w gp g»te: wm i o-*vs-*s) 

amwraStewrifihk ■h^ch^^hi^t: ii^ii o-*^-**) 

609. As Brahma (the Creator-god) arises, so does a worm 
arise. Due to right knowledge, there occurs the end of the 
perception of (all creatures) from Brahma (the Creator-god) 
to a worm. 

14. «eJwqf«#A/’ VR&t&H 
All objects have a mental nature. 

610. Know this nature of possessing a mind-body as appear¬ 
ing everywhere. It has its appearance in accordance with 
experience, because, the desiring nature is in accordance 
with experience. [Objectification of the mind is in accord¬ 
ance with past desires and actions constituting mental 

impressions.] 

dfjfd • 

IRII (V*®-**) 

611. (The mind) exists within an atom of dust; it is held in 
the interior of the sky; it dwells in the buds of sprouts; it 
becomes the sap in a blade of grass. 

(vic^^idtdg^ H3»» <*-*©-**) 

612. It rises in the wave-nature of water; it dances in the 
interior of a rock; it rains having become the cloud; it 
remains inert becoming a stone. 
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3WtHISKIVW4^5«I tKHlUidlH^ IP* 11 (V*°-33) 

613. It moves at will in the sky and also in the interior of 
mountains; and having the form of the limitless sky, it 
assumes the nature of an atom. 

W 4*5*3 TT?f* ^TSTt II 

TraiSnT: «Rydi ^rrat 11 m i (WS®-W 

614. Virtuous One! As flowers etc., (exist potentially) in 
seeds, and as a pot in a mass of clay, so is innate desire 
established within inert objects. 

nfon»lfroft ^mejfxfufi i 

fern ii^ii (w<®-W 

615. The power of consciousness, having the form of the 
germ of desire and the characteristic of sleep, is ever existing 
in objects such as trees and the like with the nature of their 
sap (or essence). 

41^3jrWI«te\i*U| MlUS^H 5!5*5vfcns I 

?5&3 chlRwftrA^, ^ ||V9|| (V^-^®"^) 

616. (It exists) in seeds in the form of the splendour (that is 
the power to produce the sprouts), as inactivity in things 
having an inert nature, as the innate property of the sub¬ 
stance in objects, and as hardness (or solidity) in others. 

?5(rl<*»HrH«it TH: <£«4ib<A nm 11 dll 

617. Consciousness existing within the generative fluid of 
living beings produces the moving (or living) things spread 
(in this world), as the sap existing within a creeper (pro¬ 

duces) flower and fruit. 
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The Greatness of the Mind. 
1. udwfatmTdn 

The omnipotence of the mind. 

TPRt ft 'FJcT: I (3_<??-'*) 

618. The mind indeed is the maker of the world. The mind 
indeed is considered as man. Sage! The mind has its own 
natural character, all-doing quality and ability. 

aWKHWrl d^cllHUd | 

*Tcrft gjfUTI^ IRII (V^W?) 

619. What the mind searches for, it obtains that instantly. 
As this mind thinks, so does it happen in a moment. 

5riH*TTCI*lMK<lfcl WT ft ^tRT: I 

620. Whatever flashes across (or occurs to) this mind, that 
attains to manifestation, firmness and fruitfulness. 

2. fimw titjlatiiHtx 
The ability of the mind in (causing) the course of the 
world. 

I£ oqfd^Rhfui I 

*tot *rr*r»4 <rar f%Trreu ii^ii (3-^-^) 

621. As there is the power of spirituous liquor in making 
varied bubbles, different from itself, appear forth, so is 
there (the power) of the mind in the course of the world. 

ft T^TT^I «rft: M+Uld IR1I 
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622. The individual soul is of the nature of mere thought. 
That very thought which, having arisen in the heart, remains 
(there), certainly spreads outside quickly. 

<*T?frT gmnq; 11311 

623. As that mind, which is of the nature of thought, 
determines this entire world by its reflections (or ideas), in 
that manner alone does it happen instantly. 

iix11 

624. Know that the sense of “I” is the seed of the universe. 
From that (seed) is indeed born the solid (or full-grown) tree 
that is the world, along with mountains, lakes, lands, oceans 
and the like. 

lWlfq^p|U|fq< ^frT < (X-XV9-Xd) 

625. It is the agreed view that this world is (only) the 
unfolding of the mind. The creation and dissolution of the 
world happen with the opening and closing of the mind. 

fcwAd *rar«n i 
anwMK^ci rfm fagfd ii^ii 

626. The mind alone is the maker of the world. What and in 
which manner it resolves, that remains so to the mind, 
whether it is unreal, real or both. 

MHtibW tf«IT IIV9II 

627. As there are the riches of leaves, creepers, flowers and 
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fruits of a sprout, so, there are the fields (or attitudes) of 
waking, dreaming, and wandering of this mind. 

ggnitariterer: smi qsifir i 
Hlg: IIdll (3-*°?-?*) 

628. The mind makes an aeon (appear as) a moment within, 
and brings a moment to the nature of an aeon. Therefore, 
they consider the space-time order as dependent on that 
(mind). 

^ qroidHeKH, i 

629. (The mind) causes this error consisting of the mental 
object having destruction as its nature, which is only unreal 
and has the appearance of the real, as a dream (causes) 
another dream (within it). 

3. i*4 57 fern* zr*iv*&qRn 
The mind’s imagination of the world in itself and at will. 

d«*=l4 ^chHL I 

630. The mind quickly wills (or imagines) the body in itself 
spontaneously. By that which is (so) extended, this wealth of 

jugglery (that is the world) is produced. 

4. uifisrrt* fy-HHitidwyifiMiiran 
All minds possess the power of this nature. 

3lfvifdTi IHH 

631. Every single mind surely has the power of this nature. 
The delusion of the world is produced in every mind 

severally and differently. 
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5. sfew 

The power of the living being in accomplishing every¬ 
thing. 

3E$h*»qRd F^T*jRWNjffc4!!i|RW'W'bNlMUn II^II (V*k-*9) 

632. The living being obtains all the desired wealth quickly, 
of its own accord. The power of consciousness exists seve¬ 
rally in the form of life-energy. 

sflct^ld ~m ¥ifod4yi i 

ffTfa ddh<*4l rfW rRU TOT fTOT IRII (V*V?*) 

633. The power that arises in whichever living being in 
whatever manner, always shines producing the result, to 
that being in that manner. 

tm *rer f%rrq; i 

cmx r&n 11311 

634. To whomsoever, in whichever manner, the effort of his 
own mind, lasting a long time, arises, it gives the result in 
proper time to that person, in that manner. 

<fqt eJT msfq 1 

tf«!5 II'tfli 

635. One’s own mind alone, having become otherwise, 
either as (religious) penance or even a deity, gives the fruit 
(of its effort) spontaneously afterwards, like the falling of a 
fruit from the sky. 

Ett&hxt cbdMd I 

tRS cwiKi H«IT <f>^ I mil (^-XV?o) 

636. There is nothing whatever at any time, other than 
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one’s own conscious effort, that gives the (desired) result. 

Therefore, do quickly as you wish. 

WIT o£lebl cfTttffT If: I 

TT ctfcftn IISJI 

637. The man who performs whatever action by his own 
desire, he obtains that in that manner alone. There is no 

doership here for another. 

^ 'Jt'keblvl I 

^ IIV9II (^-^-<0 

638. There is nothing in the treasury of the world which is 
not obtained by people through mere human effort pursuing 

auspicious deeds. 

6. <?cxmfrri e?gv 

The nature of objects is according to mental perception. 

*if%aRT i 

^ ^ ii^ii 

639. The experiences (of the wise) are of this nature, 
namely, what the mind (or thought) is, a living being 
consists of that. Nowhere does it happen otherwise, in those 
with body or without body. 

^i«n c4i*H4ii i 

3T^T: ^cCIHlAtrl ^Tgff *tlcHlr!gn IRII (V^V^S) 

640. The reality of these objects is only in accordance with 
(one’s) thought. As even poison acts like nectar to a person 
by virtue of imagination, so, an unreal object attains to 

reality by imagination. 
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rfr rP? d2TT ddddl M^ll (3-^0-^) 

641. Sinless One! Whatever is apprehended by the mind, by 
whichever person, whenever and in whichever manner, that 
is experienced by that person, then and in that manner. 

^nrf^r u^di^d^ddid. i 

VIsjWskdMIdlfd fadWldld^d-Ud, I rtf II (V*®-**®) 

642. Poison attains to the nature of nectar by the perception 
of nectar always. An enemy attains to the nature of a friend 
by the perception of friend-consciousness (or friendly feel¬ 

ing). 

ftfrw ITcf ddhrMl Uddtd imil (^-^0-^0) 

643. If one obtains the perception of the whole of a 
universal cycle of time in a moment, that aeon exists in the 
moment alone. There is no doubt in this matter. 

^ cllrt dd: I 

arf?T %5T dl^l^MlfrMehl 1% f%T^ H^ll (VV*-**) 

644. If one experiences momentariness in a universal 
cycle of time, then, even that aeon becomes a moment 
immediately. Consciousness is indeed composed of such 
characteristic. 

fd?TT oFFd: ^Rsld^cl ^ ^TtTT: I 

$0T: ^tcbrM: eRc^gT $nT: HVdll (VV>-9*) 

645. The night is an aeon to one who is afflicted and it is 
only a moment to one who is delighted. A moment would 
become an aeon in a dream and an aeon (would become) a 
moment. 
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sgrraqflmfadgt * fcwiEr ^ Tisre: i 
tfajgff 4>PH: II4H (^-^o-^\s) 

646. There are neither days nor nights to one whose mind is 
destroyed by meditation. For a yogin, neither objects nor 

the world is real in the Self. 

TT«jt <*>£dlAfd eb^Mr^l FdPddH. I (V^o-^V9> 

^I-Ulld fePdd^ll<?ll ( 

647. Sweetness thought of as the property of bitterness 

attains to bitterness; and the bitter thought of as the quality 

of sweetness, attains to sweetness. 

648. An enemy becomes a friend by (entertaining) the idea 
(or notion) of a friend. A friend becomes an enemy by 
(entertaining) the idea (or notion) of an enemy. Powerful 
One! Thus, the world is according to perception. 

<*»il(d MR4l*d: II * ^11 (VV>-^9) 

649. Due to one’s perception (the sky) is experienced as 
yellow, slightly blue or white. On account of much delusion, 
a joyous occasion causes distress like a calamity. 

¥jr*Wlctfufdl*)fd ^ddlddH^fifccId I (^-^o-^) 

3TO€T$lt HdgZRT SIIUlHUmch^fd 

650. Due to perception, a void attains to fullness as in the 
sights of a dream. A non-existent ghost takes away even the 
lives of stupid persons. 

^ddlddUdlddl TfdSldl I 

•Mlfmi-UH drTSn tri^ ll^ll (^-^o-$X) 
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651. On account of perception (i.e., apprehension with the 
nund), a dream-woman becomes the giver of delight as in 
taking. Whatever has come to evidence in whichever 
banner (through mental perception), that has become 
stable in that manner. 

3 ^ I 

652. Whatever unbroken conviction consciousness carries 
within, it experiences that only in that manner, as evident 
and omnipresent. 

W wm ■Methyl ll^mi (V*-*'*4-*0 

653. Whatever resolve consciousness, having its own firm 
conviction, takes, in that very manner does it become, on 
account of its nature being intent on the consequence (of the 
resolve). 

654. Whatever disposition the eternal consciousness aims at 
and in whichever manner, it experiences that in that manner 
alone, if there is a firm conviction. 

*pit fa'Mrl minJI *FT: I 

655. The mind acquires delusion. The mind dies and is 
bom. That is bound and is set free again by the calmness (or 
clearness) of its own thought. 

^ *Frf Mfcbl'MlMI ^TT M|Hm<(Aqu||: I 
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656. These creations, environs of hell and birth, death and 
desires are due to the thinking of one’s own mind. That is 
the giver of pain though having little movement. 

7. »«c 
The result is in accordance with imagination. 

rl^lehli dlc|<chk4 SIMV^Id 11 <11 O-RR-'a'S) 

657. What the mind imagines intensely with a firm concep¬ 
tion and in whatever way, it perceives the corresponding 
result in that form and for that much period. 

mam i ^Hjcn i ('tf-RR-vs) 
^J2tT {nuffd rffTSTT HR 11 ('S-RR-mO 

658. There is nothing which is not true. There is nothing 
which is not false. Whatever is ascertained by whomever and 
in whichever manner, that is perceived by him in that 
manner. 

ctm u 311 (*-rr-ro) 

<ran d<<b<R>di -cjrd-Urf i 

cTeRd^cr |m| (“tf-RR-RR) 

659. 660. Whatever state the mind takes hold of on account 
of firm practice, so does it let loose branches renowned as 
motion or action; so also does it bring about with care, the 
accomplishment (of such action) in the form of its fruit. 
Then, experiencing that very taste, it is bound quickly. 

^ 4 STfcigcn^ <T e*ft-cc|fci I 
tT ^mrct IImi (X-RR-RR) 

661. Whatever idea one assumes, he experiences that as a 
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really existing thing. There arises in him the firm belief that 
that alone is preferable (or superior) and nothing else is. 

TRifir ^ 115,11 0*-?*-^) 

662. The minds which are firmly divided by their own 
perception (or resolution), indeed strive always for virtue 
(or righteous duty), wealth, sensual enjoyment or libera¬ 
tion. 

^SWT ^ IIV9I1 

663. (Fruits of the) nimba tree and sugar-cane are not bitter 
and sweet (respectively); nor are moon and fire cool and hot 
(respectively). Whatever is practised most (or whatever one 
is most accustomed to) and in whichever manner, that is 
perceived (or experienced) in that manner alone. 

H TTcITFT 

lldll 

664. Only that firm practice of this living being, which arises 
unobstructed, even with extremely inefficacious (lives inter¬ 

vening), pursues him quickly. 

^rmsscmf n^n 0*-^->O 

665. Whatever and in whichever manner, the mind, whose 
natural disposition is stainless virtue, thinks, that surely 
becomes so quickly, as water can become a whirlpool. 

d&KUId<&4ri^dl'r1: MMV^Pl 1 

*tld3d WMIWH U^oll (W*V9*) 

666. The living being sees within, only that wish (or mental 
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impression) to which he is bound. It is only imagination that 
sees one’s own Self thus: “This is the body.” 

3TOt*?: M4I«I*T *J|cHM«!II II**11 

667. As even poison acts like nectar to a man by imagina¬ 
tion, so, an unreal object attains to reality on account of 
imagination. 

Tlimr rfrmT uRq^fd I ( ) 

gfeqmnfaqiqftai fgffe iiq^n 

668. Whatever one imagines in whichever manner, he 
perceives that quickly in that manner. Know the organs of 
sense and that called the object of sense as one’s own 
perception (by the mind). 

8. 3fvjmsmw 
Praise of practice. 

CMUII494IIU ^f?T cfraqa I 

Iert Trf?r: n*u 

669. Doing a thing again and again is described as abhyasa 
(repeated practice). That alone is human effort (for realising 
the objects of human life). Without that, there is no means 
(for realising the objects of human life). 

670. (The impression of) the repeated practice, which 
shines within due to the taste (or delight) of the sky of 
pure Consciousness, is perceived, as it were, from childhood 
and the disposition (of the mind) can become full of that 
alone. 
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anfa^rawti^f ^n^n^n^frnRr: ii^m (v^-^s-^o) 

671. This subtle (or mental) body is only the sky of pure 
Consciousness. It attains to materiality as a consequence of 
the repeated practice of such imagination. 

gmuii^tiiHurenki i 

672. This material body, due to the perception arising from 
the practice of meditation, goes to the sky (of consciousness) 
like a bird (i.e., it can become subtle). See what is mani¬ 
fested (or opened) through practice! 

faqiuqijddi ^nf^r H-TldimiH4)Hd: IIMI 

673. As a consequence of continual practice, things difficult 
to be accomplished attain to fulfilment, enemies are reduced 
to the state of friends and poisons go to the state of nectar. 

tyfirUcM «4^id HtSSTH: I 

chflfad a^THUd crezn n^n 

674. He is the meanest person, by whom repeated effort is 
abandoned in (the realisation of) the desired object. He 
never obtains it at any time, as a barren woman (never 
obtains) her son. 

5F35TKTO -Hefei| 

IIV9II 

675. In the perception (of manifestation) of all objects for 
every kind of living being, the supreme sun of repeated 
practice alone is greatly victorious at all times. 
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'MHHIMI -Wcf>4un I 

fTlQ&4c4id ^RTOT II411 (V^-^S-'*'#) 

676. Only by one’s own action synonymous with diligence, 
called firm practice and arising out of one’s own knowledge, 
fulfilment (or success) is born; not otherwise. 

9. 
The power of determination of the mind. 

^ uwirHgj'M'fxi cfrfgr^tsrfJtrj $nr: ii^ii 

677. None is capable of stopping what is performed with 

determination of the mind. 

4t <^u<di xd-dl4dRi ftsra: i 
TT I^FTT fqrElcn4rt ll^ll 

678. Sage! Whatever determination has gone to the state of 
a firmly rooted impression in the mind of a living being, that 
is not warded off by another except by himself. 

tsqgcfnc* TrepsrRT i 

vnOnifti dwiRd gpft h&sIm m^ii ( 

679. What has been practised with firm determination for a 
long time by the mind, its destruction does not happen even 
by a curse or even when the body is lost. 

cftk TFTf MHHlftl VIcWRl I 

e|JT ^rm ?TT ~»r^RTSf cRT*T ¥I«M4I: imi < V*V*£) 

680. It is not at all possible to split (or perplex) a powerful 
mind. King! What possibly, whose and of what sort are 
those powers by which minds are split, though possessed of 
known determination? 
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STlfadmffimEtd *nfelgfa mil <V£V*o) 

681. Let the body attain to growth or be reduced to a 
noxious state. The mind which has fallen on the cherished 
object remains as before (notwithstanding what happens to 

the body). 

RKtnfag ^STR dfaAMd TT=T: I 

■MIcH^rai: Vl(UggT ?rarn H cllfMrSqjlgJI (V^V**) 

682. King! Feelings or their absence, existing in the body, 
are not able to disturb the mind which is engrossed in the 
desired object for a long time and, taking hold of it, is firmly 

attached to it. 

-m ^TSJT yfd'MaTfg^ I 

683. Whatever thought shines without the knowledge of the 
opposite side (i.e., without any contrary perception) and in 
whichever manner, that does not move (or deviate) there¬ 
from by itself, on account of the repeated practice of 

perceiving it. 

10. Rtril'iWI nfb: 
The course (of events) or destiny is according to 

thought. 

tn 3T^rTT fecHI cT^t yfdlfjdl 11 ^ 11 ( ) 

684. Whatever thought has commenced in whichever 
manner, that is established in that manner alone. 

*rar FfarTOT HuiidRuifd *raT i 

685. As knowledge (or consciousness) is, so is the mind. 
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That (consciousness), reduced to such a state (i.e., the state 
of the mind), is again led to a different state by supreme 
effort. [We have willed ourselves into our present state and 

can change it with a strong will.] 

fey fag^cl i|gjlR«ld: 113II 

686. The cognition of only a snake in a rope is forcibly 
removed on the knowledge of the absence of the snake. 
Otherwise, this (cognition of the snake) remains only as it 
stands. 

U44m<llrlcflfg<*>: • 

*TT UfeRlftf 11X11 

687. The subtle (or mental) body becomes different from 
the Supreme Spirit by perceiving (or experiencing) differ¬ 
ence. It becomes the Supreme Spirit (or Brahman) by 
perceiving its Brahman-nature. That knowledge is indeed 

not bom of another. 

gfre>w fee* feRl I 

qwnjf I mi I 

688. As long as the idea of a ghost indeed exists for a boy, 
so long, what rising of a conception free from ghost (could 

there be) for him and how? 

fegR* I 

^?t ii^ii (v<*V**> 

689. As long as there is the hotness of the fever that is want 
of discrimination, in oneself, so long, from where will the 
coldness of the moon that is discrimination, arise fully? 
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11. fertrud 

Pleasure and pain are dependent on the mind. 

foaFRTftr? i 

fiMnsfln<i<ft tut creraigrrafa ^e-q n^n (3-^-3) 

690. All this world consisting of movable and immovable 
objects is dependent on the mind. Rama! Even bondage and 
liberation are clearly for one dependent on the mind. 

TR:SMKI6«fr% ^:7sTTpT I 

Hv<iPd irii 

691. Sufferings increase like the peak of a mountain on 
account of the inattention (or carelessness) of the mind. 
They perish through its power alone, as snow (melts) in the 
presence of the sun. 

tr: ^4 hhh 11311 

692. In all joys and sorrows and in all graspings (of objects), 
the mind is the doer; the mind is the enjoyer. Know the 
mind as man. 

tr: cbifchc* cns^pr^cj cn i ( VSSVW 

amfera fefig ^icwii irsu (V33V**) 

693. The mind enjoys the fruit of action, whether good or 
bad. Hence, know the mind as man, the enjoyer of pleasure 
and pain. 

TRt fsnRt TTT: I 

dcWfcHIISHh^H =I*ZI% ^IcT ^T: IIMI 

694. The mind acquires (or feels) delusion. The mind dies 
and is born. It is bound and is again set free by the calmness 
(or clearness) of its own thought. 
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c^FTT ^gg:T3Tsfa|v*HH. » 

ii^ii 

695. Sage! For all bodies, surely, the constituent element 
that is the receptacle of pleasant and unpleasant things is 

only the mind here; but not that consisting of flesh. 

*H*d-dddi 11van V3*) 

696. For the sake of (experiencing) that bliss which is not 

artificial (or which is spontaneous), the mind ought to be 
brought to a state full of that, by men who are restrained (or 
purified by austerities), by which (expedient) that is 

obtained. 

12. 'j/)<3*wef>/cwr7 

One’s world is fashioned by the desires of the individual 

being. 

cvtact ddfd^di i 

divfcdM rTS^t fdfig R*d)cWllddg I • ^ ) 

697. This (world experienced by the individual) rises by the 
desire of the mind and vanishes by the absence of desire in 
that (mind). Thus, know this (world-experience) as a long 

dream brought about by the mind. 

^TI ^Ft dlfMI ^T5T *l^dl<llMdl *T8IT I 

ftT ftd HW^ida 3tnZT^ rTSTT 11? II (VSV*©) 

698. By what, where and in which manner, any desire is 
superimposed (on the mind) by an existent thing as it were, 
that (desire) is obtained, as if bringing forth the fruit, by 
that, there, then and in that manner. 

Fdd^ui d>4uii tpcjysjfifon I 

HHlfdtd<yilfc>HI II3II (3-^-<£) 
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55 mmuqHchKUIH, | 

fegfeJIdid-EIKt c<|^^rct><rMH»^»c6H. imi (VSV’O 

699, 700. This objective world, manifold in nature, full of 
illusion, causeless, devoid of arrangement and confounded 
by the imaginations (arising from) desires (or mental im¬ 
pressions), is spread out by one’s own action in the form of 
thought, having the characteristic of (producing) results, 
with imagination alone as its body and endowed with various 
minute details. 

13. *&rit 
The mind is the maker of the body. 

TTTtt f| cJTOFTTsS Mcb(c^4«H,1 
filTOite!5iq;ftui Wl<M*«lVl ^ II^II ('tf-'SVV9) 

701. This body has indeed been fashioned by the mind, of 
its own accord, for the sake of its desires, as if it were a 
vessel (or a covering) for its own self, in the manner of the 
cocoon of a silkworm. 

702. (The mind) creates the body from thought as a potter 

an earthen jar. 

MHlfcWwMH ll^ll 

703. Know this combination of flesh and bones composed of 
the five elements, which is seen, as an error of the mind. 

Really, it is not the body. 

tetri H siltmiuidj ^rsst ddifrmrcrd^ i 

*«In HMbRrl imi (v^V^°) 

704. The mind is indeed of the nature of an illusory 
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appearance and it is such appearance, that is the mind, 
which shines as this body and the like. There is no other 

perception of the body. 

eKfl%i%sf % imu 

705. As the state of the world is quite strange by the illusion 
of dream-fancies, just so, this apprehension by the mind 
(of this world) is surely just something (indefinable or 

illusory). 

?n^>3icn?f%rcr«rcd) ^r: i 

rTsht ^TcT TT: 115,11 (VS-^-3-*) 

706. That body, which has been practised (or which one has 
been accustomed to) for a long time during an unbroken 
succession (of lives) previously by abundant imagination, is 
perceived only in that manner, with the appearance of a 

form exactly so. 

HH'Hl 1% c^jfdT ^llfd I 

wcuft iivsii 

707. Surely, the body being imagined by the mind goes to 
the state of a body. One who is not yoked to the thought of a 
body is not troubled by the characteristic properties of the 

body. 

TTUUT ft *TTt TUT I 

drlUTKIlfd *MMhd: JHMdlfrcl 11 £11 

708. Rama! whatever the mind is full of, the body, along 
with that and under the influence of that, attains to that 
nature, as the air within a fragrant substance attains to 
fragrance. 
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14. 7t*mi VfTHUl fefcbvW 

The mental cure of diseases. 

(i) STriztanftnz&QJi ii The nature of mental and physical 
ailments. 

ammt ograrasN ^ <*»UU|*^ I 

dfcl^fd: ^3T Rt$T 3^4^ IRII ( 

709. Mental afflictions and physical diseases are the two 
causes of suffering. Relief from them would be happiness. 
Their termination is called liberation. 

710. They regard physical disease as the distress of the body 
and that called mental affliction as consisting of mental 
impressions (left on the mind by past events, producing 
pain). Let one know them as having their roots in stupidity. 
Their termination (happens) on knowing the Reality. 

3HW: crafQ frfechl ^ 11^11 

711. “This was obtained; this was not” - thus (fancying), or 
on account of dulness of intellect, mental afflictions produc¬ 
ing great delusion arise, as snow during the rainy season. 

fail'd i 

gMmkwftqi ^viichnulH ^ iixn 

^i^ouagT>qi =et i 

tflUMIdl MijufcdMlilHI TWI-tmI I 

3nut g 11511 

^:1|g^TcfeKui nvsn (V*-6*-3o) 

712 to 715. When desires are springing up excessively, when 
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the stupidity in the mind is not conquered, by taking bad 
food, by occupying bad places, by working at improper 
times, by the arising of evil actions, by the bad consequence 
of association with evil persons and by the generation of bad 
emotions, when the vital energy is reduced to an adverse 
state due to depletion or excessive fullness in the continuous 
channels of nadl-s (arteries, veins or nerves), and the body is 
(consequently) weakened, physical disease, the cause of 

indisposition, arises in the body due to (such) defects. 

(ii) n Mental affliction is the cause of 

physical diseases. 

f%|% c^: 

clgPri M|U|c||qc<: 11 £11 (V^-^S-3?) 

716. When the mind is afflicted, the body completely 
follows the disturbance. Due to the disturbance, the vital 
airs (or energies) flow, abandoning evenness. 

arenr umt differ EKiRmEm, i W*-£S-33) 

cfiTfsrargsi:injufccj^Fifspsrfr^cT?n^ii^ii (v*-4*-9>0 

717. When the vital energy flows unevenly, the channels of 
such energy are reduced to an adverse state. Some such 
channels go to the state of excessive fullness and some 
others to the state of depletion. 

3>*nuf'cm*nut<c|i| (dMHufrqI 

<£N4c< skimiti snoRrarn^ajui^n^on 

718. (Under such circumstances, there arises) bad diges¬ 
tion, indigestion or excessive digestion. Due to the un¬ 
methodical movement of the vital energy, the food only sets 
out for (causing) harm. 

TOctPrT: JIIUWM: V90 
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qwaift httii (v^-^^-^vs) 

rTRfa cMldwi ^Tf^T MRuiWW*H<Td: I (VWV^) 

719, 720. Thus, the vital air (or current) carries the nutri¬ 
ments to its seat within. Whatever nutriments are left inside 
w*thin the body, due to obstruction (to their proper absorp¬ 
tion), they alone go to the state of physical ailment on 
account of their inherent nature of transformation. Thus, 
physical disease arises out of mental affliction and vanishes 
on account of its absence. 

(iii) 3JTfyqr0ui °snw*itsfir n By the removal of mental 
afflictions even physical diseases are destroyed. 

o^ar4l4>mc^ 113311 (W<£VT#) 

721. By the removal of mental afflictions, physical diseases 
arising from mental afflictions are also completely 

destroyed. 

fWI TTrat TTrepfreRTT I 

*R: 3Pn% facb£)uH 11^11 

3TR^t TTOct I 

cF^ut ^nuictigdi: i 

srcyPd ggi55nf=r o^iRi^h n*mi () 

722, 723. Virtuous One! The mind goes to a state of 
stainlessness by pure and holy action and service to saints, as 
gold (is purified) by the touch-stone. Rama! When the mind 
is pure, delight increases in the body. By the purity of the 
mind, these vital airs (or energy-currents) flow in order and 
cause the foods to be digested (properly). Physical disease 

perishes on account of that. 

?F*PT f| TP? TTST^T: I 

WfllMI-MlId TRIPtT: TJcRt JPUdlfac* ||^|| 
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724. Rama! Whatever the mind is full of, along with that 
and under the influence of that, the body attains to that 

nature, as the air within a fragrant substance attains to 

fragrance. 

(iv) n Curing by sacred formulae. 

w ^xJPrt frfldcW: ^rraRT: i 

725. As myrobalans cause evacuation of the bowels by 
reason of their inherent nature, so, the letters ya, ra, la, va, 
etc., produce an effect on account of the power of faith (or 

thought). 

(v) uwRtqm: n The removal of the essential (or the 
ultimate) mental affliction. 

fefaaft W TTcI T* | 

726. Disease is of two kinds here — the ordinary and the 
essential (or the ultimate) one. The usual one is ordinary. 
The essential (or the ultimate) one is considered as consist¬ 
ing of birth (or life in the world). 

HVMpri oUMglRcKI: I 

34ldMM faWT TtTTt HllM-fyaild II3 <3II 

727. The usual (ailments) perish just by obtaining what is 
wanted (or approved). Rama! Without Self-knowledge, the 
essential (or ultimate) mental affliction does not perish. 

3Trf%|oUlfrfec4l«Mi TUT I (V*-4*-**0 

SU^UHdid IRoll (VW*-**) 

728. Rama! The destruction of the essential (or ultimate) 
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mental affliction is the one that removes the roots of all the 
plays of mental afflictions and physical ailments, as a river in 
the rainy season (removes the roots) of creepers on the 
banks. 

(vi) gre7wmni zftfad mi^ n How life can be free from 

sickness. 

*R*TT ^cTT ^nfrT ^cf>: l 

IR^ll 

729. Surely, the body being imagined by the mind goes to 
the state of a body. One who is not yoked to the thought of a 
body is not troubled by the characteristic properties of the 
body. 

^ cHfg^rsrisitj (Vd<S.-S<£) 

730. None is capable -of stopping what is performed with 

determination of the mind. 

?TcKk) ufrlfoM *tu)RcJ ll^ll 

731. It is not possible to remove from a living being, that 
which has been accomplished with determination of the 
mind, by means of any substances, medicines or punish¬ 
ments, as (it is not possible to remove) the reflection from a 

gem. 

^ (dgwuuhifft c|:tslHi d<fnP<d: IR^n 

732. If one remains holding to one’s own effort, resorting to 
everlasting fortitude, then that blameless person is in¬ 

accessible to sufferings. 
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TR: RfclR faRd^l^ I 

-farTT: c^vrr: fdgcTT IRmi (V^‘?t) 

733. Making the mind passionless and free from fever (or 
anguish) by human effort, sufferings were overcome by sage 
Mandavya, standing even on the point of a spear. 

3T^sfq RTcrerTTT it sftTT: I 

R dlvdPd RHHlfa ll^ll 

734. Even other great sages, who are attentive (or careful) 
and resolute, do not at all abandon their own investigation 
(into Truth) from their mind. 

3TTSRT* ot|7 SPI^cl ^flRT: RIR^yTRTgn I 

R <3Us1RRtI "dlWd iKJfelldl: fVIrtrfRd IRVSII -?k) 

735. Mental afflictions and physical diseases, curses and the 
evil looks (of others) do not break (or disturb) his mind, as 
the strokes of a lotus (do not break) a stone. 

RldlRIdRdT Id^IRlfedHlfilldlPddl*^ I 

EnjVRKRPi KtbiEi fart ^riririrr: ir^ii (w^vs°) 

736. Reflecting on the anxiety connected with (the objects) 
desired or not desired, consisting of (or in the form of) their 
existence or absence, I abide in the Self. (Hence), I live long 

without disease. 

RRT oWMIR3 RIRRTfR • 

^ f^n R it j*R fert d)dl«MIRR: (VS-*V«> 

737 “This has been obtained by me today. I shall obtain 
this beautiful thing” - thus, I have no thought (or anxiety). 

Therefore, I live long without disease. 

5r?TT-H^Tq^ cftdVil<* RRTfgcfR I 

HR* RR ^ ^TPtT ^ftRlRIRfRR: ll?°H 
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^38. Sage! My mind is calm with its fickleness ended, 
devoid of sorrow, self-abiding (or independent) and collect- 
ed. Therefore, I live without disease. 

I 

^TTfer 113*11 <V*-*V*4) 

739. What has happened to me today and what will happen 
early on the morrow again? There is no fever of anxiety of 
this nature. Therefore, I live without disease. 

i^nfir 113*11 (V*-^v*<0 

740. I do not fear the pains of old age and death; nor do I 
rejoice in the pleasures of obtaining a kingdom. Therefore, I 

live without disease. 

3PT wtg: trcaro TTqprasTORm: I 

'dWllit II33H (W^V^o) 

741. “This one is a relative and this one is a stranger (or an 
enemy); this one is mine; this one is from another.” Sage! I 
do not feel in this manner. Therefore, I live without disease. 

742. I do not feel (or consider) that I am the body (while) 
taking, removing, remaining, rising, breathing or sleeping. 

Therefore, I am long-lived. 

awRdtfdi ^lcRzn i 

5lv3 ^5r 'jftctlWHlUil: 113ml 

743. I view (or discern) straightforwardly everywhere, with 
a (mental) power which is not fickle and with a beautiful 
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look which is affectionate and innocent. Therefore, I live 

without disease. 

<1 Pi £|<44llfM dTi|<*rdl didliftl ^ I 

744. Having renounced (mentally) that which I do or eat, 
even though possessed of that, my mind resorts to abstrac¬ 
tion from (the doership or enjoyership of) actions. There¬ 

fore, I live without disease. 

chiltflyilsftT HIshlRf MpmO «si«v=u-^ I 

5fis£ufti dio^iPr ^sflcimum^: u^vsn 

745. Though powerful, I do not employ force. I do not have 
depression in agony. Though poor, I do not desire (any¬ 

thing). Therefore, I live without disease. 

sftni ^OUT $rt TRRL I 

MV-UlPl II34II (VV?V??) 

746. I view everything that is worn out, broken, loosened, 
powerless, disturbed, crushed or gone to destruction as new 
(or fresh). Therefore, I live without disease. 

^ i 

747. I am delighted on obtaining the agreeable and unhappy 
when a person is afflicted. I am also the beloved friend of 

all. Therefore, I live without disease. 

3IH.WMc»i4U1aRm I 

748. I am immovable and courageous in misfortune and a 
friend of the world in prosperity. I am not at all in (or 
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related to) existences or non-existence. Therefore, I live 
without disease. 

15. fe# w'fjfx} Ttfh 
When the mind is purified, life becomes full of 
happiness. 

TR: TFT dfWjPrTfSlGbf^ I 

Igfafardi ^ 

749. Rama! All this is the mind. When it is cured within, the 
whole, consisting of worldly illusion, can be cured. 

3RT:^nncoaiMi ^ I ( 

^FT^IRIl 

750. The world is cool (or pleasing) when coolness (or 
peace) within is obtained. The world consists of a forest- 
conflagration to those burnt by desire within. 

XT»^TlT!ra% ll^ll 

751. That fruit (or reward) which is obtained from a mind 
pervaded (or grown) by greatness (or nobility), is not 
(obtained) by sovereignty over the three worlds, or by a 
treasury having gems. 

Tjif trRt TPqpf ^M^T<=S | 

752. When the mind is fulfilled (or contented), the whole 
world is filled with ambrosial fluids. Is not the earth only 
overspread by leather to one whose feet are covered with 

shoes? 
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16. 3mm jifafsparfh 
The Self is reflected in a pure mind. 

■^cNr MfafaMfd i 

^Jrt ll^ll (H-V9V^) 

753. As the sky existing everywhere is reflected in a mirror, 

so, the Self existing everywhere is seen within the mind. 

Mfdf^Mfi|c<KVf f^rT T^Tst IR1I 

754. The state of the Self is existing everywhere, in the sky, 
a rock, a wall and the like. (But), like the reflection in a 
mirror, it is seen here only in the mind. 

1%RT I 

UdWIHlft wt rfdT^ ll^ll (V*V**) 

755. When your mind, devoid of its inward working (or 
thought-constructs), has gone to the state of absence of 
thoughts, then you will obtain that extended (or full) 
Existence, consisting of liberation, within you. 

17. mrnmmfrtfmn 
Until there is a stupefied (or perplexed) mind, there is 

the darkness of worldly existence. 

*Rt ■ 

fa^jdldlRMUUIH, ll^ll (W-^VS) 

3l«f»4KVI^»HlfM TRFTfir 1 IRII («*-«*-?<£) 

756, 757. As long as the mind has a dull nature, remains like 
a tortoise in a hole, is bewildered all around like the search 
for enjoyment, and forgets the investigation of the Self, so 
long, the darkness,of worldly existence is not at all pierced 
even by the twelve suns together with the moon and fire. 
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18. fen n^rntfet: 
The mind is the nave of the world (-wheel). 

rimwsro «wkw»w i 

fgwfafe^i*«iRr: ii^ii (w>-^) 

758. Rama! Know the mind to be the great hub of this 
illusory wheel in the form of worldly existence, which is 

whirling round causing delusion. 

IRII (Vko-®) 

759. When the mind is swiftly restrained by the intellect 
through human effort, (this) illusory wheel is stopped due to 

the arrested propelling of the hub. 

Vlfe&r: 
Superhuman Powers. 

1. nifePrm: 
Superhuman powers produced by the concentration of the 

mind. 

^rrarss^j srasta ^isrtssctwf u^u 

760. What and of which sort the mind, whose natural 
disposition is stainless virtue, imagines, that happens quickly 
in that manner alone, as water can become a whirlpool. 

(7) nfei fenrn ii Knowing the thoughts of others. 

3TOtS*t% ^ cP<T ^ 11*11 

761. The mind that is impure is powerless and indeed unfit 
for union mutually (with other minds). When iron is heated 

L 
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in iron (and purified), the heated (or melted) iron, on its 
part, adheres to (or is dissolved in) the pure one. 

t|eb-tevMl(ui dl^irlw HlfocVlft H? ll^il (>£-Vs-^o) 

762. The pure mind-principles mutually come together. 
Waters of the same nature (or quality of colour) become 
one; surely not those which are turbid. 

fd-dW 

A H. I 
d-Wl^l stolid H5pg^P*TT5T- 

^ckqi 11^11 (^-^va-^) 

763. The purity of the mind is indeed desirelessness (or 
freedom from past mental impressions), which is knowing 
what has not been (i.e., choiceless awareness free from past 
impressions) and is of a single (or unchanged) nature. By the 
purity of that mind, one quickly becomes awakened (or 
enlightened). By that mere means, one attains to union with 
the Supreme Spirit. 

(ii) n The power of going to other 
worlds. 

^ WWf: 3fTt3&TOT $c*ldMHjnfll (V^V^) 

764. Those with unenlightened intellects are not competent 
to reach the worlds of the perfected ones, produced by the 
power of virtuous acts (or religious and moral merit), with 
their own body, as shadows (cannot reach) the light of the 

sun. 

3Tdt go^TT«l ^ I 
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765. Therefore, by discriminating knowledge and by ex¬ 
cellent religious or moral merit, people go to the other world 
with this pure (spiritual) body. 

^ TR fsRlT: I 

766. Therefore, those in this world who are knowers of 
what ought to be known, as well as those who have clung to 
(or devoted themselves to) the highest virtue (or moral and 
spiritual law), reach the subtle worlds; not the others. 

SUfddlftScfcdi cJSg. fadbdVfd: I 

R44J4<*fH IIV9II (VRR~*°) 

767. The enlightened mind, which has gone to the state of 
subtlety, comes in contact with other minds which are 
perfected and have arrived at other worlds and other births; 
not the rest. 

MlcHI< II £11 ( VRR-RR) 

768. When the cognizance of this subtlety (of the mind) will 
attain to a perpetual state (or permanence), then indeed you 
will see (or discover) the thought-free worlds which are pure 
(or holy). 

(iii) anfmdlrich vict-tiat: stfa<n*uchr<i*iu The binding nature of 

the material conception. 

atifr^ifdcfe^^frfd rr&i i 

iisu 

769. Sinless One! For whom there is the delusion of the 
intellect in this manner, viz., “I am the material body”, that 
body.of that person does not have the power to go forth 
through the fine opening (that leads to the subtle worlds). 
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^ JlfadfRd M*fl-d*fl I 

^fcT ftgJ4|cUdj|Vd: ^n^TtS^lfqr^T: ll^o|| (V^V??) 

770. “I am the body made of the earth element and the like. 

The excellent (accomplishment of) moving in the sky does 

not arise for me.” How can he, who possesses a firm belief 

of this nature within, have a different conviction? 

^ 0I 

ll^^ll 

771. When the city of one’s own imagination is not obtained 

(or met with) by one’s own body, then, how does a different 

body obtain (or meet with) the city of others’ imagination? 

The experience of subtlety. 

d^ciimwdiwUd ^nfgrMlfdehdi^iH: i 

^rf ud^ ii^ii o-<49-3°) 

772. To that very mind there appears, even from repeated 

practice, the sense (or notion) of having materiality. When 

that (sense or notion) scarcely ceases for that (mind), then 

the former (sense of subtlety) arises. 

cwfedjEfEi yri mrg: i 

<j)c4df&TTf?r<IH^Trf I H> 3»» 

773. Then, the false apprehension that there is heaviness or 

hardness (i.e., materiality) can come to an end, as (false 

apprehensions, can end) for a dreaming man who is waking 

up, on account of untainted knowledge. 

41PW: ) 

774. Then, there arises, for the body of the Yogin, the 
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attainment of the lightness of cotton as (would happen) in a 
dream, due to the thorough knowledge of the dream. 

risn 

775. As the body can become light in a dream on account of 
the thorough knowledge of the dream, so, this body can 
have a leap (into subtle space) like the gross one (having a 
jump), on account of spiritual awakening or knowledge. 

fedlfdcUf^ch^VI: Siyiiui'tiiftrolftch: | 

«£sret ii^ii 

776. For the wise one in whom the knowledge of the subtle 
(body) has grown up, the (notion of the) physical one is 
extinguished even (when) being seen, as the autumnal cloud 

in the sky. 

^ailucnfgehliHici: *-(ciT Wctfa <*£<*>: I 

777. Every body for which the notion (or state) of subtlety 
has grown up, becomes like a waterless cloud or like an 

odourless flower. 

GWjfrmKIlfd n^<su 

778. To one with good mental impressions, when the 
perception of the subtle has grown up, the physical body 
attains to oblivion, as the stay in the womb (is forgotten) in 
youth. 

cntHmMci ^ % Ruifriilujfrl I 

?R(TSSfr|cn(^chl ^|cT: ^>U|fd (3“^“^) 

779. When the thinness of the mental impressions will 
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certainly attain to permanence for you, then the subtle state 

will again appear in the body. 

*isrr *rrf i 
n?oii (v3t-4°) 

780. As the snake is not seen in a rope on account of 

the thorough knowledge of the truth, so, the physical (body) 
is not perceived on account of the knowledge of the 

subtle. 

TOT d^cJlfdcIlGUh: |R*II (V^~3) 

781. As this body (experienced in the waking state) is 
perceived on the termination of the body (experienced) in 
dreams and fancies, so, the subtle (body) arises likewise on 
the termination of the cognition of the (body of the) waking 

state. 

^T: | 

782. The mind that has pursued pure goodness (or has 
fallen upon pure Being) and has very thin mental im¬ 
pressions (or desires) attains to subtlety, as snow (attains 
to) the state of water on account of heat. 

I *<4144 | 

IR^II (V^V^) 

783. On account of the deep (or uninterrupted) practice of 
knowledge (or pure awareness), there certainly arises for 
this very body, the state of (the subtle) mind-body, on 
(attaining) the thinness of worldly desires. 
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(v) 3fwjcc«jHd1 ii The expedient of knowledge in 

the attainment of minuteness. 

UV^fd Hdldtl IRXII (W^-S'S) 

784. The living being having a perplexed intellect sees this 
body on account of an error of thought, quite falsely, as a 
boy (sees) a ghost raised up (from his fancy). 

3 Mm<lk*lch 3*F!rr: I 

785. But, when the proper light (or sight) has arrived due to 
the lamp of knowledge, the mental delusion of the living 
being is destroyed like the autumnal cloud. 

VIlPdMKllfd I 

Tract ^rsarr ii^ii 

786. Rama! then, this body wholly attains to cessation on 
account of the complete destruction of all thoughts (or 

desires), as a lamp on the loss (or removal) of the oil. 

sfteit f| «rrf^ w* w*n ^ ir\sii 

787. As a living being does not see a dream on the dis¬ 
appearance of sleep, so, the living being surely does not 
perceive the body when the Truth is meditated upon (or 
experienced) 

3Tdr% dTd^d fIsm: I 

1^ *reriw d^ch-MicHi^u^n (vv^-9*) 

788. The living being is remaining covered by the body due 
to the idea of reality in the unreal thing. He becomes free 
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from the physical body, glorious and happy, on account of 

the sole contemplation of the Reality. 

37^ r* fefedKUHl merely ^ i 

drl^oliq MV-yfrl '£<*«J|cM4<l 7P7T 1RSII (W4*-**) 

789. What and in which manner exactly, the others who 
have known the Self contemplate, they perceive that quickly 

just in that manner, by that firm contemplation. 

TTg ztm ^a%ircHi^ i 

d^cll^ rif5<ZTT<*)Rh<i '5|>: ll^oll 

790. Thus, whatever is conceived here in whichever manner 
through firm contemplation, that alone surely takes place 

quickly, perceived constantly in that manner. 

qr ctJlttdi *nf?r 

791. Seen with the notion of the real, this body completely 
becomes the (physical) body. But, seen with the notion of 
the unreal, the body is reduced to the state of the sky (or 

becomes subtle as space). 

2. gpus/oj-f}«*)■*/«/«//: ftfe&ti: 
Superhuman powers attainable through the Yoga of 
Kundalini. 

(i) §>us/?5W? n Kundalini or the potential bio-energy in 

living beings. 

F>TTT h4^H -MMlf^Trll I 

qisfr huHvmiBmhi ii^ii (W<£<>-35) 

792. There is a nerve (nadl or channel of bio-energy) by 
name antravestanika (that which surrounds the lower in¬ 
testines) stationed among a hundred (other) nerves inhabit- 
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ing the vital part (of the body in the perineal region) and 
with a form made up into a coil. 

efluimiet<lu<£¥fl <Hfcc*kl<Ulf9lVn I 

ll^ll (W<£o-^V9) 

793. That nadl is like the turning round of the forepart of 
the (musical instrument) Vina, similar to a whirlpool of 
water, having the form of half of the letter OM (written in 
devanagari) and resembling the curl of an ear-ring. 

■IJTFT^GFTTf^ I 

^Bteri^iSSFSTP^ Mliui^jktdl II3II 

794. It is born in celestial beings, demons and human 
beings, in animals, crocodiles and birds and in all living 
creatures beginning with worms and ending with Brahma 
(the Creator-god). 

to irtfll ( 

795. It has formed a circle like the coiled body of a sleeping 
snake afflicted by cold. It is white (or bright) and has put on 
a circular form like the moon dropping down from the fire of 
universal destruction. 

cgtoTScTT I 

3FTRH ^ fdgfd IIMI 

796. Touching the openings (in the spinal cord) from the 
thigh (or the region at the base of the spine corresponding to 
the junction of the thighs) to the centre of the eyebrows, 
tremulous in its movement and continuously in vibration, it 
exists with the vital air (or energy). 

tRT Tito: II) 
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TTT dlcfcfl 3>U£<4|chKc4lfg41 I 

yrfuni ircm yiEw: ^cfviRw^ciy^i iivsii (vs-^®-*^) 

797, 798. In the interior of that nadi, tender like the inner 
coverings of a plantain tree, that supreme power which 
throbs with a movement appearing like the rapid motion of 

(the strings of the musical instrument) Vina, is described by 
the name Kun^alinl bearing the shape of a circle, the 
primary power of living beings giving all the energy and 
speed (for activity). 

3Tf^T »fi|^c| I 
fiRydlii4T<^d*i^n ^TrfT ll^ll 

799. Like an angry snake it has an incessantly sighing 
nature. It is staying with its face turned upwards. It has gone 
to the state of spontaneity of vibration. 

snmiPrefl ^rrifr ^ 3>usj(c6h)h<h, < 

800. When the life-wind goes to the place of kundalini in the 
heart, then, consciousness (or knowledge) which becomes 
the seed of the (five) subtle (or primary) elements (of sound, 
touch, form, taste and smell), rises within. 

801. As the kupdalini rises forth in the body like a swarm of 
bees on a lotus, so does perception rise within, its appear¬ 
ance influenced (even) by gentle cohtacts (with sense- 
objects). 

WVM rI5f I 

zren srcn^imn (vs-^0-*^) 

802. Contacting gently by the sense-organ, as perception. 
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which is the mutual embracing of the instruments (i.e., the 
object and the sense-organ), arises there greatly, so does 
kundalinl rise swiftly (with such cognition). 
[Note: the construction of the verse is a little involved.] 

tTCHT UMWI: £44|<4^¥H||: I 

^cllMMI: 11*^11 (W<£o->{\9) 

803. All the nadl-s (or nerves) going to the chamber of the 
heart are connected with that (kundalinl). They arise from 
and are absorbed in (or return back to) it as rivers in the 
ocean. 

7T*TT I 

804. That kundalinl is indeed the seed of all perceptions by 
that eagerness always for the descent (on objects of percep¬ 
tion), which (disposition) is intent on such entrance. It is 
(thus) declared as the one common (cause of perception). 

uiunmxi*vi)ui ^jrd?t 11**11 (W^S-*) 

805. The seed of these five (sense-perceptions) throbs (or 
manifests) in the kundalinl at all times in its interior, in the 
form of the vital air in it. 

*TTStT: 3»U£fa4) 4M^W¥f«fe''4K6U«4<*l 1 

«t>^lcwi '^fatcn n*mi 

806. That pure kundalinl (which throbs as the vital air) 
within, which has vibration, the sense of touch and con¬ 
sciousness as its inherent parts, is called kala on account of 
kalana (or grasping or apprehension) immediately and is 
described as consciousness on account of being aware. 
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^mT mniT=| xpT: ftsTWT I 

«$c«4hdci ^Jttt ii^ii 

807. It has gone to the state of a living being by (n^rfest- 

ing) life and is existing as the mind due to thinking' js will 

on account of determination and is considered as . . 1 *or 
intellect) on account of knowledge (or understand! g)• 

Rsidl 

"Midi ^nr g^g^ifwn t 

IISV9H 

808. That has become of the nature of ego (or the sense of 

self) with the name “eightfold city” (consisting °f * ? _ ve 
subtle elements, mind, intellect and ego). Km?-310* is 
remaining in the body as life-energy which is unsurpassed. 

3mMdl*£MHId4 ^Td?T Sldgd4&|: I 

-HUMI ^Tf^nT«zn«IT ddHKs^lMR f^tcTT II ^<£11 

809. Attaining the nature of the vital current apana it flows 
downwards constantly. As the vital current samana, it exists 
in the centre of the navel. As the vital current named udana, 

it is situated high above (or flows upwards). 

IdBfrT IIS<?1I 

810. In the lower region, it is only of the nature of the vital 
current apana. In the middle, it is only gentle always (as 
samana). Even as it is growing, it is only of the nature of the 
vital current udana of a human being. It remains quite 
independent. 

strict zncira i 

'W Pi4(i«u «icon( IRoll ( 

811- If it *s not fleid with effort, all effort goes down (or 
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fails). Then, the man perforce arrives at death on account of 
that power which has gone away. 

812. If (that power) remains in the body having completely 
abandoned going and coming upwards and downwards, 
then, the disease of the living being is discharged on account 
of the blocking up of the life-wind (or breath) within. 

Tgtfggrarngppi -vaflcKq 5uuHTfa<*>rqi \ 

813. Know the kundalini, which has the appellation of 
Prana (or the vital energy) of the individualised being called 
“the one beyond the eight-fold city (consisting of the five 
subtle elements, the mind, the intellect and the ego),” as the 

sprout of joy within. 

xcutrl I 

?til: ir^ii ( 

814. As cutting (or dividing) arises from the union of a piece 
of wood and a saw, so, fire (or vital heat) is born from the 
rubbing together of the two (vital currents of prana and 
apana) on account of their inherent nature. 

xm fWT 'Pw: 1 

815. The flesh existing within the interior of the bad instru¬ 
ment (that is the body), with mutually adhering openings, is 
like a reed-like (tube) situated in two large (receptacles of) 
water joining them above and below. [Note: This perhaps 
refers to the channels of bio-energy within the body.] 
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xRnrro^RJi ^rsn ir^ii (V*-*V«> 
34|c4rflhciMlc^c4 -HcVHrtld^ I 

^Oglgfa ?ppft IRV9H (VV^WO 

816, 817. Kundalini, the lustrous goddess, hidden within 

that (fleshy interior) in its own abode, as a pearl-necklace 
within the apartment of a casket of rubies, constantly makes 

the (rumbling) sound sala-sala (due to vibration) like a 
revolving rosary of beads. Like a snake struck by a stick, it is 

turning round raising (its hood). 

818. It has the characteristic of movement like an action (or 
a religious rite) standing in the middle of heaven and earth 
(good actions leading to heaven and sinful actions to rebirth 
on the earth). It is the Sun in the awakening of the spring of 
consciousness and the bee in the cavity of the heart-lotus. 

819. All that beginning with the lotus of power is shaken all 
around in the heart through the inner life-winds (or energy- 
currents) by the kundalini, like a heap of leaves (moved) on 
all sides externally by the winds. 

e|gy*cJl*< ^rarairTST clldct: I 

820. As the sky becomes manifest due to its inherent nature 
and the winds there very much swallow up whatever (sub¬ 
stance is there), posssessed of strength or delicate, — 

^TT rRt: (W<*WD 
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821. - so, that heart-lotus and the like shake, being struck 
by the winds (or energy-currents). In the heart, one thing 
goes to another state due to the effect (of kuridalinl), as the 
sprout and the like of a tree (due to the sap originating from 

the earth). 

uJmMi i 

822. The life-wind (or vital energy) produces fire (or vital 
heat) in the bodies day after day, by mutual friction, until 
the complete digestion of all essences (of foods), as the 
bamboos in a forest (generate fire by mutual friction). 

W^UdvOdctidldtl I 

wpi 113311 (VHHO 

823. Then, by that (fire or vital heat) risen in every part of 
the body, that (whole) body, composed of the life-winds 
which are cool by their inherent nature, attains to warmth, 

as the world (is warmed) by the sun. 

Bcfdt fd«AdRM^Ml^dl<chl^>{d I 

qlPidi U3*ii 

824. That fire (or vital heat) can wander about everywhere 
in this (body). With a star-like form, it has gone to a state fit 
to be thought of by yogins (in meditation) as a golden bee in 

the heart-lotus. 

d(Ud)IVIM4 W* fePdd I 

%T H I13m» 

825. That fire (or vital heat), thought of as existing full of 
light (or consciousness), grants knowledge (to the yogin) by 
which a thing situated at a distance of a million miles is 

indeed seen always. 
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(ii) alPni w qrer n How the body of a 

yogin goes to the state of minuteness or largeness, 

(a) iteFT ii The attenuation of the 

body for attaining minuteness. 

11*11 (W^1?-^) 

826. The spark of fire becomes manifest above the bud of 

the lotus-wheel of the heart like a golden bee and like a 

fragment of lightning in the twilight, over the cloud. 

Met&fcwfa-rHl ctreq^T^S 1 

827. That (spark of fire) grows quickly, as if by a storm, 
through increasing consciousness. On account of its nature 
having the characteristic of consciousness, it certainly rises 

like the sun (which is self-luminous). 

siun^ i 
*IT$f c^i qsqrrsqc’J: ll^ll 

828. (The spark of fire), resembling the first ray of light in 
the sky at dawn, having obtained growth in a moment, 
causes the entire body with its limbs to vanish, as fire causes 
gold to vanish. 

snip lictMc*: *M¥lfcWK* el^favlUH: imi (W^-'O 

829. As external fire, intolerant to the contact of water on 
account of its peculiar nature, can just swallow it through 
contact within its boundary, the vital fire can swallow (the 
body) even from the foot upwards, by an expedient. 

yrfftgq qsifsgq «wrfq i 
4)^id ctic^qi ^rrn umi (v*-£*-*0 
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830. Then, that (fire), having shaken off the two bodies 
(i.e., the physical and the vital), vanishes somewhere due to 
the agitated vital air, as fog due to a storm. 

oit intact let fyii-ud i 

P»4dl II ^11 (V^-^-V9) 

831. The Power that is kundalini, which has abandoned the 
supporting channel of bio-energy, is left remaining as (a 
power) existing in the space (of the subtle body), like a 

streak of smoke gone out of fire. 

arrT^i^M^KI ||Vs|| ( V*-£3-6) 

832. (There), as the ego-activity of the individualised con¬ 
sciousness and the like, consisting of the mind and the 
intellect which have been embraced (or seized by the 
individualised consciousness), it provides a spectacle throbb¬ 
ing (or becoming manifest) within (the subtle body) like a 

streak of smoke in a city. 

go) i 

^T^«IT *J5T cT«n lldll 

833. Where and in which manner it is joined, in the fibre of 
a lotus, in a mountain, in a straw, in a wall, in a stone, in the 
heaven or in the surface of the earth, by that and in that 

manner it goes out completely. 

(b) it The forming of vari¬ 

ous voluntary bodies with the idea of the gross. 

HfarfrT: ^5T iUlglti *<8HsbMH, 1 

$chi^hi ii^ii 

834. That conscious power kundalini alone proceeds in due 
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order to the beginning and end of the vital essence (of the 
body). It attains to fullness all around by the vital essence, 

like, a mass of strings by water. 

wiqyif «wrasrt i 

835. Rama! Filled all around with the vital essence, what¬ 
ever form it conceives, it quickly assumes that in that 
manner, as a drawing undergoes creation in the mind of a 
painter. 

^aFtangrflgrtfr: ns*" 

836. Then, it obtains bones within, on account of the power 
of firm thought, similar to the very subtle state of offspring 

within what is residing in the mother’s womb. 

4|eilf«U4dt4lc«>|< 3PTH1T TT^t I 

<sfrd¥iRw*«*iuilld iii 

837. Rama! The life-energy experiences a form as desired 
and obtains a size such as the mountain Sumeru or a straw. 

(c) snon%Q&rnerrrrsnm: frn&a: n The (supernatural) 
powers produced by practices relating to the vital 
airs such as Prana. 

3l*d4U|| «lR9MlidletrdT <MI%4|l€f'Hc|l*MI: I 

<i<lR&l ld«lMd>lRfchdIchA: 11*^11 

UlUlldWtWimWKW oFT^r I 

nqmi <vv4<>-33) 
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*rn: H*rt ^c»iRsicM: ii*^h 
(VV4o-^) 

838 to 841. Virtuous One! Having abandoned ail the desires 
other than the object to be accomplished, existing within, by 
the contraction of the apertures of the anus and others, by 
the performance of practices such as yogic poses, by the 
purity of food and seat, by contemplating on the meaning of 
proper scriptures, by one’s own (religious) practice, by 
association with good people, by the renunciation of all 
(possessions), by an agreeable (or easy) posture, by the 
intense (or uninterrupted) practice of breath-control for a 
certain period of time, by the complete renunciation of 
anger, greed and the like and by giving up enjoyments, all 
the vital airs become exceedingly obedient in leaving, taking 
and restraint (i.e., in exhalation, inhalation and retention) 
like servants, on account of the supremacy of the person 

who knows (to control) them. 

TTETct ||^V9|| (V 

842. Rama! All the riches, from a kingdom upto liberation, 
are attainable by everyone on account of the obedience of 

the life-winds of the body. 

(d) $vgfefteit*r3pm: n The (supernatural) powers 
produced by the Yoga of the Kundalini. 

<TT HMH. 1 

3i>rtTO iHndi rT«n 113411 

843. Having filled up the kundalini nadl (with prana) by the 
practice of filling up (or inhalation), when one remains even 
(or unmoved), then he attains to the firmness of Mount 

Meru as well as the stoutness of the body. 
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#<| yifck»iM strh. 11 * <? 11 (v*-^-**) 
umT<* *rrfrr ^ual^rri ^raT i 

qrrst: ^raf: ^uti^rt otdlwi: iron (w^-w) 
«nwA^dtij^icjy(d ^gc*,g i 

McHl^uf rTcTT^rrq. II 

844 to 846. When kundalinl, the conscious energy, is led 
upwards with the life-wind restrained in the interior filled 
with inhalation, then, to bear (or defeat) the fatigue caused 
by heat and the affliction, it moves upwards with speed like 
a female serpent gone to a state resembling a stick, taking 
hold of all the channels of bio-energy resembling creepers 
which are bound to the body. It then causes this entire body, 
filled all around with the life-wind without interstices, to 
float upwards, as a leather-vessel (carries) the water spread 
inside (when drawn upwards from a well). 

4lPW: ll^ll (V*-^“*<0 

847. By the play of practice of this nature, by the yoga 
leading (the body) to the sky, yogin-s reach above like poor 
people (reaching) the state of Indra (the lord of the minor 
gods). 

sHgMliUlcll^Ui VlRkt: 3>u«slr*-fl I 

aifefrgt cfcmdm n^n (v*-^W>) 
qn^rrn^ratfirn i 

848, 849. By flowing through the Brahmanadl (susumna or 
the spinal cord), when the Power, kundalinl, obtains fixity 
for a muhtirta (or forty-eight minutes) at the top situated at 
a distance of twelve fingers’ breadth outside and above the 
“door” (i.e., the place of the fontanelle in the skull), by the 
application of recaka (or exhalation) which restrains the 
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other channels of bio-energy, then, there occurs the vision 
of (invisible or semi-divine) beings moving in the sky. 

%3R i 

*Rmi 

850. Powerful One! None whoever of the (invisible) beings 
in the sky are seen by one moving on land who is not divine, 
by means of the human organs of sense, dwelling in 
ignorance. 

attain: ftugj: 3Tftr (W6VW) 

851. Rama! The (invisible) semi-divine beings moving in 
the sky, even those granting one’s wishes, are seen like a 
dream by the eye of knowledge which is fixed at a distance 
through the skill (or intelligence) (obtained through Yoga). 

%5[g5tsgl f^gRIgidl IRV9II 

(V*-4*-S<0 

852. As the seeing of a dream is, so is the vision of (an 
invisible) semi-divine being; and this is the sole distinction 
that, on meeting with a semi-divine being, there is a 
permanent (or certain) advantage. 

853. One enters another body when the life-wind is brought 
to fixity for a long time in the space at a distance of twelve 
fingers’ breadth outside the mouth (or nose) by the applica¬ 
tion of the practice of recaka (or exhalation). 
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MdMI&dch $c«K<: ll^oll (V?-^-?°) 

Weft cnsfa ^rsTTf^fMd^T^iir i 

854 to 856. By the application of the practice of recaka (or 
exhalation), as long as the individual soul is joined to a body 
or a living being or his intellect, drawing it out from the 
abode of kundalinl, like fragrance from the wind, (so long), 
this body is left without movement like a piece of wood or a 
lump of earth. Like the desire (or preference) in one who 
sprinkles water, the individual soul is placed within animate 
or inanimate beings at will and as desired, for enjoying its 

riches thoroughly. 

fftEgfera *S3W fisra 3rrsg: xp: i 
n^ll 

857. Dear One! Having thus enjoyed the fulfilment of 
super-human power, if that body, one’s own or another, is 
still existing, whichever is agreeable is again entered into. 

119311 (VS-^p-93) 

858. Or perhaps, in that manner, it remains full afterwards, 
having filled up the world with consciousness which is 
pervading all images beginning with the body. 

VII 3jrm 
The Self 

1. smmwMW 
The waking, dreaming and deep-sleep states. 

w* w f? itsn (V9-W-9*) 

859. Threefold is the nature of the mind named waking, 
dreaming and deep sleep. 
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l^lTl ^fllTl «HH<4 lt«a*^ll^ll ( 

^cftn^si fpf *1^1 

qTX| R*T1 Ryd *1*1*^ 11^11 ( ^k/ 

860, 861. The mind of the individual soul betakes itself to 
the violent, the calmed and the stupefied states here. The 
mind consisting of the waking state (or experience) is the 
violent one. It is calmed, remaining in the state consisting of 
dreams. It is stupefied, remaining in the state of deep sleep. 
It would be dead, bereft of the three states. In that mind 
which is dead, the One Existence remains even. 

862. All the yogin-s indeed acquire that (state of the dead 
mind) alone with effort. 

(i) n The waking state. 

cfteS ^ ||*|| (x-*v*<0 

863. There exists within the body a life-element, by which 
one is alive. It has the appellations such as lustre, energy and 
vital element. 

06,c'ei^ trror *4«ll Pi<i I 

V-Hiffd IRII 

864. When the body functions through the mind, action and 
speech, then the life-element circulates (in the body) impell¬ 
ed by the vital airs. 
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865. When it is circulating within the parts pf the body, all 
knowledge (or awareness) arises. The delusion of the world 
lurking within, on account of its having been perceived, goes 
forth to that called citta (the conscious base of the mind 

which is the storehouse of memory). 

866. Spreading within the openings of the eyes and other 
sense-organs, (this consciousness) perceives the forms consi¬ 
sting of the outside world, abounding in various shapes and 

modifications, in the self (or mind). 

867. And, it is regarded as waking on account of its stability 

in that manner. 

(ii) n The deep sleep. 

TPTOT ch4un ctraT I 

868. When the body is not disturbed by the mind, by action 
or by word, then that life-element remains calm and self- 

abiding (or at ease). 

WUdlHHliWfA: I 

PldfdfK^ IIV9II 

869. (The life element) is not agitated in the sky (or space) 
of the heart by the vital airs which have attained evenness, 
as a lamp in a windless house is producing only light 
(without getting agitated). 

HH: fklrl Hl^*| I 

•=r •renuqrraitd ii^ii o-s<l-9,^) 
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t> ‘ "^lere^ore » consciousness does not flow in the parts of 
c ody. Consequently, one (who is asleep) is not agitated. 
e consciousness neither arrives at the eyes and other 
cnings (of the sense-organs) nor reaches outside. 

<*, ’ J n * at ^tate deep sleep), the jlva (or individualised 

sesa:,OUSneSSiShineS on*y within, like the principle of oil in 
Drin.T Sfee.,’ l^e Pr‘nc*P^e of coldness in ice and the 
Principle of oilmess in clarified butter. 

Ararat Of-^v^) 

soul r»r»Cer am CO"scious Part in the form of the individual 
adiunr>t fC^?Unt °. itS claritY (due to the absence of limiting 
devoid of3 amS’ m to tile state of deep sleep which is 
gentle sense'consci°usness and in which the vital airs are 

(iii) *!»w: it The dream. , 
hv th S ee^’ W^en t'lat life-element is caused to stir 

e vi a currents which have become gentle, then that 
nsciousness is risen (or manifests itself) with the nature of 

the mind. 

<*rrar*TTcf: \ 

li quickly perceives, only within itself, the collection of 
the worlds situated internally, with their becomings and 
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their absence and the delusions of a regular course, as if 

(perceiving) a large tree within a seed. 

^jftcrsrrgzfc^ i 

ddlssmi ^tcT ff?r mvh<hi<mF> ^ 113311 0*-33-3<s) 

875. When the life-element is a little agitated by the vital 
airs, then, one perceives (or experiences), “I am asleep”; 
when it is intensely agitated (by the vital airs), then, one 
perceives in oneself motion in the sky. 

4i<iswT4ti riaj cfpyrfm h. i 

WW* ***** Hy*H (*-33-^) 

876. When that (life-element) is bathed by water (or the 
liquid-element), then one experiences the delusion of water 
and the like only internally (during a dream), as a flower 
(experiencing) its own fragrance. 

ar^franyrafa ~ffr «tf^Rc<iRaci»H. H3m» (*-33-3°) 

877. When (that life-element) is seized by bile and the like, 
then, one experiences the delusion of the hot season and the 
like only internally (in a dream), as if it were outside entirely 
and abundantly. 

■(ddiquff <<*d<4U|r^¥ll^|?*M4fg4i2ll 1 

q¥qdTyrar<*t<drd£d ^ (wn^fd ii35»t (•*-33-33) 

g78. One perceives places red in colour and periods of time 
with a red outward appearance (when the life-element) is 
filled with blood, as (one perceives it) outside. He also 
merges there itself on account of its experiential nature. 

dlfTTT *TT m n^iifvr fa fed: I 

T^f?T§Tlf^Rt4«4l ('*-*<1-3?) 
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879. Whatever desire one pursues, he perceives that asleep 
internally, agitated by the vital airs, as (one perceives) 
externally by the openings of the organs of sense. 

« v“' 

80. That person whose openings of the senses are not 
taken possession of, since he is agitated only within, quickly 
experiences (his objects of desire) through this (mental) 
consciousness. That is described as a dream. 

2. tprfawr 
The fourth state of experience. 

cM<*rcU trK'Hdf cT«Tt I 

^rq ^4^^ u*<*u 

881. That is called turya (the fourth state of experience) 
which exists unattached, even and clear, having abandoned 
the ideas of “I and not I” as well as existence and non¬ 
existence. 

*lt TTCrn V1KU ^<^ddoqc|faiild: \ 

iroii ( 

882. That steadiness of those liberated while living, which is 
clear and calm evenness (or identity) and is the state of a 
witness in action, is described as the fourth (state of) 
knowing (or experience). 

^trsnsrer ^ i 
IR^II ( 

883. This is neither waking nor dreaming on account of the 
non-existence of imaginations; nor is this the state of deep 
sleep on account of the absence of the condition of dullness 
(or senselessness). 
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fere feRrqjR^u 

884. This world, as it stands, is extinguished for those who 
are completely awakened. They call it the fourth state of 
experience (when the world which is^staying permanent for 

the unenlightened, has vanished. 

3444Kchcftl«t|H') 44-Mrll’ill: I 

RlVRRl IR^II 

885. On giving up the fragmentary sense of self, on the birth 
of evenness and when the mind is made non-harmful, the 

fourth state of experience is present. 

ft fciTj4 ir^ii 

886. Unconditioned consciousness (without the distinction 
of the knower, the known and the knowing) is indeed the 
fourth state of experience. That alone exists here; nothing 
other than that. 

The four kinds of egotism. 

(i) %%tswf£rfri n “I am the body”. 

*nnilHq|qPil*ffl: I 
fegrat tht ^rnrmfgc^^n^ n?n 

887. Rama! One firm belief is: “I am the body from head to 
foot created by my father and mother.” This results in 
bondage due to wrong perception. 

cfo4 §TR*TO^ ?T5i>cj tR: ^tpr: imi ) 

888. Know that view “I am the body” as resulting only in 
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sorrow, not repose. That (firm belief) which is of an evil 
nature is surely to be avoided. It is considered as the greatest 
enemy. 

889. The person overcome by this (firm belief) which is a 
powerful enemy and is the giver of diverse mental pains, 
does not grow up much again. 

(ii) n “I am the mind". 

TOHsfceWllehii 4|l4<4HK%4lfe ^ I 

890. Rama! Know the mind as that subtle characteristic of 
the individual soul, which has a form consisting of one’s own 
thoughts and which will exist as long as there is the course of 
worldly life. 

(hi) a “/ am beyond all (states). ” 

umi 

891. The third conviction, “I am beyond all states and 
smaller (or subtler) than even the point of a hair,” is bom 
for the liberation of the wise. 

I (vvsv^o) 

4U<4l44¥ld<*»R*4d: ll^ll Os-^V^) 

892. “I am the greatest and also very minute having a form 
(or nature) going beyond all. I am distinct from everything 
and considered as (subtler than) the hundredth part of the 
point of a hair” — thus is the ego-sense (in some). 
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(Hi) (a) n How I am beyond all states. 

TJS* Hlgfoctlcj i^rsw: I 

893. The body, on its part, is inert and dull. The settled 
opinion is, it is just not “I”. This is well established from a 
child onwards and is also experienced in one’s intellect (on 

investigation). 

31cK|cUc(4|£h14 ^ ^313 TJeJ xf 11 £11 ( 

894. The group of organs of action is of the nature of the 
limbs of the body, not different from it. There is no 
difference between a part and the whole. (The group of 
organs of action) is also inert. 

itefo *PHFU ^WkUgOcf ll<?ll ( V^-V9£-^o) 

895. Thus, the group of organs of knowledge is also seen to 
be only inert, since it is propelled by the mind as a lump of 
earth on the ground by a stick. 

896. In this manner, I consider the mind also, which has the 
ability of the nature of imagination, as inert since it is 
impelled by the resolutions of the intellect, as a stone by 
slings. 

'5TST TRTtfer ftgrc: i ( 3/3-04-?* ) 

<smW^ cn^ITt 11**11 ( V*-V9<£-9^) 

897. Thus, the intellect, whose characteristic is determi- 
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nation, is only an inert entity; (this is) a certainty. Surely, it 
is directed by the ego, as a river by an excavation. 

VlctkMeh: 1 ( 

N^U 34-^) 

898. Even the ego, which is without substance, is only inert, 
of the nature of a corpse. It is produced by the individual 
soul (or individualised consciousness), as a ghost, which is of 
the nature of a delusion, (is produced) by (the mind of) a 
boy. 

^3 ^ddTcKIvIl didldtl ftSRf: I (V 

(wod-?*) 

899. The individual soul is indeed the (limited) space of 
consciousness. It is existing in the heart with the nature of 
the vital air. It is very delicate and lives by (or depends for 
its existence on) someone different within. 

tiftcifd fasg)u»dH<KlMUU | 

900. The individual soul lives by the ancient natural state of 
consciousness in the form of the Self. (But), the individual 
soul lives only with the characteristic of consciousness 
having the delusion of objectivity. 

i (vs-vad-^va) 

$ran^n^mi () 

901. Whatever appears by itself, real or unreal, in the Pure 
Being during the absorption of consciousness in the object 
of meditation, it becomes that alone in a moment, complete¬ 
ly abandoning its essential nature. 

^ ii^ii (VV'S^S) 
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902. Thus, though of the nature of pure' Consciousness, on 
account of its tending towards objectivity, this (world that is 
experienced) which is by itself inert, empty and not feasible, 
is excited (or brought into existence) by consciousness. 

3T*RT: 1441$ l|^V9|| 

903. These, such as the mind and the organs of perception 
(i.e., the ear, skin, eye, tongue and nose), are indeed the 
terminations of the play of consciousness (by objectifica¬ 
tion). All are quite unreal, occupying the position of the 
second moon (seen by delusion). 

Trtn in^n (w^-^) 

904. The One Supreme Consciousness, which is called the 
Supreme Being, alone exists here, stainless, even, pure and 
having a nature devoid of ego. 

lyre I (VS-^-33) 

905. (This Supreme Consciousness) having pure cognition 
as its form is Bliss (or Beatitude) and mere Existence which 
is imperishable. This stainless entity, once shining, is always 
having uninterrupted appearance. 

(Hi) (b) ViOii^i-h: TPz&metTZT: n The absence of relation¬ 
ship between the body and the Self. 

yiftnrEt ^ i 
fiTSETt 3tch«VWMffl ^TSStT IRoll (Vt~V*) 

906. The Self is not related to the body and there is no body 
in the Self. These are mutually different as light and 
darkness. 
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&uw ^ *nsF«fr nqptanrerecrT: i 

%R: d<*kUqifM RTT^I: IR^II (VV^) 

907. Human Beings! There is not even a little relationship 
of this stainless Self with the body, as (there is no relation¬ 
ship) of gold with a particle of mud, though situated in it. 

ijsfMum i (vv^) 

THFTftt '{kbutllft ^T: \\^\\ (VWtt) 

908. The Self is separate and the one having the body is 
separate like water and a drop on a lotus in it. There is not 
even a little contact of the all-pervading one with the one 
possessing the body (i.e., the individual being). 

TrU? nwiTii Pi^nl 11^|| 

909. As there are (no defects arising) from air for the sky 
(or space) not having its state (or behaviour) though situated 
in it, old age, death, calamity, pleasure and pain, being and 
non-being (which are the conditions of the body) do not at 
all exist here (in the Self). Therefore, be happy. 

(iii) (c) srmr*: fuH&sfr ytfyih v*r Even 
though the Self is existing everywhere, it be¬ 
comes manifest only in the eightfold city (or the 
subtle body of the individual). 

** fi? 1315 1 

^ ||^mi (H-V9^-?o) 

910. That Sun (or Self) is indeed existing everywhere in the 
three periods of time (past, present and future). It is not 
perceived solely (or entirely) on account of its subtlety and 
exceeding greatness. 

L 
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hi^hi^h^ cRri%r^ ir^ii (vvs^-xh) 

911. When there is the eightfold city (consisting of the five 
subtle elements, the mind, the intellect and the ego), the 
individual soul becomes manifest therein; not in a stone. 
The entire universe consists of the Self. There is nothing 
which does not consist of the Self anywhere. 

(iv) 3rw fingrihrih n “I am this whole universe’’. 

31? -Hebe* I 

iiciAm #rgRit ir^ii ( 

912. “I am the whole world as well as empty and similar to 
the sky always”. Thus, this fourth and different conviction is 
for the attainment of liberation. 

31? I 

31? ^ETT 31? %efl *1?: («*-V9?-?) 

913. I am the sky. I am the Sun. I am the quarters. I am also 
in the lower regions. I am the demons. I am the gods. I am 
also the worlds. I am the Light. 

31? 'TOUgHUlfbl m <??** I 

»Hiru4fcf3 ^?h. h^h <«v-'»vx) 

914. I am darkness. I am the clouds. I am the earth, the 
ocean and the like. I am the dust, the air and the fire and 
also this entire world. 

3T? fer<wr> vmigrg i 

113011 

915. I am the consciousness in the sky and the sun. I am the 
consciousness in the cage of the five elements (i.e., the 
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body). I am the consciousness in the gods and demons and 
alsointhe movable and immovable things. 

916. I am the fragrance in flowers. I am the colour in the 
Petals of flowers. I am the characteristic part in colours. I am 
also the experience in the characteristic qualities (of 
colours). 

3T^*)elln w4st TT || 

917. “I alone am the sky with unlimited boundary, con¬ 
nected (or endowed) with activities and space, time and the 
like.” Whoever perceives thus everywhere (or at all times), 
he sees (truly). 

918. “I am all-powerful, the infinite Self living in the hearts 
of all beings, without a second and pure Consciousness.” 
Whoever perceives thus within, he sees (truly). 

919. “All this is fastened to me (or strung on me) like series 
of gems on a thread. 1 am not at all the mind (but mere 
consciousness)”; whoever perceives thus, he sees (truly). 

tt T*etictqcft nn i 

920. “Whatever is called the triple world, that is only my 
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portion like a wave on the sea”; whoever perceives thus 

within, he sees (truly). 

VIII 
Death. 

1. JJW =7 
Death does not lead to fear (or danger). 

(i) 3insrdt n It is great prosperity. 

921. If death is complete annihilation, then there is the 

destruction of the disease of worldly existence. Being dead, 

if he is not bom again, in this respect also, there is great 

prosperity (or elevation). 

SIVIHMIMd: I ( 

tsftfc'i dwist irii 

922. (For), the fever that is the emission caused by the 

grasping of being and non-being has arrived at extinction. 

Therefore, death from which there is neither pleasure nor 

pain is (really) Life. 

(ii) <kwd) m n It is also a joyous occasion. 

TJrTFT T$er d^cHd: I 

ijfddfvil f? *TT URi* 11* 11 

923. If there is the acquisition of a body for the dead one, 

that is only a new joyous occasion. Death is indeed the 

disappearance of the body and that death is the greatest joy. 

TT£t «JgUtlc|: I 

muildtfd 11X11 ( 
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924. In the acquisition of another body from the (old) body, 
there is only a new great occasion of joy. Fools! Why are you 
dejected on an occasion for joy in the form of death? 

2. 
The nature of death. 

TRPT W&lVIhM ^ 1IMI 

925. Death is not, at any time, of the nature of complete 
destruction. 

ffct ^Tt I 

tl^ll (V'SWO 

926. The dead one is spoken of as lost. I consider that as 
untrue and improper. Being born repeatedly, he is per¬ 
ceived, separated by space and time. 

RJraRcTT dcJ-rUlMcURwrei: ||V9|| (VV9*-^») 

927. Continuance in different wishes (or imaginations) of 
oneself is called death. The individual soul, remaining with 
its desires, departs leaving the body and dwells (in a 
different body), as a monkey leaving a forest tree (betakes 
itself to) another tree. 

$d2s)clST -ita-rl '*iUm 114.11 (v'9^-^^) 

928. Rama! The individual souls are led here and there by 
their own (individual) desire (or mental impressions) in a 
different extended place and a different period of time. 

W5T 3T5TTOf^ ll<*U 
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3T^T SflUHW ^T: II^oH (VV^V^) 

929, 930. As the seer of a dream, who met with death in his 
dream-world, is again born to see a different dream consis¬ 
ting of the waking state, so, that seer of the waking state, 
who met with death in the world of the waking state, is again 
born to see a different dream consisting of the waking state. 

| (VHoV^) 

4jc4IV4|:4 

931. The man who is dead while awake in this world is 
declared as awakened elsewhere. For one who, having died, 
is awakened elsewhere, the (earlier) waking state complete¬ 
ly becomes a dream. 

3T3^r $PJT 

ErejSI MI<MH *ncT»pqfr MV^tcl II3^11 

932. Virtuous One! The individual soul, having momen¬ 
tarily experienced the false fainting (or loss of conscious¬ 
ness) in death, sees a different state of existence forgetting 
the former one. 

ilGwlFri I 

933. After the loss of consciousness in death, all the worlds 
quickly become manifest completely to an individual soul, as 
visible objects (appear) by the opening of the eyes. 

PlAfrflqr qfcuiteKH-rUH I ($-?o-XX) 

srErefyrnxgEr nr*H (v?o-x<o 

934. After the loss of consciousness in death of an indivi¬ 
dual soul, the wealth of creation consisting of the visible 
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objects of the three worlds, arrives at perception just in a 
moment. 

935. Then, infinite things spring up all round, (such as) the 
apprehension of space and time, the sky, things full of 
characteristic properties and actions and (objects) having 
stability till the end of the world. 

It^u 

936. At the end of death, quite at once, one perceives the 
body in youth and also, space, time, activity, objects, the 
mind, the intellect, the senses and the like. 

3. zRifrfmizKBn 

The dying state of a creature. 

urea) ^ 1?P5n ii^ii 

937. When the channels of bio-energy receive (the nourish¬ 
ment) with their contractions and expansions on account of 

isease, then, the breathing abandons its own natural state 
in the body. 

JlfaST *T trtt; | 

euui r4m41v4lTi^iotM^lrHjfrn^^ IRII 

938. When the airs (or breaths) that have gone in do not go 
out and those that have gone out do not enter into (the 

ody) properly on account of the improper state of the 
channels of bio-energy (nadl-s), then, due to the absence of 
movement (of the senses), there can be (only) memory (and 
not sensory knowledge). 
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r&J 113II (3-***-33) 

939. When the air (or breath) does not at all enter and the- 
air does not go out, on account of the agitation in the 
channels of bio-energy in the body, then, he is declared 3s 

dead. 

ftnj* cjktfetifciriHq. i 
^5RJ: ^IHltd 1% tRJT VIIUJkAclUil ^RT 11X11 (WV?) 

940. When the flow (of bio-energy) in the channels of bio- 
energy is adverse (or deprived) and the creature indeed 
reaches the improper state of the vital airs (or energy), then, 
his consciousness becomes, as it were, extinguished. 

sivnutfa i 
TjrT imil ) 

941. Merely on account of the complete obstruction (to the 
flow) of bio-energy, when activity is extinguished, the body 
is declared as dead. Then, that person is named inert (or 
senseless). 

aRn^ 1 aifn^ai ^ i 
#?r amai^aa iaiaia^afayfa n^n 

942. When that body has become a corpse and the life-wind 
(or prana) has gone to the state of the external wind (by 
merging in it), the consciousness which is liberated from 
mental impressions abides in the true state of one’s Self. 

^flet ^rmuilaffiaraa: i (v****-*) 
tp* hRt a'Mlai^W^Pa yiuMiAM: man 

943. The name of that minute (or subtle) entity possessed of 
mental impressions is declared as jiva (or the individual 
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Soul). When the man is dead, the vital airs are united with 
the atmospheric airs. 

I 

Tjjnf; tHH-nn: U£U 

944. AH the directions are just filled with winds accom¬ 
panied by vital airs pregnant with throbbing minds (or 
thoughts). I see these all around. 

: UlulMIM'rft *FT: 1 

945. Within the atmospheric air, the vital airs of the dead 
exist. In the interior of the vital airs, the mind exists. Know 
the world as existing within the mind like oil in the sesamum 
seed. 

hnUtik jJl-osirl I 

946. Then (i.e., after death), that individual is described by 
the word preta (or the departed one) by those with esta¬ 
blished custom. Consciousness, associated with mental 
impressions, exists like wind and the fragrance (carried bv 
it). 

^ ^ Tifigreq 7I3TCS& I 

^ ^cr ^ qnpn^n^r \\\\\\ 

947. When the individual soul dwells in a different vision 
having abandoned this visible world, then he is of various 
forms (or deeds) as in a dream or as in a fancy, (suited to 
such experiences). 

rl^ ijtdHr^f^ MVd^^TVl'O-l.cbH. »»^?n (VW) 
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948. In that very place (where one dies), one would become 
possessed of memory (or understanding) within, as in his 
earlier incarnation. Then only, at the end of the insensibility 
of death, he perceives another body. 

^TePril ^ TJSfT: %f%TSftcnr I 

Harare^ dlcHi; WITT: ^gRT^mT: 11*311 (V*-^3~3*) 

949. Whosoever and as many individual souls (or creatures) 
as are dead, deprived of liberation, exist there (in space), so 
many are those worlds (or worldly illusions), severally (and 
seemingly) imperishable. 

4. yfichitb igtshdv 
There is the experiencing of pain at the time of death only 
for the ignorant. 

3I«T« emuilfHgl 

gfRtungiwft ^fed^ckudflci ^ ii*ii (3-^-3^) 

950. Having practised, the one who is devoted to (or skilled 
in) steady concentration of the mind, departs leaving the 
body with ease; the one who has the practice of yogic 
concentration as well as the one possessing the means (for 

transmigration with ease). 

I (3~K*-W 

1*^*1*^ H*ll (3-tO*~34) 

951. That ignorant person with a helpless heart (or a 
powerless mind) attains to grief at the time of his death. He 
arrives at extreme dejection (or wretchedness) like a lotus 
cut off all round. 

qdHcrg.^cfeumfact n^n (vh*-3<0 

952. One who does not have a mind refined by sacred (or 
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^jptural) precepts and who is attached to bad people 
tyenencesi in death, a burning within his mind like one 

^ IKII (VV«-*o) 

gutli^t?6 Ume °f death)’ when there is the state of the 
coi^i g.thro.at and the ugliness caused by the look and the 

2n?°ni°f thC dying man)’this Person w^h an intellect 
, ngm discnmmation departs (from the body). Then he 

mes dejected (or miserable) in his mind. 

| 

TnU^'MUs^,'^nt tmil 

SsS hf hem? bUndneSS (leadin* to) absence of light 
He as,.(or sees) stars risen even in the daytime 

Secti^T “Sh‘v eXPa,"Se“nSi!,ting °f the ““Mtude of 
blackened 'ng C'°UdS and the ^ as densely 

immi <*-«*-**) 

exwrienlLC°mred by Pa‘n *" the vi,al Par<s °* th<= body and 

ro^nS He fee^hmTh Undin8rf‘nrri,°ry in ™w whMine 
interior of the ^ ™ “>a 

•flMeiM imPls5!lH|<aiVW: IIV9II 

??** ^aS t^e c*rc^e the quarters turned round. He 
1 ee s) as if being borne? away on the sea and as if being 
earned in the sky. His mind is on the point of deep sleep. 
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ggmrer: 4) fan: i 

^retaciguTf f^fq^rT $divi4 ii^-ii o-v*-’*'#) 

957. (He feels) as if fallen into a blind well (i.e., a well, the 

mouth of which is hidden) and as if joined to the interior of a 

stone. He has his words becoming paralysed spontaneously. 

(He feels) as if tom off within his heart. 

LMdld TOtapTfguncKf gdipfa: | 

^rT Udel^qcTqt^ESr: ll<?ll (3-<V#-'*t0 

958. He falls, as it were, from his path in the sky and (feels) 

as if thrown into a whirlwind. (He feels) like one mounted 

on a speedy chariot and on the point of melting away like 

ice. 

ottl^cffdd Wit <*IMilclM4*j¥lf?|c| I 

•wfilW: dftWRa gdlfcud: ||$oll (VVi*-**> 

959. He is, as it were, propounding the course of worldly 

life, perhaps without coming into contact with kinsmen. (He 

feels) as if whirled round by a sling and as if dwelling in a 

wind-machine. 

•yfad) dT w err I 

•yttldd *h*ld3 II^^II 

960. (He feels) as if he is caused to revolve like a potter’s 

wheel or as if dragged by a rope. (He feels) as if revolving in 

a whirlpool and as if fixed in an iron fetter. 

3TTCUP «uR^ul diufc) ll^^U (3~<V»f-'»f£) 

961. Being carried away like a blade of grass and ascending 

in a blowing rainy wind, he is, as it were, falling down into 

the ocean with the stream of (rain) water. 
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II*^ll (VK*-'***) 

qaEwdcrta ^q?rf?ra ^nf*ra*. I 

^*KI<huf>ft'$4l'Tl: It^SIl (VW«-^o) 

962,963. (He feels) as if falling into a whirling motion in the 
chasm that is the infinite sky. He is experiencing the state of 
change of the earth, incessantly falling as it were and soaring 
on all sides like the ocean. He is agitated by hearing his (own 
audible) expirations and full of sores in the form of all his 
organs of sense. 

UiMtafcmifcft'U to i (v<Oi-s^) 
^ vrtHlfa 'jflClMHclMHMl lismi 

964. His perceptions of all objects of sense gradually 
become dark. He does not know what is prior and subse¬ 
quent. His memory has arrived at thinness (or has faded). 

*R: <*c*CRy msaS cqgRtrw I 

ii^^ii (vkx^) 

965. On account of great delusion, his mind abandons (or 
loses) its power of thinking. Therefore, he sinks into deep 
insensibility due to absence of discrimination. 

5. 
The experience following death. 

TKUnfe;M4) TJrs5f l 

rTT ll^ll (V*o-*0 

966. The fainting (or insensibility) consisting of the begin¬ 
ning of death is experienced by everyone. Wise One! Know 
that very fainting as the night of the great dissolution (or the 
involution of the universe at the end of a great universal 
cycle). 
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*lef TJeJ I 

|R|| (V^o*^) 

967. At the end of that (insensibility), quite every individual 

produces a world (or creation) separately, which are natural 

dream-fancies like the dance of a mountain which is a 
delusion. 

£K«l<i4n4)c|4: I 

968. As the mind-body of the Supreme Self (or the Cosmic 
Mind) produces this (universe) finally at the end of the nigW 

of the great dissolution, so, (the mind-body of every indivi¬ 
dual soul) produces its world severally after (the insensibility 

of) death. 

men ( v’*°-3V9) 

969. In the deaths and births of those other individual souls 
like you, memory (or impressions left on the mind by past 
experiences) becomes the cause on account of the absence 
of liberation here (in this life). 

Hf ^Frl: MlRwRw I 

970. That condition is called pradhana (the primary source 
of the material universe) in which the individual soul, at the 
end of the insensibility of death, opening (or unfolding) as it 
were within, remains (as yet) unopened (or unexpanded into 
objective experience). 

sildrll d<*oJJcW • 

^ iumi (^->fo-^<?) 

971. That is called the sky (or void), prakrti (or Nature, the 
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Material cause of the universe consisting of the threefold 
essential qualities or energies termed sattva, rajas and 
amas), avyakta (or the unmanifest primary principle), 

Ja. ajada (the dull or unconscious as well as the conscious¬ 
ness-reflecting principle). This is the manner in the ap¬ 

pearance of the world and also of recollection (or creation) 
and absence of recollection (or dissolution) 

^t|V3tl 

Pr^fWhCn’t. *S T the point of awareness, it is Mahat (the 

S^aPsTiP «C 6lleCt’ thC SeCOnd of the twenty-five 
b awtkenednmiP m rerC°gnised by the S^khya-s). When it 
form tt’ 6 1Ve su^tle elements (of sound, touch, 

eluent? Smell)’ Space’ time> activity, the gross 

principle^ rCSt "Se fr°m thC V°id (or undifferentiated 

973. n,at alone, swollen (or further evolved) and a little 
awakened, becomes the group of five senses. That alone is 

~td.“ fiody ihat very thing is (also) the subtle 
Dody (of the individual). 

cheMmuRulctt: \ 

974. This (subtle body), which has become very large (or 
gross) by imagination, assumes the notion (or conscious¬ 
ness) of materiality like a child, on account of such concep¬ 
tion (or experience) for a long time. 
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975. Then, there arises the apprehension of space and time 
and those that exist with their support. (But), they are just 
not born like the activity of motion of air. 

sjcFTSPT: I 

976. Thus, this delusion of the world has grown quite 
falsely. It is like the union with a dream-woman. Though 
experienced, it consists of unreality. 

cR^t *T: I 

tdfa ^cHi^l^Hiulti^llici fro?n^ns^ii 

977. Just where a creature dies, there and then exactly, he 
immediately sees this expanse of the world, existing, as it 
were, in this manner. 

HII 

II$311 (3--*0--*V9) 

978. (Such a world) is beautiful with a multitude of stars and 
planets, the sun, mountains and heavenly cities; (it is also) a 
hollow of perils such as disease, distress, old age and death. 

11 S'*11 (V*o-X<£) 

979. It has movable and immovable things, gross and 
subtle, and the agitation due to innate disposition and 
annihilation. It is possessed of oceans, mountains, lands, 
rivers and their lords having their destruction in a moment 
or an aeon, in a day or a night. 

sit ftan i 
*TTcTT ll$mi (V*o--tf<?) 

980. It has obtained the conviction of this nature: “I am 
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indeed brought into existence here by that father.” It has 
this mental impression born in it, viz., “this is my mother; 
this is my wealth.” 

^chAc^d: (V'So-^R) 

981. It has the imagination made in this manner: “This is 
my good deed and this is my bad deed.” It has the (thought) 
arising in the mind thus: “I was a child; but I am a youth 
today.” Thus a fragment of the forest of worldly existence is 
bom severally. 

The experience of the departed is in conformity with one’s 
own actions. 

ifcn 

982. The departed ones experience this state within at the 
end of the fainting (or insensibility of death) in accordance 
with their own mental impressions (derived from past 
experience), quite gradually and (sometimes) also without 
such order. [The following descriptions are in accordance 
with the beliefs of particular sects.] 

lild-l'stl IIRII 

983. At first they consider “we are dead”. In due order, 
they are feeling that they are risen due to the offering of 
food at obsequial ceremonies (performed) by their relatives. 

rrat wra ijj-i i 

3rar^rf*r: ll^H ( VWR4) 
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984. Then, they feel thus: “These are the messengers of 
Death having the noose of death (for taking the departed 
ones). I proceed gradually to the city of Yama (or the god of 
death), being led by these (messengers).” 

xpl: I 

985. The virtuous one repeatedly (feels) that there are 
beautiful and divine gardens and heavenly vehicles (on the 

way) acquired by his own (virtuous) actions. 

feUWlebUicti^l^VI^MsIcUlPl ^ I 

tnq^TFUmil 

986. The sinful one (feels) that forests with weapon-like 
leaves, chasms, thorns and masses of snow are met with, 
arising from the moral demerit of his own actions. 

^ uluiUMIril ^rrf&T: YfldVIl^l | 

R=T*srsgT<ll tp: TOrtgr ^nZTR: 115,11 (VV*~3$) 

987. The intermediate one (of average merit feels) thus: 
“This is my path existing in front, soft to tread, having cool 
meadows and dense shades and possessed of reservoirs of 
water.” 

3T4 *|cror: i 

3T*T Cb*f(^x4l<l55r IIV9II ) 

988. “Here I have arrived at the city of Yama, (the god of 
death and the dispenser of the fruits of our actions). That 
one yonder is the ruler of creatures. This examination of the 
(past) actions (of creatures with a view to delivering judge¬ 
ments thereon) is done here”; thus does he have the 
experience. 
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wlfadt ^ wcu (VSV^'O 

989. Directed (by the god of death) in enjoying the fruits of 
my own actions, I depart from here immediately to the 
auspicious heaven, or only to hell from here. 

*!: Wife? '*TOT '(J'+cil 1 

■$mwi 4ld4l **i'*dl g5T: \\%\\ 

990. (He feels thus:) “This is the heaven that was enjoyed 
by me or this hell was suffered by me. These are those births 
(or forms of existence) experienced by me. I am bom again 
in worldly life.” 

SfiTORtaT ^JUJ \ 

4tim^mtq4l -qmmltH; rirnr: \\^o{\ (^-^-^) 

wznrorrf ^trrqgpjen^nssu (VSVW 

991, 992. The departed beings are of six kinds. Hear this, 
their difference: The insignificantly sinful, the moderately 
sinful, the greatly sinful, the insignificantly virtuous, the 
moderately virtuous and the greatly virtuous. 

ll^ll (VSV^) 

993. Someone, bewildered and possessed of great sins, 
experiences internally the fainting of memory for a year, 
resembling the interior of a stone. 

3T5^t for cfTT?5 ll^^U (VHW*) 

u^ii (v^s) 

994, 995. Then, awakened in course of time, having expe- 
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rienced for a long time the inexhaustible pain of hell bom of 
the womb of mental impressions left by past actions, having 
lived through hundreds of births and fallen very much from 
one pain into another, he arrives at repose sometime during 
the agitation constituting the course of worldly existence 
which is a dream. 

ft in mi (w*-**) 

996. Or, they experience in a moment, at the end of the 
insensibility of death, the state of trees and the like, afflicted 
by hundreds of troubles associated with motionless (or 
dumb) beings, existing only within the mind. 

3ry%Errer 335T& •farnq; itq^ti 

997. Then, having experienced agonies in hell according to 
their own mental impressions (left by their past thoughts and 
actions), they are born again after a long time on the surface 
of the earth in the wombs of creatures. 

am 1 

998. Likewise, he who is moderately sinful perceives (or 
experiences), after the insensibility of death, the inertness of 
the interior of a stone for some time. 

ctT I 

999. Afterwards, awakened (to consciousness), he will 
arrive at worldly existence just then or in a certain period of 
time* having passed through births in the order of animals 

and the like. 
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wrfHT^ftm <iM^*wtRn^n^^n (vwo) 

1000. Someone, insignificantly sinful, experiences, as soon 
as he is dead, a body obtained wholly in accordance with his 
own mental impressions. 

^ xlrtln * 

«fn»t II'RoM 

1001. Like a dream or fancy, he perceives (a body) like 
that. In that very moment, his memory also rises in this 
manner; (i.e., the previous mental impressions bring forth 
new worldly experiences). 

1002. But, those with excellent and abundant virtues enjoy 
thoroughly through memory (or by calling to mind), the city 
of semi-divine beings in heaven, after the insensibility of 
death. 

'ddl.wi<*i4u<£yi Vn$s fem-1 

'jiiMni hi^ n^u (v^v?^) 

1003. Then, having enjoyed elsewhere their own reward (or 
retribution) befitting their other actions, they are bom in the 
human world in the abode of virtuous people possessed of 
Wealth. 

H <er MwtMyMfuil 1 

1004. And those who are moderately virtuous, moved by 
the atmospheric air, go to the bud (or blossom) of a plant 
after the insensibility of death. 
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<rar rU’bi+jc* ■spfsn yfayii -juiih. i 
>rHHWlyldyPr1 5T$f »llIdsMilR*it lITtfll 

1005. Having experienced (or lived through) the agreeable 
fruit there, and having entered the interior of men (as food), 
they reside within the embryo of generative fluids suitable 
for the order of birth; (i.e., they take birth in this world 
again in a suitable family to work out the fruits of their 
accumulated actions). 

After the experience of the other world. 

cfKrtdi itlcUfft 5ft I 

rt^gfter 4)Prirfcvd ^f?r hmR imi 

1006. It is only that person, with all organs of perception 
sleeping (or insensible), that goes in this manner to the state 
of the seed (or generative fluid) in a man. That seed (or 
generative fluid) dropped into the female organ of genera¬ 
tion, becomes the embryo in the mother. 

^rait *Tsrenreqt sncsaRt c7E*arg>f?i: iRii 

1007. That embryo is bom in the world in accordance with 
former actions. The child with a beautiful bodily form 
becomes fortunate or unfortunate. 

ddt ^RT TfO&k TSgfH ii^m (v^«) 

1008. Then (the child) experiences moon-like youth intent 
on lust; then (he experiences) old age like a missile of snow 
fallen on the face of a lotus. 

rfdtsfq ouiftimui i 
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1009. Then also, (he experiences) the disease of death and 
again the insensibility of death. Again (he experiences) the 
assumption of a body through obsequial offerings, come like 
a dream. 

11mi (vw^) 

1010. Again he goes to the world of Yama (or the god of 
death) and again he experiences the course of wanderings 
repeatedly, on the rising of the interval between various 
births. 

1011. Thus, the one having the form of the sky (or void) 
experiences swiftly, again and again till his final liberation, 
the exceedingly terrible state of rapidity (in transmigra¬ 
tions), in the void alone. 

5. mvin-rWiivtcr: 

The experience after death of one who has entered upon 
the path of Yoga. 

1012. The former bad deed (or sin) of the embodied one 
whose life has gone out in a stage (or step) of yoga, wanes in 
accordance with the portion of (such) stage (accomplished). 

im: ^ i 

Wfft^RS: IRII 

1013. Then, he sports in heavenly cars, in the cities of the 
(semi-divine) guardians of the world and in the bowers of 
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the gardens of Mount Meru, in the company of lovely 

women. 

cTcT: ^ I 

xrfT^fttrt 4lPrrt <»jf^ 1131» (W^W>) 

1014. Then, when the wealth of good deeds and the bad 
deeds done before (in former births) are exhausted in the 
multitude of enjoyments or sufferings (in heaven or hell), 

the yogins are born on earth. 

aflMdi *SUTcKTi I 

vhFh^NI £ct^l ii)j|c<|Rtdl: irtfll 

1015. Having been born in the protected home of pure, 
wise, virtuous and prosperous persons, these (yogin-s), 
steeped in yoga, pursue only yoga. 

1016. There, the wise ones, having remembered the perfor¬ 
mance of the step of yoga practised in earlier manifestations 
(or incarnations), very much fall upon the performance of 
the higher step (of yoga). 

9. Wihlr&ilil’rtiillf'dfctrR: 
The rule for attaining to a different body from (one's) 

body. 

3tiyil'4IVI¥kH4°dJ ell*MI*4lcieilRui: I 

^TT^qrfilcUU^l: 11 ^ 11 

1017. (The individual souls) bound by hundreds of fetters in 
the form of desires and carrying the dispositions of (such) 
desires (or mental impressions), go from one body to 
another like birds (flying) from one tree to another. 
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Rani ^ctRt | 

^ifadUhKdW-ddkHIchfoc^d^l^ ll-RII 

1018. At the proper time, the individual soul, of its own 
accord, becomes different by (individualised) consciousness, 
possessing the form contemplated, on account of the ap¬ 
pearance of the bud of inner mental impressions. 

The course of worldly existence (lasts) till the knowing 

of the Self. 

afcBftmPd WT* 'qiRu<llc|<UlgW: l 

qicHjgl 

1019. The ignorant ones move round in the course of 
worldly existence like a multitude of whirlpools in water, so 
long as they do not see their own Self which is blameless. 

^ ^T: IRII 

1020. Having renounced the unreal, having perceived the 
Self and having obtained the real Knowledge (or Supreme 
Consciousness), they are not born again in this world, 
having arrived at the (Supreme) position in proper time. 

11. o/ld-ynfo: 

The state of one liberated while living, after death. 

^ct t&airct rm i 
MlcfdT dc*«lT d|i|lRd Sf^dlHJ I * 11 

1021. Rama! On the destruction of the body, that very state 
devoid of repeated births is described as the state of libera¬ 
tion without the body. Those who are abiding in that do not 
attain to the state of a visible being. 
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rg*Rrafcfn i i 
^ ^pgr <*TctfrT gTTT^TT ||5?tt (V*9-?*) 

1022. In the heart of those liberated while living, there 
exists the pure desire, resembling a roasted seed, destitute 
of the sprout of birth again. 

3icKcfT c!% «Wrtc<vn«J>cl[ I 

1023. When the body is overcome by time, one enters the 
state of liberation without a body, having abandoned the 
position of liberation while living, like the wind (going to) 
the state of absence of motion. 

far^?i£*dl nrwrtUd ynmfa t 

qr ^ W ^cT7: iixii (vs-**0 

1024. One who is liberated without a body neither rises nor 
vanishes. He is not extinguished. He is neither an entity nor 
a non-entity. He does not exist far away. He is neither “I” 
nor is he not “I”. He is not also another. 

12. 3JTHIT jf 57 377<Vr) 57 ff&J# Wt 
The Self neither dies nor is born. 

^ ^ I 

ii^n (vk*-**) 

1025. The conscious person or the soul neither dies nor is 
bom anywhere. It only perceives this mistakenly like the 
confusion (arising) in a dream. 

1026. The soul is mere consciousness. When and where 
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possibly does it perish? In the case of its being distinct from 
consciousness, say, what else can a man be? 

%tr 

1027. Say, who (has seen) consciousness dead till this day - 
whose, which and how? Hundreds of thousands of bodies 
die. Consciousness is remaining imperishable. 

irsn (v*V*-^) 

1028. The names of life and death were invented only for 
that diversity of mere desires which the individual soul may 
experience in itself. 

^ ^ *tth% r ^ i 

1029. Thus, no one dies nor any one is born. The individual 
soul merely rolls about in the hollows of the whirlpools of 
desire. 

c^dWI: MctffuT TremssRT; \ 

dt!IT ^RflriraT d'mPt TT*TJTTf=r g ||^|| 

1030. As there are knots (or joints) intervening in a long 
creeper, so, births and deaths (intervene) in a living being. 

It ^rrr i=Rj ^f?r r ’ETTrnarfd \ (v^v^) 
^ ^ BimJ) (V^'^°M^) 

1031. The soul is indeed pure and eternal. It does not rise, 
nor is it extinguished. It is not born. It does not die. It is the 
imperishable sky (or space) of consciousness. 
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13. arnpit -yjifachrUchHuin 
The cause of diminution or increase of the duration of 

life. 

WeWfuilH I 

^ ^TJTt chHUlMl^M: ll^ll 

1032. The purity or impurity of the place, time, profession 
and materials pertaining to one’s own actions (or duties) is 
the cause of the shortness or longness of the duration of life 
of men. 

<jfoaiMK<ild »mAci irii (3-k*-?o) 

1033. When one’s (religious) deeds and morality decline, 
the duration of life of men in this world decreases. When 
they increase, (the duration of life) attains to growth. When 
they are middling, (the duration of life) would only be 
middling. 

ii^ii 

1034. An old man meets with death through deeds causing 
death when aged; a child through deeds causing death when 
an infant; a youth through deeds causing death when young. 

4JUIt¥llfe|tm<£4 WydM^Irlgfrl I 

■qrere *ratlr gftaret imi 

1035. That noble person who practises his own religious (or 
moral) duties, undertaken according to the scriptures, 
becomes the recipient of a duration of life in accordance 
with the scriptures (i.e., the full 100 years considered to be 
the life-span of a human being). 
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cFSrffaT -d^^rrT MM I (^-•R-^o) 

1036. Death! You alone are not competent even a little to 
kill (a person) forcibly. For a person who must be killed, 
(his) actions are the ones which perform that (function). It is 
so; not (something) other than that. 

14. =r faniufd 
Death-does not wish to kill him. 

<^^4dFb<*!4ldl dlfWId^Frlfd: I 

^q ^tferat ^ &mi«fd ut>u (v*-3V<0 

1037. Death does not wish to kill that person on whose 
bosom the series of strings of desires passed through pearls 
that are sins (or defects), is not fastened. 

arerat ^ f^F^rT ^ EraUiKi irii ( VV3V*) 

1038. Death does not wish to kill him whom mental ago¬ 
nies, which are insects for the creeper constituting the entire 
body and saws for the (body-) tree in the form of sighs, do 
not cut. 

armt ^ ^ fctyUifd 11311 (W3V*») 

1039. Death does not wish to kill him whom hopes (or 
desires), which are multitudes of snakes on the body-tree, 
with anxieties set as expanded hoods on the head, do not 
burn within. 

^ ij^4d qr FdUWfd \VX\\ (W3V6) 

1040. Death does not wish to kill him whom the serpent of 
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avarice, filled with the poison of attachment and aversion 
and having its habitation in the cavity of one’s own mind, 

does not eat. 

^TTftparrfsraTScr: I 

cFi-q^ imn 

1041. Death does not wish to kill him whom anger, which is 
the submarine fire in the body-ocean, that has drunk the 
entire waters of discrimination, does not burn. 

•zfg fflesrei i 

cfl^fd ferqmfa 115,11 

1042. Death does not wish to kill him whom Cupid does not 
torment intensely like a hard (grinding) machine which is 
filled, (squeezing) the mass of sesamum-seeds (within). 

Trfsmr faTtfasnFrrer fcmmfci iivsii (VS-^-SS) 

1043. Death does not wish to kill him, by whom the repose 
of the mind is resorted to in the only stainless and most holy 

abode (or the Supreme Self). 

q- ,t=rsR* trrt fcmififd ii<sii 

1044. Death does not wish to kill him whose mind, risen like 
a monkey which has fallen upon the chasm that is the body, 
is not trembling. 

IX mrr 
Brahma (the Cosmic Mind). 

1. zrm&nrf &wn 
Brahma (the Cosmic Mind) is the creator of the world. 

from fwf?r: n*n 
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1045. The state (of the objective world) has remained even 
today as the first god presiding over creation clearly 
manifested it at the beginning of creation, in the manner of 
the dreaming person. 

II?II 

1046. Which indeed that primeval god presiding over crea¬ 
tion resolves (or imagines), that severally arises immediate¬ 
ly. This world is his imagination. 

2. m mtfa g>gzr# 

The mind alone is described as Brahma (the Creator- 
god). 

tR tret Hfsg, » 
^1^; tWKdi Rfcfl 11^11 (^-^-^) 

1047. The mind alone is Brahmahood (or the quality of 
creating). That indeed is of the nature of imagination. This 
(objective universe) is produced by the mind having brought 
its own form to a state of expansion. 

TFPHt nql ^5: 1 

«*iuu ^srn^ 1 i^n 

1048. Brahma is the form of the mind. Mind is the body (or 
form) of Brahma. The world is produced by Brahma who 
has gone, as it were, to the state of the mind. 

3. w: 
The birth of Brahma from the Ultimate Reality. 

tR: Tfa&fo Tf&u tHTTRCR: I 

'^fwd^RmicKmdt# ^ 11^11 

1049. By that (inherent nature), the mind, which has an 
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unstable form, arises from the vast (or infinite) Supreme 
Self which is perfectly still, like a wave from the ocean. 

fi^HKcfe'Kui ^ftererms4 irh (v*00-^) 

1050. As there is movement of its own accord in an expanse 
of water which is undisturbed and pure, so is this jlva (or the 
individual soul), which is the cause of the world, (produced) 

in the Supreme Self. 

1051. There is movement of that (Absolute Reality) whose 
nature is motionless. On account of that, it is indeed 
Consciousness that attains to denseness from a place (or one 
portion of it), like the calm ocean on account of movement. 

RcTyiRtd'kiflchai ir*n 

1052. The All-powerful (Absolute Reality) acts as move¬ 
ment and non-movement like water within the ocean, and 
also goes to the state of the energy of motion in one place. 

3Tltw£tal<MHI <4Um *TCf?T I 

<f«hgi«iissHf¥ra&e( rtloMi*^ umi (*-*?-*) 

1053. As the wind moves in the sky by itself and only in 
itself, so, the Self goes to the state of agitation (or move¬ 
ment) here, only in itself and by its own power alone. 

ttRt gr?*rfd ii^ii (x-^-'s) 

1054. As a gentle lamp attains to elevation only on account 
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of the power of movement of its own flame, so, that Self 
moves in its own body. 

grftcj i 

1055. As the ocean is shaking within the water like the 
glittering water (caused by the hot rays of the sun), so, the 
all-powerful (Self) is having the play of movement only in its 
own body (or nature). 

ch-ct-chHch-HIMi: I 

1056. As the golden ocean glitters, shining by the multitude 
of rays of light (from the Sun), so, the ocean of Conscious¬ 
ness throbs with the (light of the) organs of sense due to the 
movement within itself. 

‘^TSTT oeUtn I 

1057. As the throbbing of pearls is observed from the 
viewing in the non-appearing sky, so, the energy of Cons¬ 
ciousness with a shining form appears in the great sky of 
Consciousness. 

TfT I 

1058. That energy of consciousness is having a state which is 
a little agitated, in the great sea of Consciousness. Pure 
Consciousness full of that (energy) throbs there itself like a 
wave in the ocean. 

^ UC*l'3>JHcU<idc>4 ^ f| l 

41c4ebKuiebMftsil 4V«iAdKji (v^s-s) 
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1059. That alone, which is merely of the nature of expe¬ 
rience (or cognition), is indeed the throb of Consciousness, 
named the individual soul, the cause and action. This alone 

is the seed of worldly life. 

IVMI^I«fchUUII<'j5S I 

4j)uiMc6&: miRict 113311 (v^-U) 

1060. At first, Consciousness, which is on the point of 
cognising objects to be known, rises from Siva, the foremost 
cause, as the movement of water (is produced) in a small 

degree from the serene ocean. 

fa&iR sfgrsRssft 113311 (3-^s-33) 

1061. In the ocean of Brahman (or Ultimate Reality), the 
water of Consciousness, on account of its throbbing, attains 
to the state of a (rotating) wheel in the form of the Jiva (or 
individual soul which transmigrates), possessing the wave- 
nature of the mind (or thought), and produces the bubbles 
of creation. 

4. W/ vnfzfGFitszi 

This movement of Brahman (or the Ultimate Reality) is 

natural. 

tTg ssaqa IIqii (3-srtf-*0 

1062. That indeed is described by the word Jiva (or indivi¬ 
dual soul) which entity of the nature of consciousness is the 
movement of that (Ultimate Reality) on account of its 
inherent nature, arising, as it were, until final liberation. 

*gmcnfgre> ^rty>-tui n?n (3-^*-3) 
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1063. Indeed, that is the Jiva (or the individual soul) which 
is the natural throb of the pure sky of Consciousness, of the 
nature of cognition in a small degree, on the disappearance 
of its tranquil nature. 

*rar ct\dw ■qsn \ 

1064. As there is the movement of the wind, the hotness of 
fire or the coldness of ice, so there is jivahood (or the 
condition of being an individual soul) of the Self. 

d-d^tld ffd 

1065. That is considered as jiva (or the individual soul) 
which is, as it were, cognition in a small degree of the true 
principle of the Self which has the nature of consciousness 
by itself and through the power of its own nature. 

5. «rt)rt4oi 

Brahman (or the Ultimate Reality) throbs spontaneously 
only out of its own sport. 

^t?Tfedd: \ V«) 
nCtmTl 11 ^ 

1066. That Self-principle (or the Absolute Consciousness), 
which is not limited by space, time etc., takes a body held in 
space and time, through its own power and only out of sport. 

«(£fd *dd*d*m«*>d!>l l 

^<viiR*d4lt<dl IRII (VW^> 

1067. A part, in the form of apprehension, arises from that 
(Absolute Reality), of its own accord, like a streak of 
whirlpool from water, risen with the sparkling quality of 
water. 
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^ II3II (^-^V9-V9<?) 

1068. The Self is spontaneously perceived, as if it were 

another, only by itself. 

Ht^VI fed fact |fn^: ir*ll (W**’*-**') 

rTc^T ^gc^chcfrdlM^H, • 

1069, 1070. When the Self, spontaneously, by its throbbing 
nature alone, produces the energy called thinking (or imagi¬ 
nation) like wind its power of motion, then, the universal 
Self becomes the mind consisting of the grasping of 
thoughts, appearing as it were differently, manifesting its 

form of its own accord. 

6. 3J^T jel 
This movement is perceived as different. 

q»cfRKcH ^cTOracf: I 

3t~Hdlfitet tUtlfri ^dfechrMlfejchi 11*11 (V*~3V^) 

1071. Thus, (The Absolute Consciousness), imagining itself 
as different by nature, goes as it were to the state of 
otherness by itself, in the form of its own error (i.e., such 
imagination). 

irar ft? ^ stutt^ i 

*raR^r 1^«F?un^T ■‘idl 11911 

1072. As that same man indeed becomes like another in a 
moment on account of anger, so, the one of the nature of 
pure Consciousness, has gone to the state of otherness, 
having the stain of error (or imagination). 

*Jlc|4|fri TTOET I 

rgfedmidtfed ll^ll (W**#-*) 
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1073. Rama! For him who considers this collection of rays 
of (solar) light as different from the sun, this is indeed 
different, as it were, from the sun. 

^cfcotiRftchui 'MlRlcP^ l 

1074. By whom a bracelet is considered as different from 
gold, that is only a bracelet for him; that is surely not gold 
for him. 6 

rTC^t ’TTTfarl: I 

1075. By whom a wave is considered as different from 
water, for him, only the firm conviction of the wave 
remains; not the conception of water. 

tudebostld^ui <mfddl l 

'AWlRlajJ^f^fd vrdk'dsfftcf Idyfd 

1076. By whom a streak of flame is considered as different 
from fire, for him, the conception of fire vanishes; only the 
conception of the flame remains. 

3tidt4li«=i|JdRd^ct oltldR^ct fdy(d II vs 11 

1077. In the great ocean of Consciousness, that power of 
consciousness, whose natural state is a little disturbed 
stands separated as it were from the Self (or Absolute 
Consciousness) when it is just not separated. 

7. VT^: 

This vibration (or movement) is of the nature of thought. 

W^eMS^lfJRnftrd ddldl ll^ll (V^V3) 
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1078. That is considered as the mind which is the form of 
the Infinite Principle of the Self, the all-powerful Supreme 
Spirit, created by its power of thought (or will). 

SKIltrl ctriWiqqqjRII 

1079. The Supreme Consciousness, excited by the powers 
of movement in the form of space and time and pursuing 
imagination, attains to the position of grasping (things). 

8. ?^.* 
This vibration (or movement) is of the nature of imagina¬ 

tion of objects. 

^TOIcTrirPKT gfTcdrt I 

^TOnggRT TTT (V***-*^) 

1080. This Supreme Consciousness flows forth by itself, 
imagining objects which have gone beyond its nature. Itself 
having faded all around, it is enfeebled. That is considered 
as the mind. 

fog: IR1I 

1081. This Consciousness which is associated with objects 
imagined is declared as comprehension (or grasping of 
ideas). That state of Consciousness which is intent on 
objects is considered as the sprout of imagination. 

113n c#-<v*->0 

1082. Consciousness, thinking of objects perceived as if 
they are distinct from itself, attains to the state of imagina¬ 
tion, like a seed (attaining to) the state of a sprout. 
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9. JlfffWKWJSrtZ tf&ui: 

(Imagination of objects) is of the nature of mere appear¬ 

ance (or illusion) of Absolute Consciousness. 

^d<lfa4 \\\\\ (V^oo-^) 

1083. The mind having the other appellation of jlva (or 
individual soul), existing between the conscious principle 
and dulness (or absence of awareness), is perceived within 
the Absolute Consciousness (or Brahman) only on account 
of illusion. 

(M^'yiPd4«n oiilfi-t i 

■ERt IR|| (^oo-^) 

1084. As there is the illusion of the feather of a peacock in 
the sky and the conception of a whirlpool in water, so there 
is the mere bit of an illusion that is the mind or jlva (the 
individual soul), in the Self. 

10. 
The Causeless origination of the maker of the world. 

1085. It is only the Causeless Power (of creation) that shines 
within (the Absolute Consciousness) like the lustre of a 
crystal. 

dWhfrhKUl \ 

W1MWWHJI3H (W<0 

1086. Therefore, the self-caused Brahma (or Cosmic 
Mind), who by himself is self-possessed, shines without a 
cause or with only his own mind as the only cause. He has a 
nature which is non-different from his own cause. 
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^rf?r t 

1087. On account of his inherent nature being mere Con¬ 
sciousness, he is aware: “I am the body.” By that, he 
perceives a form mistakenly, like (the accidental fall of) the 
fruit of a palmyra tree (when) a crow (settles on it). 

fedd'MIdlcHmilld dgltd *t4ebl<U|^ < 

-H-ydi <*>Kuj xrsrr^f Pm 14 uRuidq. imi 

1088. The nature of Brahma (the Cosmic Mind or Creator), 
which has arrived from the inherent nature of Absolute 
Consciousness, is the cause of everything. Then, bringing 
into existence Karma (or the law of cause and effect), it 

becomes the cause of worldly life. 

R*ti fctcT: I 

qrgT%usUPid T5[f*t: imn 

1089. The mind becomes manifest from Absolute Con¬ 
sciousness spontaneously, like foam from water. Then, it is 
bound by actions like foam by ropes. [Ropes may bind the 
movement of foam but not the underlying water.] 

3TTCT: 3TSfHrirr; ^ tEW^Rfd I 

JJIddHMI 4dcbl^ruim«tMKU|cbKU|: ll^ll 

1090. The first Lord of creatures was formerly well-known 
as self-caused. He is causeless also on account of the absence 
of his own previous actions (or Karma). 

^TITTTTHL 11*911 

1091. Of what sort indeed can there be a cause for a thing 
which is unattainable through seeing, as for example, the 
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non-existent horn of a hare and the like and the water of a 
mirage? 

ehROTHJ 
udu (W^R-Ro) 

1092. Only this called non-seeing (or absence of know¬ 
ledge), which is instantly destroyed by right perception, is 
the immediate cause of false appearances. 

MhkMl chlfckchuu’l cn URII (V*V*^) 

1093. Nor any previous memory is the cause of (the ap¬ 
pearance of) Brahma (the self-born Creator). 

11. B&UT: ibuffui 

There are no actions (to fructify) for Brahma. 

SHckWlft ^ chMiuitii ch^lld URII ( VR-R"*) 

1094. There are no previous karman-s (or actions to fructi¬ 
fy) for him, nor does he do any (such) actions now (that mav 
bind him). y 

rTvt ^R5[TFira IRII (^-R-R«^) 

1095. The movement of vital energy (or physical activity) of 
this Brahma which is perceived as action by people like us is 
(only) seen thus (mistakenly) by us. But, in this respect 
there is no idea of action on his part. 

12. mm: 
Brahma has a body (consisting) only of thought. 

URM ( VR~V«) 
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1096. This mind consisting only of thought is declared as 
Brahma (the Creator-god). He is a person who is the space 
of imagination. There is no physicality (or earth and the 
like) in him. 

Phfel «nf?T ?$fs|chi I 

7T&r*m4<l sign irii (3-WO 

1097. As a doll existing in the mind of a painter shines 
without a body (before it is painted on a canvas), so also, 
Brahma (the Creator-god) shines as the colouring in the 

clear space of Consciousness. 

3rrfHerrit^> iJeiitft • 

TUT 1131' (3"V5) 

1098. Rama! There exists only that subtle body for this 
Brahma (the Creator-god). On the contrary, a material 

body is not possible for the unborn Brahma. 

^ ^ ^rllHi cfeKUlWHIH. • 

3T3fFT ehKU|l«||c4|^eh (J^lRldlfgch: 11X11 (W4) 

1099. For all creatures who have a cause, there are surely 
two bodies (the gross and the subtle). For Brahma (the 
Creator-god), there is only the subtle body due to the 
absence of a cause (for his existence). 

^idfcrf <*>uui xrh. ' 
a>itu*i (3~3“S) 

1100. The one unborn Brahma is the supreme cause for all 
classes of creatures. There is no cause for Brahma. There¬ 
fore, he has (only) one body, (the subtle). 

an^lVIl^TT ^ ^TR^T 3HlHctl^ch^dK "5tt (3-3-<°) 
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1101. There is surely no physical body for the first lord of 
creatures. He, who has a subtle body, shines in the form of 
space (i.e., as subtle as formless space). 

3TTSI: 3I*HUldotiTMc<i£: Md-tct 3T5TT: HV9II ( W^) 

1102. He who has a body consisting only of Mind, is not 
composed of the series of entities like earth. The first lord of 
creatures having a body of (subtle) space, produces 
creatures. 

13. mn chw>in 

Brahma is the cause of the existence of the three worlds 

1103. From this first throb (in Absolute Consciousness'! 
this creation, which is of this nature and non-different from 
it (i.e., the first stress in the form of Mind), is well-spreac. 
like the creation of motion from wind. 

ferMldldMU TPf: MdlFj^tctcUp^d: tRIl ( 

1104. From this, of the form of Pure Consciousness tre¬ 
creation bearing the form of a mere appearance, shines 'IS 
this manner. It remains possessing (as it were) realitv 111 
experience. in 

MdWlfad rFUrt ^rnr^i 

3td^l<ldtd: ^gt^eR^ixicT dlRui: tl^ll ( W?<0 

1105. The world is produced by Brahma, who has gone 
it were, to the state of the Mind, from the undivided p’uaS 
Self, as the quality of flowing (arises) from water. Jle 
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(^Ro^oUIcbUMlRui: I 

*i4UM 5PTfa;|yi flam^imi (?-V33) 

1106. Thus, the world, existing as if it has a real nature, is 
the kingdom of fancy of man having the name mind and 

bearing the form of Brahma. 

3^h4) q^Fsnn^n f%rr 
tlgc'tltb'lfeHHHd f^TT I 

3T^t c< ct - 

1107. Consciousness in the form of the imagination of 
Brahma consisting of the “I”-thought, produces the uni¬ 
verse out of the division of thought. It experiences, quite 
within itself, the end of an aeon within the performance of a 
millionth part of the twinkling of the eye of Ananta (or 

Visnu). 

14. st&'jfiri fer& 
The Universe created by Brahma is mental. 

!J»io44|fei44|RHeF: I 

UHlUWMd) UlST ^TSTSTRi 11*11 (w^<0 

1108. As Brahma is mere mind and is not of a nature 
consisting of earth and the like (i.e., not material in nature), 
so is the universe merely thought. For, whatever is born 
(from whichever thing), is only that. 

^cmi<=rr^6ufdRcw g ^ fewgnRa » 
WT c<|4R-H: ii*h (?-5S-*5) 

1109. There is no perceiving of the mind distinct from its 
essential nature, (i.e., mind consists of the thinking faculty), 
as there is (no activity) of the wind except motion. What 
possibly is perceived within? 
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15. wfmqzf&Pi 

The newness of creation. 

1110. This universe that is experienced is quite a new dream 
(of Brahma, the Creator or Cosmic Mind). 

M»eW4) c^tiy^hKUl <=n -^0^: ||^|| (V^V*^) 

1111. Undoubtedly, there is no previous memory whatever 
for the Creators (or Brahma-s) on account of their liberation 
(by merging in the Absolute Reality) in (every) universal 
involution (or universal destruction at the end of a great 
universal cycle); nor is there any cause for the self-born 
Brahma. 

A’yjfcr; 

Power. 

1. sf&ut: WHZT: 

The powers of Brahman, the Absolute Reality. 

VMWvifarwsiRui *r3*4i< i 

3rTt?rT diAcj w^ii 

1112. Brahman, the Lord of all, is ever full of all powers. It 
perceives just that as acquired (or present) by which power 
exactly it becomes manifest (as objects). 

vUIHTI TERIsn 1 

cTrTOT IRII (W9V**) 

1113. Whatever and in whichever manner, the Self, which is 
full of all powers, contemplates thoroughly, it perceives that 
then and in that manner, manifested by its own imagination. 
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VlRfct cTT*^ fed H I MchlVI'Mfd ^Tcfe: 11 ^ 11 (H°H) 

1114. The Lord is indeed all-powerful. Whatever he is 
pleased with, the all-pervading one displays only that 
extended power. 

ffeyifed W Pl^HHiufuoq^ | 

* d<Rd ^ feddl<*tfd I mi 

1115. The Supreme Brahman (or Absolute Reality) is all- 
powerful, eternal, full all around-and immutable. There is 
nothing which is not in that extended Self. 

gtHyiRM: fevMiyifed: ^frTl^rfrn^fu I 

yiddldlU'dl dlRd nmi 

1116. There is no end to the powers of the Absolute (or the 
Divine Self), such as the power of knowledge, the power of 

action, doership and also non-doership. 

tut •yRf^fffcRp^ I 

w^yifedgr ^yiRH4dvj)q^» n^ti (V^o-®) 

*tMyiEkt*feR«4d1 Ihsil (V?°o-^) 

1117, 1118. Rama! The power of Consciousness of 
Brahman (or Absolute Reality) is manifested in bodies. It is 
the power of movement in the winds, the power of inertia in 
a stone, the power of liquidity in the waters, the power of 
heat in fire, the power of emptiness in the sky and the power 
of becoming in the state of worldly existence. 

dtUUI: ^yifcuHl I 

yite>vifed2r-yrtfe^j ii^ii 

«n4yiRww«ir i 
^fg *i4vifed2rffeyifeddi n^n (H®«^°) 
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1119,1120. Every power of Brahman (or Absolute Reality) 
is indeed seen reaching to the ten directions; the power of 
destruction in (the phenomena of) decay, the power of 
sorrow in the afflicted, the power of joy in the happy, the 
power of courage in the warrior, the power of creation in the 
worlds and the all-powerful nature (of destructive forces) at 
the end of a universal cycle. 

2. 
The power of movement (of the Absolute.) 

flUhilUM TOttan *rai ^ 

1121. That Power of movement (of the Absolute), which is 
its Will (or Desire), causes this unreal appearance of the 
visible world, as the will of a man with form (produces) a 
city of fancy. 

wyW irii ( 

1122. Whatever is animate (or sentient) anywhere, that 
surely has the characteristic of movement on account of its 
inherent nature. Existence as a thing is indeed bom of its 
inherent nature. 

jm JTcffd: atom fyr^si wftqrft i 
R(<shiui ii^ii 

1123. Rama! She, (the creative Power) is called Prakjti (or 
Nature), the supremely powerful Divine Will of Siva. This 
natural power of movement (of the Absolute) is well-known 
as Maya (or the illusory power) of the world. 

3TfifrR^T ST<J>1ddi I 
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1124. She herself has gone to the state of Nature by being 
the material cause of creation. She is called activity °n 
account of the accomplishment of things experienced in the 

unreal appearance of visible objects. 

3. n<jr>frl: 
Nature. 

vfecl ^3 J-MMlfM ft I 

^cT VlRW'bRdl ciRlsArUHIdH. II?II (V^V®0) 

1125. Only when the power of Pure Consciousness is 
manifested even a little, as if it were material, then indeed 

does the variety (of worldly objects) arrive. 

m ftrszTT i 

1126. The Joy of Brahman (or Absolute Reality) is perceiv¬ 

ed falsely to consist of the firmness of thoughts (or objects), 
as only its own self (is perceived) by the silk-worm to consist 

of the firmness of saliva. 

T: 11311 

1127. As a senseless web is produced from a living spider, 
so does Prakrti (or Nature) originate from Brahman, the 
Supreme Being, which is eternally awakened (or conscious). 

Trsarr 3f?r ttt cfeymef firm i ( VW*) 
firm i 

i^cr nf>fri: 'rgm IIXII (vw*0 

1128. Nature is brought about in three forms - the subtle, 
the intermediate (between the subtle and the gross) and the 
gross. It remains in these states, produced in three forms on 
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Account of the difference viz., sattva (harmony), rajas 
(activity), and tamas (inertia). This alone is considered as 
*rakrti (or Nature). 

t 

TR ^tt It (W^-^) 

nmi (vwo 

U29. Know that Nature having the characteristics of the 
ree qualities (sattva or harmony, rajas or activity and 

amas or inertia) as avidya (nescience or ignorance). This 
a one constitutes the worldly life of a being. The further side 

this is the Supreme Abode. As much of this visible world 
Whatever that exists due to that (nescience), it depends on 
that (nescience) alone. 

The identity of the Absolute Reality and its Power. 

1130. As wind and its motion are the same and as fire and 
•ts heat are identical, even so, mere Consciousness and its 
power of movement are always identical in essence. 

1131. Know that power of movement which consists of the 
tnind as not different from That (Pure Consciousness). 

'Tatars* \ 

f^n ^tn: MldWH ll^ll ( 

flTEr 3vzr^ i 
tcHcvfiium UXII 

1132. 1133. When (the Absolute Reality) remains as such 
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(i.e., as pure Consciousness) just by turning away (from 
action), then it is called Siva. The action of the power of 
Consciousness is the returning back of the Goddess to her 
own nature (i.e., that of spanda or movement). That alone is 
called Siva just on account of the original true state (of 
quiescence) of the Goddess who is the activity that is the 
Power of Consciousness, the one in Her natural state and 

possessed of great deeds. 

TOIfj TTW ^TOT imil ( W^’5) 

1134. (The Absolute), on account of consciousness, is not 
capable of remaining without the power of its own nature 
existing in that manner, as (existing) formless (is not 

possible) for gold. 

3TT?T Idddtri II (W43“'9) 

^fgfrT II^II (VV^) 

1135. Wise One! Say how black pepper can exist without 
pungency. Describe how the juice of sugarcane can remain 

without sweetness. 

3T^R I bail 
1136. What is mere consciousness, if insensible, is not 

described as mere consciousness. 

^cFT ^ddl*lld): f^TT I 

VleHlld dfcdd^dqi ^gfT 11411 

1137. Consciousness cannot exist anywhere without the 
vibration of the element of consciousness to a certain 
degree, as an object (cannot exist) by its unreality. 

5t)dd: McMI<t>fd: I 

ftld-tcvHarc: yTPrT: VKdlchlVIVIlPdMId, HSII (V^-<iV^) 
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1138. That Person of the form of air (i.e., the subtle one), 
bearing the form of Siva, tranquil and posessing the calm¬ 
ness of the autumnal sky, is said to be beyond Prakrti (or 
Nature). 

Wrfrt M<frfcUdlctdHll> Trerefqqft | 

tiKMUlKMehl fw&fad: II 

PicMqviH'UHtiH, U^oll (VR-^V^VS) 

1139. That Nature, the Power of Consciousness having the 
character of mere vibration, which is the Will of the 
Supreme Being, revolves in worldly life like an eddy (or a 
potter’s wheel) as long as it does not perceive the ever- 
satisfied and defectless Siva. 

11S S11 (V?-£V*d) 

1140. The Goddess of Consciousness, on account of her 
possessing the nature of mere consciousness, having come in 
contact with (the quiescent) Siva accidentally, completely 
becomes, as it were, full of That (i.e., becomes identical 
with That). 

Sfrirh Molded I 

d<’d>«hdl TRcn d<UctMfi|c||ut^ US^II (V^-£V*<0 

1141. Prakrti (or Nature), having come in contact with 
Puru§a (or the Absolute Being), abandons its Naturehood, 
arriving at oneness within That, as the form of the river 
(attains to oneness) within the ocean. 

ferfd: ^ nifawra vnutld iis^n 

1142. The Power of Consciousness is the Will of Siva (the 
Absolute Being). She comes to an end having reached that 
God alone. 
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fefdPlcjfuH^ii zrcifrfrT: CfTR I 

3inzi dVimcuu^Jd (V3-4V**) 

1143. Prakrti (or Nature), having reached the Supreme 

Position (or the Absolute Being) in the form of the extinc¬ 
tion of the Power of Consciousness, obtains identity with It, 
as a river (obtains) identity with the ocean, within the ocean 

(on reaching it). 

XI m mr 
The Supreme Brahman (or The Absolute Reality). 

^ dc+lcS ^fcf^T Rwirf^ 11*11 (W*4*-**) 

1144. That Whole Being in which everything exists, from 
which everything originates, which is everything and is 
everywhere, the Whole which is complete all round, is ever- 

existing. 

r4viGm xit 19^1 wcfcHjjqsi i 
fl4<l RcfclT ^rof: TTefa *Tef*l^ 11*11 (V*-***^ 

1145. The all-powerful Supreme Brahman (or Absolute 

Reality), which is everything at all times and in every way, is 
spread full of everything and is omnipresent with everything 

everywhere. 

1. tnttiuiis^n3Hfctn 

The inexpressible nature of Brahman (the Absolute 
Reality). 

WfrAwM lOTlt fg rT^ 11*11 (V*-^*-^) 

1146. That (Absolute Reality) is not expressible in words, 
unmanifest, beyond the (cognizance of the) senses and 
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nameless. Its true nature is indeed not the subject-matter of 
the teaching of scholars. 

SktitylftpraiulMi » 

1147. How is that Absolute Reality, which is inaccessible to 
proofs like apprehension by the senses, which is undesigna¬ 
ted and which arises from one’s own direct perception, 
known by discussion? 

Not thus, not thus. 

3 ^ ^ ^RT5T \ 

^1? mui^chdl^ ll^ll 

1148. (The Absolute Reality) is neither sentient nor inert, 
neither being nor just non-being, neither I nor another, 
neither one nor many nor even possessed of many. 

3nTZtl ^raiuJl -q ll^lt 

i -r nr^iidti ^ ii^h 

1149. 1150. It is neither near nor far away, neither existent 
nor non-existent, neither obtainable nor non-obtainable, 
neither whole nor all-pervading, neither a substance nor 
non-substance and neither the five elements nor composed 
of the five elements. 

3. i<mn 
Impossible to say whether (the Absolute Reality) is One 
or Many. 

H^qrtT I 
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1151. When there is duality, the're can certainly be unity. 
When there is oneness, (there can be) a dual nature. Even 
these two divisions (or conceptions) are of the nature of 
consciousness. On account of the conscious nature, even 

that (conception) is unreal. 

f^iT fsefter fgcftei irii ( 

1152. Of the two, viz., oneness and duality, there is a^s®nce 
(of both) due to the non-existence of one. The secon oes 
not exist without the one, nor is there oneness without t e 

second. 

1153. As there is the non-dual cum dual nature of existence 
of a peacock in the (homogeneous) liquid of the egg (o a 
peahen) which, though endowed with variety (of colours), is 
non-manifold (due to homogeneity), so there is the e usion 

of the world in the Absolute Reality. 

4. nq/w cfcrg ? 

It is not proper to say that it exists or does not exis . 

^ ^refifd TTgcRj • 

^ d£<*J ^RT cRT M?ll 

1154. When it is not proper to say that the Absolute whose 
nature is Consciousness does not exist, then it is not a so 
proper to say that the Absolute, with its impurity (*n * e 
form of superimposition of duality) extinguished, oes 

indeed exist. 

^cT: IRII ( 
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1155. As the existence of being and non-being is (their) 
abidance in identity (in the Absolute), from which the 
characteristic of being and non-being manifest, know that 
Supreme One as abiding in (mere) Being. 

* to ^ ^ ^ % \ 

^ d?uRd ^ ctmilVuAct ^ u^h (v^-^s-3^) 

1156. It is neither existence nor non-existence nor inter¬ 
mediate. It is not also emptiness or the absence of it. It does 
not exist nor does it not exist. It is not quite within the scope 
of speech. 

IIXII (VS®-**) 

1157. There is-the fixing of the meaning of the word “empty 
(or non-existent)” by reference to what is not empty. From 
where do emptiness (or non-existence) and non-emptiness 
(or existence), which exist on account of non-emptiness 
arise? [Note: Being and non-being are relative conceptions; 
one implies the other.] 

*fo<*I"d4«U 4lK4*|<'dvJdebl ^T«n \ 

^ MiMcWdl d^F4 I mil (^-^o-^o) 

1158. As there is wave within water and pot within clay, in 
that manner, where there is the existence of the world (i.e., 
in the Absolute), how could that be of the nature of the sky 
(or empty)? 

^fgtidi yngrerisrea i 

d«TT 1^3 ftgld ddtdH. H*lt (V^o-V9) 

1159. Asa statue not (yet) carved is existing within a pillar, 
so, the universe is existing there (in the Absolute). There¬ 
fore, that Abode (i.e., the Absolute Reality) is not void (or 
non-being). 
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TTcrfinsi i4gKJHJI4yriJUJv>K tlc^ I 

3RM«jglNi ^iRt vj^Mi«*»ivid)ifycbH. ii'sn 

1160. So, in this manner, the imperishable abode (or the 
Absolute), which is more void than the sky, is existing 
calmly in our view, though full of great activity. 

5. fa&lfa&ldldcj ssi&UI: 

The nature of Brahman (the Absolute) exceeding know¬ 

ledge and ignorance. 

Mil13*4 vilcMlVl f*T5frH I 

fggrfgFgnf^il^ngRT^ fireren iiqii (v^-v^) 

1161. There is difference between water and wave only on 
account of the conception of duality. (Similarly), there is 
difference between the perceptions of knowledge and igno¬ 
rance only on account of the conception of duality. 

HlEtelkM fatjJkMfMg fovfeH IRII (VW*4) 

1162. Just as there is identity between water and wave, their 
exists really neither the state of knowledge nor the state of 
ignorance here, even a little. 

(c<eiifc4Eii'g?ii <M<*rcii 1% I 

i||d4)PloMc|T^c<vil^tjjlg II^H 

1163. Rama! Having abandoned the perceptions of know¬ 
ledge and ignorance, what exists here does indeed exist. 
This is on account of separating the opposing entities. 

«f5r i 

chc-MHMi^H^n ir*n ( VW?°) 

1164. The perceptions of knowledge and ignorance do not 
exist. Be one whose feet are firmly rooted in the residual 
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Reality. There is neither ignorance nor knowledge. Enough 
of this fancy. 

1165. Something exists; nothing (else) whatever. That 
which is staying in this manner is Consciousness-knowledge. 
That alone, being of unknown semblance, is called 
ignorance. 

ii^ii 

1166. Being known, that alone here is called the destruction 
of ignorance. On account of the absence of knowledge, the 
conception called ignorance arises quite falsely. 

f*TO: d4U-d!hSWIdHT4\l<c« \ 

3tfeSTFri fecDdmi gftnt %. T?c* ||VSII (VVVW 

1167. Reciprocally within the mind, between the two, as 
between a shadow and the sun, when ignorance has vani¬ 
shed, both the conceptions are worn away. 

^ araruj i 

Trsra iid.ii ( WVR'*) 

1168. Rama! These two vanish and what ought to be 
attained is left remaining. Due to the destruction of igno¬ 
rance, even the state of knowledge is destroyed. 

6. tJT 

The Absolute Reality is beyond light and darkness. 

TJdd <TO:3tcblVU'«4lli|didd'd< 

3r<*i¥it fit ^ wcRriw u*u (v*®-R*0 

1169. This undecaying abode (or the Absolute Reality) is 
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set free from light and darkness. This light (i.e., our 
ordinary light), born from the elements, does not at all exist 

in the Absolute Reality. 

rPT: H3H 

1170. The absence of the lights (or manifestations) of the 
gross elements is called darkness. Therefore, darkness bom 
of the absence of the gross elements does not exist anywhere 

here (in the Absolute Reality). 

5|cftT?ihm I 

^■S^TTfeT ST qr ll^ll (V?°“<'®) 

1171. The Light of the Absolute, who is of the nature of the 
sky, is only Self-experience. That One who is within, is 
experienced only by Himself; not by another. 

7. fWf H?fl cJi/Wd/ 
Even its name “Self’ is invented. 

mu 

1172. There is no Self. 

rfW T*l<HlRcbl: ST*IT: cfefcMdl ^ HSN ( 

1173. Names such as “Self’ are invented for the Absolute, 
from which words turn away (without defining it) and which 
is known by the liberated. They are not born from its 
inherent nature. 

H<^lddl ? IddlI WltHft cfrfcMd: ll^ll 

1174. The difference in names such as, “this is not the Self; 
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this is also the Self’, is imagined only by the Absolute, 
spontaneously and in its own self, by means of its all- 
pervading power. 

It is neither inert nor sentient. 

1175. In the undefinable abode (or the Absolute), the 
•wealth of meanings of words such as inert and sentient states 
does not exist, as leaves, creepers etc., (do not exist) in a 
vast sandy desert. 

9. ngror: wwd) sr 53^ 

The nature of the Absolute Reality cannot be described. 

Wpoi: gf»: h 'Tpq't I 

tn^ \\\\\ (ws<>-W 
1176. What is the nature of the Absolute Reality? That 
cannot be described on account of the utter impossibility of 
peculiarity or absence of peculiarity in the infinite Supreme 
Reality. 

^Trr% irii 

1177. On account of the non-existence of being which is 
interdependent on non-being, bad (or absurd) expressions 
such as svabhava (or inherent nature) do not set foot on the 
infinite (Brahman). 

10. StfpoT: HWlPf 

Names are fashioned for the Absolute Reality. 

SBcWldll w I 

TRU tRH ( WS1*) 
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1178. The names of that Supreme Reality such as the 
Divine Law, the Self, the Supreme Brahman and the Truth 
are coined by learned men for the purpose of usage. 

fgpnmrra (ws) 
^T: 1 

SRFTT W 3*wT 5®l ?Rrlf TJ^ct W. H^ll (*-«*-«) 

1179, 1180. He, who is the Soul (or the Puru§a) for those 
having the view of the Sankhya philosophers. Brahman for 
the teachers of Vedanta, mere Vijnana (or intelligence), 
which is absolute and stainless, for the knowers of Vijnana, 
the Void for the expounders of the Void, and who is the 
illuminator of the rays of light of the sun, is always the 
Speaker, the Thinker, the Divine Law, the Enjoyer, the 

Seer and the Doer. 

f?F=r: 7Tfyra^51gRT ^n^F^Tf^TT^ 11X11 (V6V9-SS) 

1181. It is Purusa (or the Soul) for those having the view of 
the Sankhya (philosophers), Isvara (or God) for the tea¬ 
chers of Yoga, Siva for the worshippers of Siva and Time for 

those asserting only Time (as Reality). 

wzi *u«zif«f<*>Mi imii (^-^-^°) 

1182. It is the Self for the knowers of the Self, absence of 
Selfhood for those who think like that, the middle state for 
the Madhyamikas (a school of Buddhist philosophers) and 
the All for those whose minds are perfectly equal. 

11. 
The Nature of Brahman (the Absolute Reality). 

TMffoi '♦JHlfH SrfrTMlPH 1%gfrfTpr I 

^ ii^ii (*-*-*) 
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1183. Salutation to Him of the nature of Truth (or Exis¬ 
tence), from Whom all beings become manifest, in Whom 
they exist and in Whom alone they attain extinction. 

*n?n w* rim ftet ngt i 

1184. Salutation to Him of the nature of Pure Intelligence 
from Whom arise the knower, knowledge and the known' 
the seer, sight and the visible universe and the doer the 
cause and the action. 

Wcfai ■^t: II^II ( 

1185. Salutation to Him of the nature of the Bliss of 
Brahman (or the Ultimate Reality), from Whom spring 
forth sprays of bliss and Who is the life of all, in the heaven 
and on the earth. 

1186. That indeed is the Supreme state of Absolute Cons¬ 
ciousness which exists as pure and mere Consciousness- 
Being even in the thousandth part of an atom of ether (or 
space). 

&4<*lTl’M<4!4IU4 imil (VVX6-**) 

1187. The pure conscious nature of the Self is obtainable by 
exclusive experience. It is not a visible object. It is not fit for 
specification (i.e., it is indescribable). It is not very near, nor 
is it far removed. 
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1188. The Absolute State is All, the self of all and also a 
state free from all objects. It is the Void which is both being 
and non-being and is composed of all creatures (or has all 

creatures within Itself). 

wz Tjicfcivi ^ i 

Rhfarefa prefer Emiumw* nvsit (v*-*rt“**) 

1189. It is neither air nor the sky, nor intellect and the like, 
nor void. It is not even something (though) of the nature of 
all. It is something else, the supreme sky (or plenum). 

1 cJTTcSt TRt WTHpT I 

1190. It is neither time, nor mind, nor self, nor being, nor 
non-being, nor space, nor direction, nor their middle, nor 
their end, nor knowledge, nor even what is not made 

known. 

1191. Know that as the Supreme State, which is knowledge 
liberated from objects to be known, uncreated, freed from 
objectified thought and the light of Consciousness. 

TO wn SfTTgT *n ^TT cPFpFTT I 

Ttt TIT rTgTT ll^oll ( 

1192. That Supreme State is the ultimate limit (of Exis¬ 
tence). It is the highest knowledge of all knowledges, the 
glory of glories and the lord of lords. 

*T MfisildSdMt: I 

It ^cWfWtUHi trern rftspmT dm II??II (WV*-'?) 

1193. It is the thread passed round the spaces of the hearts 
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of creatures who are the pearls (strung on the thread); and it 
is the extreme pungency of multitudes of pepper in the form 
of beings. 

1194. It is the objecthood in an object. It is the principle 
which is the highest. It is the existence of an object that is 
existent and, by itself, the non-existence of the non-existent. 

1195. It is full of all things everywhere. It is destitute of 
everything all round. It is the All and also of the nature of 
all. It is the state free from all objects. 

tirTratmEuA: II 

1196. That is very clearly understood only as something 
indescribable by those who have gone to the end of know¬ 
ledge, whose going forth in the course of worldly life has 
ceased and who have arrived at the highest (or final) place. 

'STcimcjrH ^feldH. U*MI ( 

1197. It has the boundary of its hands and feet on all sides. 
It has its eyes, heads and mouths everywhere. It has its ears 
all round. It is established in the world, pervading every¬ 
thing. 

^PsW(yJ)«£dd T&P^^UIlPddH. I 

Tjor^afg ^ u^n (v?-v*-*<>) 
1198. It is associated with the qualities of all the senses; 
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(yet), it is free from all sense-qualities. It supports all and is 
also unattached. It is the enjoyer of all qualities, yet, is 

devoid of qualities. 

^ ll^vsn (W?*_W) 

1199. It is within and without all beings. It is both im¬ 
movable and movable. It cannot be known on account of its 

subtlety. It is far and it is also near. 

3*u04j*imuiUmj wefamiH. • 

1200. It is smaller than the small, greatest of the great, 
heaviest of the heavy and the best among the excellent. 

'^s i 

<*rrf?r ^ n^^ti 

1201. That Supreme Reality is so great that, in front of it, 
this world appears like an atom and, sometimes, does not at 

all appear. 

TIcqt HHIR* I 
3?UTt: ^eVR*I <=58^ I Roll 

1202. That Supreme Reality is so subtle that, in front of it, 
this sky (or ether) is seen as having a gross nature like the 
Meru mountain by the side of an atom. 

q 3ffim H • 
TT f?fST: 7FRT: HT f^JT ^tT TTTT 11**11 

(VW) 

1203. That is the Self. It is also intelligence. It is the void. It 
is that Supreme Brahman (or Absolute Reality). It is the 
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Beatitude. It is the tranquil Siva (or God). It is knowledge. 
It is the highest state. 

i (W^-V9) 
#Wdl fccd faHjMlMid l^gcT: ll^U (v^-?) 

1204. This Self which is within the intelligence is of the form 
of the Experience of all. It is ever established in the body. It 
is well-known as mere consciousness. 

1205. It is of the nature of oil in the sesamum that is the 
world; it is the lamp in the house that is the world; it is the 
sap of the world-tree; it is the herdsman of the world-cattle. 

W*t ^ IR>SH (VV4) 

1206. It is that which is non-existent in the world though 
existing, which is far removed though abiding in the body, 
and from which (arises) this light of consciousness, as light 
from the sun. 

^nfgpicn^qt ^3T: tlftereI: I 

^c>5«tfTci IRmi (VV'O 

1207. It is that from which (emanate) the gods, Vi§nu and 
others, like rays of light from the sun and from which infinite 
worlds (arise) like bubbles from the ocean. 

^ vnfcr traUflci i 

3tl^H TTOilVKlfd 1R*U ( W*°) 

1208. It is that towards which multitudes of visible objects 
proceed like waters towards the great ocean and which 
illuminates the object as well as the self like a lamp. 

>A 
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^ 34lcfcl¥) ^ c*dl^ ^ I 

Mldic^a ^ ^tfigRT: II9^N (W*<) 

1209. It is that which is established in the sky, the body, 
stones, waters, creepers, particles of dust, mountains, winds 

and nether worlds. 

o^Ih ^ tw1«j»ai: I 

3Tmt {jJcTT: ^fidT 3d ^Tt Tfd: 11^411 ( W*3) 

1210. It is that by which the sky is made empty, mountains 
are made hard, waters are made to move swiftly and under 

the control of which the sun has light. 

SHU Pd <Kd(feldl: W 

1211. It is that from which flow forth various worthless 
sights of worlds, like rains from a cloud full of imperishable 
nectar. 

1212. It is that which is greatly extended, in which appear 
waves in the form of the three worlds consisting of (their) 
manifestation and disappearance, like mirages (appearing) 
in a sandy desert. 

tpft dfSmldRddl.sfq 119*11 (WS5) 

1213. It is that which exists within all creatures, of un¬ 
decaying nature, (yet) having the appearance of destruction. 
Though unequalled and hidden (or invisible), it is existing in 
all beings. 
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Mch-elfd I 

qRHlsh^ *l«l«ll<!4MfaKl: ll^ll (VSVS4) 

1214. It is that jewel of consciousness which shines forth in 
every body-casket. It is that moon in which sparkle these 
rays of light in the form of the collection of worlds. 

£w(d^¥l<4>lc^ ^ I 

^Rrri U^U (VV??) 

1215. It is that (Reality) transcending all entities, by which, 
restraint (or regularity), space and time, movement, vibra¬ 
tion and action have come into being. 

3fctHH«W4 lictlfw HHK'W I 

1216. That is the nature of the Supreme Self in which great 
ocean of consciousness, there is only complete absence of 
the world as it stands. 

TRT: \ 

*<<Hichivim4>ivi murew: u^mi (vv9-^s) 

1217. That is the nature of the Supreme Self, which is not 
the sky (or ether, one of the five elements), yet, the sky 
(since it is indivisible and all-pervading), where the regular 
order of the seer and the seen, though existing, has 
vanished. 

wflfo ^TfcT cf^ MTOItiM: ||^|| 

1218. That is the nature of the Supreme Self, which is empty 
when there is a multitude of worlds, which void is, as it 
were, non-void, and in which the non-existent world exists. 
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STS ^TSSTS^FtT^P WTT^R: ll^vsll (V*~33) 

1219. That is the nature of the Supreme Self which is, as it 
were, inert and is quite non-inert (or conscious) within and 
which, though consisting of great consciousness, exists like a 

huge stone. 

1220. That is the nature of the Supreme Self with whom, 
everything, external and internal, having obtained contact 
(or union), meets with the reality of its own nature. 

3Hifcnmn*rri (vs-**0) 

1221. It is mere consciousness without any object to be 
known, infinite, undecaying, auspicious (or blessed), with¬ 
out beginning, middle or end, causeless and untainted. 

lIXoll (VV***) 

1222. It is He in Whom the world shines appearing like a 
swan of pearls. Who is this (world) and Who is also not 
exactly this world. He is the God of the nature of both 

existence and non-existence. 

«cT<aI i 

¥jui)<qn<4K*f1n insqii (vvm) 

1223. It is He who hears, tastes, smells, touches and sees 
everywhere and at all times without ears, tongue, nose, skin 

and eyes. 
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^uuNwflw ^ flrot: crrtti i 

■q&S. d*Uchl4 tTTffta ^dlOTH: \V€^\\ (VW\) 

1224. (It is He), other than which Lord, there is no cause as 
(in the case of) a hare with a horn (seen falsely). It is He 
whose is this worldly activity, as the multitude of waves is of 
water (in the ocean). 

^ ^Tshdl ir<^n 

1225. (It is that) in which this splendour of the world springs 
up, as it were, when it is having motion (or activity) and is 
hidden, as it were, when it is motionless (or inactive), like 
(the appearance of) a ring in a (whirling) firebrand. 

^tdMfuifa<*df%re>i44l oqmchl 

Ararat inr*11 (vvm) 

1226. It is the great pervading one whose stainless and 
imperishable nature consists of movement and non-move¬ 
ment and whose sport is the creation and dissolution of the 
world. 

rrm Md-t^d » 

HtTT ^TuAd firttd odd^Kld dfrfrt: IP* Ml 

1227. It is that whose all-pervading existence consists of 
movement and non-movement like that of air. On account 
of its behaviour, it is, as it were, different only by name; not 
actually. 

f^Td yU*ri faddlcfSricf: l 

¥4^ltM^fd^U4ld11 ^ TJd5t <MRdl<£>ld: ( VVVO 

1228. It is the One of pervading form whose nature is the 
sport of movement and non-movement, whose quiescence is 
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tranquil Bliss and whose movement constitutes the natural 

state of the three worlds. 

1*3^4 TT^qr rfW cR<p: IIXV9II (VS°“3*) 

1229. The form of that Reality is that essential natural state 
which is incommunicable (that occurs) on the termination of 
the movement of the mind, having destroyed its inherent 

nature. 

4Tfer i 

•Hid)fa '<TcW1tT4H 11*411 

1230. “There is no object to be perceived. The seer of the 
world appears like one who has vanished on account of the 
absence of things to be perceived.” That which can become 
evident in this manner is the nature of that Reality. 

1231. That is the nature of the Supreme Self, which is the 
form of Consciousness having the nature of the JIva (or 
individualised consciousness), but not intent on objects 
(i.e., free from objectivity), and is mere consciousness, 
stainless and tranquil. 

3UctCHK|| CTTtTRVT 3**T3RIT TFTrf^qft: I 

fyrerfr imoii o-s°-*3) 

1232. Sinless One! That form of a long sleep which is 
dreamless and endless, when the state of the mind is not dull 
(or unconscious), is then left remaining. 

wwwsrai i 
^4 ll^ll <^-^o->fV9) 
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1233. That is the nature of the Supreme Self which is the 
beginningless and endless awareness of perception that is 
light and the visible object that is darkness; (i.e., which is 
the eternal witness-consciousness). 

^1 WET* cnsfa im^ll ( VSo-'vO 

1234. That form of the Supreme Consciousness, which 
would be (the state of) the mind free from dreams and the 
(activities of the) organs of sense (or the waking state), is 
left remaining on the destruction of everything among the 
animate or inanimate. 

1235. That is called the Sky (or space) of Consciousness, 
which is the form of consciousness in the middle, when it has 
arrived at a distance from one place to another place in just 
the twinkling of the eyes; (i.e., the space of consciousness 
between the subsidence of one thought and the rise of 
another). 

%ft<jdlR£kW»W ip?: «¥ll*ri^d41: 1 

WIcriMl *ira: rTT^T fsTvTO: ¥JdH. US'#!! (VV^o^) 

1236. The Sky of Consciousness is considered to be of that 
nature, of which sort an even (or indifferent) state of being 
would exist for a man whose entire desires have ceased and 
whose mind is tranquil (or extinguished). 

WWW *TTct: TT fe^lchiyi 3=3^ immi (VV^o^) 

1237. That is called the Sky of Consciousness, which is the 
state of being of a man who is self-abiding, on the complete 
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destruction of the objects of the mind, when sleep has not 
arrived. 

H*T: im^ll 

1238. That is the Sky of Consciousness which is the state of 
being, clear as the autumnal sky, of a man, who is liberated 
from the seeing of forms and mental activity, and is im¬ 
mortal. 

5tA||U||y<4l *T?T: I 

rffgfig; 11t*v9ii (vv?°VM) 

1239. Know that as the Sky of Consciousness, devoid of 
defects, from which there is the appearance of the three 
(entities) — the seer, the seeing and the visible object - and 

where they disappear. 

Risii: I 

1240. That is called the Sky of Consciousness, from which 
rise all the varied experiences of objects and in which they 

set completely. 

^ fauFfa i 

IT# ll^ll 

1241. That is described as the Sky of Consciousness which, 
though everything always, is not anything, having ascertain¬ 
ed everything in every way in this manner: “This is not That, 

this is not That.” 

?tftt wcifcjcfc ^ ^ i 

ll«,oll (VW*) 

1242. There exists here that (Reality) consisting of the 
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splendour of Existence-Consciousness, which is untouched 
by the objects to be known, tranquil, avoided by under¬ 
standing and of the nature of everything. 

TFrTT I 

llt^u 

1243. (It is He) who is not dumb though resembling a dumb 
person, a thinker though resembling a stone, an enjoyer 
though ever-satisfied, and a doer though without anything 

1244. (It is He) who, though bodiless, has the limbs of all 
and (thus) has thousands of hands and eyes, and by whom 
this world is pervaded though he is not established in 
anything. 

444l4l¥lttfv£M&>4||: 1 

M4)Pmfui0dii: n^n (vv^) 

1245. (It is He) to whom the entire activities of the organs 
of sense exist, though he does not have the power of the 
senses, and to whom, devoid of thinking, these courses (or 
streams) of mental formations also exist. 

TUfarfnT 3TT*TTt4 ^ fsMJI: I 

*rR*F5f%T^T: tEq^^cbl: IIVMI ( VV^£) 

1246. (It is He), the witness, the great light, the everlasting, 
on the existence of whom the activities of the mind attended 
with movement arise, like activities (commencing) when a 
lamp is present. 

rr^iuich«rt^<y>cft^4l ciiR^Ret (VVVO 
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1247. (It is He) from whom arise hundreds of groups of 
objects in the form of pots, garments (and the like), as 
waves, billows and groups of waves arise from the ocean. 

^511 (V^o) 

1248. It is only He who, through the delusion of hundreds 
of objects, rises differently, as gold appears (differently) 
through bracelets, ornaments, armlets and anklets. 

^TrT: ^tdl I 

rtn-Hl trw «rmr ii^sii (3-*?-^) 

1249. (It is He) from whom the comprehension of time and 
the objecthood of visible objects arise, through whom there 
is mental cognition and by whose light there is illumination. 

fsMji TH TF«i ?!®5j ^ ^cFF( I 

1250. What you know as activity, form, taste, smell, sound, 
the sense of touch and consciousness, is that God. He is also 
that by which you know (these experiences). 

*TWIU|U1m tit d^uH4) imfttRT: I 

^4 tit ?TFrt d<ichivi)«r<ftr ii^^ii (v<°*^) 

1251. It is beyond even the atom and smaller than the 
smallest. It is pure, subtle and tranquil and is beyond even 
the interior of the sky. 

»iw4Uifac<fcydH.m»oii (t-t<»-tt) 

1252. It is greatly extended on account of its having a form 
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n°t bounded by space, time etc. It is the Light having no 
beginning or end and is destitute of things to be illumined. 

'f¥k6Kil: ^ I 

1253. That is the nature of the Supreme Self, that un¬ 
knowable Sky of Consciousness, which is the heart (or 
essence) of the sky, a stone, or the air. 

*IT WMlcId: 1 

VlllcWfd: VIHI ^TtIT tlVd^U (^-^o-'gq) 

1254. That is the supreme, tranquil existence of that primal* 
Being, which would be the natural state of a living being 
without objects to be known and without (the internal organ 
of) thought. 

vaicunni % i 
ddAutlmfUl^ MV9^U (V**-***) 

1255. That is likened to the Supreme (Reality), which is the 
natural state of immovable (or inanimate) things, if it could 
become full of consciousness, freed from the mind, intellect, 
and the like. 

ta<M<*>l¥l4*4 Mchl^UUlfq I 

^ gtgiufl IIV9>SH ( V*®-**) 

1256. That is known as the nature of Brahman which is the 
centre of the light of consciousness or the light of the sky and 
also the centre of perception. 

1IV9M1 (WSVS®) 

1257. I am that stainless one, who is the Consciousness 
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(existing) always within and outside the multitude ofobjeC 
such as a mountain, in the form of general Existence. 

1258. We worship the Conscious Self which is equally 
uniformly) present always and everywhere, in wa ^ 
dreaming and sleeping, and in that position which is 
fourth state of consciousness and the one beyond that s 

tt nv9'9H (s/VS'9'^ 

1259. (That Supreme Consciousness) is existing li e^ 

witness looking at the world, derived from its own power, 
the grounds of the dancing hall in the city of the great 

(or Void). 

3!^^l^<4|U4<c||RcM4U)cl I 

1260. It is some indescribable and greatest entity on account 
of its inaccessibility to sense-perception. It is everything, 
soul (or essence) of all, subtle and is only Pure Experience 

(or cognition of Reality). 

fldlttd TTSUFtT xr I 

1261. It is not Existence; nor non-existence; nor having the 
intermediate state as its precinct. It is not all and is also 
everything. It is ungraspable by the mind and speech, more 
void than the void and a greater delight than delight. 
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Expansion (the Manifestation of the Absolute). 
1. spin 

The world is the expansion of Brahman (the Absolute 
Reality). 

n vjtMvntMTcl I 

si#i u^u (vw^») 

1262. The world is indeed the expansion of the Absolute 
Reality and the expansion of the Absolute Reality is the 
world. Only that Absolute Reality (or Brahman), which is 
beginningless and endless, expands (or overflows) like the 
ocean. 

ailtftcf fas \ 

1263. Only the Self throbs as the universe, risen as it were 
with classes of objects, like boundless water (risen) with 
waves, sprays and billows in the ocean. 

rchrwMifii i 

ft® n^u (WSVW 

1264. What little of this extensive network of the world is 
perceived, all that is the stainless Brahman (or Absolute 
Reality) abiding in it. 

fcuycwyitf'K Tpr ^vErafvcrra^ \ 

rfSFT^T^T U^ll 

1265. Son! This space of Consciousness which shines clear¬ 
ly, that indeed appears as the world. There is no other world 
(different from Consciousness). 

^ 'HUKmMchHJ 

^TO: cFERB^TS|% imu (VHVd) 
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1266. All this named the world which is without beginning 
or end, shines as the sky whose nature is called the show of 

Consciousness. 

dcWdHActi<qfd RydH. i 

trt iHiijyf wmAc* ii^h (WSS-?4) 

1267. This here which shines is only that Supreme Reality 
existing in Itself. The Supreme Reality filled with the Su¬ 

preme, pervades quite equally within Itself. 

rfZTT «ufrl fcigfd I 

rfglfui gTgl riflUU ^5T > I van 

1268. This here which is born and also perishes, which 
moves or stands, that is the Brahman (or Absolute Reality) 
which moves round (or appears to move round) within the 

Brahman, by (the powers of) the Brahman. 

wt guf quffira Rwwh. ii^h 

1269. The Void is swollen within the Void. The Brahman is 
grown within Itself. The Reality expands within Itself. The 

Whole exists, as it were, within the Whole. 

gglfui IISM 

1270. Brahman, as it were, expands in Brahman through its 
modifications by its (inherent) power. Brahman becomes 
manifest in Brahman. I am not of the nature of another. 

34?<mAc| Mortlfd Tfrl I 

^EtKMwMfrd rfH ll^oll 

1271. That which appears as ignorance is only the light of 
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Consciousness (or the unreal appearance of Consciousness). 
That world which is seen in a dream is only the manifesta¬ 
tion of Consciousness. 

1272. As the inner consciousness alone, of one having the 
perception of a dream, exists as the (dream) city, so, one’s 
own self alone appears like the world, in the Supreme Self 

1273. What little of this world appears, that is only the pure 
shining of That (Supreme Self), like (the shining) of a stone 
of crystal arising from a superior gem. 

^ fcr>n&viQ I 

1274. Nothing whatever is born here and nothing whatever 
perishes here. Brahman expands in the form of the world 
that is (like) an imaginary city in the sky (seen by illusion). 

P^efciutct TTcTR* 1%F3}Wl^ l|?«|| (VVv>0 

1275. This Self, which is just an ocean of Consciousness, 
spreads everywhere by itself through the leaping of the 
waters of Consciousness whose expanse is boundless. 

npn wiftNr Unsnsrc* i 
1 (V^V^) 

1276. Only the Self of the nature of the Universe is per¬ 
ceived by Brahman, full of Consciousness. It is not also 
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perceived (in that manner) on account of the non-difference 
(between Brahman and the Universe), as the tree within (is 

not perceived) by the seed. 

WcfviRWccllQ,^ ^TT: WT eRcST: 11*511 

^ cTT dlActl^ H*l9l» (V**-^) 

1277, 1278. There is here the all-pervading Brahman which 
is stainless and is merely pure Consciousness. As that 
(Brahman), on account of its all-powerful nature, itself 
acquires whatever parts (by ideation), whether formless or 
with form, in succession to mere consciousness, like a fully 
blossomed creeper, it perceives only that immediately. 

^rar 1 

#ar?i#g> n*4ii (^/R-RR^-RR) 

1279. As the same state of sleep is always undecaying in 
dream as well as deep sleep, the One Brahman, which is 
Consciousness, remains immutable in this creation of the 

world and its dissolution. 

gt#? 1% H*SM (5/*-*-^) 

1280. Surely, the One Brahman alone, undivided by space, 
time and the like, and having its two extremities unseen (by 
anybody), has arrived at duality existing in the world. 

Zf: <*>urt ^TT W cofuictti zn I 

Zt: ^TT ^ cT?JOT cHR'f&T IRo|| (5/*-**-*°) 

?il Ssl ^ <w>*u i 
Tfrssfcrm ir*ii (V*-**-**) 

1281. 1282. As that which is (known as) a drop or a droplet, 
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a wave or a ripple, foam or billow, is water (manifesting) in 
water, so also, that which is the body or (the process of) 
knowing, the visible object or growth and decay, the forma¬ 
tion of thought or its signification, is Brahman (manifesting) 
in Brahman. 

W U^U (WV3d) 

1283. That Supreme Brahman of the nature of Conscious¬ 
ness is seen in the nether world, on the earth, in the heaven, 
in a straw and also in the heart of a living being. There is 
indeed nothing else. 

2. fazmfsiii+uRri 

The triple world, is within Consciousness. 

1284. As a tree exists (potentially) in the seed of the tree 
with its roots, trunk, branches, leaves, creepers, flowers and 
fruits, so this (world) exists in Brahman. 

<rar i (v w^vs) 
||^|| (VW^d) 

> (V W^d) 
ft^FPrl ll^ll (V 

1285,1286. As there is fire in the sun-stone or ghee in milk, 
so, all this exists in that (Brahman). As sparks (emanate) 
from fire and light from the sun, so, these (individual souls 
or) beings with consciousness go out from that shining 
Brahman-Consciousness, on the rising of the course of space 
and time. 

^TOTOTjrfgTOK^lUli •qgn^M^MFutfirdiMT^ I (WV?4*) 

“ r 
5 
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1287. As the ocean is the repository of waves and as a 
stainless gem is the repository of lustres, so is that Brahman 

(the repository) of the lights of infinite conscious beings 

always. 

cisgr cfdfciMKiiftici i (VS-V95) 

1288. As a fig-tree, possessing flowers, fruits and the like, is 
within the seed of the fig-tree, the triple world is within 

Consciousness like pungency in black pepper. 

3m«eb<riUfM UccfecM: ^ ll^ll (VS*”**) 

1289. As there is this movement in the air, so, creation 
exists in the Supreme Being. Though an unreal suggestion, it 
is, as it were, a real possibility and also an untruth in Truth. 

<ta«4l<4)chdl<$ I 

tmr flgif&i ferffr iivsn (3-^S-^) 

1290. As the non-different brightness exists in the interior 
of fire with a (seemingly) different form (or nature), so, the 
splendour that is the Universe exists in Brahman, the 
Supreme Consciousness, in the form of reality and unreality; 
(unreal when seen differently and real when seen non- 

differently). 

zreTr ^mf ttstt Tmf: femT: ^ n<iii (v«^-**) 

1291- -^s a c*°^’ not yet carved, exists (potentially) in the 
cjay and in the block of wood (used for making the doll) and 
aS letters exist (potentially) in a paste of ink, so, the worlds 
exist in the Supreme Spirit. 
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3. 
Brahman alone appears as the World. 

^ dli«c(ci«<&i(a Tm^ogct-nn*^ H^II 

1292. Brahman and the World are one and real. The One is 
existing as the Many and the Whole appears not to be so. 
The Pure is spread as the Impure. 

*hKdf*H(Md ddtMdt (V^V'S) 

1293. That which is not void appears as void and the void is 
manifested as non-void. That which is large is like a thing 
which is not large and the one which is not expanded 
appears like one expanded. 

31 (debit fdchltld tTR yu-ddyu-dd^ | 

^dmfcdTgyd d^rdtddlRdH, (v^-3v<£) 

1294. The one which is immutable appears like one liable to 
change. The one which is equal and calm appears like one 
disturbed. The real one is invisible like a non-existent thing. 
Only That has risen like one which is not That. 

atfd'MIM fewte Pbdfed vd^ctdMdH' I 

3^3 ^dCMIdld f^tyT IIXII 

1295. The undivided one appears like one divided. The one 
which is not inactive has become like one which is inert. 
Though unknowable, it appears as one having the nature of 
the known. Without parts, it is shining like one with parts. 

3PI? diyidd. i 

3Td5Wg- ebco^lci IqR&j 11^11 

1296. He who is not T’ appears like ‘I’. That which is 
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without destruction appears as one which is perishable. That 
which is stainless appears as one stained. That which is 
without objects to be known appears as one bearing objects 

to be known. 

WtiUlUfi 115,11 

1297. The one with lustre appears as dense darkness. The 
ancient one appears as new. Smaller than the atom, it has 
made the multitude of worlds exist within its interior. 

3rerranqrfq inan (w?v^) 

1298. Though of the nature of All, it is one which has 
abandoned the known (or visible objects) with great diffi¬ 
culty. Though not a collection of things, it is abounding in 

collections of things. It appears as the Whole existing 

variously. 

fefg fasj wimumPb* ngiqlsrn n^n (*/*-S**-W) 

1299. Though free from maya (or illusion), it is like the 
stainless sun with a circular orb of illusory rays. Know that 
Brahman as the Lord of the Wise, as (you know) the great 

ocean as (the lord) of the waters. 

4. fewwa trer 
Only the inherent nature of Consciousness (of Brahman) 

is shining as the World. 

vyt irar «nf?r i ( 

iiqn (V9-SSS-SS) 

1300. This alone is the inherent nature of this Conscious- 
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ness that it shines splendidly in this manner (as the world of 
objects). This nature is experienced also in cities of fancy or 
dreams. 

5. agri&r wfan&tsfQ faituiyiubm 

Even the duration of creation is only a part of a moment 
in Brahman. 

i\\W (V^VW 

1301. That which is the innate shining of Absolute Cons¬ 
ciousness, which perception is of a duration equal to a 
millionth part of a moment, is the succession of multitudes 
of creation. 

$WI<*><rM^McW^I: Jkgftct xt I 

sFR ^JOJ M^U 

1302. Multitudes of worlds existing for a moment or an 
aeon, spring up and disappear, in a moment for someone 
and in an aeon for another. Hear this course. 

6. 
The power of creation of various forms exists only in the 

same Brahman. 

-I Ml til I 

1303. There is multiplicity in the true state of Conscious¬ 
ness, which has the nature of manifesting that (world of 
multiplicity), as the collection of the feathers of a peacock’s 
tail of varied colours is present in the liquid of the peacock’s 

egg. 

^snupns^nsrarT i 
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1304. As there is the entry (of trees and the like) within a 
crystal (by reflection) on account of not knowing its fixity* 
so, the world appears in the pure interior of Brahman as if 
is different, though it is not different. 

Plct (V^9-^) 

1305. All the things of the world, taken as one unbroken (°r 
undifferentiated) mass, are Brahman existing as the see * 
which is the seat of the fruits, leaves, branches and bushes. 

IJchilct fcdlchivi I 

ilddM ^ d'BHId, I rtf 11 (VW#*"«) 

1306. The space of Consciousness is only one; its appearan 

ces are many. It holds the world without abandoning 1 

inherent nature, as it happens in a dream. 

^nulwifld 1 
ZTOT rTSJT agff&l TFfdT imil ( 

1307. As waves and the like exist in water, as wooden 

statues exist (potentially) in a tree (before they are carve 
out) and as pots and the like exist (potentially) in the ear , 
so does the Universe-nature exist in Brahman. 

f^dn4f«i%i^s m^ii Ctf-3V$5) 

1308. As light shines with a multitude of beams of light and 
as water throbs with streams of water, so Consciousness 
throbs with the vibrations in the form of world-appearances 
(or whirlings of the worlds). 
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7.7s?r wfiatfHMuvjyn 
Brahman is not touched by the multiplicity within Itself. 

^rg "nTpr w » 
R^ffsKiMiV4 ¥jgi feumi tostt u^u 

1309. As the sky is not touched by the clouds existing within 
it and having it as their support, so, the Supreme Conscious¬ 
ness is not touched by the worlds which exist in Conscious¬ 
ness and have Consciousness as their support. 

1310. Brahman (or the Absolute), expanded in tranquillity, 
does not abandon its tranquil nature, proceeding from 
dream to another dream in the great dream called the world. 

^rax maiRi i 
q ^1^4^44 % tf* ||^|| ( 

1311. As there is no difference from water for the waves, on 
account of their emerging from or sinking into water, so 
also, (there is no difference) in the Absolute Reality on 
account of the (seemingly) different occurrences and disap¬ 
pearances (of the worlds). 

8. *rfkfwn£m znrfmssm*: 

The doership of the Self by its mere presence. 

cKfomcm ^ Hregre i 

3ritT (^J-qV^'S) 

1312. The Self, though the doer of everything, does not do 
anything, like a non-doer. Thus it stands indifferently like a 
lamp towards an appearance. 
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^iT^fd &&r: wiwcjwt TfaRfm irii (x-m-**) 

1313. Doing, it does not do anything, as the sun (does not 
perform) the affairs of the day. Moving, it does not move, 

(since it is) self-abiding, as the sun abiding in its own place. 

-zjzn qygffo ccf ^IcMIdfad rT8n ll^ll (X-kV1?'#) 

1314. See this (world) produced by thought as you see a 
person in fancy, a creature in a dream or the delusion of two 

moons. 

Pwlrl: I 
dluflfafam^lui siehivi^ I rtf 11 Otf-HV*'®) 

1315. This restraint (or the regular course of the world) 
becomes manifest by the mere presence (of the Supreme 

Self). By the mere presence of a lamp, it shines without any 

desire. 

*rm i 
larsFTf^T *rm (x-***-**) 

1316. As the Kutaja flowers (bloom) spontaneously by the 
mere presence of clouds, so, the three worlds (are pro 
duced) spontaneously by the mere presence of the Self. 

oiilulH fwafn i 
^ <rar ii*ii (^v^) 

1317. As the affairs of the world take place when the sun, 
free from all desires, is staying in the sky, so does activity 
take place when the God (or Self) is present. 

»lTi»*H^pT !S vH4|^i|Ul: ||V9|| 0*-t<V3o) 
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1318. As lustre arises when the desireless (or indifferent) 
gem is present, so also, this multitude of worlds arises when 
the God (or Self) is present with his mere existence. 

3m: WUMPl ^ I 

1319. Therefore, doership and non-doership exist in one’s 
own Self. That is a non-doer on account of its desirelessness 
(or indifference) and a doer on account of its mere presence. 

^rtt ^ trtst-. t 

1320. The one consisting of Pure Being is not a doer or 
enjoyer on account of its having gone beyond all the senses 
and the like. But, that very Being is indeed a doer and 
enjoyer on account of its having gone within the senses. 

zrar 34-4444>KHU I 

34iiK^d n tTgn dxjdl tTC4 moll (WV**) 

1321. It is always having an indestructible nature as the 
space of (or enclosed by) pots. As there is the doership of a 
magnet in the movement of iron from the magnet, so also, 
the doership of that non-doer is indeed declared. 

Mfuml^farirr^CTi Trorczt: i 

d'«hWI imn 

1322. As the inert iron moves by the mere presence of a 
magnet, so also, this body having an unconscious nature is 
aware by Its existence. 
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XIII riWftUH 
Identity (of Everything with the Absolute). 

td HlRd 

1323. As there is no duality (or difference) between the 
Conscious Self (or Brahman) and the individual soul, so 
also, there is no difference between the individual soul and 
the mind. As there is no difference between the individual 
soul and the mind, so also, there is no difference between 

the body and (its) actions. 

cfcifc* ^ ^ TT^ 1%rt dc(c|i3(Z|<ft3 1 ^ 

JT 3TR*TT 11,11 

(VVr«) 

1324. Surely, it is only action that is the body and the body 
alone is the mind. That (mind) alone, of the nature of I 
(or the ego), is the individual soul here. That individual sou 
is only Consciousness that is God. It is the Self, the All, and 
Siva (the Supreme). This has been expressed in one quarter 

of the verse. 

The identity of Nature with the Self. 

WldH: y<#>lrlf*f?ll MdlHjUUiWI I 

WHjumsj *TOT 3T<t>fd: f^HTT 11*11 

1325. Nature is not different from the Self, as the state 
consisting of clay (is not different) from the pot. As there is 
only real clay within, so does the Self exist as Nature. 

3Tra?f: Zf: I 

5INtT: TTcf f? Jl^ll (V*-**-?0) 
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1326. This movement of the Self, which is like a whirlpool 
of water, is described by the word Nature. For that very 
reason, it is only that Self that is (called) “Nature” here. 
[Nature and the Self are identical as water and the eddy are 
identical.] 

1327. As wind and (its) motion are the same, different by 
name but not in reality, so, the Self and Nature are the 
same, different by name but not in reality. 

'mfri *mjch ir*u 

1328. The difference between the two is due to (our) 
ignorance. It vanishes only through knowledge. On account 
of ignorance, the one consisting of Reality goes to (an 
apparently different state) as the delusion of a snake (ap¬ 
pearing) in a rope. 

|mil (VVXVH) 

1329. That which is the Brahman and also the Self and the 
fourth state of Consciousness, which is nescience and also 
Nature, is the undivided Reality of the same nature, as there 
is (only) clay in hundreds of pots. 

feiUn ^rrfer n^u 

1330. I am Brahman. The triple world is Brahman. You are 
indeed Brahman. The visible universe (is also Brahman). 
There is no second perception. Do as you wish. 
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«aKfWctl yifieJcji cfk: IIV9II 

1331. The manner of perception such as, “this is ignorance; 
this is the individual soul”, is fashioned for the understand¬ 
ing of those who are not wise, by the best of men conversant 

with language. 

2. LHH) 

The identity of the mind with Brahman. 

s|ct><rUf^ I fe O fe I / 

1332. Relating, contrasting, enumeration, forms and the 
like are devised by the words of the mind. Know them which 
are born of Brahman, as Brahman. 

gTTgft VlRkHffl iffrRwyi I (V^oo-W 

3T^rt TTt Igrfig (V3-4V-3) 

1333. Subduer of enemies! Therefore, that power (or 
creative force) of Brahman is only that Brahman. Know that 
power of movement of Brahman, consisting of the mind, as 
non-different (from Brahman). 

3. zmdt sVfUvntiwwn 
The identity of the World with Brahman. 

<3fE8f&153Ff: ^ I 

^ ^ ll^ll (VS-*'®) 

1334. As the meaning of the word “bracelet” is not worthy 
of separation from gold (in the form of) a golden bracelet, so 
is the signification of the word “world”, (appearing) in the 
Supreme, (not worthy of separation from it). 
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3#I «T5ra4\«^: IRII (W^o) 

1335. This entire world is only Brahman, undivided, tran¬ 
quil, the mere light (of consciousness) and stainless like the 
sky, on account of the perception of its real nature. 

cfiEcfnd 4vsii£1m-W<^4 l 

1336. As the bracelet-nature does not arise different from 
gold and as the wave-nature (does not arise) different from 
water, so, the world is not different from God. 

*nfaR: mmR* fautu: i 

1337. As unmanifested waves, which are to appear in the 
future, exist (potentially) in water and also do not exist on 
account of their difference from its nature, so do the created 
worlds (exist and do not exist) in the principle of Con¬ 
sciousness. 

cbd'tcM 

TQ[ei nmi 

1338. As (the nature of) movement is not different from 
wind at any time anywhere, movement alone is wind always. 
(Similarly), the world is not different from That (Brahman). 

cfrgPT u^n 

1339. On account of the conscious nature of the world, it is 
Brahman, the sky (of Consciousness), that appears (as the 
world) accidentally, in the manner of a city of fancy seen in a 
dream. How could it be different from that (Brahman)? 
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^rerr qr i 

chvnicid: vficfcrM IIV9II 

3<lrtl*2(}tehi?ii^iei5HFi«««i I 

^JTSH^faTTSfWT f^rWMMI-d«4l ll<S|l ( VW*) 

1340, 1341. As heat is not different from fire, fragrance 
from a lotus, blackness from soot, whiteness from snow, 
sweetness from sugarcane and lustre from a luminous body, 
so, experience (or cognition through the senses and the 
mind) is not different from Consciousness. As a wave is not 
different from water, so is the world (not different) from the 

inherent nature of Consciousness. 

I (W9-*) 

II <? 11 (vm»-?) 

1342. There is the cognition of pungency within black 
pepper which is the Self, on account of its conscious nature. 
There is the cognition of saline taste within salt which is the 

Self, on account of its conscious nature. 

n^oii (vt^-*) 

1343. There is the cognition of sweetness within sugarcane 
which is the Self, by itself, on account of its conscious 
nature. There is the perception of hardness of a rock which 
is the Self, by itself, on account of its conscious nature. 

ii^ii 

1344. There is the perception of inertness of a mountain 
which is the Self, by itself, on account of its conscious 
nature. The consciousness of water which is the Self, is by 
itself existing as liquidity and the like. 
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Wt viuaii^WW ^4»1 U^U (V^vs-vs) 

1345. There is the perception of emptiness within the sky 
which is the Self, on account of its conscious nature. There is 
the cognition of the branches etc., of a tree which is the Self, 
by itself. 

1346. There is continuity of a wall which is the Self, by 
itself, without interval. There is the cognition of the sole 
nature of Existence which is the Self, by itself, on account of 
its conscious nature. 

<qnl I 

1347. There is the shining by itself of the light of the inner 
soul. It is of the nature of the appearance of sweetness that is 
consciousness within treacle that is the Supreme Self. 

1348. The nectar of Life which is of the nature of Cons¬ 
ciousness, which exists within the Moon that is the Self, is 
enjoyed by That, by Itself. It is risen (or manifested) 
through the ego (or individualised consciousness) and the 
like. 

3TTOT % yfrtTfrt I 

1349. Rama! Through this flood of words, it has been 
demonstrated to you by me that there is no difference such 
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as individualised consciousness (or the ego) and the world- 

nature (or the object of experience). 

fcf^pur i 

cnfEr ii^h 

1350. Only its own consciousness is perceived by the Su¬ 
preme, which is of the nature of Consciousness, through its 
own cognition. Its essential nature (is perceived) by itself 

alone, as movement by the wind. 

*rm qftrFT I w i 
McH«j ’er (VS?-5?'®) 

wife? dsr w«nss<*iRr i 

wff Pi-if<*fd4y: iiq^n (3-5S-34) 

1351, 1352. As there is the sweetness of milk, the pungency 
of black pepper, the fluidity of water and the movement of 
wind, existing there identically and not differently, so, the 
world exists in the Self with its conscious nature flowing out 
and bearing the nature of the Supreme Self itself. 

eh^sH itfgHrH *41 tsprf^cztar 1 

d<cbl<U|4> * otlldRwk) I Roll (3-5S-3S) 

1353. The shining of Brahman, the gem, is alone the world 
and existing thus is causeless. On account of that, (the 
world) is not exceeded by that Brahman. 

vjiJtRdT^ci'ddt RlM>ro444rll (VT#-^) 

1354. The heat of the fire of Consciousness is the series of 
worlds. The world is the whiteness of the conch-shell that is 
Consciousness. The world is the interior of the mountain of 
Consciousness. The world is the fluidity of the water of 
Consciousness. 
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fodyUrw«*Mi i 

1355. The world is the sweetness of the sugarcane of 
Consciousness. The world is the wetness of the milk of 
Consciousness. The world is the sweetness of the honey of 
Consciousness. The world is the bracelet of the gold of 
Consciousness. 

d<lRddJ»fa^l cftfofSJdHRdI l 

1356. The world is the oil of the mustard of Consciousness. 
The world is the wave of the river of Consciousness. The 
world is the coldness of the snow of Consciousness. The 
world is the blazing of the flame of Consciousness. 

iPlRdl^|eq^TRZT ^FTtf I 

Rldhfo vd4|d^dl fogg: ll'R'tftl (VS'S-'S'O 

1357. The world is the fragrance of the flower of Conscious¬ 
ness. The world is the fruit on top of the creeper of 
Consciousness. The existence of Consciousness is alone the 
existence of the world. The existence of the world is alone 
the form of Consciousness. 

fofo ^dlfochrtld t^h-tld dHJilHJ 

IcfehKlfd rfcfohd*dd*Ur4M f*Tgfo IRMI (W^V'a) 

1358. The Consciousness-nature, on account of the error 
relating to objects to be known, by itself becomes manifest 
as consisting of such objects. The transformations are only 
That. On account of having that (Consciousness-nature) as 
the essence within, (the known object) is not different (from 
Consciousness). 

<*>dP4i forcsisn i 

<ren fort: U^U (W*V**> 
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1359. As the flower, the sprout, the leaf and the like are not 
different from the creeper, so are duality, oneness, world- 
nature and the like and the states of ‘you’ and T not 

different from Consciousness. 

3{cK4c|M£|feril yie^lUlY H*'®H (VS*-'9'9) 

1360. On account of (the world) being of the nature of 
Consciousness without change, the oneness of existence and 
non-existence and the state of being a limb and the whole 

are word-meanings similar to a hare’s horn. 

4. tmUpn dfiwfa: 
There is no Abode for God without the World. 

fern ^RriT ttsit i (wsv**) 

Wgff I^TT 3tRg|fcl: II^II (VS-SV**) 

1361. As there is no existence for gold without form, so, 
there is no abode for God without the world and the ego (or 

I-thought). 

Rrtgftgi 1%Tgg: I 

3i?r ^RtcbiaR * ^ Mc»Eic< femq; irh (v?*-V9*) 

1362. The existence of Consciousness is alone the existence 
of the world. The existence of the world is alone the form of 
Consciousness. Here, difference, change etc., do not exist as 
impurity (does not exist) in the sky. 

5. nd mr 
All this is indeed Brahman. 

5V<oi ^ M<u‘l feffrl: I 

nl&ii II?II (H00‘?°) 

1363. The instrument of action, the action, the doer, birth, 
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death and existence, everything is only Brahman. There is 
indeed no other idea without That. 

riglottlU shunto c?9T l 

1364. The network of the worlds is the sky of Brahman. The 
ten directions are the sky of Brahman. Parts, time, space 
objects, activities and the like are the sky of Brahman. 

tsart^ ’j-ufe. ^ \ 
dT osJIm TTSTT ll^ll 

1365. As the collection of objects like mountains and cities 
(seen) in a dream is only Consciousness, the One Supreme 
Sky, so is the world of objects of the waking state. 

TOT*R RTRT«fcR sgRT: 1 

iHRISdlfcM R*R: ir*|l 

1366. The mountains are a mass of the highest Truth (or 
Brahman). The trees are a mass of the highest Truth. The 
earth is a mass of the highest Truth. The sky is a mass of the 
highest Truth. 

1367. Whatever of this extensive network of worlds is seen 
all that is the stainless Brahman. This is settled. 

rRRt sl^U frasjM 115,11 ( 

1368. That Supreme Brahman, of the nature of Conscious¬ 
ness, is perceived in the lower world, on the earth, in the 
heaven, in a blade of grass and also in the heart of a living 
creature. There is indeed nothing else. 
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XIV vwFnzuMH 
The Unreal Nature of the World. 

II*11 (^-'tfVS-'**) 

1369. This Maya (or illusory world) is a delusion like * 
dream and a fraudulent device produced falsely. It is the 
beautiful eddy in agitated waters and is like a kingdom o 
fancy. 

1. WdilUrllPlufil: 
Investigation of what is real or unreal. 

3TT^ien# ’sr <i£idi dd^j i ( WS) 

3TT5Tcr# ^ cT^ II^H ('*-'*V'#5) 

1370. That which is constant at the beginning and the end is 
called Real; not the rest. What is real at the beginning an 
the end, is only real when existing (at the present). 

3TTc*ld^ XT ildlRd d-d«n I 

3TT^Id-^ ^ AlvJlRd 'Hc^nl 11? 11 (W*) 

1371. What does not exist at the beginning and the end, is 
so at the present also. Of what nature coulcfthe reality be, o 
a thing that does not exist at the beginning and the end? 

diviURd Trere >i?n <v*-**> 

1372. Rama! There is no destruction at any time of that 

which exists. 

2. * Wsmrsmi 
The World is neither real nor unreal. 

Rsrreraf i 

3T«T fold: It^II 
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^73. The delusion of the world is of the mind. It is neither 
real, nor unreal. It is not born; and it has risen like a 
c°njuring trick, (causing illusory perceptions) of a number 
°* minds. [The same illusion may be seen by a number of 
Persons due to magic.] 

^ 1 iru (v'*'*->r) 

1374. Therefore, this objective world is not real at any time- 
n°r is it unreal. It is neither real nor unreal as the delusion of 
a snake in a rope. 

^ 1 xt fqdfo WH'ifR’jfachfaaHH, 1 (W*S>SRo) 

^ ^ TarifcTMia n^n 

1375. Neither real, nor even unreal, it has risen like the 
Elusion of dreams. Thus, this world which is neither real nor 
unreal, shines merely as a false idea. 

3. *pm: WtJ+HHlr^H 

The real-unreal nature of the World. 

TTdldlUHrldt dHTT^lcI I 

IdJSftarfrTcft \\\\\ ( 

1376. The wealth of magic constituting the world is very 
much exhibited (or spread) here by the mind, as a moving 
wave, though unreal, (is exhibited) by a river caused by heat 
(i.e., a river in a mirage), as if it were real. 

«Hw«n 1%rer (v^-s) 

1377. Unreal on account of its instability and real on 
account of its appearance (or perception), the world (which 
is a projection) of thought, is of the nature of both reality 
and unreality as a dream is. 
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irflyi) 4£<*>i<*n : i 

3tWcMI: ■WrMdi ^TTrTT *n^E* ^3?lt ll^ll 9) 

1378. As pearl-necklaces, feathers of a peacock’s tail, balls 
of hair and the like (seen) in the sky are unreal, but have 
become a reality for those with a defective vision, so, the 
world appears (to those with bad perception). 

fererq. » (W*-5?*) 

3Tf«T 'Bf ^ IIVII 

1379. This is only unreality resembling reality and is an 
appearance. It is uncreated, yet experienced. It is not real, 

but exists as reality. 

The illusory nature of the World. 

Qci mcifefc id£& I 

1380. Thus, know first this visible world existing as the ego, 
known objects and the like, as formless, mere delusion and 

consisting of unreality. 

*MUMlPtclWctWcriMclHt IRII C*-*-*?) 

1381. It is unreal like the water of a mirage producing the 
notion of reality. It is experienced like a kingdom of the 
fancy, unreal and insubstantial. 

■9^ 5Tcfrf^d dHIdufmcBlRdldtcfe^ I 

1382. It is shining in the void, having manifold hues, with a 
form called into being. Not taking a solid form and void all 
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around, it has risen like a rainbow (which is an illusory 
appearance). 

^Stn ||>sn 

1383. This world which is experienced was not born in the 
beginning. It is the shining of the sky of Consciousness and is 
like the union with a dream-woman. 

^I^ii 'dlMIHt-t-Hl ftgqnwt | 

1384. As mirages are seen on account of heat, so, all these 
unreal entities, even Brahma and the like, are seen, as it 
were, by the firm belief of the mind. 

ftwRrannun mihui ii^ii 

1385. As the notion of movement of a pillar arises falsely 
for a passenger in a boat, so, the succession of forms rising 
eternally is only unreal. 

T=s*rot!rsR* ^rsn i 
VircRIMN^fM^uf^cKmcl^ ^PT^l|\3U 

1386. This (appearance of the world) is only a delusion of 
the mind, as there is the fear of a snake in a rope. The world 
revolves for a long time on account of the diversity of 
imagination alone. 

fhsurfdT&Ht TFPfeffrfadM TTSW-ft 1 

d4%U|\ ||4£.ll (VV?-X) 

1387. The wealth of creation is only of a false nature here. It 
is like a mirage-river in a sandy desert having rows of flowers 
dropped from the creepers and trees on the banks. 
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*nfcT H*ll (V5*-^) 

1388. The ground of experience of the creation shines like a 
fancy, or like a city seen in a dream or magic, or like a city 
and mountain appearing in a conversation or a wish, and is 

only unreal. 

after tern fira^i^fe^MHrdi n*oti (v^W) 

1389. This (world-experience) has attained to false fame (or 
currency) quite in vain, without a cause, for some un¬ 
awakened class of minds among all the collections of minds 
(or the collective minds in the different spheres of the 

Universe). 

zmT II**11 (3-^-*°) 

1390. That whole class (of ignorant ones), having the nature 
of repeated embodiment for a long time, remains experienc¬ 
ing the dream-perception called creation (or the universe), 
like (experiencing) the turning round of the earth’s horizon 

(due to giddiness). 

fydillgyu TJ$m: I 

MKIWIalfflft ^p?T: ll**H (3-**®-V0 

1391- These created things are perceptions arising out of 
delusion and are only false notions, mere illusory sights, an 
error, devoid of substance and experiences of a dream. 

zmr TFVcfrm nm wqfafzrsm: 11*311 (v*-33-**0 

1392. As an imaginary city seen in the sky is (only) the 
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rising of an illusion and the (subsequent) destruction of that 
illusion, so is the error (or confusion)-that is the course of 
worldly life. 

ftszn ^ nzn n^n 

1393. Like the objects of a dream, the waters of a mirage, 
two moons or objects of fancy, the world and the sense of T 
shine falsely, in the manner of a ball of hair (seen in the sky 
due to defective vision). 

53 «uwHimd 

1394. This world is a mere illusion which is neither stopping 
nor breaking. It appears bright and is existing as the viewing 
of a dream. 

areffigsn cbrM^ifHfchi n^n (v^V*) 

1395. Thus, this delusion, shining in the sky that is the space 
of Consciousness, is endless. It is an inferior wall called the 
world (in the endless space of Consciousness) and is a city of 
the nature of fancy. 

^T«TT (V'tfW*) 

1396. This illusion (of the worlds), which is the unreal form 
of the Sun of Consciousness, has occurred in the manner of 
the delusion of a hundred years within the short period of a 
dream. 

trtjt TJ*: I 
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^TZIT wfVM:3 

fagfrcfapw 3lter %ni%RTr ll?o|| 

1397 to 1399. As there is (the experience of one’s) life and 
again death within the extent of a fancy (or a dream), as 
there is the perception of the decoration of a wall in an 
imaginary city, as there is the shaking of trees and moun¬ 
tains on the agitation (arising) during a journey by boat, as 
there is the dancing of strange mountains (imagined) when 
there is the disturbance of one’s essential ingredients of the 
body, as the complete lopping off of one’s head is expe¬ 
rienced in a dream, so, this grand delusion having an 
extended form arises only falsely. 

<*<icbrcj %*ri% i 

1400. As water is perceived in a sandy desert and the state 
of a bracelet in gold, so, this unreal objecthood appears in 
the Self, as if it were real. 

agpgi ^rrf% n??u (3-30-10) 

1401. For one with wrong perception, these universes, with 
all their coverings, appear in the great sky (of Conscious¬ 
ness) which is without a limit, as balls of hair (appear) in the 
sky (for one with defective vision). 

^roi yivii$i4i 1 

TT^of IR^II (VSV'S) 

1402. As the eye, obscured by dust, sees duality in the 
moon and the like, so also, the (individualised) conscious¬ 
ness, overcome by the skill (or power of producing illusion) 
of the mind, (perceives duality) in the Supreme Self. 
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TOT I 

TOT ^ddfd^5»UldT*TUl(Sid4M!Wld IR'KII (V^Vi) 

1403. As a drunken person sees trees as whirling on account 
of intoxication, so, the individualised consciousness per¬ 
ceives the worlds which are excited by the mind. 

TOT I 

VfRT feruiTj d$<4 % ll^mi 

1404. As children, see the world whirling like a potter’s 
wheel on account of their revolving in play, so also, know 
(that the individualised consciousness sees) the visible 
objects only on account of the mind. 

1405. As nothing else of a plantain tree exists except mere 
leaves, so, nothing else of the world exists except mere 
delusion. 

3T<flcbfM«i£<n,wc*)<4» ’sr feicnfo i 

ai^aB^gr rrsrrs^aR fcresterct ii'rvsii ( v^'s-'ss,) 

1406. This (world) has arisen falsely; it grows falsely; it 
pleases falsely; and it perishes falsely. 

5. '*/)<w fmztmru 
The false nature of the individual soul. 

30<AdMld4c|E& tsftcTt vHMld <M<T I 

1407. Only the Supreme Self shines here in this world as 
non-Self (in the form of) individualised consciousness (with 
ego and objectivity). Like the appearance of two moons to 
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one with defective vision, even reality has risen as unreality. 

f%T^=Rf: HKVIckljJ 44<!H*tU: «=h<r^4rl TR: I 

f*T«zn *TPT 11? 11 (V*9~44) 

1408. The association of the power of consciousness and the 
power of movement is brought about as the mind. It has 
arisen only falsely. It is called knowledge falsely. 

TTtTT glfegn cfcfarll TTT I 

ll^ll 

1409. This (power) alone is described as Avidya (or Nes¬ 
cience). This very (power) is declared as Maya (or Illusion). 
This is the highest Ignorance producing the poison of the 

world and the like. 

6. arfom 
Nescience (or Ignorance). 

4^r-r<d)^<*'fbrchi 4'mfedJi Tqss i 
ttett ^risreunfer Rate witdi ?mT nqn O-SSVSS) 

1410. Rama! This Nescience (or Ignorance) is the atomic 
seed of the world. This alone, while it is just not existing, has 
gone to the state of largeness, as if it were real. 

«gy*T?f sicMiHWi ^gf I O-SSVS'O 

IRII (?-*SVSvs) 

1411. (This Ignorance) is seen having a semblance of 
quantity and is not experienced in the sense of reality. 
Though empty within, it is seen everywhere, lovely in 
essence. 

^qfvi&f STOT^fd ll^ll (3-*S3~S4) 
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1412. Though not established anywhere here, it is observed 
quite everywhere. While not staying even for a moment, it 
gives the doubt of stability. 

^ irtfll (V^V^) 

1413. Having created the three worlds, which are vast, in 
just a moment by the power of illusion, it sustains and also 
devours them. 

*MU^fac«|chH*TT^T HdldfcSdl I 

ugwiayiHgnsfa ^ EhfeidKm4d: nmi (v**v**) 

1414. It is shining with a form like a kingdom of fancy, 
destitute of reality. Though having a hundred thousand 
branches, it is not really something (from the absolute point 
of view). 

^ ^n4TyiPd4*dfcM)id ^^4 \ 

cR?jat fsrart dim^ui ^tson tru: n^n ( 

1415. This delusion (or false idea) of the multitude of visible 
objects is indeed described as Avidya (or Nescience). This 
does not exist in reality as water (does not exist) in a mirage- 
river. 

d»J>«iluU«dW4WI: UsfcMfad 11 VS II <WSV>-*S) 

1416. The perception that is Avidya (or Nescience) is 
possessed by Brahman, which is Reality, in itself. Then, 
though unreal, it is perceived as if its nature is real, on 
account of delusion. 

r^S| ft? 1 

-*T5ff8?dT ^ MVddld ^ II6II (VWW) 
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1417. That alone is indeed the nature of Nescience consist¬ 
ing of unreality, on which account, while being observed, it 
certainly perishes and is not seen at all. 

(i) feriticnfa&n n The mind alone is Nescience (or 
Ignorance). 

II (vu^) 

1418. Know that the mind alone is Nescience (or Igno¬ 
rance), which is the author of all the show of living beings. It 
produces this (show) through the power of wondrous magic. 
There is no difference between the words Nescience (or 
Ignorance), Mind, Individual Soul, and Intellect as between 
Vrksa and Taru (both of which mean “a tree”). 

(ii) atfa&mn 3mm n The unreality of Nescience (or 

Ignorance). 

jratsrw ii*h (wm-*'9) 

1419. (The principle of Avidya) has been created by the 

scriptures for the sake of instruction. 

fereifr ^TT TRT II9II (W*<*-*'*) 

1420. This (concept) called Avidya (or Nescience) is merely 
a name. They consider it as mere delusion and unreal. 
Rama! Of what sort indeed could that reality be, which does 
not exist? 

vjfeuifd I 
fdRfcfcUMHity-d ^Rttm^dlld 11311 (s/*-'*<?-^) 

1421. All this was, is and will be the principle of Brahman, 
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changeless and having no beginning or end. The positive 
conclusion is that there is no Avidya (or Nescience). 

I 

1422. Without expressing doubts such as, “Whence is this 
Avidya and how (does it arise)?”, you will understand 
yourself from Knowledge (or Enlightenment) that neither 
this (world) exists nor this (Avidya). 

7. mm 

Illusion. 

RiTolcid: I 

$BWl£KuR|dl stT^ft 7TRfcUmi4<m II^11 

1423. Thus, the Power of Consciousness spreads around 
like an illusion difficult to surmount. In this manner, the 
defectless power of Brahman is without beginning or end. 

TTO m -^aRT^T I 

1424. Rama! This Maya (or Illusion) is of such kind that it 
produces delight by its destruction. Its inherent nature is not 
perceived. It perishes-just as it is being observed. 

^ m ii^ii (^-^^-^^) 

1425. It covers (or veils) discrimination and gives birth to 
worlds in large measure. It is not also known what it is. See 
this wonder that is the world! 

c«c*|R< 11X11 (’<-'*VS'S) 
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1426. Not being perceived, it springs up; but, (when) 

perceived, it perishes. This Maya (or Illusion) dances only 

with a form that is not being known. 

% tpt Rmkum ii 

ftrf towi imn (*-**-W> 

1427. It has indeed attained to fixity and is existing, having 

met with (or depending upon) the Absolute Abode (or 

Reality). Rama! “Whence did this (illusion) arise? Let not 

your investigation be in this manner. “How do I destroy 

this?” Let this be your investigation. 

3TOT 'Mi-Mi ^fiuiramfMi i 0#-**-**) 
zr tt^t *reTT 4m *ren n^n ('*-'*$-3'*) 

1428. Rama! When this (illusion) has worn away and 

vanished, you will know entirely, from whence it is, how it is 

and how it vanished. 

cf*g?r: x? nvsn (*-'**-3*) 

1429. In fact, this (illusion) certainly does not exist and it 

shines (when) not perceived (or investigated). 

9i3?r«NRxn5RRnil nr d~*j4l ii^ii 

1430. The delusion of arrangement (or formation) of words 

and word-meanings is intended for the instruction of those 

fit to be taught and for the acquirement of the import of the 

scriptures. Do not become full of that (delusion). 

**35f*g »T XTR*||Igfg>: n^ll (X-'tfS-S) 

1431. This prolixity of words and word-meanings is fashion- 
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ed in teachings, always among the ignorant. Among the 

knowers of the Truth, it is not real (or essential). 

1432. The impurity that is the grasping (of ideas), delusion 

and the like do not exist in the Self even a little. The 

Supreme Brahman is without colour (or quality). That alone 
exists as this world. 

8. 
The reality of the world exists only to the ignorant. 

1433. This world which is only unreal, exists as real and 

adamantine to that person who has an unenlightened intel¬ 

lect, is perplexed, and has not risen to the extended Abode 

(of the Supreme). 

*rai dtrwq 1 

1434. As a ghost (which is unreal) is the giver of distress, 

extending upto (or culminating in) death, to a boy, so, the 

world, which is only unreal, has a real form to one with a 
foolish (or perplexed) intellect. 

hto xjej *r«n cjift tjTnuri ^tMchuuiH, i 

wrm <ren w$\\ ( v'*^) 

1435. As only heat (in a sandy desert) is (or appears as) 

water and is the cause of the delusion of deer, so, the world, 

which is only unreal, has the semblance of reality to one with 
a foolish (or perplexed) intellect. 
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3T«ffgRT5rra»^ «nf?r ttsti imi (v*t->0 

1436. As the unreal dream-death of a living being, appear¬ 

ing like reality, shines causing an action that can be per¬ 

ceived by the senses (such as weeping, expression of sorrow 

etc.,), so, the world exists for those with foolish (or per¬ 

plexed) intellects. 

^F>FT% ZTSJT I 

<*><!<*>?< ftd>cH fid %*Tgft: imil (V*V»0 

treasurer ^Fm^mi^gpcn^T i 

^ <£¥4<£J|c||fid ^ t^TT 

1437, 1438. As there is only the perception of a bracelet in a 

golden bracelet, and not even a little of the idea of gold, for 

one who is not proficient in (or does not have the knowledge 

of) gold, so, for the unwise, there is only this perception of 

visible objects, splendid with cities, houses, mountains and 

elephants; but, no other perception of the highest Truth. 

^15^1 IIV9II 

1439. This (world) is more void than even the sky for one by 

whom it is understood. This is like an adamantine rock for 

that person by whom it is not understood. 

tut TnffmPT&: i 

sn4^ Tfugtf: ||£ll (w^) 

1440. Rama! This long illusion of the world is constantly 

borne by living beings endowed with the qualities of passion 

and ignorance, as a hall (is borne) by good pillars. 

*re<arr ttt^t n<?ii (W3) 
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1441. This fully developed illusion is got rid of easily by 
persons of your kind who belong to the class of men 
established in virtue, wise (or self-posessed) and grown in 
good qualities, as the skin (which is ripe is got rid of) by 
snakes. 

As long as there is Ignorance, only so long there is the 
experience of the World. 

KlekblMctrtMl 4144431<41441 I 

4I44U4I dl4K44lf44v«M4l ll^ll (VW*») 

1442. As long as there is the seizing of ignorance, as long as 
there is no contemplation of Brahman (or the Absolute 
Reality), as long as there is regard for the illusion of the 
world, so long, there is the fancy of the mind and the like. 

^ 41443*1141 <|¥^twqi4414Ml l 

1443. As long as there is the feeling of “I” in the body, as 
long as there is selfhood in (relation to) this visible world, as 
long as there is the hope, “this is mine”, so long there is the 
delusion of the mind and the like. 

^11441(44^^4 1 

414^441(4^*441 ll^ll (WV^) 

1444. As long as nobility is not bom through attachment to 
association with good people, as long as stupidity is not 
completely worn away, so long there is the lowness of the 
mind and the like. 

^T4fo(44>4i ^4 W£cFmi44H,I 

W444Vf4VI4t41^-4^414^44144: 11*11 ( VW**) 

1445. As long as this conception of the world is not reduced 
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to the state of feebleness within, by the power of right 
vision, so long, the mind and the like are manifested. 

Hl<SHWl5tt*jT^|4)wl«lK=lTn(^e|»c«RT imil 

1446. As long as there is ignorance, blindness and lack of 
control over oneself due to desire for objects of sense, and 
the growth of delusion due to stupidity, so long there is the 

fancy of the mind and the like. 

44lc«l¥ll£l'4l4l<4: ilR^tfri I 

ll^ll 

1447. As long as the smell of the poison of desires springs 
up all round in the forest of the heart (or mind), so long, the 
cakora bird of discrimination (or discernment) does not 

enter completely within. 

10. 3rfdmm dtmfspra: 
The destruction of Nescience through Knowledge (or 

Enlightenment). 

34Rh£|cJl|RMIril I 

mR^wi g hm<&c4 ^rm n?n (W**°-*) 

1448. Thus, Nescience, when not known (or understood), 
appears as lasting a long time and infinite. But, when known 
(or understood), it does not at all exist, as the river of a 
mirage. 

*nf?T HnRerft • 
TT«JT TillUlfeieiT IRII 

1449. As the dark night vanishes somewhere on the rising of 
the sun, so. Nescience (or Avidya) vanishes somewhere on 
the rising of discrimination. 
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^ ^vuiRmchi i 

h f*ren) u^u (v?-*v>-*?) 

^50. When this Nescience (or Avidya) is only of the nature 
°f Brahman (or the Absolute Reality) and is not of the 
nature of any other, then, this exists when not known and is 
n°t separated (or different from Brahman) when known. 

3W55IT *lKwi«UW^ IWH ( W*©-^) 

1451. Thus, this (Nescience or Avidya) runs away and 
vanishes somewhere while being perceived. It has indeed an 
unreal nature on account of its insubstantiality and is 
perceived only on account of absence of investigation. 

11. WGpitTQKT: 

The destruction of the delusion of the World. 

ii^ii 

1452. The delusion of the mind is destroyed for one whose 
fiiind does not abide in enjoyments,, who has tranquillity 
"'hich is cool and stainless, and in whom the multitude of 
Otters of hopes (or desires) has been broken. 

3*1: UVIKlfeTHM 4IcMRm«B IRll ( W^-^V9) 

1453. For a person whose intellect is ever cool on account of 
the renunciation of desire and delusion and whose mind is 
calmed, the situation in which the mind is abandoned is 
awakened. 

viHil ^ftonta^snr: 11311 ( 
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1454. The delusion such as Jfva (or individualised cons¬ 
ciousness) is extinguished for the mind which has a different 
nature consisting of the infinite Conscious Principle medita¬ 
ted upon (by it), and which has the world dissolved within 

itself. ; 

11X11 (*/*-^“*°) 

1%rt RhiIcm w imn (*/*-*■**) 

1455, 1456. When the wrong vision, having the nature of 
producing delusion falsely, has subsided and when the 
supreme sun, that is the vision of the highest Truth alone, is 
risen, know that the mind has disappeared like a burnt dry 
leaf, just not becoming visible again, as a drop of ghee 

(thrown) into fire (vanishes). 

1457. There is the destruction of the perceptions from 
Brahma (the Creator-god) to a worm, on account of right 

knowledge. 

12. W/W/oxf) T 

The word "destruction" is not proper in regard to the 

dissolution of Nescience (or Avidya). 

*i«Rd HiyiMiyisMil i 

rrsst ^TT9T: W*¥J IHM (VSV***) 

1458. There could be the course of destruction or the 
opposite only in that which verily exists. Of what sort could 
be the destruction of that which does not at all exist in fact? 

T'ircri 84civile^ I 

TTtif ^ ^TT IRII (*-*<-***> 
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1459. Daughter! When the delusion of a snake in a rope has 
disappeared on account of the knowledge of the Truth, what 
exactly is that talk such as, “the snake has not disappeared; 
or possibly it has disappeared”? 

fgsp* qmi4l ii^u ( 

1460. Son! This (Nescience) does not at all perish since it 
does not exist. There is no existence of the unreal. There is 
no non-existence of the real. 

cTFp TJcnf^T ^ cb^lrW fevSFT l 

gisj TOT 

1461. But, what does not exist in fact, even a little at any 
time, that is of the nature of unreality. Rama! How possibly 
does that perish? 

13. J'Kwft cshift 
The World is dissolved in the Self. 

**crsitssr McfcTTc^: 1 

TO*I 11*11 ( 

1462. These objects, such as mountains and the like, merge 
within Consciousness in the delusion of a dream or in fancy, 
as movements (or currents) merge in the wind. 

TOIT TOlt: I 

sfptoto totoI: h^irii (vV9-x<0 

1463. As (the air) with motion completely enters within the 
air without motion and becomes non-different by nature, so 
also, this object of the dream is an impurity (or an obscuring 
factor) of Consciousness (and merges therein). 
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3 fr^ H^ifotohi ii^ii (vvs-**) 

1464. Only Consciousness shines thoroughly through the 
appearance (or perception) of the objects in dreams and the 
like. But, when not so shining, it attains to oneness with 
those very objects and has them within itself. 

XVmr^fe: (3*sfmenz:) 
The Highest Perception (the Theory that the Visible Uni¬ 

verse is not Born). 

varHlTsfrS^I qrpmff I ( 

«**3d*Si "HIsIlRtl ll^ll 

1465. Any word-meaning of the word “world” surely does 
not exist at all. In reality, the world does not exist. 

Everything is only Brahman. 

The invention of difference is only for the instruction of 

the unenlightened. 

vft: SGf&z&f 11*11 (V^°o-^) 

1466. In the case of those with unenlightened perception, 
difference is invented for the sake of (establishing) the 
relationship between a word and its expressed meaning, 

only for their instruction. 

3Tf2l€tel*TO $<tuR<4K4HlsM4: I 

aragFggratom irh 

1467. The manner of understanding such as, “this is Avidya 
(or Nescience); this is Jiva (or the individual soul)”, has 
been fashioned by the best among knowers of words for the 
instruction of the unenlightened. 
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ejnfesr Tract 

4M^v4tM^VI«nwickrr^^ ^1 T?Tt^ U^U (V^W) 

1468. Rama! As long as some understanding (of a word) is 
not brought to fame (by usage), so long, the dignity of 
teachings and things fit to be taught, does not shine in the 
world. 

^Vll 1 

^ imi (v^v*) 

1469. Therefore, accepting the poor words, “this is Brah¬ 
man and these indeed are the individual souls”, by the 
perception of difference, this method (of instruction) is 
prescribed. 

rrst Traci i 

si^mr ^<W4: tram-. umi ( v^V3) 

1470. Rama! Where the conduct of unenlightened persons 
is observed, there, statements of the nature, “individual 
souls are born from Brahman”, exist. 

aqfcyim yis^sgraresfei: » 

n^n (v«*-*s) 

1471. In the scriptures, a word is brought into existence for 
the purpose of teaching; or it is bom from the meaning 
possessing the suppositions of relating, separating, enu¬ 
merating and defining. 

<4lc6cht^«4 MRchfrMd: IIV9U (V^-^o) 

1472. This difference is perceived only on account of usage. 
It is not real. It is invented for a purpose, as a ghost (is 
invented) for (achieving an object in the case of) a boy. 
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ef>l<ifchKU|Sncifr ft? WSTT I 

11 Cl I 

MRuimi(<fa^nT; i 

<rm ^iciR<^i<Hifd; ftmTf^ imi (3-6>s-r$) 
t»c<mRn41 Rfg^W^rMch^Hl farTT I 

3^TFTT*ra3ft*TTSt ^ cjfcjfn ll^oll 

1473, 1474, 1475. The state of effect and cause, the charac¬ 
teristic of property and the owner (or the soul and the 
Lord), the instrument and the possessor of the instrument, 
the course of a part and the whole, difference and non¬ 
difference, the delusion of transformation and the like, the 
play of becoming (or ideation) and the like, knowledge and 
ignorance, pleasure and pain; the assumption of false ideas 
such as these, is measured out (or defined) for the enlighten¬ 
ment of the ignorant. But there is no difference in the 

Reality. 

2. vrm: fazgnff: 
The Supreme Doctrine. 

UdiM^ci TTof fg | 

HlRkUreflte *TPTT yiRT ll<H 

1476. The settled doctrine of scriptures expounding the 
nature of the Supreme Spirit is only the denial of everything 
(other than Brahman). There is no Nescience here, nor 
Illusion. This (Universe) is the tranquil Brahman without a 
course. 

TR# ’Cl Pt^r RRt? I 

ehc-u-m-Mi hh1hi*4) -Rrerrt qr ft? *itH irii ( 

1477. All this is verily Brahman which is the eternal, 
undivided mass of Consciousness. There is indeed no other 
concept whatever, called the mind. 
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^4A«hMmt£iHMR<lMMm-mfusdHL ii^n (v«*-9^) 

1478. All that (visible universe) is only the Supreme 
Brahman, undecaying, immortal and immutable. All (plura¬ 
lity) is the One without beginning or end, undivided and 
unbroken. 

fcteiri IPtfU 

1479. There exists here only Consciousness which is free 
from the pursuit of objects to be known; which is alone and 
is mere Light, entirely equal and undivided. 

WTRlR ^ 

-*t 3TRm trr^ar: iimi (v*V*-t3) 

1480. That is the Self and Supreme Lord which is free from 
the pursuit of objects to be known, all-pervading through its 
totality and is the Conscious Principle which is not fit to be 
named (or communicated). 

PrtwiM n^u . ( v* 

1481. Therefore, there is neither absence of discrimination, 
nor nescience, nor bondage, nor liberation. This world is 
Pure Consciousness which is undisturbed. 

^ Xt -tvtrfd ^ ^ uv»u (V*-V*V*6) 

1482. For the enlightened ones like us nothing indeed is 
born and nothing whatever perishes. Everything is the 
tranquil and unborn Reality. 
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field Praifild*Hm I 

% TTHf fUlfodll ehlfil^fid <4><Md lldll (V«V*»0 

1483. In the Absolute Peace, the Supreme Spirit indeed 
exists in this manner through “thisness.” There is no 
creation here. There is nothing whatever by name creation 

at any time. 

vdlilrl fdjfedd uHMsKl I 

* ^ «Jldfed>KIU|j ^TdT dddd ( VW*'**') 

1484. Here, nothing is born, nor anything dies in the triple 
world. There is also no existence of any changes of nature of 

a being anywhere. 

yihdfldifek* fien^» 

agfrcT drdid W^fil<eiMldllSS?trn$33Tfir ll<o|| (VtVSS) 

1485. There is neither the world nor people. The Whole 
exists quite tranquil. Brahman alone shines clearly in this 
manner. The Self (shines) by Itself in Itself. 

^TT^T Ttsr dim*) 1 ^ 5^TT I 

SP ^ ^ cfcdfugcM ddfd^ll^ll (HV<#) 

1486. In That, there is neither support nor anything to be 
supported; neither subjecthood nor the visible object; 
neither the cosmos nor the Creator Brahma; nor anything 
controversial anywhere. 

*11d cTdt *Udfikfld TcTff firtUf | 

tpt trmrefa: iis^m (v-'to-w) 

1487. Rama! This formation of words such as, “(the world) 
is brought into existence by That (Absolute) or it has arisen 
from That (Absolute),” is for usage in scriptures; not really 
(or from the Absolute point of view). 
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* <§¥*mfw TFngi ^ s*gt *T ^ I 

(V^o) 

1488. There is no visible world having a real nature; nor is 
there a seer and the seeing. This is neither void nor inert nor 
intelligence. It is just spread serenely. 

1489. Nothing whatever, such as waking, dreaming or 
sleeping, exists for wise men knowing the Truth. (Reality) 
remains as it stands. 

^ mhu?< i 

^ <5# ^ | '?TRT ^T*T: mmi (WW-*£) 

1490. In reality, there is neither dream nor waking nor the 
state of sleep, nor the fourth state, nor the one beyond that. 
Everything is the Supreme Sky (or Space) which is serene. 

3. Mum: The negation of doership of Brahman 
(or the Absolute Reality). 

arengftssrfau: wn Enrrerret ^ i 
r cbtlld (ws^-O 

1491. The words of the unintelligent that ISvara (or the 
Supreme Lord), who is nameless, invincible, formless and 
his own Self, creates the world, are only to be laughed at. 

^ ehiWjMd ^r?[R IRII (^-SVH) 

1492. This is not made by the Creator even a little; nor is 
there the course of action of a Creator. This appears by 
itself. The position of a maker or non-maker has gone. 
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auidcKtafoTki w ^ **^5. u^i* 

1493. How could Brahman, the Absolute Reality, which is 
not a doer, action or instrument, which is causeless, withou 
a seed, and not fit to be discussed or understood, become a 

creator (of the world)? 

4. a&wi) fachHPiUm: 
The negation of modification of Brahman. 

dlg3»rCTtSEfc ^TTrT 11 ^ 11 ( W*S-?) 

1494. Son! That is' the kind of transformation that takes 
place in milk and the like, which is the annihilation of its 
natural state and got remaining as before again. 

jf® Pnfe>H. n^11 

1495. Milk (converted into curd) does not again go back to 
the state of milk on account of its curd-nature. Brahman is 
known only as the stainless Brahman in the beginning, the 

end and the middle (of creation). 

SH-tl^Rel agjuft ^ Rlchlfiyn i 

3THI^I^lRl»t|i|^l ll^ll (VV^'X) 

1496. Therefore, there is no susceptibility to change for 
Brahman as there is for milk and the like; and this course of 
having subdivisions does not arise for one without the 
division of beginning or end. 

**efsT «cf<*l I 

ir*n (Wx^-4) 

1497. The Self is indeed the same in the beginning, the end 
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attd the middle, everywhere and at all times. Moreover, the 
natural (or one’s own) Principle of the Self does not attain to 
°therness at any time. 

'MMfechKIUli ^ JlTsSfa I mil (W'tfVS) 

1498. This Supreme Lord never comes under the influence 
°f changes in state on account of His formlessness, oneness 
and eternity. 

^ T«lfe<hKMMK at>41^ I 

^>Kui ll^ll 

1499. Nothing here or anywhere, except destruction, can 
become the cause for a changeless and undecaying being to 
become changeful. 

XlebAct IIV9II (X-'tfo-^) 

1500. Those expressions such as the cause or the created 
thing do not arise in (or are not possible in the case of) the 
Supreme Spirit. How and what will the only One Spirit give 
birth to, on account of its infinite nature? 

-<0hrt^c« II411 ('tf-'*o-^#) 

1501. From that infinite abode of Brahman which is the All 
and all-pervading, nothing different whatever arises. There¬ 
fore, what arises, that is only That (Brahman). 

AH<^iuy*rt4)4«si \ 

ll^ll (VVX^) 

1502. Of what sort a thing is at the beginning and the end, it 
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is declared to be only of that nature. The difference which 
appears in the middle for anything, that is manifested due to 

ignorance (of the real unchanging nature of the thing). 

topt fgrfe Rifch^n n*oii (V*-'****') 

1503. Know this change, which is seen momentarily, of a 
thing which is the same at the beginning and the end, as the 
error (or confusion) of perception. There is no change in the 

Immutable. 

5. ZHOU!: 

The denial of causality of Brahman. 

*KKui ^nrfer chi4<t>q. i (5/*-*°“*°) 

WTrlBli W ^ 1 ^ chKPPi 11*11 (*/*“*•“*> 

1504. There is no cause that produces effects, on account of 
the everlasting blissfulness of the unborn. Brahman, which 
is resting on its own reality, is neither the seed nor the cause, 
[i.e., neither the material cause nor the effective cause.] 

*rfwd ticfci ^ i 
ii*ii (W*V**) 

1505. It is always established as the All and risen as if it has 
all the forms. On account of its invisibility and unattainabi¬ 
lity it is neither the cause nor the effect. 

^reft <grsar cfrgT chhuwi »»3»» (V*-sv*4) 

1506. How could there be causality for one having the 
natural character of a name as well as no-name, whose 
perception is the light without reflection (or unreal ap¬ 
pearance) and which is existence as well as non-existence? 
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^u-ri | (VR-R'S-O 

3lft%dM4mi«MMdc|4 cF«j irtfll (VR-R\9-R) 

1507. If the tranquil Abode (of Brahman) is capable of 
obtaining the state of being a cause, how could it be without 
intention, devoid of appearance and not fit to be discussed 
(as it really is)? 

^ 'SPRf: chK«i I 

agnH^ w&m t|v<iwM^i<cvF4ui: imu (vr-hvrvs) 

1508. Moreover, the Absolute Brahman, which is a begin¬ 
ningless and endless Void without any form, cannot be the 
cause of the visible world which has form and whose nature 
is not that of the Absolute Brahman. 

gRTcai <*ed*ar^g ii^ii (VR-RRvr#) 

1509. For a changeless and undecaying one to become 
changeful, nothing whatever, except destruction, can be¬ 
come the cause anywhere here. 

•r Us *«nqid: ddfad,» (vs<>*£) 
^tdT MV9H ( VR~^Ro-*0 

1510. A dissimilar effect does not at all arise from a cause 
anywhere. There is no objecthood for knowledge. Know¬ 
ledge is absolute and immutable. 

WRRl i? q<chi4 RlggRlfifif: I 

IICII (^-R£-Ro) 

1511. Whatever effect is obtained by associate causes, 
there, the diversity of the principal cause is witnessed a 
little. 
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* <*>l4ct>UU|dl<4: I 

1512. There is no rising of the state of cause and effect of 
Brahman and the worlds, on account of the absence of all 

associate causes. 

6. BtCToft 
The denial of (seed-like) causality of Brahman. 

^ ^ T^T^Tc^tTrTFnfeT 113II (*-3-?*) 

1513. “This objective world exists (in Brahman) as a sprout 
within a seed at the time of the great sleep (or dissolution of 
the world).” Whoever declares thus, it is only ignorance. He 
has (the ignorance of) childhood. 

TR:N&FsWkfld i|*WI<*ld<HI*tUi I 

cftsT wpagsfrmi ii^ii 0*-3-^) 

1514. How can that self-born (or self-existing) One, which 
is beyond the five senses and the mind and is exceedingly 
subtle, be capable of becoming the seed of the worlds? 

3tlchlVIKfi W MWWM: I 

cbl^vO «ft3nn Ox-3-?5) 

1515. How and of what nature is the (seed-like) causality of 
the highest Supreme Self, who is subtler than the sky (or 
space) and who is not comprehended by all names? 

^ I 
^sFi^a^FFn^T: >rxn Otf-3-94) 

1516. How will the world, the Meru mountain, the ocean, 
the sky and others exist in that Supreme Abode which is 
void and clearer than even the body of the sky? 
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"5RI IIMI 

1517. How will the Meru mountain exist in an atom? How 
will something exist in the formless? Where is the identity 
between those of the nature of That (or Reality) and not- 
That (or unreality), as between shadow and sunshine? 

ran* 0*-^-^) 

1518. It is reasonable (or appropriate) (to say) that there 
are sprouts within the seeds of fig-trees and the like which 
have form. It is unreasonable (or inappropriate) (to say) 
that the world having a huge form exists in the formless 
(Absolute). 

dr| ft® tR YTRT \ 

uvsu 

1519. In That which is indeed the Supreme and tranquil 
Brahman, what imagination of form could exist? Here, 
there is not even the contact of the quality of an atom. What 
possibly is {seed-like) causality here? 

wfo qwuh gaisrax-iwi \\c\\ (v^-m's-T*) 

1520. It is not also proper (to say) that the world exists 
within the Supreme (Brahman) which is atomic (or subtle). 
It is only the fancy of the ignorant (to say) that the Meru 
mountain exists within a grain of mustard. 

^rf?r 3F=nNr chi4<*»Kui<§g<f: I 

1521. The notions of cause and effect arise when the seed 
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exists. What is the seed of the Formless and where is the 
course of the producer and the produced? 

qsiifei after rfsr Eiaatcxftmft i 

*TT^ Rwdl ll^oll (*/*-*i**0> 

1522. Where there is the seed, there can be the branch 
having an extended form. That is produced by causes and 
extended by associate (or co-operating) causes, (air, sun¬ 

light, soil-nutrition etc.,). 

WeehlRc^KoiWlM^Hiel I 

creZHefi^cJ ll^ll (>f-?-9) 

1523. But, in the absence of associate (or co-operating) 
causes, the rising of the sprout is not seen here at any time 
by anybody, like a barren virgin. 

cftemjchiR *1^1 

1524. On the dissolution of all beings (at the end of a 
universal cycle), would a thing with form become the seed? 
Then, what becomes its associate (or co-operating) cause, 

on account of which the world arises? 

sfter ^rg^gfteTcfg; ve&fogt Eretazia i 

sf^n^ftnrag.* zfter 

1525. A seed, giving up its seed-form, is seen as having 
become a fruit. Brahman (or the Absolute), not relinquish¬ 
ing its nature, is remaining as a fruit within a seed (i.e., 
without transformation). 

sfterteR: 3 zn rrar afterfret f? *rr t 

1526. That entity which is in the interior of a seed, can 
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indeed be only the seed. Within a seed, the sprout is not 
obtained sheltered in the form of a sprout. 

TTt ?T^c4lf^ehlR ||^mi 

<V*-**v*«0 

1527. Thus, world-nature exists within Brahman. If only 
world-nature is obtained, then, it could only be that 
Brahman always. That (Brahman) is not liable to change. 

8$rTl^ ll^ll (V^-^V^) 

1528. It is not at all seen or heard by us that a thing having 
change (or transformation) rises from the Immutable, or a 
thing shining in appearance, from the Formless. 

MWluft ^ 4c4ItiR<5| WSTT^tT ||^V9|| (WSSV^s) 

1529. This (world) having form cannot exist in the Form¬ 
less. Meru mountains do not at all exist, as it were, within an 
atom. 

Rkickk <v?-^v^c) 

1530. “The world with a huge form exists in Brahman which 
is formless, as a gem within a casket.” This can only be the 
word of a mad person. 

7IFH ^ TF5T^ I 

^ TF*I% «^cl ll*SU 

< 
1531. “The tranquil and Supreme (Brahman) shines as the 
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support (or receptacle) of the world with form”. It does 

shine to communicate in this manner. Where possibly is 

indestructibility of a thing with form? 

7. SieflKWIMW'in) 
The illusory nature of the World on account of 

causelessness. 

<+>KUi «*»l4w ^Ihhic^ I 

1532. King! That effect (or phenomenon) for which there * 

no cause, does not arise here. Its perception is indee 

delusion. 

IRII (WT*~^) 

1533. Know that effect (or phenomenon) which is experk® 

ced first without cause, as if it were real, as arising from ^ 

delusion of the perceiver and similar to the water o 

mirage. 

^ ll?ll (V*1***"*) 

1534. The effect (or phenomenon) not having come m o 
being on account of the absence of a cause, its appearance as 

existing is not possible except through false knowledge. 

5Kgif%ri3st ^snig. • 
3WRTygRg>R^»nfe4 wnrfgfe >r*u 

1535. On account of the absence of a cause, this world is not 

the work of anybody. Due to the absence of causality, there 

is also the absence of effect. Know this world as (appearing) 

on account of delusion. 
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em<S fe mM | 

wh^kvW ^ •srat ^ umi (ww-***) 

1536. What effect (or phenomenon) does possibly exist 
without a cause? The seeing of a good son is a delusion for a 
naan without a son. It is not real. 

*w«w>Kuiebl «nfrf ^ \ 

ii^ii 

1537. That essential nature which shines without a cause 
expands in the form of everything like a fancy, or a city 
imagined in the sky, and the like. 

m si^j \ (vv^£) 

IIV9II (V?-^-^V3) 

1538. The triple world is only like that, of which sort the 
Supreme Brahman is. Brahman shines only without relin¬ 
quishing its essential nature, like the unreal appearance of 
an object (e.g., a rope mistakenly seen as a snake). 

8. 
The unreal appearance of the World like a dream. 

&M4MAclia TO 'snfa ^THtTOT I 

wifi) 11 ^It 

1539. As the primary Absolute Consciousness alone shines 
in itself as world-nature in a dream, so also, at the beginning 
of creation, nothing other than (Brahman) is produced here 

d*mddM<*dl»m4: ^ifeSTd: I 

•HMffddHI<t>RHI MtMIdtl Puifotd: IRII 

1540. Therefore, an unreal appearance like a dream, by 
way of manifoldness of form such as creation, is existing in 
the Conscious Self. The Supreme Self is formless. 
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9. WrftMMrfni (3nrm*ret:) 

The unborn nature of the World (the theory that the 

visible Universe is not born). 

q- q 'er mfa 4jfc*»c*i4i q i 

chi^vH rTO 4iyiyi«*W IISH (Vt*^) 

1541. (This world) was neither born nor is subject to 
destruction. That which does not indeed exist in the begin¬ 
ning, of what sort could be its birth? What need one say of 

the word “destruction”? 

^TSTT I 

rr^t fygrfn qrfqr irii (*/*-W-**) 

1542. As the earth (or any object) does not exist in a dream 
anywhere, though experienced by oneself, so, this object- 
hood consisting of unreality does not exist, though expe¬ 

rienced by oneself. 

q faferafa q w *rm q i (9-*v*°> 

q q fSbMiO<*q'H rf<T*f ll^ll (W^V^9) 

1543. Nothing whatever is accomplished, nothing is born 
and nothing is perceived. There is neither falsity nor reality. 
This is some indescribable unborn entity which is spread. 

treqcf chKurmraia qnq q ** i (V?-W^) 

q<«!frl<U|<*i rT¥t qTrTT IIXII (WkV**) 

1544. All that is not produced does not exist on account of 
the absence of a cause. The existence of that which is 
without a cause does not happen here. 

qsiT ^>dH. I 
fched>«i 3 q <rarT *r* umi (v<$-4) 

1545. As this bracelet-nature, being seen clearly, does not 
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at all exist in a golden bracelet, so, the world-nature does 
not exist in the Supreme (Reality). 

W tTOT Mt^iTiiRd ^ sl^rfuT II^U ( V3 

1546. As there is no ring-nature in gold, though bearing the 
form of a ring, so also, there is no world in the (Absolute) 
Brahman having the appearance of the world. 

'JtuPrt | 

Tjgoqt^HH TREte >>V3I> (V*V*) 

1547. These worlds such as the earth and the like, though 
experienced, do not at all exist in Brahman of the nature of 
the sky (or Void), as (they do not exist) in dreams and 
fancies. 

M-WtU'l ^ U4U (V^V'S) 

1548. The grasping (or apprehension) of a body (or solidity) 
in this world, which is of the nature of the sky (or space) of 
Consciousness, does not occur anywhere, as water in the 
river of a sandy desert. 

1549. For the wise men who are knowers of the highest 
spiritual Truth, nothing whatever such as the waking, 
dreaming or the sleeping states exist. (The Reality) is 
remaining as it stands. 

TRFrfq zim Trnfafr ^niH^rar ii^oh (wr*V**) 

1550. As there is not at all any (real) form for the cities 
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(seen) in a dream or fancy, though existing in one’s expe¬ 
rience, so also, (there is no real form) for the world in the 
beginning of creation. 

^TItT ^ » (VW-W) 

°t|dR«4d*f Il^^ll (VM-W 

1551. Even when the- perception of the world is born, 
nothing whatever is bom. The Supreme Sky (of Conscious¬ 
ness), void all around and clear, is alone settled. 

It cFZtn l 

31^# MlfH-HJcld: 3ng^rfeRg ^3: (W**5-**) 

*Wl«f T^ZT *£ I 

^TTcT ^ VlfefrIH. UOH 

1552, 1553. Let it be learnt how the word “Born” (jata) is 
the synonym of only “Reality”. “Birth”, on its part, is 
uttered (or used) in (the sense of) “coming into existence”. 
“Existence” is the essence of the words “coming into 
existence”. “Existence” is uttered (or used) only in the 
sense of “Reality”. Therefore, “Reality” is declared as 
“Bom”. When declared as “Born” from Creation, it is 
Reality that is designated as Creation. [The etymology of 
words is used here to equate “Reality” with “Creation”.] 

<V9W*) 

1554. Thus, no visible object whatever is born. Even the 
visible world and the like are Consciousness. The Space of 
Consciousness is only remaining in its own Nature which is 
(ever) the Space of Consciousness. 

dWIgW ^SHTSTRfof dlfet »|R|U|ld I 

Qdr4n»>iviAdt^ ns mi 0*-?-4) 

1555. Rama! Therefore, the world was not, is not, and will 
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not be (in the Absolute). It is only the Space of Conscious¬ 
ness that shines, as it were, in its own Self, directly in this 
manner. 

10. 3TCT fU'&l’rflwfa'hlRu) * qqeraft 
This doctrine (of the Absolute) should not be revealed to 
one who is not fit for it. 

pw dv^td u^n 

1556. This (doctrine that everything is Brahman) when 
displayed (or revealed), surely does not befit one whose 
intellect is half-learned. Contemplating with the perception 
of enjoyment that brings objects (before the mind), this 
person perishes. 

dlMltd IRII 

1557. To one who has gone to the state of highest percep¬ 
tion, desire for enjoyments does not arise. The doctrine that 
everything is Brahman is certainly fit for him at the proper 
time. 

1558. At first, let one purify the disciple by virtues like 
tranquillity and self-restraint. Then, let him teach the 
disciple, “all this is Brahman; you are Pure (or Absolute 
Consciousness).” 

TT?S s^fd I 

TT fdfddlfjR: IWI 

1559. Whoever tells an ignorant person, who is half- 
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awakened, that everything is Brahman, that ignorant person 
is joined (or despatched) to a multitude of big hells by Inn1* 

^J^rT Bigg imil (X-3S-^) 

1560. It is proper to say there is no impurity of Nescience 
(only) to that noble person who has an awakened intellect, 

whose desire for enjoyments has vanished and who 1 

without expectations. 

ffcT fedhnt5«ZJFT: II 

Thus ends the second chapter. 



Chapter — 3 

Liberation 

/. 3USR: 

Happiness or Bliss. 

%1tPl <wri 4«lPl ll^ll (VV^o^o) 

1561. All creatures, of whatever nature, strive only for 
happiness. 

1. vVlHWMIrlWtfWyirQti 

The pleasantness of enjoyments only at the current 
moment. 

^1 f% mil< ^ara^ll^ll 

1562. Is this mere enjoyment of objects of pleasure, which 
is agreeable only at the current moment and has an inevi¬ 
table end, truly conducive to happiness for me? 

3hMia*4fe£*K«*n ^l^Tt l 

aiRAui Ri<*>iRu4t 4\mui irii (vw*) 

1563. The fields of enjoyment which have beginnings (or 
acts) that are pleasant at the current moment, are transient 
and are the causes of worldly existence and which are liable 
to change quickly, are dreadful. 

2. qwHi 

The painful nature of pleasures. 

m4«t) ^snyirarg' i 

^ <***41^11311 (m-hv's) 
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1564. Thus, impurity (or sin) and also pain exist quite at the 
end of every expectation of pleasure, as soot exists at the 

end of a flame. 

fldl-Wrll R«MI Jjfsf ’jflf I 

1565. Non-being exists on top of being; ugliness exists on 
the top among the lovely; troubles exist on the top among 

the pleasant. Which one shall I resort to? 

fl% f^THT 113II 

1566. Ugliness is seen among the lovely and impermanence 
among the permanent. Unreality (is observed) among the 
(seemingly) real objects. Therefore, we are without relish 

(for enjoyments) here. 

RtM'iii fau3*i«ii *rrm: i 

jm: ?rT: I rtf II ( 

1567. The objects of pleasure have (or bring) the calamity 
of poison. Lovely women produce the infatuation of lust. 
Pleasures become the insipidity of the (seemingly) agree¬ 
able. Wallowing in these things, who is not destroyed? 

Herf: I 

WIlSmPfcMH. »IMH 

1568. All riches are calamities. Pleasure is only for (expe¬ 
riencing) pain. Life is only for (experiencing) death. Alas! 
This is displayed by illusion. 

^rin fgreqrcforrin '*jrin ^ ihuiKidiH. * 

TRi^ggr ^gr ^rgr: 115,11 ( v*-**-'»*0 

1569. Objects of pleasure and enjoyment of objects of sense 
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are only the expanded hoods of serpents. They just sting 
when touched a little. Those who are seen (by them) every 
moment are destroyed. 

1|VS|| 

1570. Riches and handsome women are transient like the 
surface of a wave. Which wise man takes delight in them 
which are (like) the shades of umbrellas in the form of the 
expanded hoods of serpents? 

antfimmi mRdMRdlfad: \\C\\ 

1571. The splendours of youth are transient like the 
shadows of autumnal clouds. Objects of sense are pleasing 
at first sight, (but) causing pain at the end. 

7THTT TJ^ hlnw ffd eBSHk) I 

rnqwmldJl ^ ^,11^11 

1572. Worldly existence alone is declared to be the utmost 
limit of miseries. How is happiness obtained in the body, 
fallen in the midst of that (worldly existence)? 

3. 
The worthlessness of worldly life. 

tnw: HcWdVWhd TTttJT £ffclKU|l^ | ( V 

^ 11^11 (W*****) 

1573. Death is difficult to be checked like the fall of a ripe 
fruit (from a tree). Life drops continuously as water from 
the palm of the hand. 

^ct Milled | 
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1574. Youth surely passes away like the current of a 
mountain-river. Life with the nearness of old age (or having 

its abode in old age) is unreal like jugglery. 

^<aiPi ym ^ snjsszpiT: i (*/<-'»*■*) 

MdPtl <JOTTT 1J?T ll^ll (V?-'®*A®) 

1575. Pleasures fly away like arrows streaming forth from a 
bow. Sorrows and desire come down on the mind like a 
vulture on its prey. 

snv^Mlciie^ ?rflir i ( v*-V9<*-'®) 

TWIPnf fcTRTRt «»Icrgl<i f£TcTR*T: IIXII 

1576. The body is apt to break in a moment like a bubble on 
water in the rainy season. Its action, on examination, is 
without stuff (or useless) like the interior of a plantain tree. 

TRZfT ffircfl ^TffiT chl^teTTfoglcHEH: I 

1577. Youthfulness passes away quickly like the mistress of 
an unkind (or disagreeable) lover. Absence of pleasure (or 
dissatisfaction) has perforce arrived like saplessness (befal¬ 

ling) a tree. 

4. 3T»gcfZ/g7 
The worthlessness of prosperity. 

3Kr4 gtfaUcRTft <*>: I 

cpgreri rpr^juiTFri faFRTT^f it<n (^H) 

1578. What indeed is the occasion for joy in pleasing riches 
and wife and the like? What is the joy for those desirous of 
water when the water in a mirage has increased? 

1*9 ^RT * gg*T: I 

*pgPTT Rt^TFTPTt cF: RTmSTFR^Tftg IRII OS-XV*) 
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1579. When (enjoyments like) riches and wives have in¬ 
creased, (only) grief is proper; not satisfaction. Who is the 
one having consolation (or confidence) here when the 
enchantment due to delusion has increased? 

5. 

Investigation of the cause of happiness. 

1580. Who has not experienced that an object is not so 
satisfying after the single moment of acquisition as it is at the 
first moment of acquisition? 

3nqg»ichift ettg ctm u(ww-^) 

^F5^raKi^> 35^ UtT* cnof^ci cbKmi^u^n ( W'S'rf-'*) 

1581. As an object is satisfying at the time of longing for it, 
it is not so at another time. Only desire is the cause for the 
satisfaction (arising) at the time of longing for it. 

taw d^etjs^ ^3 tori: 11911 (w**o-*6> 

1582. That object pleases, which is pursued with firmly 
rooted desire. That very object which is productive of 
happiness, is immediately productive of misery on account 
of its destruction. 

aiftHwiciPtytct 5ifcr<& i 

*T: eft II 

TOftnKsli mvi<+>ic^ ^<|:ta3: ir#u (w^®-^<>) 

1583. Dependence by inseparable connection between plea¬ 
sure and pain is famous. That object which is pursued with 
little desire or no desire, does not become pleasant; nor is it 
productive of misery at the time of its destruction. 
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^UWIVH^^fFTf^T: I 

3Tfjf5PTtFT!SFW dry-® fWjg: limi 

1584. They declare that happiness which occurs along with 
the experience of its destruction in a moment, as only 
misery. They consider that as happiness which is not arti¬ 

ficial and is without beginning or end. 

$xsild4l 4SJT 3:<£fi|T*»iyHpd4s7T ^t§TT I 

HOT W d<4> 47fp ll^ll 

1585. As the rise of desires (causes) pain and the cessation 
of desires (causes) happiness, so, it is not experienced either 

in hell or the world of Brahma (respectively). 

ot? 4r«jfcd f%riT dH^tan^EwH i 

W -H'lfcO W'Mclfd TT^ ff&r’jt WOT IIV9II ( 

1586. That natural Bliss of Brahman, where the mind is not 
risen, does not occur in heaven and the like, as a habitation 
of ice (or an icy lake) does not occur in a sandy desert. 

wwirwOTar ggw i 

$Kllfd¥Klfdigcfd dl^ld 4 xT VH«lfd II4II ( V*-*’*-*'®) 

1587. The great happiness born of the cessation of thought, 
which is inexpressible by words and is free from decay or 
excess (or growth), neither rises nor comes to an end. 

3nvimRd>> tpt mR^ i 

TpHWmH^fbwWf gTdMKIlfrl ii^n (v's'tf-T*) 

1588. Rama! When the multitude of desires is verily aban¬ 
doned by the mind, a man, arriving at his (inherent) beauty 
like the moon, attains to joy. 

W WOT cHdfufd) I 

WOT ^tSKlfcf ^FWfiPgyflWT PKIgtWT ll^oll (VV9*--*o) 
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1589. An excellent woman closely attached to the body 
does not make one as much happy as desirelessness, cool as 
the moon, makes the mind happy. 

1590. Desirelessness is the greatest happiness — greater than 
even sovereignty, the heaven, the moon, the spring season, 
or union with a lovely woman. 

M*lKl I 

^ <4WlRd dmtftvl ^Fil: ll^ll (k<4W^o) 

1591. How can people measure that master of the mind, to 
whom the attachment (or colouring) in the heart like “let 
this alone be mine; let this not be mine”, does not exist? 

6. 
The Bliss of the .Self . 

$HJT cpfugfci •&&B5n IR: \ 

$etid4^ n^n 

1592. The mind, having obtained abidance in that (Bliss of 
the Self) for a moment or a thousand years, does not arrive 
at satisfaction in the multitude of enjoyments, as one who 
has seen heaven (does not get satisfaction) on the earth. 

’TRT: Vlbdi VIMUd fvtdH, I 

^T5f fdSTTfHtmtdW ^Tt IRU () 

1593. That is the (Ultimate) Abode. That is the Tranquil 
State. That is the Eternal and Blessed Felicity. Delusion 
does not again disturb one who has obtained repose there. 

fd-riKl'MUy I 

traRl ^RnPra ii^ii 
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1594. Embodied beings, having reached through their hear* 
(or intellect) that position of Supreme Bliss, do not value the 

visible world, as kings (do not value) poverty. 

II. arvmteft 
Bondage and Liberation. 

1. 5FSFR7 

The nature of bondage. 

1595. Firmness of desire for objects is called bondage. He 
who is united with pleasure and pain, himself has the 
experience of bondage. 

TTR fSrfSg 11 ^ 11 (V-??-?o) 

1596. Rama! Know that as bondage which is this pursuit of 
what is fit to be acquired and the absolute giving up of what 
is fit to be abandoned, by the mind; not any other. 

emrnicm^ tret cKi<ui 11311 

1597. Dear One! The reality of the visible object for the 
seer (or individualised consciousness) is called bondage. 
Desire and absence of desire are alone the causes of 
bondage and liberation (respectively). 

<4lc|^drH*t<ltd ?TTerqlqrt HXIt (W^3) 

1598. The world, you, I and the like of false nature are 
called “the visible object.” As long as it arises (or exists), so 
long there is no liberation. 
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2. mnuiifi 

The causes of bondage. 
(i) WH-ti n Desire. 

^ STIVHMIVMV^dl: I 

^lf% rl c^t% TSJ^gJ: TsFTT ^ 11^11 ) 

1599. Those who are bound by the cords of desire and 
overcome by the fetters of hopes, are reduced to the state of 
subjection in the world, like birds bound by ropes. 

^ fasMl-HHI sffcl: I 

’T icqftd Tq^iffenr; IRl) 

1600. Those who are strong-minded (or wise), with their 
desires removed and their minds unattached everywhere, do 
not rejoice and do not become angry. Those noble-minded 
ones are invincible. 

3Rl¥lcbK<ddl<*lH I 

il^ll (V^-^o-4) 

1601. The mind, just enclosing itself within by the thin 
cobwebs of desires like the silkworm in the cocoon, does not 
know on account of its undeveloped nature. 

(ii) ii Limitation. 

TT XTTT eftqumt im; M'nJl 

1602. That person by whom the Self is conceived to become 
limited by a fixed measure, is reduced to the greatest 
wretchedness everywhere (or at all times) though he is all¬ 
knowing. 

aWWU*IIM*UHa 3SUWI Mchtc'Mdl I 

airdMfeUU rRtldtl IIMI 
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1603. By whom the limitation of that Self, which is infinite 

and immeasurable, is invented, his self is made dependent 

only by his own self by that person. 

aMiwwbwfircTi feg: ii^ii ('#-?®-**0 

1604. Mere concern is known as the source of endless 
troubles. Mere unconcern is known as the source of plea¬ 

sures on all sides. 

3T*T dRt<Jlebfc<4dc*>c*H: I 

3TFt^T Hlddlfltd WR: IIV9II (X-^VS-^) 

1605. “This here is me; this here is mine.” One who has 
ideas formed all around in this manner, attains to the state 
of a receptacle for calamities, as the ocean (becomes a 

receptacle) for the waters. 

(iii) frjvzmmsRi n False Supposition. 

ft|U£||«4|c|W4|| I 

q- ?igr et^fljcu-riPfar^T frafrren: ii^ii (*-*:?-:?) 

1606. Revered One! Those who are stained by their own 
error due to false supposition with inner conviction in this 
manner viz., “We are not Brahman (or the Absolute 
Reality)”, have indeed fallen down (or degenerated). 

oitfctRcWc4 asfmfcnmT arftr i 
’ddvjjlrg n<?n o*-s?-3) 

1607. Though existing in the ocean of Brahman (or the 
Absolute), those imagining their state of separation from 
Brahman, are bewildered in the dreadful fields of worldly 
existence. 
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(iv) 3H<*rfatmuin n Self-forgetfulness. 

1608. Virtuous One! Nothing whatever is seen as the cause 
producing the fruit of another birth in the rambling (or 
transmigration) of persons, except self-forgetfulness. 

•Hit nglld ||^|| 

1609. The mind is bound on account of the firm idea, “I am 
not Brahman.” 

(v) 3T$wgrt n The conception of “I” (or the Ego). 

^U5fMt«ld ii^u (w^-^) 

1610. The idea of “I” is only for (experiencing) bondage 
which is very destructive. The idea, ‘‘I am not” (or There is 
no “I”) is only for (experiencing) liberation having a stain¬ 
less nature. 

(vi) ii Ignorance. 

'nsi ^ I 

1611. The inert body is not worthy of grief. The embodied 
one (or the individual soul) is miserable on account of 
absence of investigation. Absence of investigation arises out 
of dense ignorance. Ignorance is the cause of misery. 

3TT^fct ‘SPtHT I 

1612. When not known, the Self alone has gone to the state 
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of wandering in worldly existence (or delusion). When 
known, (the Self), which is the utmost limit of all percep¬ 

tions, attains to Selfhood. 

3. 
The nature of Liberation. 

11*11 (V^V?*) 

1613. The dissolution of the mind of its own accord, on 
account of absence of attachment to all desires, is described 
by the name liberation by the knowers of Truth who have 

realised the Self. 

rrfg fHdfunj^ tRII 

1614. Having known the delusion of the world, remaining 
(in the state) without desires where all objects are tasteless, 
is indeed called Nirvana (or extinction of worldly existence 

and union with the Self). 

^UpctruifwctfuirfW^dtldlufd^ I 

3Jlt«|^c| TUT *TTFT ll^ll (V^-34-^) 

1615. They consider only that sage as stainless, the move¬ 
ment of whose mind has ceased, who is liberated from 
worldly existence like the extinction of a lamp and who has 
attained to repose in the Self alone. 

*Ir| T*&c*r1l^)4 HHtdl <jd«£x4^ | 

W rn?:yM-NRt<^l-d) iftst 3^1% H'tfll (3“*^“^) 

1616. That mind, which is bereft of its moving nature, is 
said to be dead. That alone is also called liberation which is 
the established end of religious austerity and the scriptures. 
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umi (v^v^o) 

1617. The state consisting of imagination (or desire) of the 
Supreme Self is called the Mind. On account of the absence 
of imagination (or desire), there arises the state of no-mind 
(or absence of thought). Liberation arises from that. 

^ fcuudi ^ira 

1618. When the visible object, reduced to the state of 
insipidity, does not please anywhere, then, desire does not 
arise. Then alone, there is the state of liberation. 

Hra ■Rta-i i 

<151 UV9U (V^VSS) 

1619. The completely forgotten Universe is called libera¬ 
tion. [When the world vanishes wholly from our conscious¬ 
ness, we are liberated.] What are desired or not desired, do 
not exist even a little there for anybody. 

anfluw : i 

^ ^T: ll£ll (WRo-*\») 

1620. The cutting off of the nature of the entity called “I”, 
which is the great knot of ignorance, made up of falsely 
known objects, and unreal, is considered as liberation. 

4. mzr 
When Liberation is experienced. 

^VlWcHiUHUM-W^I WIWcJm: 3T*$: ll*U (W*^*-**) 

1621. When the living being, possessing the characteristics 
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of Brahman, having abandoned the attributes of the mind, 
has the collection of organs of sense calmed, then he would 

be the all-pervading Lord. 

gzn^flS!T IRII 

1622. When the living being can meditate on the self (or 
individualised consciousness) who is beyond the body, the 
senses, the mind and the intellect and the One who is even 
beyond that (individual self) as “I am He”, then he is 

liberated. 

ftcf^diPi dwPr i (VS-$?4-*4) 

ZI3T cT^T ll?ll (WW-**) 

1623. When the living being perceives without difference, 
the Self in all beings and all beings in the Self, then he is 

liberated. 

6b^«WlRfHi[cW: UdTmRlfaclfcfcl: I 

11*11 ( 

1624. Separated from (the idea of being) the doer, the 
enjoyer and the like, destitute of all limitations and freed 

from pleasure and pain, one is liberated then. 

If&m WIHdd *TcfT I 

(dVlTi^dtlH^ rt^T feiyaifr imil 

1625. Having abandoned the three states called waking, 
dreaming and sleeping, when the living being enters the 
fourth state of bliss, then he is liberated. 

*Tcf tdfiffgrcthl-rtdTfl-t: I 

f=lA*>UI qr WRT: ll^tl 

1626. Having given up everything, if you remain with your 
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desires departed, then, you are liberated in that very 
moment. There is no doubt (in this matter). 

5. fgfenft 

Liberation is of two kinds. 

UfasiT colch I 

i^TPTtS^ t-TOt: "9JUJ U^ll (V*V^) 

1627. Sinless One! The state of liberation of two kinds 
occurs in the world. One is with the body and the other, 
without the body. This is their division. Hear (this). 

(i) n (Liberation) with a body. 

1628. Know that state as one of liberation while living here, 
(in which) there is no desire in the taking or the leaving of 
activities for one who has an unattached mind. 

(ii) ii (Liberation) without a body. 

TTO ‘i-1'ifcWclPiJd! I 

Ht'MiPH ^dinjRii (v*vw) 

1629. Rama! On the dissolution of the body, that (state of 
liberation while living) alone is described as the state of 
liberation without the body, destitute of rebirth. Those 
existing in that state do not become visible. 

6. 
Absence of difference between the two (states). 

^ h-umIm I 

TRq^tSTZJSSJ 11*11 ( VS'S) 
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1630. There is not even a little difference between the one 
liberated with the body and the one liberated without the 
body, as wind is only air whether it is with motion or without 

motion. 

7. 
The difference between inanimateness and liberation. 

WIMWpfun I 

fepTT ii^ii 

1631. The Power of Consciousness, in the form of the seed 
of desire and possessing the quality of sleep, is ever existing 
as the sap-nature (or essential nature) in things like trees (or 
inanimate objects). 

W sfl% ^ tld W I 

1632. Virtuous One! As there are flowers and the like 
within seeds and as the pot exists in a mass of clay, so there 
exists within inanimate things an inherent desire. 

ilptlfw efreFTTsfor Wrggp<t qr I 

ftgffen ctifiHi ^ ii^ii (V?-?o-^o) 

1633. That sleep (or unconsciousness) where the seed of 
desire exists is not for (or does not result in) fulfilment (or 
liberation). That fourth state of consciousness, where desire 
is without seed (i.e., desire cannot fructify in the future), is 
considered as producing fulfilment (or liberation). 

3P5T: few I I 

dJ+iii ^pqsi^ ^T: imi 

1634. Where desire is inactive and asleep within, like the 
sprout within a seed, know that as the state of sleep causing 
birth again. 
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W«3(tl<*4 Tjjfr \ 

^T: HMI (V*-*o-*£) 

1635. All these inanimate objects and the like, having the 

property of inertness, indeed become fit for birth again and 
again, seated on the abode of sleep. 

ft**: ||^,| (vv^o-^) 

1636. Even a little pf the residue of desire, as well as that of 
fire, debt, disease, enemy, affection (or attachment), enmitv 
and poison, disturbs (or hurts) a person. ’ y 

3HT: | 

l|V9|| (v^-^o-^vs) 

1637. Deep sleep having the characteristic of inertness with 
the thinking (process) concealed (or absorbed) withiA and 
the desires asleep all around, is the producer of hundreds of 
pains of birth. 

^afa<i cr i 

II411 

1638. Best among the knowers of Truth! Where conscious¬ 
ness exists as the giver of pain, with the eightfold city (or the 
body) asleep, I consider that liberation remains at a distance 
under those circumstances. 

c*t cit imi (w*o-^) 

1639. The one possessing the nature of the totality of 
Existence, with the seed of desires burnt out, cannot 
experience pain again, whether he is with a body or without 
a body. 
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1: ll*o|| (5/*-S°-0) 

1640. Having investigated this (world) as it stands intelli¬ 
gently, if there is the awareness of the totality of Existence 
on account of such inquiry, that is liberation which is 

endless. 

mR^ipD giuwrai i 

11**11 (V*-*°-**) 

1641. They consider that as the stage of final emancipation, 
having the form of the totality of Existence, which is the 
highest renunciation of desires having known the Truth. 

favctlAlf^f: H?rc=5)cKJ VIK3JIU4Jbill'll*<lcMI<l I 

tit h**ii (5/*-*°-S*0 

1642. They consider that as the highest Reality, (or 
Brahman) which is the abidance in the totality of Existence 
on account of meditation on the Supreme Spirit, having seen 
the scriptures and discussed with noble (or worthy) persons. 

8. fif&UMH. 
The falseness of bondage and liberation. 

firaiiichicdlHchl^^ Tjsrftm si*jchciMi i 

amfihui ^5TcFc*rt ii*ii (v?oo-^) 

1643. This imagination of bondage by the ignorant is like 
what happens in a false fancy. The other idea of liberation is 
also risen quite falsely for them. 

* sreitaRa Tfaftsfer ii*ii (v^o-^°) 

1644. Thus, the perceptions of bondage and liberation of 
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without understanding arise only from ignorance, lntel- 
gent One! But, in reality, there is neither bondage nor 

'•deration. 6 

^ 3n*renfla cftgpr i 

1645. The delusion of bondage, liberation and the like does 

b0nHa1St Vu* a.,iule for a wise person. Rama! Delusion, 
age, liberation and the like exist only for the ignorant! 

-q^ firszn ^ tlXIl (VSoo-^V3) 

tS6!,,1701 0nf t0 Whom bondage is ever impossible, when 

Zzr°n^:du*' “* am bound”> arises In his fancy, hi" 
pp rent) liberation arises falsely and not really. 

Hi. qtgjfam: 

The Means of Attaining Liberation. 
1. 7 $n%T 3UW; 

There is no means other than Knowledge. 

^iIm ^ ^ tl^ll 

^ lararai: wiwt: | 

647,1648. In the matter of crossing over worldly existence 
(or attaining liberation), dwelling in forests is not the means; 
nor even residence in one’s own place; nor painful per¬ 
formance of religious austerities; nor the renunciation of 
religious rites; nor taking refuge in such rites; nor eulogies of 
the various fruits of actions in (religious) practices. 
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1649. (Liberation is obtained) not by places of pilgrimage, 
nor by charity, nor by religious ablution, nor by learning, 
nor by meditation, nor by Yoga, nor by religious austerities, 

nor by sacrifices. 

^ gfeuftui * SWlPf 1 <4MMdn: I 
fcfiSsfcraRfcqsr M'rfll (VV*) 

1650. In this matter (of liberation), neither fate, nor reli¬ 
gious rites, nor riches, nor kinsmen, nor penance, charity, 

religious vows and the like, help even a little. 

dmdlmffcdi wif: «i<*d?n imn (^-W^) 

1651. (Enlightenment is obtained) not by scripture, nor by 
the words of the preceptor, nor by charity, nor by the 
worship of God. Heavens are obtained through religious 
austerities, places of pilgrimage and the like; but, the state 

of liberation is not (obtained). 

cRtt ^f%*T qgwrgl *rar ?TT^fcRT ^Tf^T: I 

qnfer ^mnrrrJt ii^ii (v^-^> 

1652. Strong-armed One! Therefore, I say that there is no 
means other than Knowledge, for the mind having the 
bondage (of the world) like fetters, in crossing over worldly 

existence. 

2. zm&itoKT: 
Knowledge alone is the means. 

TfUKlRfej I 

Tlgfflro: ll^ll 

1653. Rama! Men of great intellect have crossed over the 
ocean of worldly existence, which is very difficult to be 
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crossed, in a moment, merely by the raft that is the 
expedient of Knowledge. 

cct^aH^^SRf: IRII (WO 

1654. In this matter (of attaining liberation). Knowledge is 
the practice; nothing else is employed. The highest fulfil¬ 
ment arises only from Knowledge; but not through the pain 
of religious practices. 

VMIMlRlvIKHWl f%RT ?TPT ^ ll^ll 

1655. This disease (or cholera) of false knowledge, called 
absence of discernment and having the name world, has 
grown up for a long time. It does not come to an end without 
Knowledge. 

I 

SRltf ^ imi (V^~^) 

1656. On account of the mere thorough knowledge that this 
God (to be realised) is only Pure Existence, pain does not 
rise in the living being. He arrives at the state of liberation. 

fomvi 3cr3fra^ i ( vsv*£) 

^ ddf^dlRM^fd II 

1657. The destruction of all pains is produced by Know¬ 
ledge. One possessing Knowledge, in whom the Bliss (of the 
Self) has risen, does not sink (or perish) anywhere. 

•flRcn^cl ^cU^Mdl^d ^flclld I 

«k6dli(UHi'4jFiMM4k u^n (vs?-**) 

1658. Only the person having Knowledge is possessed of 
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happiness. He alone (really) lives. He alone is possessed of 

strength. Therefore be one full of Knowledge. 

?1MI^C4 TO C|^jd: IIVSII 

1659. One arrives at the state of painlessness (or absence of 
sorrow) on account of Knowledge. There is complete 
destruction of ignorance on account of Knowledge. Rama! 
The highest fulfilment arises only from Knowledge; not 

from another thing, actually. 

1660. Rama! If the Supreme Self is known, the succession 
of pain attains to destruction like cholera on the subsidence 
of the influence of poison. 

y^i-UI rTTKTl ^TraTSSCI^t ll<?M (v^-7*0) 

1661. High-minded One! (With regard to) calamities, which 
are (like rivers) full of large waves of pain difficult to be 
crossed over, one is rescued from those dangers by the boat 

of Wisdom. 

chc*Hi xj i 

y<^aSj ’yudld-tm 11^oit ( 

1662. The understanding of all beings, awakened by Know¬ 
ledge and tranquillity, attains to Brahmanhood; otherwise, 
it wanders about the world. 
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3. vtapntti n 

Devotion (to a personal God) unnecessary for the 
attainment of Liberation. 

(i) ajiwWfiO ^rmepfhr: 11 A God different from the Self- 
god is not fit to be worshipped. 

3TR«ta irrwft qpywftei figTW-1!: I 

3nWTSS?*RT A ^rR: II^II 

< Ww-*o 

1663. One is one’s own friend. One is one’s own enemy. If 
one is not saved by his own self, then, there is no other 
means (for liberation). 

1664. What is not obtained from oneself endowed with 
repeated practice and absence of worldly desires, by whom 
the serpent in the form of the organs of sense has been 
overcome, that is not obtained from the triple world. 

^Kmqid^lSScMMMl^HIS5^HM4<i4 l 

arn*RTs>wi*iHKol«**« u^u 

1665. Please the Self by the self. Worship the Self by the 
self. Having perceived the Self by the self, live in the Self by 
yourself. 

'wuftwiEw uxn 

1666. The control of one’s own mind is the soil (or source) 
for all things standing foremost and for all riches lasting a 
long time, as the earth is for the riches in the form of grains. 

yH^Hfa^iVizrt *i<afuii mu^iRhih i 

cfcfc-CRfl ^uJIcil xfiz&u jgyMRghft IIMI ( V*VR°) 
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1667. Devotion to God Vi$nu is invented for the sake of the 
progress (or employment) in the auspicious state of (Self- 
knowledge), of foolish persons running away from scriptural 
injunction, effort and reflection (or investigation). 

Tngrarefcri sturerarefaT w-uh. < 
4c<cfe^e| ll^ll ( 

1668. As a prayer for the favour of gods like Madhava (or 
Vi§nu) is made spontaneously, so also, for what reason it is 

not made towards one’s own mind? 

t nRwsq 4 qfgRftqi h<hmhi: iivsii (v#vsO 

1669. Vi$nu is situated in the inner space of quite everyone 
of these living beings. Those who set out for Vi§nu exter¬ 
nally, discarding him (seated within), are the lowest among 

men. 

cHMliftld ctTSfq I 

1670. Whosoever obtains a favour from Vi$nu of unlimited 
splendour (or power), that fruit (or result) is obtained by 
him only from the tree of repeated practice that is his oWn. 

(ii) cdtsfir ifdtsfoEmznt jTM =r n No God whatever 
is competent to grant Knowledge to one without 

investigation. 

ttftt fi^ldHilM<*>i i 

3H<mR*'Ni434i n<?u (vv*-*) 

1671. Rama! This Maya (or Illusion) called the course of 
worldly existence, which is without end, attains to destruc¬ 
tion only by the conquest of one’s own mind; not otherwise. 
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foiMKlftrdU'iW lUM&fdMmfil V 

•ulcrciuqak *IR ^T<$ hi^ci: U^o|| 

1672. This Madhava (or Visnu), even if worshipped for a 
long time and possesed of great love (for the devotees), 
cannot give Knowledge to one without investigation 

W¥ll«Kuisie|vsti rTrvoxjri ^FSRI: II^^11 

1673. Whatever is obtained by anybody anywhere that is 
acquired by the employment of one’s own power; not from 
another anywhere. 

3n5EFrT®RH: W**ihel<Ai*ulG;n*ud+'i: lt^^|| 

1674. Whatever that is great is got for oneself from one’s 
own mind which has been conquered, that is not obtained 
even a little from God Hari, from the Guru (or spiritual 
preceptor) or from wealth. 

1675. If a spiritual preceptor raises an ignorant person 
without his own effort, then, for what reason does he not 
raise (or liberate) a camel, or a tamed bull? 

(iii) J&K: cfrfr) ii God exists only within 
everyone. 

^5T: ^ ^CSsrtrTgrt I 

1676. This God described (as one whose knowledge gives 
liberation), does not live far away. He is ever residing in the 
body and is well-known as mere Consciousness. 
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yifyi’JjRsMjui ^tp^sr: i 

ftlHIMAel dMHtgJHJM n*mi (3-^-*) 

1677. This Siva, wearing the moon, is mere Consciousness. 
Vi§nu, the Lord of Garuda, is mere Consciousness. The Sun 
is only mere Consciousness. Brahma, the lotus-bom, is mere 

Consciousness. 

WIV4IV1 ^ ^ I 

1678. This One is indeed not far away, nor near. He is not 
unattainable; nor is he in an inaccessible place. He is of the 
nature of the light of one’s own Bliss. He is obtained only 

from one’s own body. 

^cfir-4 3T7T£tT it I 

1679. Those who go to another god, having abandoned the 
Lord in the cave of the heart, long for a precious stone, 
giving up the celestial Kaustubha gem in their hands. 

(iv) fn^n&msnfcr: n The attainment of God (is possible) 

„ only through Knowledge. 

3TPT MWIfiM: I 

1680. The highest fulfilment arises only from the Know¬ 
ledge of this Supreme God of gods, who is the Supreme Self; 
but not through the pain of religious practices. 

tret sft i (5/$-3<£-3°) 

3&1 (W$) 

1681. Without that (meditation on Pure Consciousness), this 
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Self is not at all known by other (expedients). Here, know¬ 
ledge is the practice; nothing else is employed. 

(v) amtfcipFrfafsr: 11 The manner of worshipping the 
Self-god. 

f$WWM IRoii 

1682. The worship of God consisting of artificial worship (of 
idols and the like) is declared for those who have intellects 
which are not perfected and who indeed have undeveloped 
and delicate minds. 

* u^n ( w^vr*) 

1683. On account of his being of the nature of perception 
(or sensation) situated within the reach of everbody, nothing 
whatever such as invocation or Mantra-s (or sacred for¬ 
mulae), is employed for him. 

^ ^ ^ ^U4lcf*tcudu>: | 

hyi^ei ut «2TR UTT ^*JdT ll^ll 

1684 to 1686. This God (of the nature of Pure Conscious¬ 
ness) is worshipped only by one’s own imperishable and 
unique Knowledge (or Consciousness) which is ever attain¬ 
able without pain and is cool and indestructible. He is not 
worshipped by a lamp, incense, offerings of a wealth of 
flowers, the giving of food-offerings and the like, anointing 
with sandal-paste, various objects of enjoyment like saffron 
and camphor and other materials (of worship). This (abi- 
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dance in Pure Consciousness) alone is the highest medita¬ 
tion. This alone is considered as the highest worship. 

£tchAc< yrffrgrfiw tyicmj 
ihjI.hA ti^t w fa>*n n?mi (5/*-^-^) 

1687. Let one meditate on this Supreme Siva who is ever 
abiding in the body. This one is the highest yoga. This one is 

the highest practice. 

3TT?*TT I 

TtrJ %ctTcf^ ll^ll 

1688. Know that as the worship of the Deity, in which the 
Self-god is worshipped by flowers in the form of tranquillity 
and awareness. The worship of a form is not worship. 

4d'H£l4l<t4l IRISH 

1689. Worship is only meditation within. There is no other 
worship of Him, (the Supreme Self). This God, who is of the 
nature of one’s own Consciousness, is not worshipped by 

oblations (or gifts). 

sre>uUrtRt IR4II 

1690. Seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, tasting, moving, 
sleeping, breathing, speaking, leaving and taking, let one 
become full of Pure Consciousness. 

gzmiqftH WiqiWHiflvtH.» (W^RVs) 

sqreltrgR Tg*r<m «tTR irer ^mIRshh. irsii 

1691. Having worshipped one’s own Self, the Lord, by the 
nectar of meditation, (let one become full of Pure Con- 
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sciousness). The Self has only meditation as its oblation and 
meditation is indeed its wish. 

1692. Meditation is the respectful offering of water (in 
worship) in the form of Pure Awareness. The Awareness 
that is meditation is the flower. They consider everything (of 
oblations) as having meditation as the highest (worship). 

fercr wzra tjci i 

1693. Without that (meditation on Pure Consciousness), 
this Self is not at all known by other (expedients). The riches 
of pleasures of all objects of enjoyment attain to purity (or 
clearness) on account of meditation. 

(vi) wftt ti The worship of God of Wise men. 

wmt ^FTcfai ( w^-^°) 

1694. He (the wise man) worships that mere Consciousness 
beyond the deity-consciousness, through every object, as 
obtained, with an even and whole intellect. 

^rprfq ~=t -cf&zft n^n 

1695. Let one worship (this Self) with every object arising in 
the regular course according to circumstances. In this 
matter, not even a little effort should be made in respect of 
extraordinary things (collected for external worship). 

rl*nSVjli«v4dlVt4H \ 

cMMUtlcAmui 
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1696. Let one ever worship the shining and all-pervading 
Self by enjoying objects of desire by means of his acquired 
body-nature and by the performance of works through this. 

1697. Let one worship 3iva (the Supreme Self) by (the 
enjoyment of) beds, seats and vehicles suitable to circums¬ 
tances and through eatables, dainties, food and drink 

possessing manifold excellences. 

«4^ui n35=11 (Vt-**-**) 

1698. Let one worship the Self, having known it thoroughly 
through every form of pleasure, with diversions such as wife, 

food, drink, enjoyment and wealth. 

3lcfle|gatg:?§ET H^ll 

1699. Let one worship the Self through the incurred pain of 
all troubles rilled with mental and physical ailments and 
endowed with the agitation due to delusion (or affliction). 

faldd^giytlui I136M (W3W®) 

1700. Let one worship the Pure Self by poverty or sove¬ 
reignty in the form of (the circumstance) that has descended 
on the course (of worldly existence) and by the flower in the 

form of various actions. 

m^MWudl 113311 (3/3-33***) 

1701. Let one worship the placid Self by the play of love and 
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SLif h0nej0rship the Self seated in the heart by 
friendship having a pleasam nature 

Wn ns.il (whv«) 

. j ’ e* one worship the Self by awareness (or know- 

tlm^6 k * rou® Pure path of Power (subduing the 
ug t-process and manifesting the inherent Conscious- 

ahva s ^ m * erence’ compassion and joy in the heart 

1703. Let one worship the Self by some enjoyment among 
t c expanse of enjoyments approached accidentally, 
whether it is firm or perishable, obained (by him). 

^RFtOT 11X^11 

1704. Let one worship his own Self which is pure, by 
renunciation, free from desire, of enjoyments that are 
forbidden and not forbidden, at all times. 

^tdl^ddMmdUl I 

1705. Let one worship the Lord of all objects by the 
multitude of desired or unwanted objects, having a nature 
suitable or unsuitable and abandoned or accepted by him. 

tdfcJe*>Kd^dO& 

1706. Let one disregard what is lost and fetch (or accept) 
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what has arrived with an unchanged nature (or disinte¬ 

restedness). This indeed is the highest worship of the Self. 

4|gTiHgl^ I 

1707. Let one perform the rite of worship of the eternal 
Self, possessing the highest equability (or indifference) at all 

times and in all perceptions, desired or not desired. 

dcHcS b^SoTT fWdlldJMftfd 

1708. Let one perform the rite of worship of the eternal 
Self, regarding equally everything which is pleasant at the 
current moment and which is extremely unbearable at the 

current moment. 

3RT <H)6gi44i f^TOFTfirfd I 

ml 1h nwn 

1709. Let one give up the division of this nature: “This here 
is me; this is not me”. Having ascertained that everything is 

Brahman, let one worship the Pure Self. 

liefer «4*m}ui 4rerfef>RfgigF>ffipn i 

«efiicbi>ui (v*-^-'*’*) 

1710. Let one worship the Self which is the All, through 
every form having all aspects and transformations and 

obtained at all times in every way. 

arftfgd mRcU^ <r«in*d*i i 

1711. Let one worship the Self always, abandoning what is 
not desired as well as what is desired and also by accepting 
both. 
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StfqchK •jelrl’i ||l^o|| 

1712. Let one worship the Self only by that, whether auspi¬ 
cious or inauspicious, which befalls him in consequence of 
Place, time and action and accepted without excitement. 

(vii) amfan&mr 'i)ui«*n n The secondary nature of the 

worship -of the external God. 

3ti«t>K 3TI?CR: ||^|| 

1713. The Principle of Consciousness residing in the cave of 
the heart is the principal and eternal form of the Self. The 
one with the conch, disc and the mace in the hands (i.e., the 
form of Vi§nu) is the secondary form. 

wr n«v*n 

1714. He who runs after the secondary form abandoning the 
primary one, indeed secures a thing to be accomplished (or 
to be proved), abandoning the accomplished (or proved) 
elixir of life. 

■*5*31: fqvau: I 

^oi^cRt im^ii ( v*v**> 

1715. In knowing one’s own Self, the principal means is 
investigation arising from human effort. The secondary 
means is divine favour and the like. Be one devoted to the 
principal means. 

3TK4W<4r4V tjfll fafS^Ufd: 1 

rl^n^ ^ ifhn: imxii 
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1716. Firstly, practice and diligence are declared to be the 
principal means. In their absence, on the other hand, the 
method consisting of worship and (the deity) worthy of 

worship would be the secondary means. 

1717. Let a person, who has not acquired the discrimination 
of the Self within and is overcome by an ignorant mind, 
worship the Supreme Lord (Vi$nu) having the conch, disc 

and mace in his hands. 

dM«l fW tltra I 

«*»l^ Pi4coni*l(ri fen cUi«*i<*>iRull im^ll 

1718. Rama! His mind attains to purity at the proper time 
by the worship of that (Deity) and by difficult penance 

causing indifference to wordly pleasures. 

3TTST TJ5T 11^911 

1719. The mind clears up (or bears fruit) quickly through 
constant practice and discrimination. It is only the mango 
tree that attains to the state of a mango tree (with flowers 

and fruits) by slow degrees. 

ii^ii 

1720. Destroyer of enemies! The Self obtains even this fruit 
spoken of, only by its own self, through the instrumental 
cause called the performance of the worship of Hari (or 
Vi$nu). 
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4.3mkrr <sxfcrpfi =? *wrazfcwitsft =r ernunn 
77ie renunciation of works till the end of life is not 

proper. Therefore, even renunciation of works is not the 
cause in (attaining) Liberation. 

Tm <*>4di i 

1721. Rama! An individual is only his action. Only the 
individual has the quality of action. Know these two (i e 

the individual and action) as non-different like ice and 
coldness. 

1722. Rama! In creation, there is not even a little difference 
between an individual and (his) action, which are of the 
nature of consciousness and movement, except the element 
of idea (or imagination). 

3TO ehilull \ 

<WIHI: XiuidH.11^11 (V1?-^-^*) 

1723. Rama! As long as the body exists, what is the giving 
up or performance of this subtle action which is of the nature 
of perception (or sensation)? Thus, it stands. 

UdT^cHAcU-rtl^ch’H^l,^'^: 1 

l: irtfll (VWVO 

1724. Only this consciousness expands within through the 
delusions of creation of the nature of words (and their 
significations) such as, knowledge derived from memory (or 
vasana), desire, mind, action and imagination. 

f%Td dtWHdW IIMI ( 
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1725. For the embodied being, whether awakened or not 
awakened (to Truth), the mind exists in the house of the 
body till the body lasts. Its renunciation does not exist. 

Mflqal cTFT I (V*-V**) 

fg cb4mi H5H (V*-*-**) 

1726. How possibly does the renunciation of that mind 
happen to the living ones? Therefore, the giving up of 

actions does not indeed take place till the body lasts. 

Xjc* *c|ch4ui: TiUptn# dNMIdM: I (*/W**) 

*TT I HSU 

1727. The root of one’s action is the consciousness of the 
mind which is of the nature of Vasana or knowledge derived 

from memory (giving rise to desires). That cannot be 
eradicated till the body lasts except through knowledge (or 

enlightenment). 

e$>cfdl<ic|>efd) WfsfiT ^ I 

II4II 0#-94->O 

1728. For one, whether acting or not acting (physically), 
with whatever sort oif desire (or mental impressions) this 

mind may exist, that is experienced (by him) even in heaven 

or hell. 

rf4MI3?IMdTc«rei tj*TT 3>efdm3>cfdi ^ 3 

dTdMincimdtdi^ ii^ii 

1729. Therefore, there is doership for men who have not 
known the Truth, whether acting or not acting; but not for 
those who have known the Truth, on account of the absence 
of desire (or mental impressions). 

<M~tir3rd«T fdHjcwf£tmfa i 
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1730. King! As long as this body exists, so long, the 
renunciation of actions suitable to circumstances is not 
agreeable even to those with liberated minds, naturally. 

TTO 1 

1731. Rama! This body certainly moves for the duration of 
life. Therefore, let it move suitable to circumstances without 
getting agitated. What is the use of a different (approach)? 

The nature of right Knowledge. 

^cr>l ftgsr: FT>R: fei<gs£eif: ll^H 

1732. Wise men consider the firm and abundant conviction 
that there exists here the Supreme Self of the nature of 
beginningless and endless Light (or Consciousness), as right 
(or true) Knowledge. 

?*lt UdMdlebUI: M<l4vWM^cW^: 1 

aniiftcv ^VHKicnfcl IRII 

1733. Right perception is the conviction that these hundreds 
of groups of objects having forms like jars, garments etc., 
are only the Self and nothing else exists. 

^TTf^r -^ci 

1734. The perception within (oneself) that there is no 
objecthood for knowledge and Absolute Knowledge is 
immutable and inexpressible, is considered as right 
Knowledge. 
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6. wvlvhRmhi znvd 
The Knowledge of the Self arises only through one’s own 

effort and investigation. 

frorilrn i 
TFT -R 11*11 (W*) 

1735. Rama! That God is known by one’s own human effort 
and expanding discrimination and not by religious rites like 

penance and ceremonial ablution. 

4'4i<ti3cii<m ft^r i (V*-W-x) 
befell T»3 Tl IRII («v-»V<*0 

1736. The Self is perceived by oneself by one’s own intellect 
abiding in Pure Being (or Consciousness). That (Self) is the 
All at all times in every way and is cognizable from direct 

experience. 

i 
tut Icbyyii-yyi 11311 (v*9-*^) 

1737. Rama! The Supreme Position (of Liberation) is 
reached through one’s own beautiful (or refined) intellect 
and by discernment, as if by a friend; not certainly through 

other practice. 

fSrsrffrn feT*i<nh*jnni<mi i 
^ tmi (w^) 

1738. As long as the Truth to be realised is not known quite 
by oneself by investigation, having reflected on the Self by 
oneself, so long it is not obtained. 

wi fenced «<*iu<K4ui: imil ( w<0 

1739. Wise One! Find out yourself what is real and what is 
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unreal in (your) perceptions of worldly undertakings and 
become one intent on Truth (or Reality). 

wmM»H n^u 

1740. One perceives the Self by the self by pure investi¬ 
gation. The manifold thinking relating to the world vanishes 
by investigation. 

For the purpose of investigation the purity of the mind is 
required. 

UUldtflfaHl 4UMch\MM| ll^u (VW) 

1741. For those whose sins have been destroyed by associa¬ 
tion with scriptures, virtuous people and good deeds, an 
intellect like a light, having the vision of the Essence (or the 
Truth), is born. 

cUh4ui tftnT i 

tNW 41«(fli *j«qni TR: ICRII (w^) 

1742. Rama! At first, let the mind be led to the state of 
purity (or righteousness) through the scripture, by the 
highest indifference to worldly desires and by association 
with virtuous people. 

1743. Let one raise his mind by himself with effort for 
warding off calamities, by indifference to the world, by the 
scripture and by virtues like nobility. 
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8. femTfsr&n: 
Subjects for investigation. 

vat ii^ii 

1744. “Who am I? What is this (world) and how (has it 
arisen)? How do death and birth (happen)?” Investigate 
thus within. You will attain to greatness completely. 

gfw srsiriw MH4: I 

rfet ^gt HIVll<4l IRII ( W3*) 

1745. On whatever objects a man fastens his hold, in those 
very objects, this rising of his ruin is often observed. 

3tHIMIMlRt (enti I 

3TETTTHR KMK 1% ll^ll (WS'S) 

1746. Why does the stupid person regard that worldly life 
whose substance is worthless, which has appearance and 
disappearance, which is insipid and defiled by inequalities 

(or difficulties) of circumstances? 

3t-HcMAc< TpT^ fa^dlk^Mr) zmT I rtf 11 (W33) 

1747. The state of being with (or experiencing) pleasure and 
pain is considered as existing in the Self only falsely, as 
minute particles and faintness (are considered as existing) in 
the atmosphere. 

?rfyT5T& imn 

1748. Pleasure and pain are not of the body; nor are they of 
the Self which is beyond everything. These are only (bom) 
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°fignorance. When ignorance is destroyed, they are not of 
anything. 

whihjh tn (^-v^) 

1749. Having made one’s own Self manifest by means of the 
self vitiated by this body, as if it has become mixed with it, 
become Self-abiding soon. 

9. BtltwdcufaejHtyi: 

The destruction of Ignorance only by Ignorance. 

^ HIM tnirq«t>: I 

^tsf^umnY. ut>u (WW**) 
arfereri slgsns&gT fcrgld i 

^ TifeRt «n irm 

1750,1751. That person who aspires after liberation, having 
ignorance in part, named pure sattvika (or endowed with 
goodness and virtuous deeds), lives here wiping away the 
lower kind of ignorance with the higher one (consisting of) 
the sattvika part of ignorance alone, called the scriptures 
and the like, thus destroying (or removing) impurity by 
impurity, as a washerman knowing the means (removes dirt 
by dirt). 

3TFT^ I 

U*H (W’SV'S) 

1752. Afterwards, when the termination of ignorance has 
arrived accidentally (like the fall of the fruit of a palmyra 
tree when the crow settles on it), the Self perceives (itself) 
by its own self. This is the certainty of its inherent nature. 

MyiTcmHtMMIdW feT4K<4fd ’Stt'CRT I 
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1753. “The Self alone perceives itself. It investigates itself 
by its own self. The Self alone exists here; not ignorance.” 
They consider the destruction of ignorance (as realisation) 

in this manner. 

10. jHiWrd TmrFjfrrdtn: 
The use of the scripture in the attainment of Knowledge. 

cpf3rata^?it ft VN'NlRuRd 7TOct I 

1754. Rama! The teaching relating to three classes of the 
objects of human life (virtue, wealth and enjoyments) 
indeed exists in the scriptures and the like. But the attain¬ 
ment of Brahman (or the Absolute Reality) does not occur 
even in their teachings on account of its inexpressibility. 

effect i 

chlcmft: ITFT^cT *TT IRII 

1755. That (attainment of Brahman), being echoed by the 
meanings of all (scriptural) sentences, is understood entirely 
by oneself, by one’s own experience, like the splendour of 

the (spring) season by its blossoms. 

♦refrnKiwfl 4ltM(d ii^ii 

1756. In the scripture, the knowledge of Brahman, trans¬ 
cending all significations, exists like beauty in a woman, 
pure and transcending the all-pervading (beauty of nature). 

vii'Hid Tptafasrrer i 
«it«r: asrrai^ m: imi 

1757. This supreme enlightenment beyond all positions (or 
states of existence) is obtained not from the scripture, nor 
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from the words of the teacher, nor by charity, nor on 
account of the worship of God. 

<*>KUk4 » 

'UMidWcttMi'rft zjzrt ciHra nmi 

1758. Rama! Hear how these, which are not exactly the 
means, have completely become the means in (obtaining) 
repose in the Supreme Self alone. 

mmmiwhfrd f%ra ^Ttd 1 

1759. The mind that has gone to the state of purity through 
(the study of) the scripture and the application of repeated 
practice, thus not desiring (anything of the world), surely 
perceives the holy abode quickly. 

H^I'WKfdvUiqi: «lfrdc£l ^TTH | 

7n*m: •mllmqifd 

1760. On account of this scripture, the sattvika part of 
ignorance is gathered together. By its sattvika part, the 
tamasa part (i.e., the dark or obscuring influence of igno¬ 
rance) attains to destruction. 

^dl^ld WTT cl^yifadd: \\<S.H 

1761. Washing off the impurity (of the mind) by the most 
important means in the form of the scripture, a person 
surely attains to the highest purity on account of the power 
of the thing. 

xj3S£¥ll-H4l>d Ural: «<tHt|MWd: I 

tt^fd^ld'ldMIdt^M SISkE* 11R11 
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1767. The Self is not known without the meanings of the 
scriptures and the teachings of the preceptor. It is only the 
existence of the combination of these two that manifests the 
knowledge of one’s own Self. 

TV. fTHfafig: 

The Attainment of Knowledge [Practical Realisation of 
the Absolute]. 

1. 

Person to whom Knowledge is only a friend (in the 
world) [or Person to whom Knowledge is related only 
nominally and not through practical realisation]. 

^ '$TT& 

A "ST \ ( 

^4*9^nzx IRII <V^-*V*) 

1768, 1769. I consider an unwise (or ignorant) person as 
superior but not the quality of having knowledge as a 
(worldly) friend (i.e., not culminating in practical realisa¬ 
tion). He is called a jnanabandhu (or one having knowledge 
as a worldly friend), who reads and explains the scripture for 
utility like an artisan and does not exert himself in practice 
(for realisation of the Truth) and whose knowledge is not 
observed as having borne fruit in the performance of his 
actions. 

1770. Let one know those jnanabandhus (having know¬ 
ledge as a worldly friend), who, satisfied with mere clothes 
and food, consider (them) to be the fruits of the scriptures, 
as artisans of the meanings of the scriptures. 
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1771. He is called a jnanabandhu (having knowledge as a 
worldly friend) who engages himself in the prescribed course 
of conduct, having the characteristic of pravrtti (or active 
worldly life), suitable to what is learnt (from the scripture), 
on account of his nature being not far from knowledge. [This 

category is of a better kind.] 

fenprft jjimmhiiPJ *nf=r g i 
<nf5r timicwkuPi nmi ( 

1772. They consider (only) Self-knowledge as Knowledge. 
On the other hand, those knowings which are different are 
false knowledge, on account of their not awakening the 

Essence. 

3Eg#g % % ii^ii ( W^S-^) 

1773. They are considered as jnanabandhu-s (haying 
knowledge as a worldly friend) who, not having obtained 
Self-knowledge, are satisfied with a little of other knowings 

with painful efforts. 

2. 
The Wise Man (or one who has true knowledge). 

gjgqfr cRlfacS H |I<H 

1774. He is called a man possessing true knowledge who, on 
account of his being fixed to the Reality to be known 
through Knowledge, does not recognise the fruit of his 
actions, and thought or the absence of thought. 

*n«iT ^THHI^FfTT ilR I 
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1775. He is called a man possessing true knowledge by 
whom, in the actions of the sentient being, with every 

perception, experience is had knowing (the Conscious 
Reality) rightly, as having a nature free from mental im¬ 
pressions. 

^ ii^ii (w?^-^) 

1776. He is called a person of true knowledge having 
natural and firm tranquillity, whose inner coolness is seen in 
his activities by the wise. 

^hivh<i 

1777. That knowledge which would be for (accomplishing) 
the absence of repeated birth is entitled to the name 
“Knowledge”. The rest of the arrangement giving clothes 
and food is only a means of living by art. 

^ imu ( 

1778. He is called a wise man who remains with a heart 
(clear) as the sky, without desire for objects of enjoyment, 
in any occupation that has fallen (to his lot) in the course (of 
worldly existence). 

3. fa'll finlffCg.* 

There is no attainment of Knowledge without practice. 

*H|KW¥MI»mcH TUT <HwdRwfa: I 

W fSRT ( VSR-R3) 

1779. Rama! That continuance in the course of worldly life, 
accustomed to during hundreds of different births, is not 
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destroyed anywhere without the employment of repeated 

practice for a long time. 

?f?r obtain i ( W^-^) 

3T?aiU)d fgRT Hl^dlldlUlcHI IRII (V*-SS~$) 

1780. Doing (something) repeatedly is declared as practice. 
Virtuous One! Without practice, meditation of the Self does 

not rise. 

dfgfrdH d#t>«HM«4E4 ddl4lsw^ | 

ttcr^crtt^ =er 11311 (3-??-r#) 

1781. Wise men consider thinking of That, describing That, 
instructing one another about That and sole devotion to This 

alone, as Practice. 

dRd1<l44M44lH*l<*Hl3ldl I 

4*4 nfdfcte^irffR: 4* n^u 

1782. They are the highest ones with practice, whose heart, 
coloured by the feeling of indifference to the world and the 
beauty of generosity that are born, is flowing with joy. 

3Tc*pm^rraRTOrft crept: i 

^dd4l Vir£4d4l ^ % agllUJlfod: f^trTT: limi 

1783. They are the ones having the practice for the realisa¬ 
tion of Brahman, who strive, through reasoning and the 
scriptures, for the accomplishment of the complete absence 
of the entity (constituting) the knower and the known. 

fsRT *n4 Urgrrererrfir i 

aremfrr 3 HmuPdfraifa ii^ii 

1784. Without practice, you have not obtained repose in 
Knowledge that is Blessedness. But, by practice, you will 
very much attain to repose at the proper time. 
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4. WmtrJTOt ztfsRTzrfrr ^8ZJ# 

The means of crossing over worldly existence is described 
as Yoga. 

^TRtrKOt ?F&Z(r{ I 

hi'fefig;fgsrarrci (vv*v^) 

1785. The means of crossing over the course of worldly life 
is described by the word Yoga. Know that means, having the 
characteristic of cessation of thought, as of two kinds. 

3TKH?R ycbltUWl TJcF: I 

Hjfoj: mnrcrttar: irii 

1786. One kind of this means disclosed in the world is Self- 
knowledge. The second is the stopping of (the movements) 
of Prana (or vital energy). Hear this which is described by 
me. [Note: Prana in its gross aspect manifests as the 
outgoing and incoming breath.] 

srenifr i 

tWircfij ^fecrRTRT: (W^V^) 

1787. Though both the kinds (of means) are described by 
the word Yoga, yet, that word has attained to customary 
usage in the means of Prana (or vital air) very much. 

313101: cMafehSlHl: I 

TO cejf^tMd: TRrat TS^TSzit irtfll (W*V^) 

1788. Yoga is unattainable (o'r impracticable) for someone 
and the certainty (or firm conviction) of knowledge (is 
unattainable) for someone. Virtuous One! But, the certainty 
of knowledge, which is easily attainable, is agreeable to me. 
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1789. Rama! There are two methods for the destruction of 
the mind-Yoga and Jnana (or Knowledge). Yoga is the 
stopping of the movements of the mind. Jnana is perceiving 

rightly. 

TJOTl Tpft Rui<c|l HVilril ih 1 ll^ll 

1790. On the destruction of one of the two states, the mind 
and the movement of the mind, both of them vanish, the 
quality (i.e., movement) itself having existed as the 
possessor of the quality. There is no doubt (in this matter). 

5. din fay i 

The accomplishment of Yoga. 

5ftg9t W ^'Qejugji l 

3Jc|^|4tafH4lR[H«£*1l f%lr$*gTfc*Te*n (WS^-^o) 

f%T ^ 119II 

1791, 1792. This abidance of the individual soul in the 

Supreme Self, called the turiya (or the fourth state of 
consciousness), which is liberated from the source of states 

(of mental consciousness), sleep and the like and is of the 
nature of Consciousness-Bliss, is the accomplishment of 
yoga as well as the great joyful perception (or experience). 

tr* xjFTT crsF3ratacy*qRfr i 

-^>c4c4|JjdcJ|Rgft 

1793. When the mind of men has set (or vanished) in the 
ocean of pure nectar of serene and imperishable joy (which 
is the Self), nothing other than that is experienced. 

The triad of Yogic Practices. 
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1794. Intense (or uninterrupted) practice of the One 
Reality, the extinction of the (movements of the) vital airs 
9nd the restraint of the mind constitute the summary of the 
Meanings of the word yoga. 

IRII (W^e) 

1795. When just one of the three - practice of the One 
Entity, stopping of the (movement of) Prana and the 
destruction of the mind - is accomplished, all of them are 
fully accomplished mutually. 

3PTfifc| ?R:3T?raR «ltH, * 

BTtzj 14K&, %tdfd Il^ll (W^R-^R) 

1796. Among these three practices, extinguishing the mind 
is the best. Know that alone as accomplishment, as that 
becomes the Bliss (or Beatitude) quickly. 

7. llthrlTitV-UVOm: 

Deep (or uninterrupted) practice (in the meditation) of 
the one Reality. 

Miuhsfa Vlimfd 11^41 ( 

1797. By the intense (or uninterrupted) practice of the One 
Reality, the tranquil mind is completely extinguished. Due 
to that, even the (movement of) Praija ceases on account of 
its nature being completely absorbed in that (mind). 

(i) wgnmpn 
Meditation on Brahman (or the Absolute Reality). 

(<Ml4 dHUIdi TO I 
*H4dd4d<ry*3ET TOfa RMUH.IRU (WV^^) 
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1798. Having reflected on the infinite principle of the Self, 
bring the mind to the state full of That. Then, by the 
complete absorption (of the mind) in That (Self), That alone 
becomes permanent. 

facSUh) qrftcncrflmzifr 11311 (v$-^-«v?) 

1799. The mind of those possessed of restraint of the sense- 
organs is dissolved of its own accord, together with the 
(movement of the) Pranas, as if due to the loss of objects of 
enjoyment. Only the Absolute Reality is left remaining. 

’MlcK4c«||<<4l fTrfii I 

1800. In whatever manner the self considers itself to be 
always, in that very manner does it become. Though great 
(or extensive), it is filled with power (by such constant 
meditation) quickly. 

hiRkii ¥iRkHi<*JN«4i<»irii ^tfrr 

^rar imn 

1801. The power (so) manifested leads oneself to the state 
of the Self in a moment, as the abundant mist of the rainy 
season (makes) the entire atmosphere (misty). 

(ii) utmaftwMMim: (smrwmm) 11 The giving up of the 
imagination of objects. (Meditation on the state void 
of thought.) 

T* 3TTTOT 11 ^11 

1802. When the Knowledge of the Reality has been 
obtained and unreality Jias reached its end, that Self, whose 
nature is pure unconditioned Consciousness, is attained. 
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wro wrawwi \ 

ara^raww4ltfr n\su (vvs-^va) 
d^ld SltpUlt -^M c*>4«ll i 

^rFm Trf^; n4n (^-\3-^d) 

1803, 1804. If there is development to a high degree in 
understanding the complete absence of this delusion of the 
world born like the colour of the sky, then, the nature of 
Brahman (or the Absolute Reality) can be known; but not 
through other action. There is no other auspicious means 
except (the knowledge of) the complete absence of the 
visible world (for the realisation of the Absolute). 

spiyiHlitu <£¥<4*<4 fam i 

MtM flW R chqw ll^ll ) 

1805. The highest (or Absolute) Reality is not known at any 
time by anybody without (realising) the impossibility of the 
natural existence of this visible object, called the world. 

TJebsyi} u^oii 

1806 to 1808. When the mind, on the accomplishment of the 
complete absence of the knower, the known and the 
knowing, has risen to the highest meditation on the One 
Reality in one having complete absorption in unconditioned 
Consciousness and, when the seed of destruction of mental 
impressions has sprouted to a certain degree in it, the 
perceptions of love, hate and the like will not rise in the 
heart in course of time. This springing up of worldly 
existence will also attain to a state without roots. Profound 
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meditation on unconditioned Consciousness will completely 
attain to stability. 

El*|c«ddl 113311 (v**-t*) 

1809. This liberated nature, consisting of the non- 
appearance of the states of the ego and the world, does not 
at all arise without the accomplishment of the complete non¬ 
existence (of the objective world). 

3tdFdmici««+d1 i 

¥IH^4h«t> it ^ agimiftR: RstcTT: 11**11 (V**-W) 

1810. They are the ones having the practice for the realisa¬ 
tion of Brahman, who strive, through reasoning and the 
scriptures, for the accomplishment of the complete absence 
of the entity (constituting) the knower and the known. 

drH^r I 

53 <*digd: n*mi 
1811. “The visible world was not born even at the beginning 
of creation. Therefore, this world and I (or the ego) just do 
not exist at all times.’’ Thus, the practice of knowledge is 
declared. 

f? 5113 ffcr ^ cfeaqfr I 

d<*Hl£d PmfuifMdJWH+ft 11*^11 (V^‘3*) 

1812. The perception of the absence of the visible world is 
indeed declared as knowledge as well as the Reality to be 
known. Final liberation (arises) by its practice. Thus, the 
practice is great elevation. 

(iii) Wm- n The state of Aloneness. 

dfeE& dd IJcttftd: TFT: ll*V9|| (3-*-^) 
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1813. Since the state of a non-seer would perforce arise for 
this seer in the absence of the visible world, know that 
therefore as the state of isolation of Reality (or the Con¬ 
scious Self) from unreality (or the visible world). 

1814. When the nature of the mind has attained to the state 
of That (Reality), the mental impressions such as love and 
hate come to an end, as the agitated nature of the motion 
(comes to an end) when the wind is made motionless. 

1815. When the visible object, of the nature of the triple 
world, you and I, has gone to the state of unreality, there 
would be such a state of aloneness of the seer, who is the 
Pure Self. 

art ** mvikI t 

IRo|| 

1816. When the delusion of visible objects such as I, you 
and the world has ended and the seer remains without seeing 
(i.e., without experiencing the visible world), there would 
be such aloneness. 

8. jumw^/wjler: 
The control of the movement of Prana (or the vital air or 
vital energy). 

annnf=F5qfi^F^ WtT rwn U*»» (WV*-'**) 

1817. As the wind (blowing from a fan) is stopped on the 
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stopping of the movement of the fan, so, the (movement of 
the) mind is stopped on the stopping of the movement of the 
vital air (i.e., the breath which is one of the gross forms of 
the vital energy or Prana). 

TOfTC: SlRloAai* ll?ll (VV94-S5) 

1818. When that (movement of Prana or vital breath) is 
stopped completely, the mind is surely extinguished. By the 
cessation of the movements of the mind, this worldly 
existence is dissolved. 

d^oti muifMj % 11311 (V?V^3) 

1819. Rama! When the (movement of the) vital energy is 
checked, the mind is dissolved as the reflected image of an 
object (vanishes) with that object. The mind is indeed of the 
nature of Prapa. 

(i) firmirfemr: snum^mt: ««w.- // The relationship bet¬ 
ween Prana and the Mind is imagined by the 

Mind. 

rft tlglrMH: SHOT: SI IUft ^ J|fdR<i|fa I 

1820. Prana (or the vital energy) has been imagined by that 
(mind) and in this manner also: “Prana is my movement. I 
do not exist without this Praiia.” By that (imagination), the 
mind is depending on that Prana. 

trer rr?f 1 

^ 3mm ?f?r snot vr: mu (v*-W***°> 

1821. Thus, what is frequently practised by the mind, that is 
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Perceived (or experienced) only in that manner. Due to 
jhat, the mind exists in Prana thus (as imagined): “The 
Praria-s (or vital energies) are my life." 

(ii) Jrrnfcm n The Science of Vital Energy (or Vital Air). 

[The Prana according to Vasistha, is the vital 
energy, the currents of which flow all round in the 
body to keep every organ of the body alive and 
active.] 

I (VW4) 
simikKti n^u 

1822 Reflection on Prana (or vital energy), which destroys 
all pains and increases all blessedness, has been resorted to 
here (as it is) the cause of life. 

?§T -cJUAI I 

nvsii 

1823. Sage! Ida and Pingala, (two channels of vital energy — 
perhaps nerves) which are tender (or subtle), are firmly 
situated at the centre of this body on the sides (of the spinal 
cord) in the viscera and are closed (to normal perception). 

\\C\\ 

1824. (The channels have) an organ (in the form of) three 
pairs of lotuses, consisting of bones and flesh which are soft 
(or subtle), having stalks or tubular vessels above and 
below, and possessed of tender and beautiful petals coming 
into contact with one another. 

crsnftn tj* oundifa nsu 

1825. The organ (in the heart region) has its petals opening 
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by the effusion of the air moving through the entire space. 
Its petals pervaded by the air move gently. 

<4ldlg<) cMIMaMkb «yR?R<yif^d: n^oii 

1826. That air increases round about when those petals are 
moving, like a mass of creepers and leaves struck by wind 

(expanding) outwardly on all sides. 

: *r di4)'| f^arr i 

1827. That (vital air) having been brought to a state of 
growth (or extension) and having made its station variously 
in the channels of vital energy existing above and below, 

spreads round in this body afterwards. 

1828. That vital air in the heart is then spoken of by those 
familiar with it, through indicatory words such as prapa, 
apana and samana having various behaviours and motions. 

3>«afgf: ST^RTT %% T^faMlfediyid: m>?ll (W**-^) 

1829. In the triad of instruments (or organs) constituting the 
heart-lotus, all the powers of Prana are spread out into the 
body above and below, like rays from the disc of the moon. 

ziTCiraTf^T RichifPd -grRa fdgtPri ^ i 

WT TTcTT: &||U|Vldrf£l: 11^11 (*/*‘T*mV») 

1830. Those powers of Prapa here, go, come, draw, take 
away, move in various directions, fly up and fall (within the 
body for maintaining the vital functions). 
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^ ^CMSiMtV. 3nnT \ 

¥lfcw: mq«<qtd ~^oT^ n^VU (V^-T«-?d) 

^iTWVtHMW^ qro^TI I 

^rtrl -«*»lfe4Rw ^ U^ll (WT*-^<0 

J?1’1832- 'n*t (vital energy) here, situated in the heart- 
«s, is called prana by the wise. Sage! A little of this power 

jJ?** thC 6yeS t0 move; a Uttle of 11 experiences touch; a 
f ^ °f A flows throuSh the nose; a little of it digests the 

°d. and a little of it speaks words. 

^nf^rai: n^vsn (wt#-^o> 

1833. In this matter, what is the use of many words? The 
ivine vital air (Prana) does quite everything in the body, as 

a machinist (performs) the activities of a machine. 

srqvtraPicfl ^ i 

^IQllMHlfqfd TSXti^t 3ilr 11*4.11 

1834. Sage! In that body, two life-winds having two indi- 
Cat°ry marks, namely, rising upwards and moving down- 
wards, are spread. The two excellent life-winds which are 
manifest are called prana and apana respectively. 

^pn IqtHHMiiPi "nftf: II^II (W^-^V9) 

1835. (The channels of vital energy) are more difficult to be 
perceived than a section of a lotus-fibre whose body has 
been cut into a thousand and, existing (therein), the 
movement of these (life-winds) is still subtler. 

SnuiUimPiyi 3l31HU<¥l£M: I 

^ ^rv: ii^on (vhv^) 

1836. Sage! This prana, incessantly exists as the vibratory 
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energy always in motion. This prana is remaining upwards in 

the body in the interior along with the exterior. 

%% IR^II (W^V*) 

1837. Sage! This apana also ceaselessly exists as the vibra¬ 
tory energy always in motion. This apana is remaining 
downwards in the body in the interior along with the 

exterior. 

Mimmwrrift STTTZf ^pgRST: I 

y|UIHU^<4l f^TT^ ir^ii 

SRT?n^5fcpf^ ynrrt^i «rf|: i 

IR^II 

1838, 1839. [Prana, in the following verses, is used in the 
restricted sense of exhalation and apana is used for inhala¬ 

tion of breath.] 
Having obtained the movement of prana and apana (by 
awareness), one who is thoroughly self-abiding becomes 
happy easily. Sage! The rising of the prana is from the petals 
of the lotus situated in the heart. This prana sets (or ceases) 
at the end of twelve angula-s (or nine inches from the 
nostrils) outside. Sage! The rising up of the apana is from 
the limit of twelve angula-s (or nine inches) outside. 

ymft -orST -HUKllfd &K¥IKl 11^*11 (VS-3V3*) 

tSU^frl -HtH-rUff IRmi (W^*v^) 

1840. And, the setting (or the ending) of the apana is at the 
centre of the lotus situated in the heart. From that position 
where the prapa reaches, in the place situated in space at the 
end of twelve angula-s, this apana arises from that space 
immediately after. 
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irssn \ (^/r-r^-^r) 

^r*isfi\Hi<atiMi4i ct^t ctiftcr^ ur^u (^/r-rs-^) 

1841. The prana, directed towards the external space moves 
on like a flame of fire. The apana directed towards the space 
of the heart, moves in the lower region like water. 

c»>coi snmf^cr^n i ( ^/r-r*-\-"$^) 

m wt ^ ^ urvsii (vvrv^) 

1842. One does not grieve (for anything) again, having 
reached (or found) that place where the part situated at the 
limit of the moon that is the apana is devoured by the sun 
that is the prana (in the heart region). 

wn&m qraiyawt i ( vr-r^-^vs) 

WT ri<M4m*MvU URdll (VVRV^4) 

1843. So also, a man is not liable to birth again, having 
reached (or found) that place where (the part) situated at 
the limit of the sun that is prana is devoured by the moon 
that is apana. 

3im i (vvrv^4) 
31lu|NM«h(l IIRRH (VR-RS-^R) 

1844. Only prana goes to the state of the sun in space in the 
interior along with the exterior. Afterwards, it obtains the 
nature of the moon causing satisfaction (or fullness). 

3TTUT I (VR-RS-^R) 

aruu^itd i mtlMuuht ^ii^oii (VR-Rv^o) 

1845. Prana alone, having given up its moon-nature causing 
satisfaction (or fullness) in the body, attains, in a moment, 
to the state of the sun which is a step causing the drying up 
(of the body). 
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3Ffccri fftrErensi qr i (v<-9*r*®) 

1846. Having fully given up its sun-nature (i.e., having 
completed the process of exhalation), as long as prana has 
not gone to its moon-nature (i.e., has not begun the process 
of inhalation), so long, (during the period of this retention 
of breath outside), yogin-s meditate (upon that state). One 
does not grieve (for anything) in that state devoid of space 

and time. 

^ 4|4U«k4tafcifl I (W*V*0 

34l<ijWl pM*fl&IT< ^ vilKk) TFT: II9?II ( V*"^"**) 

1847. Having known the constant setting and rising of the 
moon and the sun respectively in the heart (i.e., the termina¬ 
tion of inhalation and the beginning of exhalation) which is 
the innate support of the mind, the mind is not bom again. 

3imr: • (VHVW) 

smft jqrcajjyfr gnumqrr? 30111^113311 

1848. When the apana has set, the prana rises from the lotus 
of the heart. When the prana has set, the apana rises in a 

moment from the outside. 

(Hi) siiunaw: it Control of breath (or vital energy). 

'dWd: I 

1849. Knower of That (Reality)! Since this excellent 
pranayama (or control of breath) happens (naturally) to one 
who is waking or sleeping, hear that first for your good. 

wiuiMi i 

tcK^-rntRiHMi it sfhn 113MI 
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Self-possessed (or calm) persons experience that as 
recaka (or exhalation) which is the direction towards the 
®titside, from the hollow of the heart-lotus, of the vital 

feaths whose effort has vanished by their own inclination. 
(This is natural exhalation.) 

1851. That is called puraka (or inhalation), which is the 
contact with the body (or the breathing organ) of the vital 
breaths, extending over the outside upto a limit of twelve 
angula-s below. 

^u*tT 1t4^dMfa 

1852. They consider that also as (natural) inhalation which 
is this effortless contact of filling when the apana (or 
incoming breath) returns within from outside. 

1853. When the apana has set and as long as the prana has 
not risen in the heart, so long, there is that state of 
kumbhaka (or retention) which is experienced by the yogin-s. 

fwwlra 4t.chsr fsrar fwt: i 
sy^vu-didMl n^u (vwvt®) 

1854. Prana exists in three ways, as exhalation, retention as 
well as inhalation, in the place of rising of the apana, below 
the limit of twelve aiigula-s outside. 

^srqrai: 'H4<4>Ic44U|I: I 

4 sitddl: ¥+»UM^d^ttdloitJUi ^4 MglU't irtfolt 
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1855. Intelligent One! Hear those natural states (of breath¬ 
ing) which exist at all times and are destitute of effort 
completely, as declared by those of great intellect. 

i : srot i 

crlter (VV^VW) 

1856. Lord! For the air which has risen from the limit of 
twelve angula-s outside, puraka (or inhalation) and the 
others occur naturally there itself (i.e., the breathing pro¬ 
cesses extend naturally to the space outside the nostrils). 

&K¥ii^m4^ iixrii (w*v**) 
oJlfM f%r§: *j«n: ii 

1857. Wise men consider that as (external) kumbhaka (or 
retention of breath) which is the stopping (or the stationary 
state) of the apana (or inflowing breath) continually in the 
space outside, at the end of twelve arigula-s in front of the 
tip of the nose in the same line, like a pot not yet produced 

existing within clay. 

4lgh-i£<slHI HlfacWUMlMjffa: I 

w sngr%re> srt: ir*9ii ( 

1858. People knowing yoga consider that as the first bahya 
puraka (or external inhalation) which is the movement, as 
far as the tip of the nose, of the air directed towards the 
outside. 

HWUlKlM fw4t*l I 

*TT cfRjlTH 3TtR atligH^ehH, ll^Ogll 

1859. Wise men consider that as another (type of) external 
inhalation which is the movement of air ending with the limit 
of twelve arigula-s, having gone out even from the tip of the 
nose. 
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unit iucwmw id: 1 (vv^v^) 

WMlctW dfeg 3>*sq<* 1^: tr*mt (W^V^NS) 

1860. When the prana (or exhaled air) has set (or come to 

an end) outside and as long as the apana (or inhaled air) has 

not risen, so long, they consider -as external retention of 
breath, complete and having an even (or unmoved) state. 

1861. Let one know that as external recaka (or exhalation) 
which, without the rise of apana (or inhalation), would be 
the state of being turned inwards, of that apana. This is the 
giver of liberation, being thought of (or remembered). 

WWW stfijg f^R*: ir*»u (VV^-W) 

1862. They consider that as another (type) of external 
puraka (or inhalation) which is the exceeding largeness (or 
grossness) of form of apana (or inhaled breath) having risen 
from a distance of twelve arigula-s (from the tip of the nose) 
(and moving up to the tip of the nose). 

urnnm^Emraren^s^T ^ ir*£ii 

(VVRK-^O) 

1863. One is not born again having perceived (or observed) 
those natural states of prana and apana continuously (in the 
form of) these external and internal kumbhaka-s (or reten¬ 
tions) and the others. [These are eight in number as 
described in the previous verses.] 

cfliiM MUitd: ■WMdlilM I ( 

T?j& PtilMMIMlPd ir**U 
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1864. To one who is moving or standing, waking or sleep¬ 
ing, these life-winds, extremely fickle by nature, attain to 

restraint (when constantly observed). 

3>4H4chl<3?l<: WKIWd 3S?rf imoll (W^V^) 

1865. Whatever a man does or enjoys, he is not a doer 
under those circumstances even a little, remembering tho¬ 
roughly within himself, the kumbhaka-s and others, merely 

by his intellect (i.e., by just being aware of them). 

3Jot|iwRtHoqnift cini i 

cfcfrfqr^c* lim>ll (W^V5?*) 

1866. The mind which is steady in this effort, giving up the 
external (world), attains the Absolute Position (transcend¬ 

ing thought) just in some days. 

I ( VWVT*) 
Tfw ^rt: ssti^juj) Ttzrr ii^ii ( 

1867. The mind of a person practising this (awareness of the 

natural states of breathing) does not fasten its love on the 

activities of objects of sense outside, as a Brahmana on (a 

drink kept within) the hide of a dog. 

JRfctfrf Stmt I (VS~^W>) 

*1%: f%TT ^Tt 1 I(W? 

1868. When the prana (or outgoing breath) has set and 
when the apana (or incoming breath) is about to rise, 
resorting to kumbhaka (or retention of breath) outside for a 
long time, one does not grieve (for anything) again. 

amfljRaffd wit i (W^vm) 
arer: 5>Tsuc#>nreregi fere re yil^ tmxii 
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1869. When the apana (or incoming breath) has set and 
when the prana (or outgoing breath) is about to rise a little, 
resorting to kumbhaka (or retention of breath) within for a 
long time, one does not grieve (for anything) again. 

^5 ^ tiRrfUi^ immi (W^VS^) 

1870. Having resorted to prana - exhalation going to a point 
far off from the normal starting point of inhalation and 

practising the pure kumbhaka (or complete external reten¬ 
tion of breath), one does not suffer pain again. 

IdchlMU I 

Wiw Tcpg* <PJ3T ^ ^TT: U^|| (VV^V<<«) 

1871. When the apana (or incoming breath) has ascended 
(or entered) within the (space of) filling of the prana (or 
outgoing breath) constituting the receptacle of exhalation, 
perceiving such inhalaion staying within, a man is not bom 
again. 

MiuimMi«piid<ri43k<ik fiwwi ^ i (vv^vm) 
-U^,dU|rl tmwi (w* WO 

1872. Resorting to that tranquil place that is the Self (in the 
heart) where these two, prana and apana, have arrived at 
dissolution within, one does not grieve (at anything). 

cFTc* x| 1 

^ imdll (VV^V^) 

1873. When the apana (or incoming breath) is about to 
de.vour the prana (or outgoing breath) (i.e., at the end of 
exhalation and before the beginning of inhalation), medi¬ 
tating upon the undivided space and time outside or within, 
one does not grieve (about anything) again. 
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JTPJfr <T«IT srf!?: I ( */*-*Vm) 

c??t ^ ^rra?f xr: im«?n ( 

1874. When the prana (or outgoing breath) is engaged in 
eating up the apana (or incoming breath) (i.e., at the end of 
inhalation and before the beginning of exhalation), perceiv¬ 
ing the (undivided) space and time in the heart as well as 

outside, the mind is not born again. 

srrofr gmhta hiu)wimm trer ^ i ( 

PnHuit n son 

1875. Perceive those (undivided states of) space and time 
outside and within, where the prana is swallowed up by the 

apana and the apana by the praiia. 

fcg: IIS^H 

1876. The moment wherein the prana (or the outgoing 
breath) has set and which is destitute of the rise of apana (or 
the incoming breath) constitutes kumbhaka (or retention of 
breath) situated outside and accomplished without effort. 

(Yogins) consider it as the Abode of That (Reality). 

1153H (s/^-3WO 

tJdrKItitH) ^o^MI M-tAct f%Rj; I 

* yil^r) IIS?H (VHH®) 

1877. The internal kumbhaka (or retention of breath) 
accomplished without effort is surely the Supreme Abode 
(of Reality). This is the form of that Self. This is only the 
Pure Supreme Consciousness. This is the very Light of That 
Reality. Having obtained this (state), one does not grieve 
(for anything). 
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(*v) a The means for stopping the 
movements of prana. 

Tbn«rfc''q|«UTxt Tt&M-rl Tnu|c4l<q<4: ||^$|| 

1878. (The movements of) the vital airs are stopped through 
indifference to the world, the practice of the means (for 

stopping the movement of prana through breath-control) 
proper skill (or yogic meditation), the removal of vice and 
becoming awake to the highest Truth. 

^dTdmi’uiwRsriuiw^ hvmi < «**#*-w 

1879, 1880. When effort is made in the matter of in¬ 
difference towards the occupations of the earlier life by 
means of the practice of desirelessness and the association of 
virtuous people and the scriptures, and through meditation 
on an object as desired, risen in the form of oneness (or 
identity with that object) for a long time, and through the 
intense (or uninterrupted) practice of the One Reality (by 
contemplation), the movement of prana is stopped. 

l^hlTi<UIH*i4l4|lrU|UI¥4^ ll^vsil (V^4-?o) 

1881. The movement of prana is stopped through one’s 
control of inhalation and the other (breathing processes) by 
firm practice without lassitude, and through the employ¬ 
ment of solitary meditation. 

ail^i^xBiKuuu^viwWTtu^uii-n^ i 

^str* mumreft ii^ii ( *) 

1882. The movement of prana is stopped when (external) 

3 
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perception has become asleep through meditation on the 
sound-principle at the end of uttering the (sacred) syllable 

OM. 

1883. When exhalation is verily practised and the prana 
expanded, (by increasing its duration through very slow 
breathing), has arrived at (the outer) space without touching 
the openings in the body (i.e., the nostrils), the movement 

of the prana is stopped. 

5TTO) IIV90II (^6-^) 

1884. When inhalation is verily practised and the breath is 
existing like a mountain-cloud due to its filling (the inner 
organs very slowly, almost imperceptibly), with its move¬ 
ment very much calmed, the movement of prana is stopped. 

MRfdyfd I 

STHlt 3IPIRCF# IIV9^II («v»4“V0 

1885. When the breath, stopped by practice, is standing still 
for an infinite (or a very long) period in kumbhaka (or the 
retention of breath) like a water-pot, the movement of 

prana is stopped. 

^HlPiH£±IISSsF*Er yfudcbl*^ I 

siiuu^i^ iivst^n 

1886. Having covered the small bell-like protrusion situated 
at the root of the palate (i.e., the uvula) by the tongue with 
effort, (in the process of introducing the introverted tongue 
into the opening in the palate for the passage of breath), 
when the prapa has gone into the upper cavity, the move¬ 
ment of prana is stopped. 
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^ ferfSgRTTR i 

aiRR^farf^ ^TRIT UIUNM^ 1^>5«qR* uvs^u (vvao^) 

1887. The movement of prana is stopped when (internal 
and external) perception is dissolved through meditation in 
the subtle space (in the heart), which is not anything indeed, 
liberated from all graspings (or the thought-process). 

uviiupdii nvffsu (v^^-^vs) 

1888. The movement of prapa is stopped when the experi¬ 
encing of (internal and external) perception is ceasing in the 
pure space in front of the nose, at the end of twelve angula-s. 

nidi f^r^ztrt nvsmi (vvs^-^) 

1889. The movement of prana is stopped when the breath, 
going to the limit of twelve angula-s above the palate 
through the upper cavity by means of practice, has dropped 
its established behaviour. 

sjj^ snrnw^t uv9^n (v\94-^<o 

1890. The movement of prana is stopped when sense-con¬ 
sciousness has come to an end on the resting of the sight of 
the pupils of the eyes in the middle of the eyebrows, and the 
intellect is awake in the abode (in the middle of the 
eyebrows). 

*IPT 1 

Miuiwdl IIVSVSM (v\9^-^o) 

1891. The movement of prana is stopped on firmly dwelling 
in that knowledge, which has sprung up quite suddenly, not 
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united with parts of distinction (i.e., in undifferentiated 

knowledge or awareness). 

d-WIcHfaHji) gricUUH: I 

far?) iivsdii (q-vso^) 

1892. Therefore, being one whose desires have been des¬ 
troyed, when the mind is perforce joined to the Pure Heart 
consisting of Consciousness, the movement of prana is 
stopped. 

Trf^T: HI4W£c^cKfc*T^: I 

1893. By these methods and also by others fashioned by 
various ideas existing in the tongues of various teachers, the 

movement of prapa is stopped. 

3T«rr#r yiumi i 

TFT: MVIMMl’Mlfrl Pwfuiqdfyiu^ ll4o|| (trV9£-**5) 

1894. When the movement of the prana-s has reached its 
end by practice, the mind attains tranquillity and absolute 

liberation is left remaining. 

9. 
The dissolution of the mind. 

(i) wrfvt: HHimchtn n The mind is the nave of the wheel 

of worldly life. 

f%trT *p£cT: I 

era Rfrf^rgwrar^ iiqn (v^<?-^°) 

1895. The mind is verily the nave of this illusory wheel (of 
worldly existence) here. If one lives having conquered it 
completely, it does not trouble (him) even a little. 
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fSTOT 1 

IRII (i^o-Vs) 

1896. When it is quickly overcome (or stopped) by the 
intellect through manly effort, the illusory wheel (of wordly 
existence) is stopped on account of having held the propell¬ 
ing of the nave. 

& 1% ^ ttffcvMMIsUl* \ (W^-*0 
^tlRkuqi ti^n (W3V^> 

1897. Rama! This wheel of worldly existence is indeed 
stopped when the nave, which is mere imagination, is 
completely stopped from propelling. 

Vfc 3l*ri ^ I 

Tlf*} ^KT^shHt f^TtAct imi (W^-<0 

1898. Let one stop only the mind (or thinking) which is the 
nave of the wheel of worldly^ existence, through (proper) 
means, having resorted to the greatest human effort, vigour 
and wisdom. 

mRuiR[ 

^ <H4m<HiRd 

1899. This universe has arrived at development due to the 
close application (or attachment) of the mind. When it is 
conquered (or restrained), everything is conquered and 
everything would be accomplished. 

u ^ni^mong. m*u (x-^vs-^^) 

1900. The world is indeed the actual existence of the mind. 
The mind is only the existence of the world. By the absence 
of the one, there is the destruction of both and that happens 
due to the investigation of Truth. 
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WR: ^WWST *T8IT I 

R *RIR: jiHHljl ^ ■■vs'1 ( V1*®"**) 

1901. The world exists only within the mind as the space (or 
hollow) of a pot exists within the pot. On the destruction of 
the mind, there is nd worldly existence. The space (or 
hollow) of a pot does not exist on the destruction of the pot. 

yrrefr yn«ifca 5mu«iKi«i: 11411 (*/<-**■**) 

1902. As odour ceases when the movement of the wind has 
subsided, so, when the movement of the mind has stopped, 

the (movements of the) life-winds also stop. 

^ *ulrl I 

fypgffr tRTT VIHHWfrMHHUHl ll^ll (*/VW**> 

1903. When the mind is given up, duality as well as oneness 
vanish completely. The One supreme, tranquil, pure and 

defectless (entity) is left remaining. 

arSJTfgrT *f**Wr&: I 

?tt&: 11^011 ( v*-*V*<0 

1904. They consider the mind as the soil of this succession 
of grains that is the course of worldly life. When the field has 
gone to the state destitute of soil, what possibly is the birth 
of the grains (under the circumstances)? 

farrrAEr ^iraroraf^iflnT i 
*ror 11 11 

1905. It is only the mind with various desires (or activities) 
that moves round (apparently) with the nature of objects, 
sporting in existence and non-existence, as water (appears) 
with the nature of a wave. 
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*4mtU4l<l TT^T U^U (VVSV'S'S) 

1906. King! By the renunciation of everything in the form of 
the destruction of the mind, everything is duly obtained 
always, as by (the acquisition of) complete sovereignty. 

^WTCWRq QTSZi \ 

3UFT ijcuRcl M-J'H: ***<4 U^U 

1907. There is only one remedy for this pain that is the 
course of worldly life causing all troubles, (namely), the 
control of one’s own mind. 

^ «4«io yu’rt -5R?I tl^|| 

1908. The alleviation of pain is obtained by the mere 
dissolution of the mind. Then, the tranquil, all-pervading 
Brahman which is everything, is obtained. 

TR:!4VIMMI^UI I^RT mRd ^pTT Trfrt: ||) 

1909. There is np auspicious path except the mere cessation 
of the mind, which is attainable only by one’s own effort in 
the form of the renunciation of one’s desires. 

(ii) tftomrnfcr: n The acquisition of grossness of the 
mind. 

n wi (q-qo-qvs) 

1910. The mind goes to the state of grossness by the idea of 
the Self in the non-Self, by this regard for the mere body and 
by (attachment to) son, wife and the family. 
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3^<*>K'fc*cfcl>U| HHdmc=5"^5in I 

^ TT^frf %TT^T *hs$fd iflddl^ IIS'S!! (W>-<*J) 

1911. The mind goes to the state of grossness by the feeling 
of egotism, by delight in the impurity that is the' sense of 
ownership and by the idea, “this (body) is mine.” 

<lmyflfaMchl¥ld ## dx#ld Middle M34II (V^O“V0 

1912. The mind goes to the state of grossness by the pain of 
old age and death, by going towards (worldly) elevation 
vainly and by the store of poison in the serpent’s fang of sin. 

3nfaotiifcifdc»i£d qnrren#* i 

$4lm^^d d^fd ulddiH nssn («*-«*©-$•) 

1913. The mind goes to the state of grossness by the play of 
mental and physical ailments, by the trust (or consolation) 
of worldly existence and by effort in respect of what is fit to 

be acquired or abandoned. 

qfui4)ludl^ I 

3tim<TWJfU>d dTt»id tftqRTIt^lRoll (V«*o-*S) 

1914. The mind goes to the state of grossness by love 
(towards worldly objects), greed for wealth and by the 
enjoyment (or acquisition) of ornaments and women, which 
is pleasant (only) at the current moment. 

I^Tfrlggfftd ulddiq IRS II (^O-^) 

1915. The serpent that is the mind goes to the state of 
grossness by drinking the milk of evil desires, by the power 
of the wind of enjoyments, by giving regard (to its activities) 
and by wandering about. 
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3wmmmcii£m \ 

qfrTnftfo MUdiH.n^?n (v^o-^) 

1916. The mind goes to the state of grossness by the 
dreadful expanded hood of the cobra that is the enjoyment 
of objects, which is bespeaking the calamity of poison by its 
appearance that is coming and going (or transient). 

(Hi) ***& mrtznfcr: n The acquisition of the Brahman- 
nature of the Mind. 

Trara u^n 

1917. Rama! The mind joined to the Supreme Spirit can 
become pure and free from desires (or mental impressions). 
Then, it goes to the state of the Self devoid of imagination. 

ttci Hrerifrn \ 

1918. I consider that the mind will attain to dissolution only 
by investigation. Then, liberation will arise by the mere 
dissolution of the mind. 

1919. When the entity called mind, which has placed its zeal 
in activity, has vanished, the living being is declared as 
liberated. He is certainly not born again. 

TTR » 

1920. Rama! The mind of the awakened in this world is only 
Brahman. It is certainly not another. For persons having the 
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perception (or idea) of the generality of water, the wave is 

not different from the ocean.* 

wdwmHMi ti5T ii^wi (vv*-*> 

1921. When the mind is destroyed completely due to the 
perpetual contemplation of the non-existence (of the objec¬ 

tive world), then, there arises the state of totality of 

existence to one whose nature is Universal Consciousness. 

(iv) uttriteTzp&TZT: n The means for the control of the 

mind. 

* yicytra xnit ^3 ftrn i ( 
URT *TtT 119^11 (VSS'VO 

1922. The mind cannot be controlled without blameless (or 
proper) means, as a mad and wicked elephant (cannot be 

controlled) without a goad. 

f%RT fiRvid I 

HMifn ^ IR^M 

1923. They consider those persons as ones resorting to 
violent (disciplines), who subdue the mind or their body, 
situated not far from the mind, abandoning the proper 
means. They approach one danger (or fear) from another 
and proceed from one trouble to another. 

f§r*3^T: it gdlT^rifil < (V^“3<0 

% EraaEa 113011 

1924. Those stupid persons who strive to bring about the 
conquest of the mind by force, (try to) bind a wild lordly 
elephant by lotus-fibres. 
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T?ct ^ I 

TJdiwi ^gl; yPn Raxi'n*) tl^^U (S-^'R-'^V) 

1925. The acquisition (or mastery) of the science of the 
Supreme Spirit, the association of sages, the complete 
renunciation of desires and the stopping of the movements 
of prana - these are indeed the perfect means in the 
conquest of the mind. 

^44foLlr’U4<\fcll£l«!4| M¥IIU|£t » 

^ U^tl (VVWV4) 

1926. Well! As the mind is extinguished through arresting 
(its movement) by the effort of one’s own intellect (or will), 
so, it is not (quelled) through series of religious rites, 
sacrifices, learning, holy places and penance. 

eR| 

1927. The mind-goblin is conquered quickly only by one’s 
own effort in the form of one’s awareness (of the conscious 
Self), having renounced the object desired with diligence. 

1928. The mind arrives at oneness with Consciousness here 
by the power of firm practice, through investigation with 
discrimination alone, on account of its nature being a part of 
Consciousness. 

PUUW: I 

fagrfrci ^ n^mi ( v** 

1929. The mind is surely conquered by him who remains 
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untainted giving up the object desired, as an elephant with a 

bad tusk (is conquered) by one with a (good) tusk. 

fW TFT I 

ch<hhim«*hi*4T m GfdAui fanivKi 113511 

1930. Rama! This fickleness of that mind is called nescience 
(or ignorance). Destroy that, called the abode of desires, / 

investigation. 

^TT Hh1hi«hI ^RR! RjftRFrRT I 

rtf rTT ll^Vgll 

1931. Whatever desire called the mind, having its interior 

infused (with mental impressions), rises, let the wise man 
remove that. Then, there would be the destruction o 

nescience (or ignorance). 

«Tt: H5T 'fieiFta f? TT^STT I 

3imwi *tt ^ H3£ii (v^-?'®) 

1932. Son! This extreme indifference towards all objects in 
every way is indeed the means for the conquest of the min 

?IMI4c|«M)*llc4 ■WHIVi | 

^ Hl^ rtcT: 11 ^^11 ( 

1933. The mind would meet with the state of cessation that 
is its own destruction, through knowledge. Also, it does not 
resort to (or seize) the movement of prana. Then, peace is 
indeed left remaining. 

^m^Miyiife4l*f: snm^d^l: irsoii 

1934. The unreality of all objects surely rises from know¬ 
ledge. Then, on account of the destruction of desires (or 
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Cental impressions), there is the absence (or separation) of 
(the movements of) prana and the mind. 

1935. King! This investigation of one’s own self, bearing the 
form, “Who may I be?”, is considered as the fire in the 
burning of the seed of the evil tree that is the mind. 

TO ^TTH TR3 *TleRl^ I 

cTTCRT (W^-^) 

1936. Desire does not rise for that wise man whose stupidity 
has been destroyed on account of the direct perception that 
everything is Brahman, as a receptacle of water (does not 
appear) in a sandy desert. 

(iv) a. it Knowledge as the means. 

*£foM4Wll'|k» 
^ ^SyitSSf TOFrfd irs^ll (V*-**V^*> 

1937. The giving up of the ego (or the sense of “I” which is 
the root of all thoughts) is easier to perform than even the 
splitting off of a flower or the winking of the eyes. There is 
not even a little trouble in this matter. 

tot ^3 % 1 

crcg ironi ( w** V^) 

1938. Son! As this is in this manner, so do I tell you. Hear 
this. An object which is accomplished by mere ignorance 
vanishes by knowledge. 

TOT TTOT 1 

1TOTTTOTO: qfrifa TOT 1*T«znOTT^f»frI: ll*mi 
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1939. As the snake-nature (or the appearance of a snake) in 
a rope and as the impression of water- in a sandy desert is 
false perception, so, the ego (or the sense of “I ) also 
appears falsely. 

cR^TFTcT: TTPrt WfJI *Hldd*i ll'X^II 

1940. “Thinking is my fictitious form since I am not this 
(thought-process).” The mind calmed (or extinguished) 
through the renunciation of that (thinking) in this manner, is 
the eternal Brahman (or the Absolute Reality). 

(iv) b. n The eradication of imagination. 

MgcMH fa^dddl I (VWV®) 

intvaii (v$3-4«) 

1941. Imagination is the bondage of the mind. Its absence is 
the state of freedom. Due to absence of imagination, there 
arises the state of no-mind. Liberation arises due to that 
(state). 

1942. This falsity of the world has risen only as mere 
imagination. Sage! It vanishes somewhere by the mere 
absence of imagination. 

dMVIl^ It dMVIl'dfrd I 

ifigPKt IIWI 

1943. Wise One! When imagination has ceased, all this 
suffering of the world would indeed be extinguished even 
from the root. 
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WRt l 

few feuntd "fag ^Qi^imoU ('S-'Vtf-v 4 ) 

**4. Sage! Having cut (or destroyed) imagination by 
pagination alone and the mind by one’s own mind, you 

muh?'11 y°Ur OW" SClf' What difflculty is *ere in just so 

}945- By the effort in (bringing about) the destruction of 
imagination, one does not seek (or arrive at) fears (or 
dangers). By the mere absence of thought, imagination is 
destroyed of its own accord. 

^ 'frrtomyM ‘MlctfantUu^ » 

n^u 

1946. By whom imagination is to be destroyed, it is over¬ 
come by him with ease even in half the twinkling of the eye, 
through the absence of thought (or feeling). 

<*wrMd <*wrmifa<: I 

1947. The knowers (of the process) of imagination declare 
only the I-thought (or the feeling of “I”) as imagination. 
Contemplation of that (I-thought) in the sense of the space 
(of Consciousness) is called the renunciation of imagination. 

(iv) c. n Dissatisfaction in objects of enjoyment. 

'ntaj » (>{-^<A-^) 
zmt tgRgqtt dd^tdi im^u ( 

1948. Only the desire for objects of pleasure is bondage. 
Renunciation of that is called liberation. From whatever 
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thing one becomes discontented, he is liberated from that- 

^TT^TFF^f: fc^dlfrclAcl $ I 

d<rH<5 ^RTT immi ('tf-^V'*) 

1949. What is the use of other scriptural compositions? 1^* 

one perform only this. Whatever is pleasing here, let one 

perceive all that as poison and fire. 

^TRTT €tepEld^^^T»ll-Mfd HdHlfa I 

dlcl^cllT^: Wd ffd 9jfd: im*ll (VSWO 

1950. If dissatisfaction towards objects of enjoyment is born 
for a living being even slightly, then, by that much alone, 
that person has very much attained to the Supreme Position. 

Thus (says) the sacred text. 

d VJcMlfyidi I 

d W ldc|fd4dlddj|Ut^ ^<1^1-0 imvall ( 

1951. As long as dissatisfaction in objects of enjoyment, 
which is destructive of worldly existence, is not bom, so 
long, the highest happiness producing success is not 

obtained. 

dicr^dPd ^nrrotgdrfdd: i 

fbKfd «4lctelH4lPd ?tf|d: im<Sfl 

1952. As long as these embodied beings, dwelling in the pit 
(or well) of worldly life, do not attain indifference to worldly 
objects, so long, they wander about in troubles (or sorrows). 

3tidner^ch^^m ftdnmfddddT i 

f^lfdMI-Mlfd tu)Rc||l!M)M|««^d> IIV?II (VTX-’O) 

1953. This highest dissatisfaction in sense-objects attains to 
permanence in the heart by the vision of the Self, like Sri (or 
the Goddess of Wealth) in the hollow of a lotus. 
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T^ftTO: ^«n ll^oH (VR'*-'V3) 

1954. There is desirelessness on the vision of the Absolute 

and there is the Supreme Vision on the absence of desire. 
These two visions exist reciprocally to each other as the 
states of the light and the lamp. 

1955. Investigation arises from blaming the objects of 

enjoyment and the reproach of objects of enjoyment arises 

from investigation. Resorting to the greatest human effort, 
let one have dissatisfaction in objects of enjoyment. 

C^TT W^RW (VT*-?o) 

1956. Son! This dissatisfaction in sense-objects being prac¬ 
tised gradually, attains to clear manifestation all round, as a 
creeper wetted by sprinkling water. 

ip ^ TOrat i ( 

1957. Son! Happiness (or prosperity) is not obtained here 
(in this world) without human effort. (Dissatisfaction in 
objects of enjoyment) is indeed not obtained, without 
having been repeatedly practised, by one with a dishonest 
nature, though he is longing for it. 

(iv) d. wfeufcUfifaRi: n The method of restraining the 
sense-organs. 

■CRt I 
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1958. What the mind thinks of (or follows), these functions 
of all the organs of sense accomplish that in a moment, as 

ministers (fulfil) the command of a king. 

dWIHHl^yw »T d><Hrl 1 

1959. Therefore, he obtains peace by his conscious effort 
within, who does not make (or is not engaged in) mental 

investigation into the objects (of the world). 

*R ul-frMinfers fsraT I 

I960. Resorting to superior manliness with diligence and 
supreme purpose, let one eradicate completely from the 
mind, the thought in the form of desire for objects of 

enjoyment, along with the roots. 

forlfrf^pid-IKII Hldd» <T3nTF5RJ: I 

1961. The mind is the leader of the army of the sense- 
organs. Victory arises by the conquest of that (mind). Is not 
the earth just covered by leather, to one with his feet 

covered by sandals? 

fd^didl^PTRtTI I 

dltMIdlfd^Vl 

1962. One who is possessed of discrimination and has a 
noble mind is declared as one who has conquered his senses. 
He is not bewildered by the force of the waves of desires in 
the ocean of worldly life. 

(iv) e. WHHirUW: it Renunciation of desires. 

dl+lAd H??KM fdfig ^rRT: I 

twrfeft dKHKII 3gTgH: 11^811 (WT***0 
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*963. King! Know that desire alone is the essential nature of 
the mind. The word “mind” is declared to be a synonym of 
desire. 

d^wmdmctK^nvaoii 

1964. As a dream-body is not real on account of the 
thorough knowledge of a dream, so, this (physical body), 

though experienced, is unreal on account of the thinness of 
desires. 

1965. That is called the state of liberation while living, not 
completely understood by the unliberated, which is the state 
of existence of the living ones here, with the desires 
destroyed. 

-^T tivs^ll ('tf-^'S-^) 

1966. That is called the Truth (or Reality) which is the state 
of the purified mind on the complete removal of all desires. 
That state is declared to be the stainless Consciousness. 

tTT ^ni fsrf^g; ^ uvj^n (h-^-vs) 

1967. High-minded Rama! Know that as desire, a fetter and 
a subjection, which is this idea within oneself, viz., “let this 
be mine.” 

diAdi Ticl^TT^j, ^ Ttcfcfl l 

1968. The highly noble and great-minded one reaches the 

J 
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Absolute Reality, having renounced this idea in respect of 
all objects, good or bad, at all times. 

1969. Remain like the great ocean which is undisturbed, 
having renounced the desire for liberation or bondage (in 
physical life), the state of pleasure or pain and the desire for 
good or bad. 

(iv) (e) (i) n Censure of desire. 

diifoomfoRk-tiuMi f=R*i ‘JTrTT feotiR-nl iivs^ii 

1970. Desire is the unique jewel-casket of the pains of old 
age and death. It is always the intoxicated player of the 
sports of mental and physical ailments. 

IIV9V9H (VS'S-*) 

1971. Rows of owls that are sins (or defects) become 
manifest in the sky of the mind here, on account of desire 
which is the endless night of darkness of the heart. 

*nfcr 4Vcihih. i 
-ggrf?r tH?t *iw£r nv9<sn (VSV*°) 

1972. The person struck by desire cries, falls and is be¬ 
wildered. He goes to the state of meanness with visible 
dejection, his mind frustrated and vitality destroyed. 

4)4^ 4l4fl: %?TT c^rlT 414Pfl 414d: I 

qffefr 414fr ^4 <juH4chi 414^ nvg^n 

1973. The hairs of the ageing wear out. The teeth of one 
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growing old wither away. Everything grows old and is 

royed. The one desire alone does not wear out. 

(iv) (e) (ii) mrftsfrra frdwZaH. n Nothing whatever 

is fit to be abandoned or acquired in this 
world. 

mila WhCn thC cxtcnded city in the heart imagined by the 
wha. 1S demohshed or has undergone development, say, 

“at is grown or what is diminished and to whom? 

'StT# Hd^ll 

1975. What is fit to be acquired in this world, having the 
‘“variable act of displaying manifoldness and being unreal 
everywhere, which the wise man may seek for? 

^ 3tI^TT: ) 

1976. What may be fit to be abandoned in this triple world, 
being real everywhere and consisting of Brahman, the 
Absolute Reality, which the wise ones may avoid? 

1977. Life is transient like the water hanging upon a mass of 
clouds dispersed by wind. Enjoyments are fickle as lightn¬ 
ing, flashing in the middle of a collection of clouds. The 
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indulgences of youth are flowing (or unsteady) like a current 
of water. The body has its disappearance in a moment. Son! 
Having attained to fear on account of worldly existence, let 
Liberation (or absorption in the Absolute Reality) be 

sought. 

(iv) (e) (iii) •aw-Uranh fgfenr: // The renunciation of 

desires is twofold. 

cMUHMJHll TT*T I 

fgflrsr: ii^ii 

1978. Lotus-eyed Rama! Giver of respect! The renunciation 
of desires everywhere is declared to be of two kinds by those 
who know it — (renunciation of) what is to be known and 

(renunciation of) what is to be thought of. 

&l4c| tiwq 'Mh) I 

11dmi 

1979. Rama! Both these renunciations are equal and stand 
in the position of liberation. Both these have gone to the 
state of Brahman; both are free from affliction. 

(iv) (e) (iii) (a) utUrWU: it The renunciation of what is 

thinkable (or to be thought of). 

ajgfrri MciigrfrnTta ^ i 

n<£^n 

w i 
^ ^ trejfsf ffrr iidV9ii (vs V£) 

3T=rT:?ftrT^TT aJ^ZJT 3>4<*4I cfl'cWn I 

4* ^ 7T*T H ehlEfcl: U66U ( V*VS) 

1980 to 1982. Rama! “I am of these objects. These are my 
life. I am not anybody without these. Without me, these 
indeed are not.” Having ascertained in this manner within 
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and having investigated (the Truth) with the mind simul- 

neously, when it is recognised. “1 am not of the object; 
here is no object for me," by the intellect which is cool 

•thin and performing action with ease, that renunciation of 

esirds indeed known as dhyeya-tyaga (or renunciation of 
^nat is thinkable). 

clictreii c|i*Hi -jj; \ 

983. He is called one liberated while living who, having 
enounced desire consisting of his ego (or sense of self) with 
ase, lives abandoning what is thinkable (or to be thought) 

(iv) (e) (iii) (b) frxnm: n The renunciation of what is 
knowable (or to be known). 

w*n«4i ^ \ 

1984. That is the destruction of desire (called) jneya-tyaga 
(or giving up the knowable or what is to be known), 
accomplishing which destruction of desire, after having 
known everything with sameness (as Brahman), one gives 
up the body without the sense of "mine." 

ctlckdl cfHrHi •*Tct: I 

H (VSV?) 

1985. Rama! Know him as the liberated one full of renun¬ 
ciation of what is knowable (or to be known), who has 
arrived at repose (or final emancipation) having given up 
desire that is the grasping (of the known) having no roots; 
(i.e., even nescience which is the root-cause of perception of 
the world is brought to an end). 
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(iv) (e) (iv) cuw-Hrmnalari: n The means for the renun¬ 

ciation of desires. 

ctmnifcci Tjt^nfsfenrfcr ii^n 

1986. The one bound by desire is indeed bound. Liberation 
would be the destruction of desires. Having completely 
renounced desires, you give up even the desire for libe¬ 
ration. 

dltHfldfcMI: dldrdl fdMddlfadl: I 

1987. Having renounced at first the dark desires steeped in 
objects of sense, take hold of the stainless desire called the 
feeling of friendship (or kindness) and the like. 

dWUlTb Mfidl'Jd Hlfa<4chHdlM I 

3TH: IIT*II 

1988. Having renounced even that (pure desire) within and 
though acting (in the world) with those (pure desires), 
become one having the desire for mere Consciousness, with 

all desires extinguished within. 

feR«HI&TFTt d-rMd II8mI 

1989. Then, having renounced even that (desire for mere 
Consciousness) which is accompanied by the mind and the 
intellect, renounce that by which you give up (such desire), 
having steady and deep contemplation on the residual 
Reality. 

^1 fd ft TrftTdF,^ I 

clWdi cdRldK W ll^^ll (^-^V9-9?) 
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WIMi^ -H^d: H^vsu (>J-^\9-9>s) 

1990, 1991. Virtuous One! Full of Consciousness, having 
given up, even with the roots, grasping of sense-perceptions, 
time, light, darkness and the like, desire and the desirer, 
attended with the movement of prapa, you become one with 
a calm intellect placid as the sky. May you be such an 
honoured one! 

Rcjim TTgmRt: | 

MdoUit: Tt \\^6\\ (-*-^vs-^) 

1992. That high-minded one who remains unbewildered, 
having renounced quite everything from the heart, is libe¬ 
rated. He is the Supreme God. 

■HMlfcragt cETtffqr HT c*7Tt<3 c*T I 

l^irera^rfwt *|cfi udi-dmvw: u^n 

1993. Let him perform or not perform works as also 
absorption in the Supreme Spirit (or samadhi). The one who 
has given up all efforts (or hopes) by the mind has (reached) 
the highest abode and is already liberated. 

dwr«ff ^ d-wivyfitw cbtffvf: i 

^ wn«tFT3nzTr«n u^oou (>s-^-^\s) 

1994. For him whose mind is desireless, there is no purpose 
(served) by inactivity nor there is any purpose (served) by 
actions; nor by deep contemplation and muttered prayers. 

^ ^ sublet I 

ctPFRTT rRP U^O^II (VV^'S-'R'O 

1995. For him whose stupidity has been destroyed by the 
contemplation that everything is Brahman, desire does not 
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rise, as a lake (does not appear) in a sandy desert for an 

intelligent person. 

TUT CTPFFTT I 

TTfa ^ ll^o^ll 

1996. Rama! By the knowledge of the highest Truth, desire 
is removed with roots, like plenty of darkness by a lamp and, 

Light arrives. 

(iv) (f) 3/gd>/<)^e»-/q n Eradication of the Ego (or the 

sense of self). 

wflddlflld *rTC3FT: *R: ll^o^ll (k-W-t*) 

1997. When the cloud of Ego (or individuality) is destroyed 
and the stainless sky of Consciousness is spread, the Su¬ 
preme Sun that is one’s own Light (of Consciousness) surely 

attains to fijll development (or grandeur). 

1998. As long as the moonlight of Consciousness is covered 
by the cloud of ego within, so long, it does not open the 
(flower of the) water-lily that is the Supreme Reality. 

1999. The tree of the mind, with branches, fruits and 
blossoms (that are the objects of the world), has the sense of 
“I” as its seed. Eradicate that with roots and be one having 
the sky (of Consciousness) as your heart (or essence). 

3Tg^lc^>tSnr: *RIT •yM’MIdldehlRuH I 

d<*«llc||'4<4»4l&h,ft8dl VIM¥llfc*41 11*0^11 (V^*9V?^) 
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2000. (Pure) Being is changing with the delusion of 
thoughts on account of raising up I-ness (or the sense of 
“I”). From its absence (arises) the state of fixity in one’s real 
nature alone, which is endowed with Peace. 

ar&MicitsfoM'rii'Mi ii*o\s»i (v^-sv^) 

2001. The Ego, whose nature is self-conceited (or referring 
all objects to self), is declared to be the first root (or origin) 
of this worldly delusion which is born like the colour of the 
sky. 

^1*1 ^ (V?'4-^) 

2002. This world-tree is of such kind that it is bom from the 
seed of ego. When the seed is burnt by the fire of know¬ 
ledge, nothing whatever is bom. 

(iv) (f) (i) t&rfafzT: ii The method of eradicatng 
the Ego. 

g n'soRn I 

U^o^ll (VVA-^) 

2003. That ego, being looked at, certainly does not exist at 
any time. (When investigated by inward contemplation, the 
ego vanishes.) Its knowledge is only so much. By this 
(investigation) alone, it is destroyed completely. 

taH|M4lhl||chl> I 

^ ll^oH 

2004. The ego does not grow when one is established in his 
own Self which is stainless, having the form of the mirror of 
mere Consciousness, through the investigation of its nature 
as follows. 
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ft* ^ I 
F >*IF^ IUSSII ('tf-^V'#*) 

2005. “This wealth of jugglery (that is the objective world) 

is false. Of what use are love and aversion to me?” Through 

investigation in this manner within, the ego is not born. 

3Tt ft ^ I 
■HMdKli yfJvtl-Ui Sfdtft ll**?N (*-«-**) 

2006. The ego does not grow when equanimity has settle 
down within, on the destruction of the perceptions of what is 

fit to be abandoned or accepted, in this manner, viz., “I am 

indeed the world.” 

(iv) (f) (ii) n The attainment of the Supreme 

Experience (of the Reality). 

Vll’tft c?PrTS)M<d) fHf*l«&kchlMJch4ui: 1 

aftftrgegrn^rn^Hiqf mr*n 

2007, 2008. Let one who is tranquil, self-controlled, with¬ 
drawn from works performed for particular objects that are 
forbidden and from pleasure arising from the contact of the 
senses with their objects, endowed with faith and sitting on a 
soft seat with the activities of his sense-organs and the mind 
subdued, utter the syllable OM as long as (or until) the mind 

is appeased. 

&||U||4||ij FF: 3>dr<4'rl:<4>'lU|^a&4) | 

$f^lu*lltfVM«llft>K)'UI: 71^: 71^: lUtmi (W*S***) 

2009. Let him then perform pranayama (or control of 
breath) for the purification of the internal organ, (the mind 
and the intellect). Then, let him draw off the sense-organs 
from their objects, slowly. 
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WTO: I 

(ws^d-*) 

2010. Having known that from which occurs the birth of the 
body, the senses, the mind, the intellect and the knower of 
the body (or the individualised consciousness), let him then 
dissolve them into the respective Cosmic Elements. 

tsrcifa 3rem %K3T tWWfi rm: WH. 1 

fere: UTO«*»Hul tl^vstl (WS^d-«0 
Vwil^ tnftfdr » 

^5TH ^Ut U^dll 

2011,2012. Abiding first in the body, and in the mind there 
beyond that body, and abiding afterwards in the unmanifest 
substance (from which the body and the mind arise), let him 
abide in the Supreme Cause. Let him dissolve the earthen 
part of flesh and the like in the Earth element and the 
watery part of blood and the like in the Water element. Let 
him cast the fiery part into the Fire element. 

xt 

^tatii'Mii<u4h£i«i ii^wi (ws^d-vs) 

n^ou 

(ws^d-d) 

2013, 2014. Let him cast the. airy (part) into the great Air 
element and the etheric (part) into the Ether element. 
Having placed the sense-organs, endowed with the charac¬ 
teristics of the ear and others for the accomplishment of the 
enjoyment of the doer (or the individual soul), in the 
respective subtle elements — Earth and others — which are 
their origins, let him place his ears into the Quarters and cast 
his skin into Lightning. [The Quarters, Lightning and other 
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entities in the following verses constitute the traditional 

divinities presiding over the sense-organs.] 

SHOT cjpft cIItH-hD Mlfuifit^ fePirMhl IH99U 

(V3-W-9) 

2015. Let him cast the eye into the orb of the Sun and the 
tongue into the Waters. Let him cast the vital energy into 
the Air, the speech into the Fire and the hand into Indra. 

faujft wmSSrnR: tn^ *TF3 rT^ ^ I 

cfryqCl fd^VI^ IH93H 

<V9-W-*°) 

2016. Having given up his feet to Vi$nu, the anus (or the 
excretory organ) to Mitra and the generative organ to 
Ka£yapa, let him place his mind in the Moon. 

4tg|(ui ch<U|^ddl: I (W*90S9) 

^ '«i«ikh4) ^ II393H 

(WW"**) 

2017. Let him give the intellect to Brahma. These are the 
divine powers of the organs of sense (according to tradi¬ 
tion). Thus, having resigned his body, let him think: “I am 
Virat (or the Cosmic Being).” 

fffgrru^i-H: Herat snj: i 

3TT«TR: UctytlMi ebHui dg<lgdH. IHWI (VHW'W) 

2018. That Lord who is the Deity, half male and half 
female, exists within the Cosmos and is the support of all 
beings; therefore, he is declared as the Cause (of this 

Cosmos). 

oijtfRaid: Il39mi (V?-93^-^) 
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2019. He is of the form of the creation from a sacrifice and 
is settled in the function of the world. 

stress tqifrg. i 
stfiw erpft wnci^T ■grsj ^st i 

’TOST H*Hdld4frl«t»KU) U^^ll (V^“^4-^V9) 

2020. (Now), Having merged the Earth in Water, let him 
cast Water into Fire. Having merged Fire in Air, let him cast 
Air into Ether and Ether into the Great Sky which is the 
cause of birth of all things (in the world). 

2021, 2022. Having remained in that (Great Sky) for a 
moment, let the yogin, bearing a body which is only subtle 
and then gone outside the world in part (due to transcending 
the body), think there, “I am the Self’. Wise men consider 
this (consisting of) desires or mental impressions, the five 
subtle elements, the store of karma (or actions), nescience, 
the ten organs of sense, the mind and the intellect as the 
subtle body. 

^g*f*3lt53|3fc> •AJdt^MottaRWT: I 

( WS^-^o) 

3t<f»fd %t%fsqpTT^> xf* ^Juj^U^oll 

2023, 2024. This Brahma is the one established in the subtle 
elements (of sound, touch, form, taste and smell) in the 
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beginning (prior to the dissolution of the Cosmos, as their 
presiding Deity). Let the wise one, resigning the subtle body 
in the subtle unmanifest primary substance (or germ of 
nature) in which the world exists freed from name and form, 
(be established in the Self). Some call that (unmanifest 
primary substance) as Nature; some as Maya (or Illusion); 

others as atoms. 

(*/t-W***) 

2025. Others, whose minds are confused by logic, call it as 
Avidya (or Nescience). All things, having arrived at dis¬ 
solution, exist in that (primary substance) possessing an 

unmanifest nature. 

^Tr^STSlT rTct: I 

fdgfcl dMdjfe: II 

2026. (They remain) without relationship and without en¬ 
joying (or experiencing due to conscious existence). Again 
they spring up from that (unmanifest substance). They 
indeed remain in that natural state till creation takes place. 

31W: TOMsHi | 

2027. From this, having given up the three states (gross, 
subtle and causal or waking, dreaming and sleeping), let 
him meditate on the immutable fourth state. For attaining 
that, let him enter the Supreme (undivided Consciousness) 

having dissolved the subtle body. 

(iv) (f) (iii) JTfefr n The removal of all 
defects (or sins) when the Ego has vanished. 

mRwKUI favjfPMa H^XIt (X-3V3<0 
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2028. Whatever impurity here in the nature of pleasure and 
pain arrives in worldly existence, that manifests itself as a 
modification of the wheel of ego (or the sense of “I”). 

^nai: ftrot -q 

2029, 2030. When the mind, which is called the ego, has 
vanished or has its form vanishing, the defects such as greed 
and delusion, produced even forcibly (by external 
circumstances) do not stain the white (or pure) heart, as 
waters (do not smear) a lotus. The graces of joy and the like 
never leave the face. 

MUdjU 1% II^Vsll (W^V*) 

2031. The knots of desires completely snap successively, as 
if they are cut. Anger arrives at thinness. Delusion attains to 
a feeble state. 

cfeiifii I 

^§R»: 4bx|£fc: ll^dtl 

(VV«^) 

2032. Lust suffers fatigue. Avarice runs somewhere. The 
sense-organs do not sport very much. Dejection does not 
spring up intensely. 

2033. Pains do not grow near and pleasures do not dance. 
Equanimity, bestowing coolness, rises in the heart every¬ 
where (or at all times). 

3S 
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(iv) (g) // The practice of non-attachment. 

^TtS^FTWt clliTHUil; I 

2034. That essence which is desire, existing within (mental) 
consciousness that is the seed of birth, causes the rising forth 
of the sprout (of world-experience). Burn that with the fire 

of non-attachment. 

3T^T: 4Um*l|jft I 

3T=rt: IH'SSU (V^VS-^o) 

2035. The person who has attachment within, is sunk in the 
ocean of worldly existence. But, the one who is liberated 
from attachment within, has crossed over the ocean of 

worldly existence. 

Ph4c6 1%ItT I 
^tefrflTOl H^?ll (<*-*V9-^) 

2036. The mind which is not attached (to the world) is 
stainless and is liberated though manifestly worldly. But the 
mind that is attached is one having extreme bondage, 
though endowed with penance of long duration. 

-H-HfodctVId: faddl I 

2037. On account of attachment, all the heaps of pains are 
spread out. All the uninterrupted series of pains approach 
the mind attached (to the world). 

3<«<ui41 f? «<**tsil i 
rt«ta fTTKEm^sr: n***ii (v^»-T*) 

2038. As the connection between water and a piece of wood 
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(floating on it) is almost unreal, so also, there is the false 
connection between the body and the Supreme Self. 

^«1IcmAc4IH4I felct: I 

d'^M'l'l -gaR^t *Mctd)fd 

2039. Only on account of the thought of the body, the Self is 

under the influence of the pains of the body. Wise men 
consider that It is freed from that (distress of the body) by 
the renunciation of that (thought). 

(vv»w*) 

2040. The Consciousness that is the Self is stainless, eternal, 
free from defects and is its own Light. But, the body is 
perishable and possessed of impurity. How is it connected 
with (or bound to) that (Self)? 

f%rsnhj £fcf&T^<4ick4fvsitq i 

Hlwfnct llVS'ail (^-V^-6) 

2041. Reposing solely in Consciousness, which is resting on 
objects to be known (only) a little, let the mind remain with 
the Self as its delight, as if it were tasteless everywhere. 

'•Tt ll^^n 

2042. Abiding there, devoid of attachment (to any object), 
let the individualised consciousness (or the soul), which has 
arrived at the state of absence of individuality, perform or 
not perform all this work (relating to the world). 

2043. He does not rejoice in inactivity nor does he cling to 
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actions. He is considered as completely unattached, who is 
perfectly even (under both circumstances), giving up the 

fruits (of actions). 

fgrfSg ll^koll (W-X) 

2044. “AH this, in entirety, is the Self. What shall I seek for 
and what shall I renounce?” Know such a state of non¬ 
attachment as the state of the person who is liberated while 

living. 

UeJ<*>4l*K’liU{lHi ^ chtfuil I 

Pl^ui Zt: MRrMtrfl ^SURHZFT ( W’*) 

2045. He is considered as thoroughly unattached, who is 
completely renouncing skilfully the fruits etc., of all actions, 
by the mind alone and not by action (i.e., actually). 

ufo>HI ctPFFn W ^ ^fcT <4>«^ 

2046. That is described as attachment which is this impure 
desire producing the feelings of joy and anger on the 
existence and non-existence respectively of objects. 

rfrfrdi tuffaMKireif ctum i ( v* v*<0 

dlUU^llUdi ’Br n^^ll ( VSV<^) 

2047. Desire, liberated from joy and dejection, is pure. 
Know that (pure desire), having the name (or sense) of non¬ 
attachment, as existing till the body (lasts, for the liberated 

one). 

3>efcftS3»4d4)ct mu I I 

3g|€fg ddUff fdgafrm: 

2048. Wise men consider that as non-attachment, which is 
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the non-immersion by the mind in good or bad actions, for 
one doing or not doing them. 

3ttot i 

TOT ci*}d Us ||^^|| (V^-'R^-'R'O 

2049. Or, the destruction of desire alone is considered as 
non-attachment. Acquire only that (non-attachment) inter¬ 
nally by some means or other. 

(iv) (h) imvitfsnfiri: ii The attainment of equanimity. 

tot %^h£ qhriVmtl tot » 
**<s»di TOT 

2050. Do not suffer dejection among things fit to be aban¬ 
doned, nor be intent on things fit to be acquired. Having 
given up the perceptions of what is fit to be abandoned or 
acquired, attain to the state of purity abiding in the residual 
Reality. 

^dldd^Mdl TOfdTO^T 'dPsSjdil 

2051. As long as the perceptions of what is fit to be 
abandoned or acquired, of (or arising in) the mind, are not 
destroyed, so long, equanimity does not shine, as moonlight 
in the sky with clouds. 

<&Rvd TO: I 
dfwvil^fd -TOdt ymaU ^ n^q<s.n 

2052. Equanimity does not rise in him whose mind is tossed 
about thus: “this is a worthless thing and this is the real 
thing”, as a cluster of blossoms (does not appear) in a 
Sakhota tree. 
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^e*d|iJ«*dNU|l ^75T <<4l«4k*mRl<4lRrfl I 

fJMdl ^T^idl dsf ^rTt ^F^WTRFfl ll*V?ll ( VSV^*0 

2053. Where there is proper or improper desire manifesting 
gain or loss, there, how can equanimity or purity, possessing 
the lustre of desirelessness (or indifference to the world), 

exist? 

(iv) (h) (i) // The joy of equanimity. 

2054. That highest imperishable happiness which is ob¬ 
tained through equanimity, is not obtained through sove¬ 
reignty, nor through association with lovely women. 

4U«>h*«imi¥mh. i 

4l4g:<4lrimu4)< fctfe 1 • 

2055. Rama! Know equanimity as the cloud in (cooling) the 
heat (of the sun) in the form of all pains, as (the remedy) 
destroying the fever of agitation and as the utmost limit of 
pacification (or cessation) of pairs of opposites (like 

pleasure and pain or heat and cold). 

HsSddfa I 

HHHrfa ^ 3PTTf^T IIWII (*/*“W-^®) 

2056. Men of equal vision do not at all go to the state of 
unpleasantness, even in great pleasures and pains which are 

terrible and continual. 

(iv) (h) (ii) u4<H’*j<aq ii Brotherhood of All. 

3T*T %f?l Iium I 
4dl<^RdHi 3 fa<ldlcHl/lc) gft; 11^5,^11 (V$6-^S) 
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2057. The consideration that “this one is a kinsman and this 
one is not,” is of (or cherished by) persons who have a mean 
mind. But, for persons possessing a noble behaviour, the 
intellect is quite free from coverings (or restraints). 

T -tTZli ^ duffel ^ -QFtm | 

2058. “There is no place where I am not; there is nothing 
which is not mine.” Having ascertained in this manner the 
intellect of the wise (or self-possessed ones) is quite free 
from coverings (or restraints). 

2059. Rama! All classes of beings are indeed your kinsmen. 
None whatever of these beings are very much unconnected 
to you. 

sm nrs/iitfit^r*. ii^^u (v^o-m) 

2060. How indeed can there be that understanding, “this is 
a kinsman and this is a stranger”, of the Self who is existing 
in oneness and is all-pervading? 

(iv) (i) cbuf'Wci: a The non-existence of activity. 

eh'Btw 1 

TFT: ll^Vdll 

2061. As lamp-black is diminished (or lost) of its own 
accord on the loss of blackness, so, the mind is destroyed on 
the disappearance of activity which is of the nature of 
movement (of consciousness). 
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TTcJT (Vc4g4lf|jTlef>4uTt: I 

2062. Between the two, mind and activity, which are ever 
united like fire and heat, on the absence (or annihilation) of 

either, both just vanish. 

UdifcMcd 1% «*>KU| dtMRrM'st II^<?n 

2063. Imagination (or desire) born out of ignorance of the 
Self is the cause of action. The cause of bondage is indeed 
the state of having imagination (or desire). Renounce that 

completely. 

?TFtT TT cf>4^trri II^Ooll 

2064. That is called renunciation of action, which is re¬ 
maining desireless without feeling, without objects to be 

known, calm, even and without utterance. 

(iv) (j) udr*wi: n Renunciation of everything. 

WJdrf dletdldtl ^ I 

yftr atidjid ch«24^ iiqvsqn (v^-w) 

2065. As long as everything is not renounced, so long, the 
Self is not obtained. On the complete renunciation of all 
states (of the mind), the residue is declared as the Self. 

<q««dMichi4 3nt4Hd tram nq^ii (v^-m) 

2066. King! Where the mind exerts itself thoroughly for 
obtaining (a thing), having given up other activity, it 
certainly obtains that; not another. 
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^ CbGa^w \ 
TT^ MI'dMtdfuddH^ U^vs^n ( V^rf-vs^) 

2067. By whom nothing whatever is acquired, by him who is 
fulfilled within, having obtained this excellent nectar (of 
Self-realisation), everything is obtained uninterruptedly. 

larf^ fy’dmlu'i 

2068. Virtuous One! Know the spontaneous renunciation of 
everything as the wish-fulfilling gem. You, having a pure 
mind, secure that which is the end of all pains. 

2069. Sinless One! Everything is obtained by pure and 
complete renunciation. Renunciation of everything is in¬ 
deed complete sovereignty. What can arise from the wish- 
fulfilling gem? 

(iv) (j) (i) Wifciti-»i*4Hc\WH n The nature of complete renun¬ 
ciation. 

2070. Virtuous King! Complete renunciation cannot hap¬ 
pen by giving up the body, by renouncing the kingdom, and 
by emaciation in hermitages and the like. 

KcUftct TTRt djisftei dflRct | (W^VVO 

n^^vsn ( w^V*<0 

2071. The mind is the origin of quite everything, as the seed 
of a tree (is the origin) of a tree. When the origin (or cause) 
of everything is renounced, everything is surely given up. 
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f%JrT fleffafa ^31 TF*T^ I 

f^rT^TFT lag: «RT: 11*0611 

(*/*-*«"**) 

2072. Son! They declare that the mind is everything. Having 
renounced that, you are eminent. People who know every¬ 
thing consider the renunciation of the mind as complete 

renunciation. 

Tt^TPT: fvcft *1^ (V*-*V3°) 

2073. Complete renunciation can be accomplished when 
everything is fully given up in that single Cause of every¬ 
thing, which is the All and which is everywhere. 

^fTTgrir? Rlchlc*<*>H, 1 

HU®H (*/*”*V**) 

2074. The entire collection of worlds, past, present and 
future, is taken within, like a thread by a pearl, by that 

person by whom everything is abandoned. 

(iv) (j) (ii) MgirUMH n The great renouncer. 

amfcmT g*a am h<umhi41 i 
f«piTT <^fd ftcUcfd H 11*6*11 

(VVWVW) 

2075. He is called a great renouncer, by whom virtue and 
vice, pleasure and pain and life and death are mentally 
renounced (without being affected by them). 

*icfrs$I: *k*Tc*I: Vl^r: flcf^T: fJcfRrgjaT: 1 

fsnn ^=T hRcmckii xi^IcUmH Tt 11*6*11 

<V*-«V**) 
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2076. He is called a great rcnouncer by whom all desires, all 
doubts, all efforts and all convictions (or investigations) are 
completely renounced mentally. 

2077. He is called a great renouncer who has the conviction 
within in this manner: “There is no body for me, nor even 
birth, nor proper or improper actions.” 

2078. He is called a great renouncer by whom the reality of 
the state of the mind, along with the pains of the body, the 
mind and the senses, is surely abandoned. 

M^cMbfl ~5^T 

2079. He is called a great renouncer by whom all righteous 
and unrighteous deeds (of the body), the thinking of the 
mind and desire are renounced internally. 

^ TT int^n ( 

2080. All this is perceived as much as the grasping of objects 
j (by the mind). He is called the great renouncer by whom 
| that (grasping) is well renounced. 

(iv) (j) (iii) ll The fruit of renunciation. 

^ -grefr si$p& » (W<*wO 
-mw-w n*4V9u (vs-<*w*> 

! 2081. Everything is indeed given to him who does not take 

1 
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anything whatever. Quite everything waits upon him who 

gives up everything. 

(iv) (k) uwvhh (wmfv:) n Profound meditation on (or 
absorption of the mind in) Absolute Conscious¬ 

ness. 

11 S i (VW*) 

2082. If only one can attain to fixity in the absorption of the 
mind in Absolute Consciousness without the distinction of 
the knower, the known and the knowing, then let him 
understand that as the stainless state (of liberation) resem¬ 

bling endless sleep. 

(iv) (k) (i) H»ifiiltiw*i n The nature of Samadhi (or 
Absorption of the mind in Absolute Con¬ 

sciousness). 

affcnFrROTrozr lit6*11 

2083. Even for one who has assumed the yogic pose Of 
padmasana and performed respectful salutations while re¬ 
peating the Veda (or the sacred scripture), (but) has an 
inherent nature that is not tranquil, what possibly is samadhi 
(or absorption in Absolute Consciousness) and how? 

iilotl: ^ g IISSoii (v^-4) 

2084. Revered One! Knowledge of the Reality, which is the 
fire for (burning) the straw in the form of all desires, is 
spoken of by the word “samadhi”; but not remaining 
silently. 
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wft mnfayu^ *rn M?tW^ us>«^u (w*-<0 

2085. Virtuous One! The Supreme Intelligence, which is 
composed (or concentrated), ever satisfied and perceiving 
things as they are (or truly), is described by the word 
“samadhi” by the wise. 

awjiam Pk^ki i 
3tt^RTT -£rtt: (V^-*o) 

2086. (The state having) a form more firm than the Meru 
mountain and which is undisturbed, free from ego and not 
falling upon pairs of opposites (like pleasure and pain), is 
described by the word “samadhi”. 

Ptfe^nsffermrmtsT i 

2087. The absolutely full (or self-satisfied) state of the mind 
free from thinking, which has obtained the desired object 
and is destitute of what is fit to be abandoned or acquired, is 
described by the word “samadhi”. 

^T: 3T«3f?T 4£<4dMlc<4pri<*> TR: 1 

2088. From which time forward, the mind is continually 
endowed with Consciousness, beginning from that, the 
samadhi of the high-souled one is not exterminated. 

2089. Highest desirelessness for objects of enjoyment is 
declared as samadhi. Intense (or firm) tastelessness in 
objects of sense is alone declared as dhyana (or meditation). 

I 
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4-tMlfaff RfTT: (^/?-XV^) 

2090. That indeed is saniadhi when tastelessness in objects 
of enjoyment has perforce arrived in meditation, along with 
coolness for calmness) in all affairs, on account of know¬ 

ledge. It is not any other state. 

szn4 ^ra1?r fddfumrreqe*TPirf*r d?^n (V^-'svsO 

2091. Right knowledge which is lofty, with the desires 
abandoned for ever, is meditation which has arrived at the 
state of Bliss that is Nirvana (or extinction of individuality 
and absorption in Absolute Consciousness). 

10. 
The Bliss of disappearance of the mind. 

’HVIbr) 1%PcT^n& '44l«H'<c4>rti rTJ: » 

?TTf?T Hl-MfM TFJ^T srlMl^n ^ Il^ll (X-^-^°) 

2092. The element of Joy which the body attains to when 
the goblin of the mind is extinguished, it does not reach that 

(Joy) even through sovereignty over the world. 

3Tf%Tdcdf f^RT qnRT#^T: IRII (*-*VT«) 

2093. I do not see among living beings another virtue (or 
felicity) except the state of absence of the mind, which is the 
arrival of the autumnal season for the mist that is the 
delusion arising from the fever of all desires. 

H TTcT ^p§rcTRtn*ftaRT I 

TTgrfsren yn-dRtdi ^zrnrr td^d^dT^ ii^ii c*-*v*<0 

2094. Those persons with tranquil minds, who have gone to 
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the state of absence of the mind through their lofty intellect, 
have alone arrived at the utmost limit of enjoyment of 
pleasures. 

2095. When copper that is the mind is purified and has gone 
to the state of gold that is the highest spiritual knowledge, 
there arises spontaneous happiness. Of what use are pieces 
of stone in the form of the body? 

V SI(I}IR«p; 

The Seven Stages of Knowledge (or the Seven Steps to Self- 
realisation). 

2096. Sinless One! Listen to this field of Knowledge having 
seven steps. By this, understood (by you), you will not sink 
into the mire of delusion again. 

cufMl 4\h*4jitchi: \ 

TTO T?ct IRtl (VU^) 

2097. Teachers speak of the steps of Yoga with many 
differences. But, these alone, which produce good, are 
certainly agreeable to me. 

1. ststr nan 

The first view. 

3TEpft«* I 

2098. Knowledge is becoming awake to Truth (i.e.. Self- 
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realisation) and this has seven steps (or stages). But, Libera¬ 
tion is described as (the Truth) to be known. It is beyond the 

seven stages. 

TTdllcfefteft TTtfiTsNtfrT I 

2099. Becoming awake to Truth (or Self-realisation) and 
Liberation are only synonymous names. This individual 
soul, becoming awake to Truth, does not again rise in this 
world. 

3RHTT I 

fcMKtm Igcfhn 3 ^rffclT irii 

spfrn imi (v**4-^) 

2100, 2101. The first stage of knowledge is said to be 
“Subheccha” (or virtuous desire). The second is “Vicaraga” 
(investigation or reflection). The third is tanumanasa (or the 
state of thin mind). The fourth would be sattvapatti (or 
attainment of Pure Being); then the (stage) named asam- 
sakti (or non-union, i.e., detachment from the objective 
world). The sixth is padarthabhavani (or non-ideation of 
objects). The seventh is considered as turyaga (remaining in 

the fourth state of consciousness). 

R«ldl *|Rfa<a*«iT ^ I 

tidiHi facL=M nmi o-W-vs) 

2102. Liberation exists at the end of1 these stages. In that 
state one does not grieve (for anything) again. You hear this 
explanation of these steps (or stages of knowledge). 

iretlfw TTI^IWSI^: I 

11*11 (V*S*-4) 

2103. “Why do I remain a mere fool? I shall reflect with the 
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scriptures and virtuous people accompanied by indifference 
to the world.” The desire arising in this manner is called 
“virtuous desire” by the wise. 

W (ci-cmuil ttvsu 

2104. That is called “reflection (or investigation),” which is 
the advent of (or application to) virtuous conduct preceded 

by the practice of indifference to worldly pleasures and 
association with virtuous people and the scriptures. 

*nS3t w 11411 

2105. That is described as “the state of thin mind,” which is 
non-attachment to sense-objects through virtuous desire and 
reflection (or investigation), which thinness here arises from 
meditation. 

TGHUMPl UTdmfrHxVgril U^ll (V**^-*0 

2106. On account of indifference to pleasure in worldly 
objects, in the mind, arising from the practice of the three 
stages, abidance in the Pure Self that is the Truth (or Being), 
is declared as “attainment of Pure Being.” 

II*oil 

2107. (The fifth stage) is described by the name “non-union 
(or detachment from the objective world),” on account of 
the spectacle of Pure Being that has grown up by virtue of 
the fruit of non-attachment, caused by the practice of the 

four stages. 
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anm»ruiuil gngrFri imit (vw-w) 
H<M*&ckld f%TC I 

44*1 Ki^ *Tf?T: Il^^ll (V*^-$>0 

2108, 2109. The sixth stage having the name “non-ideation 
of objects” is produced by the state of delight in one’s own 
Self, arising from the practice of the (previous) five stages, 
on account of non-imagination of external and interna] 
objects thoroughly and thinking of the objects (only) 
through the effort employed by others for a long time. 

*1 : I 

4|<*d*llcJd>Pfgr4 4TT ftar sj4»ll *rf?T: (VSSO^) 

2110. That should be known as the stage of remaining in the 
fourth state (of consciousness), which is fixity in one’s true 
nature alone on account of non-perception of difference, 
arising from the practice of the six stages for a long time. 

iTcrr ft I 

Ei^*|fod£i*Kna*ifd)d*4d: 

2111. This fourth state (of consciousness) indeed exists here 
(in this body) among those liberated while living. Beyond 
this, the state exceeding the fourth (state of consciousness) 
is the sphere of liberation without a body. 

2. fMhr 
The second view. 

¥ll'bU*sM4ii|3>: I 

3fSTOT 'Jjfit&ufddl ^ 4lPR: IISH (WS^o-*) 

2112. Let one increase his intelligence (or discernment) 
first, by association with the scriptures and virtuous people. 
This is called the first stage of yoga and the yogin-s. 
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tiMNUII fildWtl I 

ipnsj^nfe^nflpraJT ii^u (w^o-^) 

2113. The second would be “reflection (or investigation)” 
and the third, “contemplation of detachment from the 
world.” The fourth would be “dissolving (the mental im¬ 
pressions)” which is of the nature of destruction of all 
desires. 

II^U ( WS^o-^) 

2114. The fifth is “of the nature of Bliss full of Pure 
Consciousness.” Here, the one liberated while living exists 
like a person half asleep and half awake. 

^^d4Rr<£¥lR%4fd: imi 

2115. The sixth stage is of the nature of “one’s own 

Awareness”, having the form of uninterrupted (or dense) 
Bliss alone, which is a state similar to sleep. 

H, I 
'♦jjMcbt liqll ( 

2116. Then, there is the tranquil “fourth state (of cons¬ 
ciousness)” which is only liberation here (in this world) 
absolutely. This placid seventh stage would be equanimity 
and purity. 

mMtan <j ^tscttot xri 1rcfbr*5fquft i 
nftsfter ftma: wsr ^ftaRtnr(WV?®-^)- 

2117. That highest state beyond the fourth (state of con¬ 
sciousness), which is of the nature of Nirvana (or total 
absorption in the Absolute Reality), is the seventh stage 
fully matured. It cannnot be the subject of the living ones. 
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^gff wmw ^ cl ii^ii (vs-s^®-'9) 

2118. (Alternatively), The first triad of the states are quite 
resembling the waking state here. The fourth is declared as 
the dreaming state where the world is indeed like a dream. 

43*4) I 

lldll (VS-^o-4) 

2119. The fifth stage (above) has the name deep sleep on 
account of its nature being dense bliss alone. Then, the sixth 
(stage), of the nature of non-perception (of the world), has 

the denotation of the word Turiya state. 

wzmt *3j£fchl-dm i 

nsn (WS?o-S) 

2120. The highest seventh stage is (considered as) the state 

of the position beyond the Turiya (in the alternative reckon¬ 
ing). It is not graspable by the mind and words and is of the 
nature of the abode of one’s own light. 

3. %•( 

The third view. 

(i) sflmt vtfhibi n The first stage. 

3HU4I 

^TPJrt tjtn^ I (W^V*) 

<o44dWI5^ n4d*ll (VV^Vk) 

2121. At the end of many births, a man becomes discrimi¬ 
nating. (He reflects thus): “Alas! The state of worldly life is 
worthless. Enough of this for me!” 

Tf&t IcKHIclHlfrll jUmifej <uiginn I 

PwkuwO TJZQ wnfa: IRII 
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2122,2123. “How do 1 cross the ocean of worldly existence 

becoming one possessed of freedom from passion?” When a 

person with a virtuous mind becomes intent on reflection in 

this manner, he attains to indifference towards worldly 
pleasures in his inner thoughts day after day. He undertakes 
and rejoices in activities of a lofty nature every day. 

2124. He always hesitates in (doing) vulgar and stupid 

actions. He does not speak of the defects (of others). He 
pursues virtuous deeds. 

4£chMffti| | 

2125. He devotes himself to gentle deeds not causing 
agitation of the mind. He is constantly afraid of sin. He does 
not hope for enjoyment. 

2126. He speaks words which are suitable to place and time, 
full of affection and friendship, tender and proper (or 
agreeable). 

cmIuii <snx*T i 

^r: ^nq?n^rprsr%a^ nvsu ( 

2127. He honours (or serves) virtuous people by thought, 
word and deed. He looks into scriptures of spiritual know¬ 
ledge, fetching them from somewhere or anyone. 
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(ii) fedlm // The second stage. 

2128. He resorts to pre-eminent scholars, well-known by 

their foremost exposition of the Veda-s, texts of ethical and 

religious codes, virtuous conduct, concentration, meditation 

and rituals. 

<l»Kir<l»l4felftufc|«l I 

^Hio!4fyj|dytc4l ijiqfrRfen la^n 

2129. Familiar with the division (or arrangement) of words 
and their meanings, he knows the settled rule (or con¬ 
clusion) relating to what ought to be done and what ought 
not to be done, having learnt the teachings (from the 

preceptor), as a householder (knows) his house. 

2130. He gets rid of the excess of pride, self-conceit, 

jealousy, delusion and greed, even (when these defects are) 
dwelling outwardly a little (in his worldly life, necessitated 
by circumstances), as a snake (gets rid of) its skin. 

wggwyfttn qgii^lsrihald iiqqn (v*-W-*4) 

2131. One whose intellect is in this state, duly learns 
completely, along with the esoteric teachings, from follow¬ 
ing (or devotion to) the scriptures, the spiritual preceptor 
and wise (or virtuous) persons. 
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(iii) qrflm “*£&<*>i n The third stage. 

mMcKa'l<dcllcra\% 

: HRRll (WRRVR©) 

n^^ll (WRRVRR) 

2132,2133. Having applied his mind steadily to the meaning 

of the words of the scriptures properly, he wears out his 

extended life seated on a couch of stone, with his rests in the 

hermitages of ascetics and with (his participation in) courses 
of narration concerning the Supreme Spirit, which blame 

worldly life and which are equally the steps in producing 
indifference to the world. 

tMcIlUfegftui | 

(WRRVRR) 

2134. The righteous one spends his time by roaming in 

forest-sites, placid with the joy of non-attachment and lovely 
with the calmness of the mind. 

(iii) (a) Uiai'disHtf: n Ordinary non-attachment. 

HWR: Stg 1 (VVWV^) 

SMyebilPlflM ^ URMI (WRRVR^) 
^3 ^TT 4>cJId TfR I 

^TmtHT M^lhni: rR<nq^: IIR^II (W^RVR’*) 

fM)<nHci tratri 3tT«rat c<im4l f«nx*. i 

^5: cfecfc*4h^eW: «cf»||c|Mm<d4JHV3H (VHRVR4) 

2135 to 2138. This non-attachment is of two kinds - the 
ordinary and the best. “Everything brought into existence 
by previous actions, whether it is pleasure or pain, is only 

i 
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dependent on God. What is my doership in this matter? The 
enjoyments of objects of pleasure are intense diseases. 

Riches are great misfortunes. Associations are only for 
separation. Anxieties are diseases of the mind. Time is 
engaged in swallowing up all beings continuously.” The 
annihilation of mental inclinations inwardly in the above 
manner, due to the indifference of one with a mind fastened 
to the meanings of the sentences (of scriptures), is that 

ordinary non-attachment. 

(Hi) (b) &8tsn%: n The best non-attachment. 

3frei?n«rw4tTRi: i 

^1? efcrfalC cficrf cfilf cH TO IRSII 

«F3T ^dfald VIodnWdHH I 

yirer saifr ir^h 

2139 to 2142. When the Reality, which is the further bank 

of the ocean of worldy existence, the Essence and the 
Supreme Cause, has arrived at manifestation firmly, like a 
fruit placed on the hand, by this application of method (viz., 
investigation), by association with noble souls and separa¬ 
tion from the wicked, by the use of one’s own intellect 
within, by manly effort and by the employment of constant 
practice, then, abiding silently and calmly, having certainly 
cast far away the contemplation of the meanings of words 
such as, ‘‘I am not the doer; God is the doer or my action 

derived from prakrti (or Nature) (is the doer),” is called the 

best non-attachment. 
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(iv)Zfttff vjfa&r ii The fourth stage. 

^TTjTRt^ 1%Trt (W^VS<i) 

ft^mPTJTTRF^ yir»l4l <4cW^d«: l 

jm^Prt T^^yf ^[Hchitnai: U^ll 

2143,2144. When ignorance has reached its end due to the 

practice of the (above) three stages and when there is the 

appearance of true knowledge in the mind like the rising of 

the full moon, the yogin-s with one-pointed minds who have 

gone to the fourth stage, perceive everything equally, 
without division and without beginning and end. 

3l|jc* I 

qyqfct IRMI (W«VV>) 

2145. When non-duality has attained to stability and duality 
has reached its end, the ones who have gone to the fourth 

stage see the worlds like a dream. 

(V) mwl Vjfrtzfn II The fifth stage. 

liclltrl trt; ||^H (W^V^) 

2146. The one who has gone to the fifth stage lives only with 

Pure Being as remainder. 

IRV9I1 

2147. Having arrived at the fifth stage which has the name 
“the place of profound repose”, the person, with all his 
distinguishing parts (or features) abated, lives in mere non¬ 
duality. Risen with the appearance of duality vanished, he is 

one who has awakened within. 

A j 
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TOdfeM TJc*T^ M*l4f I 

Rrc*j fH*k&R<* c*$ZKt I 

3>cf**qw3dWi ^iTORri fac<|*H: 1RSII (W^W) 

2148, 2149. The one who has gone to the fifth stage exists 
only in uninterrupted deep sleep (or profound repose), 

remaining with inwardness (of consciousness), though 
wholly engaged in external actions. The one without desires, 
doing repeated practice in this stage, is seen as if asleep 
always due to much tranquillity. 

(vi) vgt n The sixth stage. 

gtirftsiwMii *OTTReF»rf?r 1 

^T5T HI'HtI ^7t ^Tt ll^oll (V*-*3V**) 

2150. Gradually, he goes over to the different sixth stage 

having the name “turya” (or the fourth state of conscious¬ 
ness), where he is neither non-existence nor one having a 
real nature; neither “I” nor even non-ego. 

PlifP«l: 4)c|H|cMt fa*TR5R: ll^^ll 

2151. He remains merely with the thinking process worn 
away, freed from duality and unity, without the knot (of 
ignorance in the heart), with his doubts abated, liberated 
while living and having clear perception. 

3iPic4«iVa1h Rsurt: i 

3TW: 113311 

<W**V*4) 

2152. Though not liberated from existence, he is liberated, 
remaining like a lamp in a picture (which does not shine 
though not consumed). He is empty within and empty 
without, like an empty pot in space. 
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3RT: l?if tjpf: ^|Ufe » 

(VVW-W 

2153 He is full within and full without like a (water \ fiiw 

H- • 

m mm vfm, „ The seventh slage 

( w.„^, 

attain the^venthstage"^remained in the sixth stage, can 

the state of liberation withouraVtodyStaee °f y°ga * 

n^MI <V*-*^V**) 
2155. That (statie^ u/h* u 
tranquil, is the utmost liJ*. inaccuessible to words and is 
existence. Thoueh it “ m the territories of worldly 
somehow. & cannot be indicated always, it is taught 

Brahman tu- •1S *S ca^et^ liberation. This is declared as 
tion fmrri IS *S <*escribed as Nirvana (or final emancipa- 
wh f matter and absorption in the Supreme Spirit), 
whose form 1S fuller than the full. 

^UdilfrT ?ifb# l 

2157. The one liberated without a body does not rise; nor 
does he set (or vanish). He is not extinguished. He is neither 
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being nor non-being. He is not far off. He is neither “I” nor 
not “I”. He is not another. 

VI 
Cutting off the Fetters of Actions (Freedom from the Law 
of Karma). 

1. 

The law of consequence of actions. 

f Ft it&i * ^ ^ i 

3rfer -erst tpc% ^rrfet <g>dHmi<*ich4qnn imi (3-<?V33) 

2158. There is no mountain, no sky, no ocean and no 
heaven where there is no fruit (or consequence) of one’s 
actions that are performed. 

si i<w-i <*>4 i 
P|Ufrc»: II3II (VSV**) 

2159. The shining (or eminent) action, of this world or even 
relating to a former life, which is effected, that supreme 
manly effort is not fruitless at any time. 

2. 
The nature of Karma (or Action). 

^ rTPI TRt chUfdfSTrT^ H 11*11 

2160. The movement of performance in this world is des¬ 
cribed as Karma (or action) by the wise. Previously, mind 
was its body (i.e., action is conceived in the mind first). 
Therefore, action is only the mind. 

t<dTi^4uii gfta fsrgi^r irii (vsv-9^) 

2161. On account of its nature of understanding the skill (of 
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Performance), this expansion (into activity) pertains to the 
^nd. This is the seed of those actions. The fruit (or result) 
°Ccurs only to this (mind). 

?IW5n^gRTOg5TCRt: It^tt (V^V**) 

2162. The seed of action is the movement of the mind (or 
o ition). It is declared to be so and is also experienced thus. 

e various (physical) activities are the branches of that tree 
*Uh different fruits. 

The absence of difference between the Person and 
Action. 

2163. As there is no difference here between a flower and 

th *nt?I^°r lra8rance), which are not divided, so also, 
ere is no difference between action and the mind which 

are not divided. 

iRv,<*>«■!! tr: i 

^ -jjuft -btssit iru 

2164. A mind bereft of the power of action in the form of 
imagination (or will) does not exist in this world, as a thing 
possessed of qualities does not exist without such qualities. 

*WIT R' 'R’wrafa \ 

rT^et ll^ll ( VSV'*) 

2165. As the existence of separated fire and heat does not 
happen, so also, (the separation) of action and the mind an 
the individual soul and the mind (does not happen)- 
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TUT ^ gfrMcfetftill: ll>fH 

2166. Rama! In creation, there is not even a little difference 
between the person and (his) actions, which are of the 
nature of consciousness and movement, except the part of 

imagination. 

cF^fct TTO e*,4dl I 

ufatr ^ ^it ^GhviM^ imn ( 

2167. Rama! Action alone is the person. Action-nature 
exists only for the person. You know these two as surely 
non-different as ice and coldness? 

^ ^T: f^FTT: ll^ll 

2168. Fate, actions, men etc., are only words which are 
synonyms for the essence that is the movement of Conscious¬ 
ness. Action and the like, however, do not exist separately. 

*Wcflfe<Utfiuii ^rrfer ^ nvsn (v?-3£-3t) 

2169. There is no difference, not in essence, between the 
seed and the varieties of sprouts, between action, person 
and fate, and between billow, wave and ripple. 

4. wi$ Jiawi siKftwrfi <huffui =r wfcr 
At the beginning of creation, there are no previous 
actions (to fructify), for the individual souls. 

^ *nfnT sHfUI^II it I 

2170. Those self-existent ones like Brahma (the Creator- 
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god), who appear spontaneously at the beginnings of crea- 
on, are having bodies which are mere Knowledge. They do 

n°t have birth or action. 

ll^ll (v^-r*^-^) 
karm t^C be8‘nn*nS of creation, no previous action (or 

«on onr,SR "r6 f°r anybody' At the beginning of crea- 
m thC Absolute Reality, expands (or 

ifests itself) m this manner, in the form of the Universe. 

awm ^tnrffur ^mv'i ||^|| 

slml AU ?? I”dl''idual s°uls arrive without cause from the 
actio ,ode ^or Absolute Reality). Then, their own 
fn ‘°nS.<or karman-s) become the cause of their pleasure 
ond pain. r 

'•H'41'W^to^rM ^IdvTliVU imi 

<v?-r*^v9> 

As ®rahma (the Creator-god) and others, who are of 
|he nature of Brahman (the Absolute Reality), appear at the 
beginning of creation, so, other individual souls also appear 
by hundreds and thousands. 

^ IdfMd wi itmi 
✓ 

2174, 2175. But, those not born of a sattvika (or virtuous) 

nature, who perceive (their) difference from Brahman and 
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who, having recognised this duality called unconscious 
(matter), are ignorant themselves, their birth along with 
karma is consequently observed at a future time. Unreality 
has been resorted to by them, who have become so of their 
own accord. 

ops I 
PucigiNri nvaii 

2176. But, those here are faultless and are (equal to) 
Brahma, Vispu and Hara (the trinity of Gods), by whom, no 
difference from Brahman is perceived in the Great Self that 
is Pure Consciousness. 

■q fblcffo tiftcTO fHlfd'j I 

PwN chrMH^n ii<sh 
( 

2177. At the beginning of creation, karma (or action to 
fructify) does not exist for any individual soul. Afterwards, 
that individualised consciousness, having created its own 
karma (or action to fructify) by imagination, enjoys it. 

Wf 'Wfwil I 

2178. At first, the imagination (or fashioning) of karma 
would occur in creation that is bom (or risen) with world- 
nature. Afterwards, these individual souls wander about, 
overcome by the fetters of karma. 

<wcmPi4» i 
1 dlMei tl«TT 11 ^ o 11 

2179. As the former object of desire is imaginary and not 
real to men who are objects of the dream of the seer of a 
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dream, so it is to men in the waking state that is a dream (or 
dream-like). 

?? rfSJT (V?-T*V^) 

2180. As there is no previous karma for men in the man- 

nature (experienced) in a dream, so, there is none even for 

men of the waking state that is dream-like, existing here. 

\ 

2181. The individual soul (sees) privately (or mutually) all 

dream-objects in all creations. In these (creations), the 
existence of previous karma according to desire, is of false 
nature. 

^4cnKUini <T«nss^rsfarftRrr It^^tl ( 

2182. This creation exists in the heart of Brahman as a 
dream-city exists in your heart. The nature of cause and 
effect exists there as mentioned. 

5. erm^tr argnfir 
Desire alone binds one to the fruits of actions. 

yyn+ic*i <*wt-um;>w$Rn^n*u ( w<^-^) 

2183. Actions are fruitful to an ignorant person on account 
of their essential nature consisting only of desires. All 
(actions) are quite fruitless to the wise one due to the 
destruction of desires alone. 

^n=rf 1% HE*n: \ 

3t^ptT: ctfEIT Ijtt 1111 ( W^"^) 
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2184. All actions, even those which are impure and fruit¬ 
bearing, indeed become fruitless in the absence of desires, 

like creepers in the absence of watering. 

*ni?r i 

ctifHHivl qrrMfrt ii^ii 

2185. As a thing conforming to the previous season goes to 
destruction in another season, so also, the fruit of an action 

attains to destruction on the destruction of desires. 

1 ?R^cTl | 

f^T ftgfFRT ^3T tpc* U>tffd ^Tt cTSJT 11*11 ( ) 

2186. Son! As a creeper of white grass does not produce 
fruit by virtue of its inherent nature, so also, desireless 
action does not produce fruit. 

The way to freedom from the bondage of actions. 

«wf«W<UI*i I (WW-<0 

H «R5Rar cRROI d<MR4M H$ll 

2187. Imagination (or desire), born out of ignorance of the 
Self, is the cause of action. The cause of bondage is indeed 
the state of having imagination (or desire). Renounce that 
completely. 

<fc4chc-MH4)H£cMI IRII (WWV33) 

2188. Consciousness is partaking of the fruits of its own 
actions on account of imagining karma. Freed from the 
imagination of karma, it does not partake of the fruits of 

actions. 
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fen: \ 

3l^*IT: ^ST*IT^ c'idl $«* ||^|| (W^~^) 

2189. All actions, even those which are impure and fruit- 

bearing, indeed become fruitless in the absence of desires, 
like creepers in the absence of watering. 

twill tdxsJAlI «dd fnf^chKill | 

i|fu#>i|% TTR *|cf<l 11X11 

2190. Rama! Whatever is done in whichever manner, with 

an even and pure mind which is ever unchangeable (or 
disinterested), that is always faultless (or does not result in 
harm). 

^ptT^prr: i 

^A(d ^ titiKM-Htiewmi -vgR: umi 

2191. The sage whose mind is completely unattached, 
though performing or forsaking good and bad actions 
constantly, does not attain to worldly existence again. 

lst.il! ^4Id: I 

irosictlci RtiR MRciicwmi: iumi ( 

2192. The foolish person who has let his mind go (towards 
sense-objects) and is wicked, though not performing good 
and bad actions constantly, only sinks into worldly exis¬ 
tence. 

iPrRsiTEn ndl^WsRi dm^iidiMdiiil cnudiRrovdtddr 

IIVSII 

2193. That is described by the word “doership” which is the 
resolution of the working of the mind within, the idea as to 
what is to be acquired (or accepted), called desire. 
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CReiM^dffd I Mio6^4<J<4 TOT foil'd: lldll 

C*-*4-*) 

2194. The enjoyership of such fruits arises on account of 

action. A man acts according to his desire and experiences 
the fruit (or consequence) according to the action. The 

established view is certainly that the enjoyership of fruits 

arises from doership. 

<£cJd)ie$>4ril Ctl-ifa wifoftl d<4vSfa I 

Il^ll 

2195. Whether acting or not acting, whether in heaven or in 
hell, what sort of desire this mind may have, that is 
experienced. 

dWK^Idd-r^Mi tj*rt <£4dlM<£>4di W t*,<fd! ^ ^IddTdHI- 

2196. Therefore, there is doership for men who have not 
known the Truth and who are acting or not acting; but not 

for those who have known the Truth, on account of their 

desirelessness. 

^IddTdt % fyifukAviricHtH: $4d(M ^ I 3?S5f ^ 

%ere* ch<»di«cw«iQA: HsrnRmfEr 9vyimd^44 

I 3J^4dfC| ctvtlfd «TSPR1: ll$*ll 

<•) 

2197. One who has known the Truth and whose desires 

have become loose (or weak), does not think of the fruit 

though acting. And the one with an unattached mind only 

does mere action. He experiences even the fruit (of action) 

obtained by him (with the conviction): “All this fruit of 
action is only the Self.” The person with a mind sunk (into 
worldly pleasures), acts though not acting. 
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^ chtlRi rl^ ^Jd *|e|td | T?d 

II (>S-^^-vs) 

2198. What the mind does, that is done; what it does not do, 

that is not done. Therefore, the mind alone is the doer; not 
the body. 

3ig»4?ilM WzTTCTTrRTtsfa ^TOqidm^HUllftl't 

I 31^ TTTd- 

hhRh I UdMddt: ^an- 

*H*i*Min4VW ^raMdd^MIchdkfq cjidf 

WSRdd^tl <*>nb«4c*^i ^mdQy-ddVU^ I dWUURrtd ddTdt 

^ei(d foo&lTi: I ctd dd dr^TaF^arf ■fddlM'Hfldd 

^T: IIS3II (*-^4-^, **) 

2199. Though lying in a bed and not performing (or suf¬ 

fering) a fall into a pit, one experiences the pain of falling 

into a pit in a mind steeped in (or possessing) the imagina¬ 

tion of falling into a pit (during sleep). But, another person, 

though performing (or suffering) a fall into a pit (during 

deep sleep), experiences the happiness of lying in the bed, in 

a mind which has arrived at supreme tranquillity (during 

such deep sleep). Thus, between the two, lying in the bed 
and falling into a pit, the one, though not the performer of 
the fall into the pit, has become the doer and the second, 

though the performer of the fall into the pit, has become the 
non-doer on account of the mind. Therefore, what the mind 
is, the man consists of that; so is the conclusion. Therefore, 

under those circumstances, let the mind of a doer or a non- 
doer become completely unattached always. 

^i4cr>4uii whStawt 

^MiJMillpH | TTW#nfd 4>«tun 
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2200. Thus, the mind is the seed of all actions, all desires, 
all feelings, all worlds and all states. When it is abandoned, 
all actions are abandoned, all pains come to an end and all 
actions attain to dissolution. Therefore, the wise one is not 
overcome, is not made helpless and does not obtain pleasure 
(or is not coloured) even by actions pertaining to the mind 

and even performed (by the body), on account of his not 

being separated (from Reality). 

wn tarrest tr^tt Pmfoi 

!R:<£»dM<£>dfcc| 

MVdtd dmfd4«H ^ 

foutd tr%f?r mmi (^c-S's) 

2201. As a boy accomplishing the formation and the wiping 
off of a city by the mind, sportively experiences the forma¬ 
tion of the city accomplished by the mind like one not 
accomplished, does not consider the joy and sorrow (arising 
therefrom) as natural on account of their perceivability, 
considers the destruction of the city effected by the mind as 
(actually) done and, though experiencing sportively even 

sorrow (therefor), does not consider it as sorrow, so, that 

(wise person), though acting, is not at all really tainted. 

# HlgldWt I 

ddUdjd|eWl$FT dxd^d fa^Id II*(V^-V^S) 

2202. One’s own action, whose nature is good or bad, must 
be destroyed by the discriminating one. It is accomplished 
by becoming awake (to the fact) that it does not exist and by 

the knowledge of the Truth. 

?TRT R ch4d4HI 3^ 11^11 (WW*) 

2203. That is called the renunciation of action which is 
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remaining desireless, without sense-perception, without 
objects to be known, tranquil, even and without utterance. 

^ ttar \\^c\i (v?-vrv») 

2204. For those who are established in peace merely by the 
complete renunciation of actions along with the roots, there 

is no advantage by what is done nor anything by what is not 
done here. 

%tictfd4ccu 

-^c*ccU \ 

ftcrffR: 

2205. Defectless One! Manifesting determination quite in 
this manner, giving up very much the doubt arising from 
reflection on the person or his action, freed from all 
graspings (of objects of sense), desireless and with Pure 
Consciousness as your essence, remain certainly according 
to your wish. 

3TOPT IFF* MKitPri % IRo|| (WV?*) 

2206. But, those who, not having performed complete 
renunciation of actions in this manner, accomplish a dif¬ 
ferent non-renunciation consisting of the appearance of 

renunciation, kill (as it were) the sky. 

■>3% fvta^q<u^ BTT (WW®) 

2207. When the desireless one, liberated while living, is 
established in renunciation of actions on account of know¬ 
ledge (or becoming awake to the Truth), let him abide in his 
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house or in the forest; let him be extinguished or meet with 
elevation. (It does not matter.) 

Ibpsr ^hhh. » 

fci'JI-ll ^5RI II99II 

2208. The house is quite a solitary distant forest, to one who 

is tranquil. Even forests are (like) a lonely city having living 
beings, to one who is not tranquil. 

7. 

The Yoga of action. 

*TgT Bhll^ll (VS-^vs-^va) 

2209. Son! Performance (of ordained duties) is the best 
resort for those who have not obtained the faculty of 

knowledge. Does that person who has no silk garment, give 
up his blanket? 

(cfcijctrlH I 

IRII (V?-^-^V9) 

2210. What is the use of many words in this matter? This is 
declared briefly (as follows): “Imagination is the bondage of 
the mind. Its absence is the state of liberation.” 

**>1^ ^ i 

rr£ R-icih^ ^TRTrFPtT 3'Hq^lHldl^ 11^ 11 

2211. There is nothing which ought to be done or which 

ought not to be done here - not even a little anywhere. 

Everything is Bliss, unborn, tranquil and endless. Let one 
remain as he already is. 

H-4q,4q>rtl qlUHrt , 
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Having forgotten completely the enjoyment of the 
of all actions like one asleep, move (or engage 

Urself) in the work (or occupation) -that has fallen in the 
Urse (of worldly life), with your agonies departed. 

ft? TRtT 1 

imil 

^2l3t What js suitable to circumstances should indeed be 

°He always by a virtuous man who is unattached, like the 

*ecution of reflection by a mirror free from stain. 

Ttt vrtHJv^cUfaclKUU^ I 

Ptvjtcb4-(4 ii^n 

22l4 This alone, which is doership in one’s actions prac- 

•sed without desire, is the supreme calmness (or steadiness) 

^rding off the fever of life. 

22l5. The knower of that (Self) is not the subject of 
Prohibitions and rules anywhere. To this person whose 
seekings and desires are extinguished, who says what and for 
Miose sake? 

1%RT I 

’TpSSSnSlR ft? II4II ( WV*-1*) 

2216. But, the ignorant person, on account of a divided 
rnind, indeed goes to the greatest sorrow without restraining 
his actions, proceeding in the manner of a fish (going out of 
Water). 
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2217. But, the exceedingly wise ones, do not sink into 
objects which are desired or not desired, on account of 
restraint of the senses, their enlightened nature and desire- 

lessness. 

PHjjmRd mPna ^ i 
crater ^ n^oii 

2218. There is no action which is blamable or not blamable, 
which is acceptable or has a nature fit to be abandoned, 
belonging to oneself or alien, which is the concern of the 

knower anywhere. 

TT^tarTT %Tc«FW I 

2219. Sinless One! Be a great doer, a great enjoyer and a 
great renouncer, having completely given up all doubts and 
resorting to everlasting courage (or firmness). 

T&3 3*3 arafawt i 

2220. He is called a great doer who assumes (or takes) love 

or hate, pleasure or pain, right or wrong and reward or its 
absence without care. 

^ 3l3»w ^ 'RBl'MlcWI ^ '&&& 11^311 

< VS-nvW 
*7001 IT 

• e is called a great enjoyer who does not hate 
anyt mg, so also, does not long for anything and who enjoys 
everything on hand. 

Vl^T; I 

M^n (vv„v^} 
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2222. He is called a great renouncer by whom all desires, all 
doubts, all efforts and all resolutions are completely given 

up mentally. 

3RT: I 

«rf?: TT^nrraTft u^mi ( 

2223. Rama! Live in the world with all hopes completely 

given up internally, free from passion, desireless and having 
all (necessary) practices externally. 

3RT: -HchlRcMHH TTOcT 11 

2224. Rama! Live in the world as one who is generous, 

having charming behaviour, following every established rule 

of conduct in life and completely renouncing everything 

internally. 

3Fti3Rl¥*lHI<l4| I 

«rt^W‘d\i’rUl¥ndl 

2225. Rama! Live in the world having resorted to desire- 

lessness within and possessed of effort intent on expecta¬ 
tions externally, afflicted outside, but cool all around 

internally. 

Tra5t ns«s.ll 

2226. Rama! Live in the world with artificial excitement 
outwardly and free from excitement in the heart, as a doer 

outside and a non-doer within. 

2227. You remain exceedingly even with all desires extin- 
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guished, having a behaviour suitable to the world outwardly, 
but, destitute of customary observances within. 

4c||<*FltS5?qft IdBdl I 

2228. Perform actions that ought to be done, by the mind 
freed from all desires and established in the Self, (since) 
there is certainly the continuance of the body. 

*«^ial4ez? tp* ^ | 

^|U| (4^41 ^ II9*11 ('tf-'tfVS'*) 

2229. Resorting to the Pure Abode in the middle of being 
and non-being with your intellect, do not grasp or give up 
internal as well as external objects of perception. 

oiftijcitag ^ftarnt jm ebi4M<li(ti ^113311 

2230. Rama! Though living engrossed in actions, remain 
like the sky, free from passion, exceedingly indifferent to 
worldly attachments, contented and destitute of all habi¬ 
tations. 

eMfcMUl cFWHI ■=TTf%?T «4l^rH, I 

rNta efiiftaRStPl cBUR! ^TTfm IR*|| (V66-*3) 

2231. As there is no desire for the wise in performing 

actions, so also, there is no desire for the wise in the 
renunciation of actions. 

3m: jsRT ftqnw I 

WPpssron^^raissmr^ iit*ii 

2232. Therefore, perform what ought to be done as arrived, 
with a desireless mind resembling that asleep and similar to 
that awake in a dream. 
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feFTcFR^cRRTOT <*1^ IRmi 

2233. As the movement of the legs of a traveller, who is 

intent on only the place to be reached, is free from volition, 
so, you move (or engage yourself) in actions. 

JUu^Mlnn <*u<f tl^ll 

2234. Move (or engage yourself) in action that has fallen 

into the course of events, without making any mental 

resolve and without considering pleasure and pain, like 

young grass freed from action (which moves with the wind 
without resistance). 

'RISC’S RRcJ | 

MU«tIuc| C|»eta: It^VSIl 

2235. Let there not be the feeling of pleasure (or taste) in 
actions within you, performing them, as it were, for the sake 
of others, like (the absence of pleasure or taste) for one 
consisting of a wooden puppet. 

"OR % fi-rj, I 

RFRfit RTTR IR4II 

2236. Let all sense-perceptions be quite tasteless for you. 
Suffer even those (you are) occupied with, only as the inner 
taste of (your) consciousness. 

2237. Move (or engage yourself) in actions gently like the 
circuit of rotation of a wheel (which continues for sometime 
without any force of impulsion), without desire, without 
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volition and possessing compliance with what is suitable to 

circumstances. 

8. 
The characteristic of a noble person. 

ftgfrT MlfodMlfl *T: 3TPf 11^ II <WW“<0O 

2238. He is considered as a noble person who remains with 

a natural behaviour, performing willingly what ought to be 
done and not performing what ought not to be done. 

^niliyil'N *raTf%RT STUIlfeldH. I 

H: 3TPf ff?T ll^ll ( WW-VO 

2239. He is considered as a noble person who undertakes 
work according to established rule of conduct, according to 

sacred precept, according to conscience and according to 

circumstances. 

VII 3nrni3*m: 
The Experience of the Self. 

The signs of the dawn of Self-experience. 

*T#: I 

dMdl fcbfedlRuidldW: 11*11 (*-**-*) 

UdMdl I 

3gR M^dl 11*11 (X-**-*) 

XT* TTt% vdl^l^cbW I 

^KUddfid ll^ll (*-**-^) 

fimfyra: imi ('*-**-'#) 

WUKdifHMk* ^FFinc^ $dU&dl I 

^TF^R^TT IIMI O*-**-^) 
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<4ViU c*iR MfftcfRt 1 

tmi fa^Mciyid: ^T5TRte^ II^H C*-^-4) 

2240 to 2245. For a person who has made investigation (into 

the nature of the Self), who has a mind the movements of 

which are disappearing, who is giving up thinking (or 

imagination), whose mind is transformed to a certain degree 

having known the Truth, who is completely giving up visible 

objects that are fit to be abandoned, who has attained to 

what is fit to be acquired, who is perceiving the seer and not 

perceiving the visible object which is not the seer, who is 

wakeful while living in the Highest Truth to which he ought 

to be awake, who is asleep to the way of the world full of 

dense ignorance (or confusion), who is indifferent to objects 
of enjoyment, agreeable or insipid, which are pleasing 
(only) until their enjoyment, on account of very great 

aversion to the limit (towards fleeting pleasures), and who is 
without desire, when the net of worldly desires is snapped 
off like a bird-net by a rat, when the knot (of ignorance) of 
the heart is loosened by the force of asceticism, then, the 
inherent nature of the person clears up (or becomes serene 
and happy) through the power of Knowledge (or Wisdom), 
as water clears up having got the kataka or clearing-nut 

(whose powder clears up muddy water). 

2246. (Then), the mind which is free from passion, without 
close attachment, without duality and without support, goes 

out of delusion like a bird out of its cage. 

quf^Rct TFSTrt >1411 

2247. When the evil temper of doubt has ceased, the niin * 

with its confusion and wonder departed and quite u w 

(or self-satisfied), shines like the full moon. 
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^5T ^TcT $c||uf^ 11^11 ('S-^-**) 

2248. (When the mind is calmed), evenness, giving birth to 
the greatest beauty and with rise or fall in a remote degree, 
arises everywhere, as (it happens) in an ocean when the 
wind has subsided. 

TJcFT I 

2249. Worldly desire, full of darkness, wretched, with its 
contents decayed on account of stupidity, attains to thinness 
as (the darkness of) night at dawn. 

yiMIMrcftcii | 

Mld^itRet <4qu0 ll^ll (*-^-*3) 

2250. The lotus-plant of wisdom that has seen the sun of 
Consciousness and is bearing the blossoms of virtue, blooms 
with a pure and superior lustre, beautiful like the sky at 
dawn. 

3i*it <&4igiRu4) ^cHi$i<H$rar: i 

^Rgo53en: n^u 

2251. Wisdom or wise sayings which captivate the heart, 
which are capable of delighting the world and which have 
been acquired by virtue, grow like beams of light from the 

full moon. 

cR^cri^ rtlchl: S|44H4IKIlpH #TR: I 

t milMHpft 11^911 ('tf-^-^C) 

2252. These worlds go forth and come from the mind like 
waves. They clasp the ignorant to the bosom. The death and 
birth (of the worlds) do not (affect) the wise. 
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firszn i 

c(l*MI U^'jSH (-s-^--^) 

2253. When cool discrimination is risen, desire, falsely 

produced from the sandy desert of delusion, is destroyed 
like a mirage in a sandy desert at the close of the day. 

2. 3fbufrl: 

Abiding in the natural state of the Self. 

3Wf<«lf'rU t%l% , 

^TTS^t II^U (^-^V9-£) 

2254. That is declared as abidance in one’s real nature 
which is indeed the state, void of thinking, (existing) in the 

middle when the mind is going from one object to another 
object. 

Tn fVlrtl-dRcT ( 

2255. That is considered as abidance in one’s real nature, 
which is like the state within a stone, with all thoughts (or 
imagination) extinguished, (but) freed from sleen or 
dullness. 

3Ttprir?t 8[l^ 5»u-rl ^ I 

3TSTST ^ (V^Va-^o) 

2256. When the ego part (of consciousness) (i.e., the indi¬ 
viduality) is broken down, difference is extinguished and 

one has gone to the state of absence of movement (of 

consciousness), the (state) which shines without dullness is 
the nature of That Reality. 
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3. 3Tmri3 vf) 
Incomparableness of the experience of the Self. 

3^<#r> ^§ral«^n i 

^Rhichki w ^ssn ii(v^->jv9) 

2257. That state which is born from (or made of) sweet 
delight, existing when the ego has vanished, is one whose 
nature is full. That ought to be followed assiduously. 

iiRijuifufcuitsUi ^ err *iH<ilRi i 

^HHJRII (V^'S-'SC) 

2258. It resembles an ocean which is quite full and it does 
not fall within our range of perception. It does not assume 
any comparison. It does not run after what is pleasing. 

fe^<4>iviiyichfe>chi fercrri ^mr i 

^Wt|4|I ll^ll (V3*-Y^) 

2259. If the perception of the fourth state (of conscious¬ 
ness), which is merely the bud that is a part of the splendour 

(or expansion) of Consciousness and which has arrived at 

permanence, is obtained, then, that is compared with that 
(state of Self-experience). 

WidW! ^RdlchUI '*l«WSiftf<elMrtl imi (V^-^o) 

2260. That state (of Self-experience), with a nature that is 
full and spread like the splendour of the sky, is observed (or 

implied) in the case of one asleep, on account of similarity 
which is not distant. 

UeNlelKHRwm I 

^TT rTJ: UKtaft I mil ( ) 

^TT 341*141 Rf«gl I 

1 TT^ETT cW44i TTO 115,11 (Wf-ttf) 
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q ^' 2262. Rama! That body (or nature) of the Almighty 

which is Supreme Bliss, situated within all living 

e lngs’ which rises on the dissolution of the mind and the 

VT°’ which is spontaneously accomplished through yoga and 
ac >ch is existing not far from (the state of) one asleep, is not 

cessible to words. It is experienced here only in the heart 
' r *nmost being). 

fern t 

I^n ll\3|| (v^-^) 

ca6H- Without direct perception, the essential nature of 
"died sugar and the like is not experienced. Without 
rect perception, the nature of the Self also is not ex¬ 

perienced. 

Ttfen 'nfn » 

64. In that state (or position) which the wise ones, who 

rien“n7rSan< fwi,h Self-knowledge and who are expe- 

reach ,K°r pr°f.,c,®n‘) ™ ,he P«h (to such Knowledge). 

grash’ he weal h °f Qod Indra acts llkc a decaying piece of 

2265. I do not see in the nether world, on the earth and in 
heaven, that pleasure or even sovereignty, which indeed 
surpasses Wisdom (or Self-knowledge). 

4. 
The absence of the mind in the experience of the Highest 
Truth (or Absolute Reality). 

n*n 
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2266. The mind is indeed unreal on account of its dullness, 
inconceivability and illusory nature; and it certainly does not 
exist different from a delusion, like a tree (seen) in the sky. 

1%nr i 
*TCIT ll^ll (V^-V) 

2267. We do not perceive (or experience) the mind when 
the delusion arising from error and stupidity is extinguished, 

as (we do not perceive) the movement of a mountain 

(arising from delusion), on the termination of the delusion 
caused by mounting a (rotating) wheel. 

*J<T feRT *ra? gam I 

^STRTT 11311 (V^M) 

2268. The mind is dead. Desire is gone. The cage of 

delusion is destroyed. Egolessness is born. I am awakened 
when this (world conceived by the mind) is awake. 

MftUTfn 1 
xpntrr«ff TwtgTT; imi (v?-**-*) 

2269. When the fruit that is the highest Truth is known and 

when liberation has arrived at fulfilment, even knowledge 
(or becoming awake to truth) becomes unreal immediately. 
The “Highest Truth” is (just) a seeking (or pursuit) by the 
mind. 

iimi 

see^ng-nature vanishes somewhere like a lamp 

r*4 a*k °** fU,ly spent- °n|y the state of the Highest Truth 
(or bsolute Reality) remains there shining without end. 

fn^iMu ^ TCrfsoRrffcren ii^ii (vwv*) 
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sdou^rl^t m,nd'nalure disappears somewhere. The Con- 

without dir K °f PUrC Awareness) remains quite clear, 

Tnamre whiand With°Ut divisi™’ as the A^ having 
Real. 1S n0t mutllaled (or stunted) and absolutely 

I^TTOrn I 

||V9|| (v^-^VV) 

2272 Th 

complete^senL^V5/^6 mind’ risen with a nature that is 
account of its^nr ^ (fr°m the body and the like) on 
ness), is without k 8 .tened nature (that is pure conscious- 
Pure Light for v eglnninS °r end and produces the fruit of 
ness). nowledge or Undifferentiated Conscious- 

^rT^TST fYlUlHcb^MUm , 

,l4|| 
2273 Then 

iy* only meditationt^°Se f*rcurnstances> quite spontaneous- 

which is effortless & s°rption in the Supreme Spirit), 

seekings, is ieft remaining1 beginning °r end and void of a11 

ll^ll ( v^-^-4) 

(or Abscqute8RattainCd t0 oneness with the Highest Truth 
and where rt . abty^’ * do not know where the mind is gone 
anger desire, actions and the perceptions of joy and 

ere is no return 0f ignorance (or Nescience) again. 

-xscgt 11*11 
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2275. When the knot (of ignorance) in one’s heart is 
broken, there is no fettering (or bondage) again by the 
qualities of Nature. By whom is a fruit that has fallen down, 
fastened again to the stalk even with effort? 

qrrft otumfa i 

2276. A woman excessively attached to another person (or 

a paramour), though intently occupied with household- 

duties, enjoys only that elixir (or gratifying thought) of 
union with that person (or paramour), in her mind. 

^ gftrt RuUlPdUHId: I 

ll^ll (Ur'&x-cx) 

2277. Thus, the wise one, who has attained repose in the 
Pure Supreme Being, cannot be shaken (or disturbed) even 
by the gods along with Indra. 

3T^n miR^idi ^ iifWfPi i 

rltfcfc dlc|eb<l(d imi (V'9'tf-^o) 

8. Ignorance (or Nescience), completely understood, 
oes not drag this (wise person) out (from that Self- 

experience). A mirage, well understood, does not draw 
away a thirsty person. 

understo d" CXactIy ^ora™* (or Nescience) is completely 

as the field f * tl?at Very moment’lt IS destr°yed thoroughly, 
dream ( u °* ?n|oyment (in a dream) (is destroyed) with the 

vw en it is understood as a dream). 
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6. 
The greatest satisfaction. 

arasgj ^n^sfesiSRT ll^U (V^V^o) 

2280. K'i what reason (or from what) do I desire libera¬ 

tion? By whom indeed am I bound hitherto? 1 desire 

liberation, not being bound. What is this childish mockery? 

•T d^iliRd ^ I 

1% ^ eUSMU^M ||^|| ( 

2281. There is neither bondage nor liberation. My stupidity 

has come to an end. What is the use of my playing with 
meditation and what would happen to me by not medi¬ 
tating? 

2282. Having given up the delusions of meditation or 

absence of meditation and being aware of one’s own Self 

which is the (essential) nature of man, what comes, let it 

come. There is no growth or decay for me. 

«n=T ^TSSZTR ^ 'MRll?IIU4*ftRldiqv 1 

fdailH dd^reff. UXU (V^W) 

2283. I do not long for meditation or the absence of 

meditation, enjoyments or the state of not enjoying objects. 

I remain quite even, with the fever (of desires) gone. 

^ ^ dloj^i rft ^ ^ cil^l dMldfldl I 

^ griddv>id*i4 ^ imu 

2284. I have no desire for the Highest Truth (or Absolute 

Reality). I have no desire for living in the world. I have no 
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need for (or business with) the state of meditation. I have 
nothing to be accomplished through wealth. 

qi? q-qr i 
^ ^ qq) HgW* ll^ll 

2285. I am not dead, nor do I live. I am neither being nor 

non-being nor made of anything real. This (objective world) 
is not mine; nor also a different one is mine. Salutations to 
me! I am extensive (or infinite). 

^ 'KlBimhMPl ?ftrTo5: ||V9|| 

2286. Let there be this sovereignty of the world (for me). I 
remain established here. Or, let there not be the sovereignty 
of the world here (for me). I remain cool (or calm) in the 

^ chi<21% i 

Tmviq qrg q3rf%T<^ ||£|| (^-^-^vs) 

^ *S t0 be accomplished by my knowledge of 

kinPdnrl°Al^hat iS thC USe of the weaIth and power of a 
anvthino • St comes’ ^et come. I am not something, nor 
anything mine is somewhere. 

^ qjq TOrapn I 

(V„.U) 

does not^Qf3 llWle that ought to be done by me certainly 

should) not n ”fW’ then’ f°F What reason indeed I do (or 
hand? PCF °rm’ t0 a certain degree, this action in 

. <v»vw) 
^ ^ tort q g ll^oll 
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2289. I have no desire for the continuance of enjoyments or 
for abandoning enjoyments. My heaven exists everywhere. 
It is not fixed somewhere. 

<TT l 
XTO ^:^3RjFdS IIWI ( 

2290. What comes, let it come. What goes out, let it go. I 
have no desire for pleasures; nor contempt (or indifference) 
for states of pain. 

<*>: I 

«U*W1 ^ e|T II (V^V'tto) 

3parr^ m^di^ ^ iis?u (v^v^S) 

2291. Let pleasures and pains arrive or let them depart. 
Who am I among these? Let various desires arise or vanish 
in the body. I am not in them; nor any of these are mine. 

afhh f^dfcrsrct i 

^rsnffcr ^ ^^u4Ud 1% xjsit «h^4lf<di n^u 

2292. When the delusion of the mind, “I am of the body (or 
I am related to the body); I am the embodied one (or I 
possess the body),” is destroyed, is the understanding, “I 
give up (this body) or I do not give up (this body),” bom 
falsely? (i.e., such a view cannot arise.) 

3ltdc|FdMd MlVil TFTOT ck4u|I 1*RT II (VV9>£-^V) 

^raffi|cUoifodK«lt 1IV*H (V'S'S-^) 

2293. (The wise one who has realised the Self), who has 
attained to the highest repose and obtained the Supreme 
Position which is unattainable, has reached the Abode from 
which there is no return. (Though) having deeds greatly 
desired by all, he does not seek for anything by thought, 
word or deed. 
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3TOt I 

3*dl<H$M<4l’*WU: u4dM*<dMSH. IUMI ( W*oV9-^V9> 

2294. Lord! I am satisfied quite everywhere. I rejoice 
everywhere. On account of desirelessness of the mind, I 

possess happiness everywhere. 

2295. As the pair (of ideas), “this is pleasure; this is not, 
has come to an end, I remain here quite even in the tranquil 

Abode (of the Self), at ease. 

VIII zfcrgfm: 
Liberation while Living. 

1. 
The characteristics of one liberated while living. 

^ ^srra <|*s i 

2296. He is declared as a liberated person for whom, 

possessed of a mind turned inward, an object of pleasure is 

not for pleasure (i.e., does not produce delight) and trouble 

is not for grief (i.e., does not produce grief). 

WT&S HfStWfa | 

1 y«MlPd UM<£Kd: IRII ( 

2297. (Liberated men) with equal vision do not go to 
unpleasantness even a little, among great pleasures and 

pains which are terrible and continual. 

TO <*dfe*f«<4>ril6Rd ^ I 

otld^Uc|dl4>tz|^: fd*XRl ll^ll 

2298. He is declared as tranquil within, to whom, though 
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having worldly affairs, there is no tastefulness anywhere in 
any object whatever. 

3 «MK«qT: 1 

WUJIHd f^lTrT: f«l>UW FJd: irtfll ( 

2299. He is considered as tranquil, to whom, living ac¬ 

cording to circumstances, all undertakings are devoid of 
desire and purpose. 

tfHchdi d ri 4U*idi i 

drefr| ftWdUilt dldilO: Wl^llVII (W*©^-^) 

2300. He does not assume tastefulness or tastelessness 
anywhere. He does not wander about among objects as one 

who seeks. Freed from passion, he is like one having 
passion. 

fr*T dritdmAII 

chlt’dileWsiljl'dilPd I ( 

ll^ll 

2301. They are not afraid of (or disgusted with) the world; 
nor do they frighten (or produce disgust in) the world. Their 
enemies such as greed and delusion attain thinness. 

faffedK: ^Rlftfri PUlfdK: ll'»H ( 

2302. They are persons having a pleasant and charming 
behaviour. They are agreeable and soft speakers. They are 
discriminators of actions and deciders even in a moment. 

«TRIen TPTO ^ I 

TTT UdfcWftdc l: wcw (WSd-s) 

2303. They are persons with a behaviour not causing agita¬ 
tion (in anybody), like friends or polite people. They are 
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having all practices externally and cool (or calm) in all 
affairs internally. 

ll<?ll ( W*V*o) 

2304. (The liberated one) does not disregard what is ob¬ 
tained nor does he long for what is not obtained. He is 

gentle like the moon and is cool (or calm) internally in all 
occupations. 

3rei*MEia tBWKfoMdfiid: I 

trfugrf ||^o|| (V^-9^-<0 

nnr^ *S Ca^e<^ a w*se person who, devoid of desire and 

ocninS?-’ rCTainS witb a heart (clear) as the sky, in the 
occupation that has fallen in the course of events. 

^^Nuvn^q^U|^r^d;, 

scriptures rei°^e^ ^ ^°r ^ree^ from) the restriction of the 

cording to the ^ l° ^ut'es °f caste and conduct ac- 
world likp o i- Sta®e °f hfe, he goes out of the snare of the 

Gallon out qf a cage. 

^Sssstsisr1 
2307. (The lib 
ever satisfied and^ °ne^ UP tbe fruits of all actions, 
by a virtuous Wlthout support, is not stained by sin, nor 

act n°r by another. 

2308. The knot 
s of desires (or mental impressions) com- 
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pletely break successively, as if they are cut. Anger attains 
thinness. Delusion goes to a feeble state. 

^jfcurcu: <4<*4 -T | ( 

^ -i^Pn Htu'i <T«n »IV*U ( 

2309. Graces such as joy do not leave the face (of the 

liberated one) at any time. (The liberated ones) neither 
blame nor rejoice at life as well as death. 

^FdvthisIWlld ^*iPPw<*d41: I (V^V^S) 

J|dl«£: fiyi4l4lc4 ||*mi ( V^V7«) 

2310. He does not fasten (his mind) on anything. He has a 

satisfied form and an unattached mind. The person liberated 

while living, with his attachment gone, lives as if he has the 
nature of a paramount sovereign. 

-RT^i ifcft MWrt: i ( 

4iiii^ ^ u^n <vsv<^) 

^faFwfst u^vsu ( 

23U, 2312. He has a mind which is quite full (or satisfied). 

«e is silent, highly honoured and immovable (or undisturb- 

1 among enemies. Though living among riches, terrific 
angers, pastimes and festive occasions, he is not having 

excitement, nor does he attain joy. He lives as if he is a doer 
° acti°ns, having a liberated mind within, always. 

^ c|c<VW4 ^ ’ot '<£htdlH, I 

wwmi tfURdsfa ^55^ n^dii (v^vvO 

2313. The wise or (steadfast) one does not fear, nor does he 
assume helplessness or dejection. He stands like a moun¬ 
tain, even, silent and with a mind at ease (or self-abiding). 
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3TRCrarf=fW Ucftfflcjcflal I 

3iftq4ta H ^Rfgt q ^ (V^S-S's) 

2314. Here, one who is self-possessed, who has gone 

beyond everything, who is free from seekings and is satisfied 

only in the Self, neither acts nor desires. 

^ <Rq|gff ^ 1 ^ 4t*T%: I 

q IRoll (V<£V*<£) 

2315. For him, there is no purpose (served) by moving in 
the sky, by superhuman powers, by enjoyments, by dignity, 

by honours, or by hopes, life and death. 

wuityW'Ml'iifm ^cilViifew t: i 

yfoqfereqwflui 11^*11 (VV9V9-?^> 

2316. Having the (apparent) disposition for the enjoyment 

of all pleasures and established, as it were, in all desires, he 

performs all actions giving up the delusion of doership. 

tfg ^ 113? 11 (V'S'S-??) 

2317. Remaining like one indifferent, and appointed to 

actions that constitute the regular course, he does not long 
for (anything) nor hates (anything). He does not grieve nor 
does he rejoice. 

3144411ft ^ttrt i 

?T3 ^ f%STrT: ll?3ll ( V'd'S-^) 

2318. He remains with an unattached mind towards a 
person who is intent on relationship. He has the behaviour 

of a devotee towards a devotee and is like a rogue towards a 

rogue. 
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m&t crr^ <3^3 44cut > 

^:'fer^^g:feRT: UTSI1 (V^-^S) 

2319. He is a child among children, an old man among the 

aged, one having courage among the courageous, a youth 

among those having youthful behaviour and is distressed 
along with the miserable. 

** 1^4 ^TRT «<ariH ^ (^-\svs-^4> 

2320. He has no purpose (served) by good acts, enjoy¬ 

ments, religious rites, misdeeds, renunciation of enjoyments 
or kinsmen. 

JjQunfri it ^ I 

St^rn^l^rafsff fc^-4grt 

2321. He takes or leaves everything in everyway and 
behaves like a child without anything to be chosen. 

fdgTifti chiiftj, i 

’T ^>l4^ist^:^enw Tt-tUtlM 1% »R\9II (^-vsvs-^) 

2322. Though engaging himself in actions by virtue of the 
regular course (or order) of place, time and activity, he is 
not seized even a little by the pleasure and pain arising from 

actions. 

•1 4l<&dltm «K3[liR \ 

•T HHf-dl ^ feraitqt 4ltg4l 1R6U 

2323. He is not one with a dejected mind at any time; nor is 

he one with an elevated (or excited) mind at any time. He is 

neither mad nor having an afflicted mind. He is neither 

sorrowful nor possessed of joy. 
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(VWJ-**) 

2324. The Wise One enjoys the entire collection of objects 

of enjoyment obtained without effort, sportively, with an 

unattached mind, like the eye (experiencing) light. 

<HI^: ||^o|| ( VVS*-^) 

2325. He is neutral (or unconcerned) among all enemies 

and is endowed with compassion and politeness. The One 

who knows his natural state is not pulled helplessly by love 
and hate. 

5**| 

3ra^ ^ ?frt ^ xrfa; n^n (VV^) 

2326, My view is that he is liberated who engages himself in 
ac ions with his desires given up, thinking thus: “I perform 

r am engaged in) this universal movement.” 

I 

• n ^ ^rfrt Tj ar% 113311 (ws<>) 

2327. (He is thp ru 
when their result^ -rated one) who> performing all actions, 
remaining pn„oi ^ 80t °r ,ost>is neither pleased nor sorry, 

8 quaI ,n all actions. 

1 ?«n ('tf-'*^-<£) 

2328. Isfot seeking 
come and enjov 8 ^ °b^ects of enjoyment that have not 

the characteristic16^ °f those that have come naturally, is 
of a wise man. 

^(x-^) 
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2329. Persons knowing the nearer and further bank (of the 

ocean of existence) neither give up nor desire the affairs 
relating to the world. They follow quite everything. 

fcW<P 1I*MI 

2330. Devoid of desire and following occupations suitable 

to circumstances, the exalted ones wander about at ease (or 
self-abiding), stationed in the body-chariot. 

^ arret oqd£r(c| VdldHJctd: BSRt U^ll ( VV<0 

2331. He is called a person liberated while living who, gone 

to the state of resting on Pure Consciousness alone, remains 

like one asleep when being quite awake, dealing with 
worldly affairs. 

ehc^leU-ilq \ 

*1: ■Hfddbfa IrfSTd: ^IcjdJcW B^trt ll^VSIl (VV^) 

2332. He is called a person liberated while living, whose 

grasping (or apprehension) of worldly existence has ceased, 
who is undivided though (apparently) possessed of parts and 

who is free from thinking though having a mind. 

l^zirt i 

cnsfrT u^dii (vvs) 

2333. He is called a person liberated while living, for whom 

there is no egotistic feeling (or the sense of “I”) and whose 

intellect is not tainted whether he is acting or not acting. 

^KKUMillftii frraTfbl ^ ttHlfq \ 

^cysfrftgr MVdid u^n 

2334. He looks upon all the sons and wife, friends and 
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riches as if they are brought about by former births and as if 

they are born in a dream. 

2335. He does not perceive (or cherish) any desires for the 
world, wife and wealth. He has rested in the extraordinary 

position (or state), like a corpse, while he is quite living. 

4uii<*>k4 i 

^T: *T TgSRI 11X^11 (V*V*6) 

2336. He is called a liberated person, who neither rejoices 
nor is dejected always, among pleasures and pains hap¬ 
pening at the proper time. 

^IdehsKR) n: ^5FT 11X^11 (VSVSS) 

2337. He is declared as liberated, for whom desire or 

absence of desire for agreeable or disagreeable objects do 

not exist and who moves (or acts) like one asleep. 

nAdfgfa&d ^ i 

^TOFtT: | rtf ^11 (V^V^°) 

2338. He is called a person liberated while living, within 

whom the perceptions of what is fit to be abandoned or what 
is fit to be acquired and also (the feelings of) “Mine and I am 
here,” have completely vanished. 

I 

* vjftcfHJcM inr*n 

2339. He is called a person liberated while living who is not 
touched (or defiled) within by notions (or considerations) of 
exultation, jealousy, fear, anger, desire and wretchedness. 
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4 ctwm^i4inc»rtW4 btie»R**w: iremi (vs£-^) 

2340. He is one engaged in all duties on hand and neutral in 

all (his) views. He is settled, resorting to the renunciation of 

desires relating to objects to be thought of (or objects 
imagined by the mind). 

^4* f4n4t%*T: l 
144ebl^hd^ait*ii (v*4->0 

2341. He is devoid of agitation (or anxiety) everywhere and 

is a promoter of the wishes (or interests) of all. He is one by 

whom the Self has been seen by the light of discrimination. 
He is one staying in the garden of Enlightenment. 

UcifdlrU-KIc^M) ^uf^fVTf^KIVra: \ 

^ ^ ggRqr wr* n^vsu (vs<s.-<0 

2342. He is resting upon the position (or state) which has 

gone beyond everything. He has a heart which is cool like 

the full moon. He is not agitated (or anxious), nor has he a 
delighted mind. He does not sink down (or suffer) in worldly 
existence. 

3T*ZI!<*ufdTTOta: *£jf: qicHWRW: ir*<£H (V\SS-^) 

2343. He has come out of the stage of association with the 
world. He is one with the mental fever of pride cured. He 

has his delight in the Supreme Spirit. He is remaining quietly 

and is fulfilled. He is one possessed of a pure mind. 

irssu (vvsr*-v*) 

2344. He is one with the marks of the mud of desire washed 
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out and the bonds of his own delusion broken. He is 
liberated from the fear of the evil of duality. He is one who 

has crossed the ocean of worldly existence. 

fcdHF5l I mo II 

2345. He is one whose deeds are desired by everyone, (but) 

he does not desire anything. He is one possessed of joy 

which gladdens everyone, (but) he does not rejoice with 
anything. 

5f?y ^t: im<n (vvs*-^) 

2346. One who is giving up all efforts (or undertakings), 

who is destitute of all limitations and is completely renoun¬ 

cing all expectations (or desires), is considered as liberated 
while living. 

*T5Tfcr I 

gi q gj im^|| 

2347. The persons liberated while living do not cling to the 
state of feeling pleasure and pain. They perform principal 

duties to a certain degree, on account of their being in hand; 
or they do not. 

3TtrRRTOrRT <fTC?J ^SKTRtI * cFTSTT I 

ll^ll 

(VW"*0) 

2348. No worldly activities whatever please them, due to 
their state of being delighted in the Self, as women with 
beautiful appearance (do not please) men who are deeply 

asleep. 
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^M|td | 

fe7Trn?T^ im^|| (VW~W 

2349. (The liberated one) does not rejoice at what is 

obtained and does not mourn over what is not obtained. He 
merely follows what is obtained, free from fear (or doubt). 

^arran<tRy^4« immi 

2350. He is declared as one liberated while living, for 

whom, remaining according to circumstances, the radiance 
of the face neither rises nor vanishes in pleasure or pain. 

'4\c*Hjctn *wri ll^U ( VV4) 

2351. He is declared as one liberated while living, who is 
abiding in the clear (or pure Self) within like the sky, though 

acting (in a manner) resembling love, hate, fear and the like. 

iKigfa(ti quTfan ^gR* n^v9u (^.^) 

2352. He is called a person liberated while living who is cool 
(or calm) though acting among all kinds of objects and has a 
full (or a fulfilled) mind even among objects (of the world). 

2. sftzpyeww fmrrfc 
There is nothing which is fit to be abandoned or 
acquired, for a person liberated while living. 

Rh4H<*4HVl oFts4: CTf^rotSiRPfct ctT II 

2353. What can be the purpose (served) by the renunciation 

of actions or by resorting to actions, for one to whom the 
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two notions of what is fit to be abandoned and what is fit to 

be acquired have indeed worn away? 

^ cJTSftd rfS&G&BRt >1^*1 (W*^V9) 

2354. There is nothing here, which might cause agitation (or 

distress) to a wise man, that is fit to be abandoned, nor is 
there anything, which ought to be resorted to by the knower 

of the Self, that is fit to be acquired. 

Tn«f: 4>4dllAdf4: 4*444 I 

IWT Ttzn 4*Udd$4 ll^ll (V*-W“*) 

2355. There is no purpose served by the renunciation of 
actions nor any purpose served by having recourse to 
actions, for a wise man. Therefore, whatever is existing in 
whichever manner, he does (or assumes) that in that manner 

alone. 

3H|R4*4I: I 

341^4»dT44lf4KI: ^4 11*11 (VV?-^) 

2356. Those with awakened (or enlightened) minds, though 
performing worldly activities constantly, are only having 
samadhi (or absorption of their mind in the Supreme Spirit) 
always, completely intent on the One True Principle that is 
the Self. 

4*l4*dlofl44afr*i $4 Pd % I 

1 ^ (4*Mmi Cf4l4d(q IIMI (W*V**) 

2357. They always perform action which has sprung up 
accidentally (like the fall of a palmyra fruit when a crow 
alights on the tree). They also do not do anything truly, 
(since) there is no grasping (or purpose) for them anywhere. 
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fevgqr ( 

f| «K<$dl ||^|| (WV^) 

2358. The wise man, though assuming (or being engaged in) 
mental effort or the seeing of forms, does nothing whatever. 

On account of (anything being) not fit to be acquired, there 
is indeed no doership for a wise man. 

****** cqfdRcW R ^n=rfd fefTO 

UVSII (^vs-ljo) 

2359. When a thing distinct from the Self is obtained (or 
admitted to be true), desire arises there. Where nothing 

whatever exists distinct from one’s own Self, there, what 

possibly can the Self run to or reach, desiring what and 
remembering what? 

^ ^FTTtld ^chiUlcttfuuiU^ld, R 

^ f^d) <41 Ml: «6<KRTOT 
3Wl«U^ ll£|| (>S-^V9-^) 

2360. Therefore, distinctions such as, “this is desired, this is 
not desired,” do not touch (or influence) the Self. There¬ 
fore, in the state without desire, the Self does not do 
anything on account of the oneness of the doer, the instru¬ 
ment and the action; nor is inactivity of the desireless Self 
admitted, on account of the absence of a second idea. 

3. 

The person liberated while living is a great doer. 

yi^lfdtfidlYKt: I 

?*: ii*ii (wnvss) 

2361. Blessed One! He is called a great doer who performs 
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prescribed duties and those not prescribed (by the scrip¬ 
tures) according to circumstances, with a mind free from 

doubt (or fear). 

*J13 <1*3 33fa*ff I 

3: *1 IRII 

2362. He is called a great doer who assumes indifferently, 

love and hate, pleasure and pain, prescribed and unpres¬ 

cribed course of conduct (or good and bad works), and fruit 

(or reward) and its absence. 

3: 31*1% 33*%3 3gl3t<lf *1 ll^ll 

2363. He is called a great doer who acts with his excitement 

(or anxiety) gone, who is possessed of silence, free from 

egotism, stainless and is one who has given up jealousy. 

srofgrf: $¥I£4I I 

3f?l*f 331 *1 3^3% imi 

2364. He is called a great doer whose mind is not stained by 

(considerations of) right and wrong in good and bad actions 
on account of bad (or improper) doubt. 

f33T I 

3 3t ^ffT Mglcfcdf *T 3^ IIMI (Vt-'tVtO 

2365. He is called a great doer who neither regrets nor rises 

(in his mood) due to a pure and even mind and is free from 
excitement and joy. 

55PH1-1: rl cMJi*Mh<£T 3: 1 

*13 31313TC3PtI 3?l353f 3 3311* ll^ll 

2366. He is called a great doer, who, undertaking action 
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and non-action and doership, (remaining) indifferent, be¬ 
comes exceedingly even internally. 

^ UV9U (W^VW 

2367. He is called a great doer, who, passing through weal 

and woe, does not indeed give up his equanimity, and is 
calm by his very nature. 

tTRt ^T^rrf ^ 11611 

2368. He is called a great doer whose mind is quite even in 

(circumstances of) birth, existence and destruction and 
among (objects) having rise and fall. 

4. *U<*fil4fo HUlfaw: 

The person liberated while living is in Samadhi (or the 

state of absorption of the mind in the Supreme Spirit), 
though engaged in business (or worldly activities). 

3T^§) | 

^ n^n (vhv^) 

^269. The enlightened one who is engaged in his business 
and the enlightened one who is living in the forest, both 
these persons are certainly equal. They are situated in the 
Abode (of the Self) without doubt. 

^'IdUHl IRII (V^-W) 

2370. This mind, having very thin (or insignificant) desire, 

is a non-doer though acting, like a person with a mind gone 

far off while hearing a story. 
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cf^fcT 3|fcMe|l4M«l I 

11311 (VkV^) 

2371. The mind having excessive desire is, as it were, a doer 
though not acting, like the one in the situation of falling into 
a hole in a dream, though possessed of limbs without 
movement (in the state of sleep). 

it faring: ~m ^j*tt w imi (v^-^v) 

2372. That is the highest samadhi (or absorption of the 
mind in the Self) which is the non-doership of the mind. 
Know that as the state of aloneness. It is the supreme and 
blessed state of Bliss. 

posed (°f bouseh°lders, who have minds perfectly com- 

the hr, °r ?a*m) and whose defect of egotism has subsided, 
house ltSelf (becomes) solitary forest-lands. 

1 ^(vsv^) 

(or absorb t^1°Se wbose mental perceptions are composed 

When inn.. 10 , forest and the house are equal, 
■oner coolness is obtained, the world is cool. ‘ 

q an 1 
^TS5tMi4 TPTT%T IIVSII (VaV^) 

2375. He is 
perceives hi C£Uled one absorbed in the Self, who always 
being, or as^f6^ 3S gone bey°nd the position of all states of 

0 the nature of all states of being. 
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’T «ZJWld on Tf TWlfefl ^5DR* II4II (V^-^) 

2376. He is called one absorbed in the Self, who neither 

grieves for nor contemplates (anything), perceiving the all- 
pervading Self and having a very calm mind. 

MgK4T4<44 TRt: I 

^TT<g<Mg|cn cA ii^oii (v^-^) 

Vr<4lc4M^c6f4^1l> lWMdT^yc4lM^» ( V*aV*00 

bid ^0<|Act ^ I 

tjfrlMlidti febVMFrT^l^d (VHVVO 

^IFpft f^%vt rifchf£l«£ri %?T I 

ch^Mn4Ud Mgrw uv*u (v^v^) 

2377 to 2382. Let one endowed with such a mind and gone 
to the position (or state) of great excellence (which is the 
Supreme Reality), stay or rise, proceed towards death or not 
attain to that state. Let him live in his own house abounding 
in excellent enjoyments and full of people or in a very huge 
forest with' its precincts abandoned by all enjoyments. Let 
him dance with unrestrained passion eagerly engaged in 
drinking or, completely giving up all association (or attac 
ment), come evenly to a mountain. Let him anoint his bo y 
with sandal, fragrant aloe and camphor or fall into fire 
having an expanse of dense flames. Let him do a very Sr®a 
sin or abundant virtuous acts. Let him arrive at deat to ay 
or after a multitude of universal destructions (or aeons), e 
does not become anything nor that is done even a 11 ® 
that great soul. He does not obtain any stain (there y)» 

gold situated in mud. 
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5. ufT-cr-gw) 

The person liberated while living is a great enjoyer. 

■R cflo^rn FTSTcTT cT3Sllk1l: ^TT^T: I 

fTfTrT: fim>U|c< ^cRoill STfrrqjTO: 11 ^ 11 ( 

2383. The fields of enjoyment obtained through destiny 
naturally, ought to be enjoyed by one who is not wishing for 
or abandoning them, as rivers (are taken) by the ocean. 

c’frcFrqjRii 

2384. The wise man enjoys the entire collection of objects 
of enjoyment obtained without effort, sportively, with a 
mind that is unattached, as the eye (experiences) light. 

sftrw ^ i 11311 (vta*-**) 

,ear ^ne! The range of enjoyments such as women, 

tallv u/h aCC1 6ntally l^e palmyra fruit falling acciden- 
for for rrrnH CFPW sett*es on the tree), though tasted, is not 

uctive of) the grief or satisfaction of a wise man. 

*frrn 

3*1,,nW' ^ Il>fII ('*-'*^-4) 

arrived f°r obiects of enjoyment that have not 
neouslv is tifn^?yment ^ose that have arrived sponta¬ 
neously, ,s the characteristic of a wise man. 

3I^r^^poor^ imn (W33V3*) 

2387. He is called a 

anything, so also does 
everything on hand 

great enjoyer who does not hate 
not long for anything, and who enjoys 
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2388. He is called a great enjoyer who, though receiving, 

does not take, though acting, does not act and though 
eating, does not eat. 

BTfatc*<^cb'<75 cftcfroUc^UMRflaaR: » 

'&&& ||V9|l 

2389. He is called a great enjoyer who observes all worldly 
conduct (or business) like a witness, with an undejected 
mind and devoid of desire. 

^UlM<UimMT*4 TT3^ <|R^lAc| xt \ 

ft 33ER* \\C\\ (W**V?*0 

2390. He is called a great enjoyer who regards old age, 

death, adversity, sovereignty and also poverty as quite 

agreeable. 

M^lPd ^pat|*5nf=t M^UHci WR: I 

^ U9.U (W**V^*) 

2391. He is called a great enjoyer who fully accepts equally, 
great pleasures and pains, as the ocean (receives) the 

waters. 

qsqjWftgWHrt KicWM4K 1 

3RTO ^tsfrT «|tiw \\%o\\ 

2392. He is called a great enjoyer who eats with equality (or 
indifference) the pungent, the sour, the salty, the bitter, the 
cooked, the uncooked, the best and the worst (among 

foodstuffs). 
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nUiT (e««i cf$7T I 

^7: wi n^mic*di <rar?* 11**11 

(V*-**V*S) 

2393. That gentle person is called a great enjoyer, who 
regards equally, the tasty and the insipid, great enjoyment 
and also that which has ended. 

8-IT* <£UgUcM> ^T ^ cfTSTZT^ rT«n I 

•HMdl TTfmtarTT773^EfiT 11**11 (V*-**V3°) 

2394. He is called a great enjoyer, whose equanimity is very 
firm in (tasting) the pungent or a variety of candied sugar 
and in good fortune or misfortune. 

MrufaWR ^ Xl^raNrrr H <5xERt 11*^11 

(v*-**v^*) 
2395. He is called a great enjoyer, who enjoys without 

desire, having renounced the doubt of this nature: “This is 
enjoyablej this is not enjoyable.” 

3Tiq3 ^9^ tr^ | 

tft BaarrT n*>*ii 
<V*-**V**) 

2396. He is called a great enjoyer, who suffers with an even 
mind, adversity, good fortune, delusion, happiness, the 
inferior and the superior. 

6. v?)'7'3<9tT£7 iUivajj^ 

The reign over the body-city of one liberated while living. 

¥I*UhhO<M IT^rfq * ||^|, 

2397. He (the liberated man), resting on the highest posi- 
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tion, is behaving like the revolution of a wheel (which 

continues to rotate even after the impelling force is no 

longer acting). Though ruling over the city of his body, he is 
not tainted. 

2398. For the knower of That (Reality), this great city of his 

own body resembling a garden, is intended for enjoyment 

and liberation. It exists only for happiness and not for 
sorrow. 

TTR Ft4<jUUP<Hl I 

vmolchuJjneoi^Ku ll^ll (^V^) 

2399. Rama! This beautiful city of the body, possessed of all 
nterits, is abounding in infinite grace, illuminated by the Sun 

that is one’s own Light (of Consciousness), for a wise man. 

^ imi 

2400. For a person knowing his body and mind (i.e., their 
true nature), (the body-city), beautiful with all blessedness, 
ls (existing) only for happiness and not for sorrow. It is also 
for the greatest good (of the person). 

<*:T§TRT cblVIMlfochl I 

Wr ^tSTRt chtVWlfcchl I mu (*-**-*O 

2401. For the ignorant one, this (body-city), is a treasure- 
palace of infinite pains. But, for the wise one, this is a 
treasure-palace of inexhaustible pleasures. 

quj|l41KM4l4?f I 

m4-w: u^n 
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2402. (The liberated man) does not sink under the great 

whirlpool of the waters of desire, in (the grip of) the bad 
crocodile that is the enjoyment of objects of desire, upset in 
the play of pleasure and pain. 

Trft fro f faRdidH: i 

visb^dimicM) iivsii 

2403. This city is indeed producing happiness always for 

those who have known the Self. This is also the giver of 
(both) enjoyment and liberation, and is like the abode of the 
gods, Amaravatl, to Indra, the Lord of the gods. 

3T5r^: ^owidii ^ i 

2404. The person abiding in this (body), though being the 

a -pervading Self, is experiencing the acquired objects, en¬ 
joying the objects of pleasure of men brought about by 
Universal Law. 3 

rtmSRM ll^ll 

an obii" th ed man) dOCS n0t take away at any time’ 
not resort tn ,Senses whicb is met with. So also, he does 

fulfilled What 1S n0t obtained- The wise man remains 

inoU 

2406. Those un^r^t^fui 
Which is one's nLl If T who destroy the fore">ost body 

wealth of bad deeds are persons having ,he Sreat 

own organs of sense ^ hem)’ ‘he enemies’who are one’s 
6 ense, are invincible. 
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*\£\rU ^T % 7131: I 

^ ^«4Ph ^mr qrws imn (^-^-^) 

2407. By whom those wicked ones (i.e., the enemies in the 

form of one’s organs of sense) are seized by the net made of 

the cords of discrimination, they (the enemies) do not seize 

(or break) his limbs, as snares (or cords) (do not seize or 
break) a host of elephants. 

7. >jflcWjefHRi f&fo: 

The continuance of those liberated while living in situa¬ 
tions as obtained. 

eh2fRsl«M RiyPri % mofci^: '913!: \\%\\ (W^o'tf-'tfo) 

2408. They are deceivers and not knowers of the Truth, 

who do not perform (or ocupy themselves) with their organs 

of action in situations (of life), quite with an even-minded 
nature, as long as the body exists. 

3*ar$sn«T: IRU (WS®'*-'**) 

2409. King! Those foolish persons, who indeed are not 

knowers of the Truth, run away from situations (of life) 
obtained naturally, only due to their childish nature. 

2410. As there is oil as long as there is the sesamum seed, 

so, there is the state (of activity of the organs) as long as 
there is the body. He, who does not attain to the state of the 
body (or the organs of action), cuts the sky with a sword 

(i.e., attempts the impossible). 
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TTC* IFJrT*T: I 

AfWTwi -41^19) <j imi (v*-*©*-**) 

2411. This indeed is the very best renunciation of the pains 
of the states of the body (i.e., its activities), which is the 
evenness of the mind arising from yoga (or meditation 
leading to absorption in the Self); but not (that obtained) 
from the cessation (or stopping) of (the activities of) the 
organs of action. 

i 
^ g cicrf^ 11mi 

2412. Dear One! One knowing (the Truth) ought to live 
with the (activities of the) organs of action in the states (or 
situations of life) as customary, as long as the body exists; 

Wlt * e (activities of the) organs of perception 

through'Yogaf. mind be‘n8 absorbed in Self-experience 

^ 11^11 (VV^oV^) 

P°^bly occurs to th°se perform- 

easy, attainable and n£ ^ natUral activitV)’ which ‘S 

settled) in regular cour l° ^ mind’ commenced (°r & course ever since creation? 

<5. &gt&g&; 

enlighTnldZnelTnbeh ^ enlightened and the n behaviour (or worldly activities)- 

■iwiiiuflsi ®i,„i ii^n 

2414. In behaviour (or wori^i , , . v r worldly affairs), as the ignorant 
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person is, just so is the one who is wholly wise. In this 
respect, the difference of (or the existence or absence of) 

mere desire is the cause producing bondage or liberation. 

3*^ 3*3 i 

2415. As long as the body exists, so long there is indeed 

distress in trouble and joy in well-being. The wise ones 

whose minds are unattached show themselves (or appear) as 
unenlightened ones. 

2416. One who has liberated organs of perception (i.e., the 

ear, skin, eye, tongue and nose) is (really) liberated, though 

he is indeed one with his organs of action (the tongue, 

hands, feet and the organs of generation and elimination), 

bound (to worldly activities). The one with his organs of 

perception bound (to world-experience) is (really) bound, 
though he is indeed one with liberated organs of action. 

^$*33*33# 1 

itWu-Hc* 'Mcfcivi^ msu 

2417. Only the organs of perception are the cause of the 

knowledge (or experience) of pleasure and pain and the 
knowledge (or the discerning) of bondage and liberation, as 
lights are (the cause) in illuminating (objects). 

The mind of the liberated person. 

^ 1%TrT fodHlg: 31^5 I ( W*®*-^*) 

3MW& 1^ ^ ^13% ||^|| (VH®W) 

2418. They call the stupid mind as the mind. The enlighten- 
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ed (mind) is called “Being”. The mind is born again. 
“Being” is not bom again. 

zuvifezj 1% iiHR: 

^HchU| ^ IWrlH^ 11911 

2419. The mind of wise men (who know the Self), which has 

arrived at supreme calmness like the water of a mirage when 

the cloud is raining, and which has disappeared like a drop 

o snow in the fierce heat of the sun, remains attaining the 
fourth state of consciousness. 

'Mcilri 11311 

exists JhLthC h®art. 0f those ••berated while living, there 
of the fS*re’ resembling a roasted seed, destitute 
ot the sprout of further births. 

2421 Th t * 
position of theec,ar^d as sattva or “Being”, which is the 

while living whmin t*lose high-souled ones liberated 

(consciousness) ° 316 knowinS the higher and the lower 

2422 Desir (VW?) 

of those liberateH^e<u-n *tS (usua*) behaviour in the bodies 

“mind”, it has ‘ h W"^e *‘v*n8» does n°t have the name 
sattva). 10 ee<^ ®°ne to the position of “Being” (or 
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2423. The knowers of the Truth, who are free from the 

mind, are constantly established in an even position. They 

move about here sportively with the ease of their station (or 
state) that is Pure Being. 

tbcotri ^Tt Tqt? ||V9|| ( W^-^) 

2424. The mind that is clear (or pure) on account of 

discrimination (or the power of separating reality from mere 

semblance), is called “Being”. It does not again produce the 

fruit of delusion, as a burnt seed (does not produce) the 
sprout. 

3Tt^3R!*jt \ 

^fsrnl^wn: UCW (WV**) 

2425. The delusions (or perturbations), such as the mind, of 

a sage who is offering as oblation all the straw in the form of 

the triple world into the fire of Consciousness with inward¬ 

ness, come to an end internally. 

10. 
The attainment of the Knowledge of Absolute Reality is 

different from the acquisition of superhuman powers 
like travelling in the sky. 

2426. Whether knowing the Reality or not knowing the 

Reality, for a person who strives in due manner with proper 
time, materials and actions, elevatedness (or levitation) and 
the like are accomplished. 

3TRTF^ % 1 IRH (V4V^) 
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2427. One who is possessed of the Self, who has gone 
beyond everything, who is devoid of desires and is satisfied 
in the Self alone, neither does (anything) nor desires (any¬ 

thing). 

•r 3r*Tr^tn ^ u^n (v£VS£) 

2428. For him, there is no purpose (served) by moving in 

the sky, by superhuman powers, by enjoyments, by dignity, 

by honours and by expectations, death and life. 

fan&Jiltflfa eWorld 1 

^ W«PTf?r IPtfll (V<iV^) 

2429. But, he who desires the illusions (or snares) of 

superhuman powers, though he is one with the Self not 

meditated upon, accomplishes them in due course, by means 
of things (or materials) bringing about superhuman powers. 

w*nv*sn: i 
TFT HMI 

2430. Rama! Those powers here, such as moving in the sky, 
are bom from the inherent property of the applications of 

materials, proper time, religious rites and sacred formulae 
(Mantra-s). 

^ ^Tleicividl I 

3Pfr>T «jfadihFddl: 115,11 

2431. The methods of (proper) materials, time and religious 

es’ suitably employed, always accomplish the definite (or 
re evant) result quickly, through the power of their inherent 
nature. 

i 
rT^TCTtfd ^T) cTT ||V9|| ( 
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2432. The desire of whichever person rises in whichever 

manner, he strives due to that (desire) in that manner. He 

obtains that at the right time, whether he is wise or very 
ignorant. 

^T: traM: fitfiSrUfadd: I 

TTR fjdMUdlddd&m<UI£M 

2433. Rama! Those series of fruits, having the name super¬ 

human powers, which are obtained by whichever person, 

are acquired by him from his own tree of excellent effort. 

11. vffaztfekT&J gift- 

Absence of all dangers to one liberated while living. 

2434. All calamities leave that noble-minded person who 

always regards even the triple world as straw, as serpents 
(abandon) their aging skin. 

gU^IM^lMciuau^ mc*dPd 

2435. The lords (or guardian-angels) of the world protect, 

as (they do) the entire universe, that person within whom 

the spectacle (or wonder) of Being shines always. 

1 fafetelH Wind lUMUjd^ 1 

^rarnZTFrT: M'jufd H^H (V^-'S^) 

2436. By whom nothing whatever (of the world) is acquir¬ 
ed, by that person who is fulfilled within, having obtained 
this supreme nectar (of Self-experience), everything is 
obtained uninterruptedly. 
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12. tflfaf f? zfcrqaRwi 
The life of one liberated while living is indeed splendid. 

HlwblMfd *TfcT: I 

vailfyd ii^ii (v^-*^) 

2437. The life of that wise man knowing the Truth, whose 
mind does not go out on account of his beholding the true 
nature of his Self, is splendid. 

*TR: *(4*ll4t| 4)f4d cPPT IRII 

2438. The life of that person shines, for whom there is no 
feeling of egotism, whose intellect is not tainted and who is 
even in all conditions. 

4l-wi:7ficico<u I 

f? ^fH4d cTFI 11^11 (V3V*6) 

2439. The life of that person shines, who indeed sees this 
(world) like a witness, with an intellect that is cool within 
and freed from love and hate. 

4<J4<4MR?1K4 I 

RiTiwi*4}(4a f^rT MiUcin cTC?J (V^-X^) 

2440. The life of that person is splendid, by whom, leaving 
what is fit to be abandoned or acquired, having rightly 
understood (the Truth), the mind is directed towards (or 
given up to) the final limit of the mind (i.e., the conscious 
witness beyond thought). 

cK4*4Ni«ki I 

4*i cold fjci 44l 'jJllcw din imu () 

2441. The life of that person is splendid, by whom, the 
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mind, unattached to the objects resembling non-existent 
things (like a snake seen in a rope), which are an impurity of 
understanding, is dissolved (in the Self). 

TT^TT I 

2442. The life of that person shines, by whom this business 
of the world is sportively performed without desire, resting 
upon the true knowledge. 

vflilctrt rfFt -9Tt^rt I|V9|| (V*VS*) 

2443. The life of that person is splendid, who, though living 
(in the world), neither attains to agitation (or anxiety) nor is 
satisfied within, on meeting with what is fit to be abandoned 
or what is fit to be acquired. 

i 

Ptqfid Tiflfad 11411 (k-^Vk^) 

2444. The life of that person is splendid, who is pure and 
has a pure (or faultless) view, and from whom a multitude of 
virtues emanates like a multitude of swans from a lake. 

3IF^ <g& I 

41 fad W& ll^H (V*VK*) 

2445. The life of that person is splendid, on hearing, seeing 
or remembering whom, living beings attain happiness. 

MHU ll*o|| ( 

2446. Sinless King! Whatever action is performed in this 
illusion of worldly life, that is (only) for (or productive of) 
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happiness to one having a composed mind (or a mind 
absorbed in the Self); not to another (i.e., an ignorant 
person). 

^ toT #riT | 

^|e*doyiST«T TFT UbHIC: ll^ll (VV9VS<S) 

2447. Rama! These objects of enjoyment, producing fear 
(or danger) in a person devoted to pleasures, ought to be 
enjoyed at the end, having reflected upon (or investigated) 
them with the intellect at first, as serpents (eaten) by 
Garuda (the golden eagle). 

^TrTt; 11*311 (VV9VSS) 

. Those riches which are enjoyed, having reflected 
upon and perceived the Truth, are the rising (or ap¬ 
pearance) of the result (that is liberation) for a living being; 
the rest are only for (or productive of) pain. 

*frrTRf Tm , 

riches t0 the non'attachment of enjoyments, all 
rainy season ^ greatest expansion, like great rivers in the 

^N^ifentjoit^ (vvsv^o) 
2450 The 
known the Truth** »ntelligence and lustre of one who has 

tree accompanied b^th 86 ’ 38 qualities’ such as beauty> of a 
” ea °y the spring season (increase). 
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13. USpg&t j&lV/dH-rHI nfo: 

77? e state of the enlightened one immediately after the 
dissolution of the body. 

\\\\\ (VV^) 

2451. Having given up the position of one liberated while 
living, when the body is overcome by time (or death), he 
enters the state of one liberated without a body, as wind 
(attains to) motionlessness. 

WTRtI 1 ^ ^ IRU (VV*<0 

2452. The one liberated without a body neither appears, 
nor disappears, nor is extinguished. He is neither existence 
nor non-existence. He is not far off. He is neither “I” nor 
“not I”, nor another. 

MdMld fcHJJ: HT^f I 

^53U U'lMj'jlfri tRTST: ||^|| (VV*^) 

2453. Having become the sun, he glows. As Vi§nu, he 
protects the triple world. As Rudra, he destroys everything 
(at the end of a universal cycle). As the lotus-born Brahma, 
he creates the worlds. 

7S tfcFREBagj * 

<WV») 

2454. Having become the sky (or space), he holds the body 
of air along with (celestial) sages, gods and demons. Having 
become one situated in the Kula mountain, he has the 
dignity of the city of the guardians of the world. [This is a 
mythological reference.] 
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qupi^wdi ^rf?r iBwiafan. nmi (vvso 

2455. Having become the earth, he upholds (or protects) 
this unbroken continuance (or preservation) of mankind. 
Having become grass, thicket and creeper, he gives a range 
of fruits. 

iWe<ld 3k4l£c3 Iw^ll^ll (WSS) 

2456. Bearing the form of water and fire, he quickly flows 
and blazes (respectively). As the moon, he brings forth 
nectar. As the poison halahala, (he produces) death. 

fnft: HV9I1 (WS°) 

2457. Becoming light, he displays the quarters. Becoming 
darkness, he produces blindness. Being void, he attains to 
the nature of the sky. Being the mountain, he causes 
obstruction completely. 

j^vT: WTclt I 

%cmufcit ctrtqfd ll<£ll ( VV?S) 

2458. From consciousness, he makes the living things, and 
having the form of immovable objects, (he makes) the 
inanimate things. Having become the ocean, he encircles the 
earth-woman like a girdle. 

McfeiyiKl 

VIMAetwIdB^ 11*11 (VS-?*) 

2459. Having become one possessing the body of the su¬ 
preme sun, and spreading the limit of light to the multitude 
of atoms in the triple world, he remains quite calm. 
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c*>k^3t^dd d<t^ ll^oH 

2460. Whatever of this (world) appears, appeared or will 
atjtain to appearance, he is quite every ' visible object 
existing in the three times, past, present and future. 

i}fdd><lt^ TTO sl&f'UHOft'IH, I 

1d<dfll|iW*>fyd TJUTf^jnfrRTfjfd II(W^) 

2461. Rama! This is called liberation. This is declared as 
Brahman (or the Absolute Reality). This is described as 
Nirvana (or extinction of individuality and absorption in the 
Supreme Spirit), having a form which is fuller than the full. 
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patience to go through the voluminous 

work of thirty-two thousand stanzas”. 

The author has stated that no aspect of 

the philosophy or the practice recom¬ 

mended for experiencing the Reality and 

no important verse expounding the same 

have been omitted in this compilation. 

It is a challenging job to translate 

such an exalted work into a language 

which lacks the proper words to convey 

exactly the sense and spirit of Vedantic 
and Yogic terminology. But, fortu¬ 

nately, the 20"' century has produced 

many literary and spiritual giants who 

have built up a suitable terminology for 

expressing Vedantic and Yogic concepts 
in English, though the shades of mean¬ 
ing attached to such terms may not 

exactly and fully convey the connota¬ 
tions of the corresponding Sanskrit 

words. But, the context in which such 
words are used invariably help in 
bringing out the exact sense. 

The translator has liberally made use 

of the excellent Sanskrit commentary on 
the Yogavasistha by 

Anandabodhendrasarasvatl, for deci¬ 
phering many complex verses, espe¬ 
cially those dealing with esoteric and 
recondite subjects. But, the overpower¬ 
ing urge of the translator throughout 
was the faithful rendering of the sense 
and spirit of the original, simultaneously 
giving the reader a taste of the power 
and beauty of the original. 
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